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ABSTRACT
This is the first of four appendixes to Volume III of

the Rand report "Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change."
This appendix is a description of Title III of the Elementary
Secondary Education Act (ESEA) as it operates at the federal and
state levels, together with a description and analysis of factors
that contribute to the strengths and weaknesses of selected Title III
projects. Section 1 describes the origins and the planning and
management strategies that the United States Office of Education
(USOE) adopted for Title III, both in the state plan program, wIlich

is administered by state departments of education, and in the smaller
federally funded programs, whiCh USOE administers directly. Section 2

describes the role of state education agencies in Title III. Section
3 presents syntheses of the fieldwork case studies. In examining
Title III, the researchers decided to focus on projects that were
reputed to be successful in one of two particularly difficult aspects
of reform: classroom organization, which generally implies a shift in
classroom practice toward concepts of open education; and staff
development, which often aims at important changes in teacher
behavior. Section 4 presents the individual case studies. (Author)
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PREFACE

Rand is conducting, under the sponsorship of the U.S. Office of Education, a
several-year study of federally funded programs designed to introduce and spread
innovative practices in public schools. These change agent programs normally offer
temporary federal funding to school districts as "seed money." If an innovation is
successful, it is assumed that the district will continue and disseminate part or
all of the project using other sources of funds. The Rand study examines four
such federal change agent programs -- Elementary and Secondary Education Act
Title III, Innovative Projects; Elementary and Secondary Education Act Title VII,
Bilingual Projects; Vocational Education Act, 1968 Amendments, Part D,
Exemplary Programs; ar.d the Right-To-Read Program. The study identifies what
tends to promote \ arious kinds of changes in the schools and what doesn't; in par-
ticular, the Rand study will identify for federal, state, and local policymakers the

nature, permanence, and extent of dissemination of innovation.. that are associated
with the \ arious federal programs and with various federal, state, and local
practices.

A series of five reports describes the first-year results of the Rand study
(July 1973 to July 1974):

Volume I (R-1589/1-HEW, A Model of Educational Chairi) provides a theoreti-
cal perspective for the Rand study by analyzing the current state of knOwledge of

planned change in education and by proposing a conceptual model of factors
affecting change processes within school districts.

Volume II (R-1589/2-HEW, Factors Affecting Change Agent Projects) con-
tains the analysis of survey data collected by a national sample of 293 projects in
18 state's during November and December 1973.

Volume III (R- 1589/3 -HEW, The Process of Change) summarizes the findings

and policy implications resulting frpm 29 case studies of change agent projects con-
ducted by Rand staff members and consultants in 25 school districts, during April

and May 1974. The case study sites, chosen from the original sample of 293
projects initially surveyed, represent a variety of project objectives and local

district conditions. This report also describes the role of the state education
agencies in selecting, managing, and disseminating change agent projects.

*Because of Rand's interest in advancing knowledge of organizational behavior
in educational institutions, the research underlying this report was supported in
part by an allocation of Rand corporate research funds.
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Volume IV (R-1589/4-HEW, The Findings in Review) summarizes the findings
of Vols. I, II, and III, and also synthesizes extensive data collected by Rand on
federal-level program strategy and management for each of the change agent
projects. Volume IV also includes a discussion of alternative federal strategies
for promoting innovation.

Volume V (R-l589/5-11EW, Executive Summary) presents the study's methods
and results for a general audience.

Subsequent research will collect additional data on Titles III and VII of ESEA,
with particular focus on projects whose federal funding has expired.

This report is one of four appendixes to Vol. III. Each appendix deals with
a different federal change program and brings together our first-year observa-
tions and findings at federal, state, and local levels. Appendix A deals with
Title III, App. 13 with reading programs, App. C with bilingual education, and
App. D with career education.

This appendix deals with Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, which funds innovative projects proposed by local school districts. Section I
describes the origins and the planning and management strategies that USOE adopted
for Title III, both in the state plan program, which is administered by state
departments of education, and in the smaller federally funded programs, which
USOE administers directly. Section II describes the role of state education agencies
in Title III. Section III presents syntheses of our fieldwork case studies. In

examining Title III, we decided to focus on projects that were reputed to be suc-
cessful in one of two particularly difficult aspects of reform: classroom organiza-
tion, which generally implies a shift in classroom practice toward concepts of open
educ ation; and staff development, which often aim 3 at important changes in teacher
behavior. The syntheses of Sec. III describe the similarities and differences we
found in project planning, implementation, and adaptation of each of the two types
of projects. It also attempts to generalize from the limited evidence. Section IV

presents the individual case studies for these Title III projects. In all cases, the
names of states, school district projects, and people are fictitious. Each district
that participated did so under a promise of anonymity; our respondents' frankness
and cooperativeness testify to the merits of this guarantee in producing a fair
picture of how these projects developed, with their various strengths and
weaknesses.

5



Ideally, our work would include a synthesis to describe how interactions of
federal, state, and local levels have sh..Ded Title III. Building on this synthesis,
we could then recommend to policyrnakers at each level courses of action that
taken together could improve the effectiveness of Title III. But we had to settle,

in view of time and resource limitations, for much less than this ambitious goal.
Instead, in this appendix we present our findings at each level of gokernment in

separate sections with little attempt to integrate the findings from different levels.
That task is approached in Vol. IV of this series (R-I589/4-HEW, The Findings in

ReN iew), but cannot be pursued to its conclusion within the framework of the pres-
ent study.

What we hake produced in this appendix is a description of Title III as it

operates at the federal and state level, together with our description and analysis
of factors that contribute to the strengths and weaknesses of selected Title III

projects as they actually operate in the setting of the schools. The implications
of our findings for public policy are discussed more fully in Vol. IV.
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I. TITLE III OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT

GENERAL OVERVIEW

This section provides a brief overview of the ESEA Title III program to serve

as a background for understanding the case studies of individual projects. The

data in the Overview were obtained from docunients and interviews with program

Pei-Sonnet.
The Title III program was first enacted in April 1965 as part of the Ele-

mentary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). As is widely recognized, this
legislation defined a major new role for the federal government in American

education because of the massive shift of policymaking power involved in the

series of programs authorized. The act had five main titles and each was a bold

new policy step: Title 1, to upgrade the education of disadvantaged children;

Title II, to improve school libraries and instructional materials; Title III, to
provide funds for innovation; Title IV, to support research and developMent in

education; and Title V, to strengthen state departments of education.
Title III was intended broadly to support improvement in the quality of

education through innovations initiated by local school districts. This was a

radical departure from previous federal programs designed to support change in

education which had been mostly for research and development performed outside
the local schools, or for the diffusion of new methods into the schools through

grants for in-service training, hiring specialist staff, or purchasing curriculum
materials and other school equipment.

The strategy of Title III was that local school districts would be provided

grants to develop their own ideas into model programs and that this activity would
have the demonstration effects of stimulating other school districts to adopt these

model programs or attempt their own innovations. This "bottom-up" approach to
.innovation, involving the funding of local districts to develop innovations and

stimulate their adoption by other school districts, is the key feature of Title III
and 1. is been the model for all the other programs in the change agent study.

Stephen K. Bailey and Edith K. Mosher, ESEA: The Office of Education
Administers a Law, Syracuse University Press, Syracuse, New York, 1968, p. 3.
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Title III has the broadest mandate of all the change agent programs, since
projects can be supported in virtually any educational problem area, ranging in
concern from educational administration to classroom learning; in subject area,
from basic skills to fine arts, in student ability, from the under-achiever to the
gifted; and in income group, from the rich to the poor. A project that can be
supported in' any of the other change agent programs can be supported in Tile III.

PROGRAM BUDGET AND NUMBERS OF PROJECTS

Title III has always been the most heavily funded of all the change agent
programs. In most years, the appropriation has been about $150 million, which
is about five times the budget for the largest of the other change agent programs
(the Bilingual Program). The appropriations for the Title III budget reached a

peak of almost $190 million in 1968 after a rapid increase from $75 million in the
first year. since 1968, Title III appropriations have fallen back and stabilized at
a level of about $150 million. This appropriation is about 40 percent of the author-
ized level. Table 1 shows the Title Ill budget from 1966 to 1974.

The allocation of these appropriations among states is defined by a formula
in the Title III legislation specifying that states should receive $200,000 plus an

Table 1

AUTHORIZATIONS, APPROPRIATIONS, AND EXPENDITURES
FOR TITLE III, STATE PLAN

($ million)

Year Authorizationsa Appropriations Expenditures

1966 100 75 46. 128
1967 175 135 162. 397
1968 500 187.876 , 182. 811
1969 512.5 164.8.76 164. 774
1970 550 116.393 116.393
1971 550 143.393 143.393
1972 605 146.393 146.393
1973 623.15 146.393 146.393
1974 623.15 146.393 146.393

SOURCE: Annual EvaluationReport on Education Programf.::: FY 1973,
U.S. DREW, OE, Office of Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation (internal report).

a Applies both to State Plans and to Title III 306 program.

*
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amount in proportion to the school-age population and the total population of the

state. According to this formula, the largest amount received by a state in

1973 was $12,930,000 in California, and the least in-1973 was $512,000 in

Alaska. The formula has not changed since the Title III legislation was first

passed.
Data on the numbers of "operational" projects supported by Title III over the

years are shown in Table 2. Title III distinguishes an "pperational" project as

for the purpose of implementing a well-planned innovation. Other kinds of proj-

ects that Title HI has defined are "planning grants," which are used to-support

projects through their early stages of development, and "mini-grants," which are
?ilsmall allotments of funds to school districts for them to innovate on a small scale.

In the early years of Title III, mini-grants were used to introduce school districts
to the idea of an innovative project, but now are used mostly to support a teacher

or a principal who wants to try out an idea that he or-she has on a small scale.
Data on the numbers of planning grants and mini-grants have not been included

in Table 2 because these data are not uniformly available.
The data for operational projects in the Commissioner's program in FY 1972

and FY 1973 indicate a large increase in the number of projects supported com-
pared with FY 1971. Approximately 400 of these additional projects were small
grants of $500 or less to school districts for assistance in adopting commercial

reading readiness materials.

PROGRAM STRATEGY

The management strategy of Title III has changed considerably since its

inception in 1965. These changes have occurred because of amendments to the

basic law by Congress and efforts by staff in the federal program office to develop

a structured innovation'strategy for Title III.
Title III wa3 originally authorized as a Commissioner's program, which

means that projects were selected by the OE and that funds were awarded directly

to local education agencies. In practice, however, OE asked the states for
recommendations on which projects should be supported and seldom funded what

states disapproved. Then, in 1967, two years after Title III was first enacted,

*PL 89-10, ESEA Title III, Sec. 302(a)(2).

10
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Table 2
NUMBER OF (OPERATIONAL) TITLE III PROJECTS SUPPORTED

Fiscal
Year

State Plan Program Commissioner's Program
TotalNew Projects Continuations New Projects Continuations

1966 256
1967 502 507
1968 509 902
1969 294 1,246

,

1970
1971 110 21
1972 509 121
973 390 451
1974

SOURCES: DIIEW, Focus on Innovation, A Report on the Status and Operation
of ESEA, Title III, January 1970; and unpublished information from Title III pro-
gram office.

the Congress amended the law to give states more control over the program by
turning responsibility over to them for selecting and funding projects. The basic
intent of the law was not changed, but federal influence over the substantive
priorities and management of Title III was diminished. Congress required,
though, that states would have to "set forth" a plan (the State Plan) for spending
their allotment of Title III funds and gave OE power to review and approve these
plans, and to withhold up to one-half of a state's allotment until a satisfactory
plan was submitted. The Congress intended that the Title III State Plan should be
more than an administrative document uhrough provisions in the law requiring that
states specify a program strategy for the improvement of education through grants
to local education agencies including an assessment of educational needs and a
plan for relating Title III to those needs.

The first formal set of guidelines for the State Plan program was issued in the
fall of 1971. These guidelines described, a change strategy; they further specified
criteria for the states to follow in designing a management plan for their Title III
programs, which the State' Plans Branch would use to evaluate the plans submitted.
The change strategy described was essentially an application of the accountability
model for program management to the management of Title III at the state level.
A fundamental assumption of the strategy was that the state should take an active
role as a "facilitator of educational change," by determining educational needs,
supporting the initiation and conduct of projects to meet these needs, verifying

,.

and disseminating the results of successful projects, and establishing performance
1 4L--
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feedback networks to monitor prograth progress. The State Plan contract strate).,y

had seven main components:

Educational needs assessment
Project development
Selection and funding of model projects
Project and program evaluation
Validation
Dissemination
Adoption

Under this -approach, the federal office would neither determine spending priorities,
nor would it be inviolved in project management. The federal office would or be
concerned with the process by which the states managed the Title III program.

To support these new responsibilities, the 1967 amendments provided for a
great expansion of Title III staff at the state level from the fewer than 50 provided

by states in the first years of the Title III program to over 446 full-time equivalent

positions today. This large increase in staff provided the states with much more
capacity to develop strong change programs and to work closely-with local proj-

ects. The Title III state staffs now have many more personnel than the federal

program office has ever had (the maxinnum..mas less than 60) or than offices have

had in any of the other change agent programs.
As a means of making Title III programs more independent of the politics of

the Commissioner's office, the 1967 amendments z-lso required that each state
establish a State Advisory Council to advise on the preparation of the State Plan,
review and make recommendations on all project proposals, and evaluate programs
and projects. The Title III federal program has moved to increase the independence
and professionalism of State Advisory Councils by organizing a National Associa-

tion of State Advisory Council chairmen. The membership of this association
has become the strongest (and about the only) source of constituency support for

Title III in Congress.
When the Title III program, was converted to state operation, the interest of

leadership in OE, DI-IEW, and the Bureau of the Budget dropped markedly, and
the federal program office has been relatively free to develop the State Plan pro-

gram in its own way. Continuing a trend that began in the first years of Title III,
federal staff members have tried in various ways to encourage the development of

43,
.4,54
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a structured change strategy for the program. In the early years of Ti a III,
efforts were made to differentiate projects in different stages of the change
process, to develop regional centers for supporting change in education, and to
generate projects in priority areas -- efforts that have had little success. Since

the conversion to the State Plan approach, federal staff members have worked
with the states, using the vehicle of the Statc l oche- methods, to encourage
the development of their organizational capacity .;,) support statewide innovation.
Specifically, the State Plan program has promoted SEA development and adoption

)of an accountability, approach to managing the change process, including the
development of formal needs assessment procedures; project evaluation guide-
lines; a system for identifying and validating successful local projects; and more
recently, strategie,s for supporting school districts in the adoption of successful
projects. The project validation system, which was developed in participation .

with the states and is called, the Identification, Validation, and Dissemination
(IVD) system, involves on -site visits by teams.of experts" to assess the quality
of candidate projects using a strut.tured instrument. The IVD system ha's become
a significant state level activity and appears to be stimulating other kinds of
changes in the management of Title III,. such as increased interest in:Osing'the
accountability model for .project evaluation and in developing adoption - support
systems.

1

When Congress amended the Title III law-in 1967; it added a Section S06
program that continued the Commissionerrs part of Title III but at lower level
of authorization. Section 306 specifies that the Commissioner's funds are :to be
used for projects making "a substantial contribution to the solution-of critical
educational problems common to all or. several states." IrLthe first year of con-
version to the State Plan approach, Z5 percent ,of the total Title III appropriation
was authorized for the Section 306 program but in the second year no funds were

t.
authorized. In 1971, the authorization was changed again to pro,",4e that at leaSt
15 percent of the Titre III authorization be allotted to the Section-306 program,
and thy. appropriation has remained at this level. When the Section 306 program
was reauthorized, OE est9.blistied, a separate office to manage the program, i

which remained intact until January 1974, when the Section 306 and State Planv._)
programs were recombined into a single office.

The various specific goals and strategies Qf the Title III program at the state
level are described in Sec. II.

t.

13,



II. STATE EDUCATION AGENCY PARTICIPATION*

fhe Title III program involved the most significant participation by SEA
personnel of all the programs in our study. Furthermore, while other programs
tended to be captured by SEA traditionajists with sometimes limited commitments
to reform (reading, vocational education), Title III people tended to be more focused
on innovation and less tied to supporting traditional views.

For the 15 percent of Title III funds administered directly by OE, there was
practically no SEA interest or involvement. State Title III people consistently-
viewed these projeets as totally inferior in design and execution to their own.
Especially in those states characterized by a strong management approach, fed-
eral projects were perceived as loosely run and were strongly criticized by state
Title III personnel.

PROJECT GENERATION/SELECTION

The project generation an9I selection process in the SEAs generally follows
a regular set of sequential procedures, which begins when the SEA notifies its

LEAs of the a, .lability of Title III funds during the coming funding cycle. This

announcement is generally made in a letter from the chief state school officer
(CSSO) or the SEA Title III director to the head school administrator in each LEA
in the state.

The various LEAs are then expected to notify the SEA of their funding interests
by means of a "letter of interestuor a project prospectus, which must be submitted

to the SEA by a specified calendar deadline. When these preliminary expressions
of LEA interest in Title III funding are received by the SEA, they are reviewed by
a panel of readers (usually outside consultants, SEA Title III staff, and other SEA
staff with competence in specific content areas). After this review, certain LEAs
are requested to submit full proposals by a future calendar deadline.

When these proposals are received by the SEA, they are reviewed by a panel
similar (or perhaps, identical) to the one that reviewed the preliminary proposals.
At the'conclusion of this review process, each proposal receives some type of
ordinal ranking*, which varies from state to state. One state may use a "high-
priority, " "middle-priority," "low-priority" ranking system; another state

* Based on telephone interviews with program officers in eighteen states and
personal interviews in nine. r if
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may prefer a five (or more) point scale, in which one extreme represents a
proposal. that should definitely receive funding, while the other extreme signifies
a proposal that should definitely not be funded. In any event, a consensus of
"expert" opinion is arrived at, and the top-ranking proposals are refer'red to a
review board (frequently called the State Advisory Committee) fot approval.

After the state review board has considered each proposal, it recommends
which proposals should be funded to the CSSO, who must make the final decision
about which projects are to receive grants. Once this decision is made, the LEAs

are informed, and the generation/selection process of project funding is completed.
Within this general procedure, specific_gener'kion/selection practices vary

from state to state. For example, one SEA may opt to simply notify the various
LEAs of funding availability, and then leave the local districts pretty much to their
own devices in generating a preliminary and final proposal. On the other hand,
some SEAs put forth extra effort to encourage submission of proposals by providing
LEAs with simplified formats for submitting preliminary funding interest state-.
ments or extensive guides to writing proposals. They may also sponsor .various
kinds of workshops--either at the SEA or at some conveniently located local site- -
to assist local districts in preparing final proposals. Still othQr SEAs exhort
submission or proposals--in fact, say to some of their LEAs, "Submit something,
anything. We'll fund it."

Even within these SEA postures, there is variation in the proposal generation/
selection process. In one state, acceptance of a preliminary funding application
virtually guarantees final funding. This SEA runs proposal writing workshops in
order to smooth out and refine initial proposals into a final fundable form. In
other words, the SEA, in effect, accepts the general idea that a local district has
put forward and then proceeds to work out the details of what is to be accomplished

specifically in the project to be :unded.
In another instance, the majority of LEAs submitting preliminary interest

statements areinvited to attend proposal writing workshops which, in this case,
act as a screening device forfiroposaLs_ After attending a number of workshops and
submitting a similar number ofAproposals, a distri.F.:tthat issontinually denied
funding gets the message and withdraws its proposal from funding consideration._

Districts submitting proposals requiring funding of a magnitude such that
local continuation of a project would be impossible after funding expiration are
asked to reconsider their funding requests. If they fail to modify their request for
funding allotment, they are not invited to attend the proposal writing workshops.
Similarly, LEAs attempting to do the "impossible" are excluded from attendance
at these workshops. 15
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This procedure, of course, serves to g ,arantee that the SEA will get the quantity,

quality, and type of project that it wishes to fund.

While the procedure used in project funding selection may vary across states,

most SEAs follow their own agendas in selecting projects for funding. In our on-site

interview sample, criteria for funding ranged from a straightforward "proposal/

project quality" standard through standards that allowed the "quality" criterion to

be attenuated by geographic or other distributional concerns to the point where

some projects were funded strictly according to political considerations, regard-

less of the quality ratings given by the SEA review panel(s). The following spe-

cific examples demonstrate this variation in funding policies.

In one state, projects receive funding on the basis of their SEA-assessed

quality; that is, funds are distributed on the basis of SEA appraisal of a particular
project's innovativeness in dealing with a significant educational problem, and on

the basis of that project's chances of success (i.e. , of achieving good results in

terms of the project's stated goals and the goals the SEA has identified through its

needs assessment, and of its likelihood of being continued after Title III funding

stops). The Title III director in this state said that projects "have got to be good

and must fit in with the goals the state has outlined." (In this state,- the SEA

Title III office is explicit in announcing its goals to the LEAs.)

In another state, although "quality" of the proposal/project seemed to be the

primary criterion for funding Title III requests, it was admitted th;.t certain geo-

graphic regions of the state must have a "funded project or two" for "political"

reasons.
In another state, the major criterion for funding projects is also "quality"of

"proposal/project design" as determined by SEA evaluation procedures. However,
adherence-to the standard of "quality," i.e. , high ranking in SEA review panel

procedures, is sometimes mitigated by an interest in maintaining a -"portfolio" of

projects rather than by political/geographic concerns. This SEA avoids putting

all of its innovative eggs in one content baSket. It prefers to spread its Title III

dollars over as many content areas as possible while maintaining the quality of

individual projects. (It sometimes negotiates project budgets upward to ensure

project quality and, one may assume, to maintain a balance in its "portfolio.")

As a result of this ending policy, this SEA must resolve. the conflict of

whether to fund projects of mediocre quality in low interest content areas, as

opposed to projects of hie quality in high interest content areas. The criterion

applied here is which proposals would best fill the "portfolio" of the SEA in the
16-
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various content areas. On the basis of this consideration, funding conflicts are
resolved.

In yet another state, SEA concern about funding "quality" Title III projects is
subordinated to its interest in distributing Title III dollars over as wide a funding
audience as possible. Since the goal of SEA Title III staff in this state is "to get
at least one project in e,ach of the several hundred county school districts within
the state," their funding priorities seem strictly geographically, rather than
qualitatively, oriented. They have packaged several small curriculum projects
and are willing to fund any LEA that will submit a brief write-up indicating willing-
ness to under'take any of these projects. Such an SEA activity could be justified
under the rubric that the SEA knows somehow which type of Title III projects is
best for the state in general. But in this case, no such justification of projects
throughout the state seems to be the governing concern.

Another example of the project selection process will illustrate the way in
which "political" pressures dictate which proposals get funded. In one state in
our sample, proposals submitted to the review board were rank ordered according
-to funding priority. However, in this SEA, it was a traditional practice to weight
the evaluator's scores by district "importance" in order to obtain a political dis-
tribution of projects throughout the state before the list was submitted to the CSSO
for approval.

This past year the list was forwarded unweighted to the CSSO, so that the geo-
graphical distribution of projects was not considered. After reviewing the list of
recommended projects, the CSSO noted that a large city within the state would
receive no new Title III funding that year The CSSO telephoned the superintendent

---,-.....

of the large city to say that the city would receive a Title III project that year only
because the CSSO had intervened on its behalf. Thus the CSSO managed to place
the city's superintendent of schools in his debt, a debt that might be called due at
some future time.

In another state, where proposal/project quality was the dominating concern
in funding, the Title III director expressed concern over this procedure. He noted
that those districts who were able to maintain full-time "grantsmen" on their
staffs were more likely to submit top-notch proposals. ("They know the language;
they know what to say and how to say it.") After noting that some districts (the
financially capable ones) received funding time after time, this individual expressed
his qualified contention that it might be a good idea to award Title III funding on a
random basis. 1 "V

-A.
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It should be noted that while the CSSO has the authority to make the final

decision about which Title III projects receive funding, he sometimes allows

others to make this decision for him. For example, some CSSOs simply rubber-

stamp recommendations of the State Advisory Council, or its counterpart. In such

cases, it seem clear that the council has the final say on which projects get

funded.
In other instances, however, the council itself rubber-stamps SEA review

panel recommendations about funding so that the SEA review panel, in effect,
makes funding decisions based on procedures it has developed.

Of course, in several instances the State Advisory Council alters the recommen-

dations of the SEA review board and, as has been pointed out, there are times when

the CSSO fails to follow the funding recommendations of any subordinate review group.
-It should be noted that while all SEA Title III decisions probably are made

under varyim degrees of political/geographical pressure, some SEAs seem to

insulate tertnselves from this pressure more efficiently than others. In one

instance, the Title III staff buffers itself from political interference by offering

to submit any and all suggestions made about funding for consideration by its State

Advisory Council. The potential airing that any political influences might get

before this forum largely serves to have any suggestions about funding that are

made by an elected or appointed official rapidly withdrawn.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Once funding decisions have been made, the SEA Title III staff takes on the

task of monitoring project progress. In some instances, the SEA strives to have

each LEA set up its own project management plan. The role of the SEA then

# becomes supervising the local project management system and seeing to it that the

project adheres to the pursuit of the stated goals or that goal statements are
modified to reflect what may optimally be achieved in view of local problems that

may arise during the project's duration. In other words, the goals of the project

may be modified (usually made less ambitious) as a result of on-site project
experience. In another case, projects are accepted for funding and given a six-

month planning grant to set up management procedures and refine goal statements.
During this period, LEA personnel work with SEA staff to refine the quality of the

final project design statement. Since all proposals receiving a six-month planning

grant are virtually assured of funding for an extended time cycle, the SEA in this

state has a say in management practices in all projects from their inception.
18
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SEA Title III staff try to visit all funded projects within the state on a fairly
regular basis. (Twice a year is the visitation schedule most frequently mentioned.)
HoweveF, because Title III staff are usually not adequate to implement the schedule
they would like to follow, modifications in the number of visitations are frequently
made. Visitations may be concentrated on first-year projects, so that on-going
projects may not be visited during a particular year. Or, visitations may take
on a token nature with an SEA consultant making fly-by appea-rances at as many
as twenty projects during the course of the year.

PROJECT EVALUATION

Evaluation is an integral part of the Title III funding process. However, eval-
uation strategies vary across the SEAs contacted. Evaluations may be conducted
by the LEA staff itself, in which case one staff member is called "Evaluation
Specialist" or some analogous sobriquet. This individual is charged with conduct-
ing either a formative or summative (or both) evaluation of the project.

In other cases, the LEA may enter into a contract with an outeide independent
evaluation body to perform project evaluation. (A part of the grant to the LEA is
frequently earmarked for evaluation services.)

Still another evaluation strategy involves SEA organization of an evaluation
unit to visit funded projects and to make judgments about their operation and sug-
gestions for improvement where necessary. All of these evaluation methodologies
may be used singly or in combination with one another . The question, of course,
is "What good do these evaluations do?"

The positive aspects of these evaluations are that they provide feedback to
project managers and the SEA about successful aspects of projects aswell as
about those project activities that are not working out so well. (Both kinds of
information are valuable since it is equally worthwhile to know which innovations
will not work in a given LEA situation as it is to know whiCh innovations will work.
As one SEA official succinctly put it, "All of our projects have the right to
fail. . . . " )

On the other hand, if the evaluation procedure is seen as the touchstone
against which project continuation is tried, then its success is open to question.
Not that the project evaluations themselves are inadequately done, Oven the

)urces devoted to them. Rather, there appears to be some dysfunction in the
interface of the project funding/evaluation process. In many cases, second-year
funding deadlines precede first-year evaluation deadlines. In such a case, the
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SEA may find itself faced with the problem of deciding on funding continuation of
a particular project in the absence of a full evaluation report. Since most SEAs
contacted prefer to fund continuing projects rather than 'newly proposed projects,
second-year funding may be allocated virtually by default.. Second-year projects

may receive funding before their evaluations are received by the SEA simply

because, like the mountains, "they were there."
But second-year funding sets a peculiar project inertia into effect. Since

Title III generally operates on a three-year funding cycle, funding a project for the
first two years of its existence usually constitutes the larger percentage of fiscal
outlay by the funding agency. Termination of a funded project by the SEA after the
second year of project operation may present some awkward alternatives to the
state-based staff. It may, in fact, be simpler for the SEA to fund the third year,
despite indications of project failure, than it would be to discontinue funding at
this time. Of course, projects should have "the right to fail," but it seems legiti-
mate to ask how long Title III should be used to fund failure.

From the standpoint of the LEA, however, failure to receive a grant for the
full three-year funding cycle constitutes a "breach of contract" by the funding
agency--in this case the SEA. After all, since the LEA had originally predicated
project success on the basis of a three-year funding design, it may claim that
termination of funding before the full three years are completed makes achievement

of project goals impossible.
This notion of "project inertia" may explain why so few projects are terminated

because of poor evaluations. Evaluation procedures are simply not adequate
indicators of whether oil not funding of a project should continue. Evaluators tend
to deliver "too little, too late" to the body faced with making the funding continua-

tion decision.

*It is interesting to note that if a hierarchy of funding agencies is generated,
each stratum in the hierarchy views the one above it as a monolithic collective,
and blames unfavorable occurrences on them. For example, the SEAs tend to
report that "they" (some federal monolith) reneged on the IVD procedure. Similarly,
some LEAs feel that "the state" is unsympathetic to their concerns and should
readjust "its" thinking about what they (the LEA) want to do.

Projects are sometimes terminated at the request of the LEA for a number
of reasons; e. g. , key personalities have left the district, project goals are no
longer consonant with district goals, etc.

20
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FUNDING

SEAs have developed a series of strategies for dealing with the uncertainty of
receiving continuing Title III funds. The most common complaint voiced by SEA
Title III officers was that funding uncertainty made long-range planning difficult.
However, there was no reported instance in which this issue had a crippling
impact on the program. In some instances, SEAs simply assume that Title III
funds will be forthcoming from the federal government and base their estimate of
the magnitude of funding on previous years' experience. On this basis, they pro-
ceed with the project generation/selection procedure reported earlier.

In other cases, SEAs manipulate the Title III funds they have already received
to plan for future contingencies. In one state, where priority is given to funding
on-going projects to completion (so that the full effect of the project may be
properly assessed), the SEA staff has set aside sufficient funds to see to it that
all projects.currently in operation could be funded to completion even in the face
of a total cessation of federal funding. in another SEA, proposals for the current
year are funded with monies left over from the previous year. As a result of this
on-going practice, the SEA maintains a fund of unencumbered dollars that it may
use to operate its Title III projects in the event of an unexpected turn in the course
of federal funding. It seems clear that many SEA Title III officials are aware of
the capriciousness of federal funding and have taken steps to see to it that they are
able to continue to follow their own agendas should such funding be reduced or Cut
off completely.

The issue of whether an SEA chooses to fund a few large projects or many
smalle- ones seems related to SEA concern over following political/geographical
funding guidelines. Obviously, a state that wants to have a Title III project in
every LEA in the state must spread its funding out rather thinly to meet this
geographic dispersion criterion. As a result, such a state would have many
relatively small projects. On the other hand, an SEA whose prime concern is
"project quality" would have no set pattern in distributing its funds and might
fund few large projects or many smaller ones. However, given the uniformity of
the response by state Title III officers that magnitude of funding is unrelated to
project success, and the concurrent report that funding "quality" proposals is the
best way to ensure successful projects, the procedure of "shotgun" funding to cover
a large geographic area with many small projects (regardless of project "quality")
seems to allow many more projects "the right to fail."

f)-11
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DISSEMINATION OF PROJECT RESULTS

The urge to disseminate information about funded projects seems to vary from
one extreme at the local level to another at the federal level. When LEAs receive
Title III funding, they seem inclined to broadcast news of their project and its
progress by means of any forum available. Since Title III funding probably repre-
sents a large expenditure of local time and energy, each LEA tends to be quite
anxious to tell everyone of its success.

At the federal level, there is. naturally much less enthusiasm over the funding
of an individual project. It seems clear that the federal officials cannot be familiar
with any large proportion of funded projects simply because of the large number of
projects in operation throughout the country. As a result, there is a degree of
reluctance on the part of federal officials to disseminate news of successful
projects on a nationwide basis.

SEAs tend to fall within these two extremes of opinion on the dissemination
issue. Some SEAs allow and encourage dissemination of project activities and
results both within and outside of the funded LEA. Others allow dissemination of
project activities within district boundaries but control dissemination activities
aimed at a wider audience. Overall, SEA stances on project dissemination range
from tight control to laissez-faire, depending on whether the SEA dissemination
philosophy is more closely akin to that of the typical LEA or to that of the DRP.

SEA ATTITUDES TOWARD FEDERAL GUIDELINES

In our interviews we asked state program officers, "What effect, if any, has
the federal program staff or the federal guidelines had on the nature of the program
as you have implemented it here?" The reactions were mixed.

This position taken by the federal government may explain in part the
absence of dissemination funds in the IVD procedure, as well as the posture t cen
by the Dissemination Review Panel. The DAP's stance on dissemination of success-
ful projects has been compared to the position of the Food and Drug Admini'stration
on giving approval to drugs for public consumption. The analogy goes like this:
Just as the FDA will not approve a particular drug for distribution until it is certain
of its effects, neither will the DRP approve a project for dissemination until
certain of its effects. After all, it is much harder to "recall" a project once it
hits the educational marketplace than it is to stop the distribution and sale of a
drug. This analogy could be extended, but the major point has been made.

This question did not prove applicable for the Title VII and Right-To-Read
programs for organizational reasons.

22
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Four respondents remarked that they follow the guidelines to the letter,
whereas another four noted that the guidelines were supportive. Individual state,
noted the following:

State 1: "The guidelines made LEAs aware of the need for change."
,,State 2: "Requirements kept money fron. .... :.0-_- absorbed into a pool of

funds for operations."
State 3: "The guidelines made us (the SEA) recognize our responsibility

for being a change agent rather than a regulatory agency....
The stress on evaluation motivated spedialists (in the SEA) to
appear who haven't before.... The emphasis at the LEA level
to evaluate caused increasing LEA sophistication. The stress
on critical needs not only caused the state to pet form a needs
assessment, but also caused the local level to begin a rather
sophisticated attempt to assess critical needs."

State 4: "If there ware no link (a reference to the State Plan), the quality
in the states would be much lower."

Other Title III coordinators found the federal guidelines too constraining.
This chafing is not too surprising since Title III guidelines do specify managerial
procedures to the states.

CONFLICTS

In Title III, management of local projects is delegated to the SEA, but the
process for managing projects is specified by OE. Complaints by Title III
coordinators often verge upon bitter.

IVD

Of the eighteen state coordinators interviewed, thirteen reported conflict with
OE over federal management style. Over half the states interviewed were angry
about federal management of the Identification, Validation, and Dissemination
instrument (IVD).

One state refused to participate in the federal IVD scheme, which was used
for the first time in 1972. Participants saw this federal venture as a diluted
version of their own successful program, and since OE was not putting any dis-
semination money into the plan, they saw no reason to participate. Two states
complained that the panel of reviewers had to be out-of-state personnel. Yet

another state used the IVD only under pressure from OE. As their coordinator
described, "The plan only got to the 'I' [the states were responsible for
identificationi since the feds gave no rryypiley for the D. 4



Six other states expressed anger, not about the instrument itself or the
procedures involved, but about the aftermath of the IVD procedure. These states

uniformly described initial enthusiasm for the IVD and felt that this was the first

time OE had taken an active leadership role in the program. Apparently, the

states participated in what they thought was a serious validation effort. However,

because of internal problems in OE, other federal offices refused to recognize this

particular validation procedure. As a result, the states described "the laborious

IVD activity actively sabotaged by OE."
As one state described, "There is no consumer protection policy. Every office

in Washington [e. g. , NIE, Dissemination Review Panel, Title III] has its own bag

"validation procedure] . " One state, for example, validated 12 projects. The

Dissemination Review Panel would only review two of them, and rejected the others

"because they weren't written up in the proper form." Another state described
a project that had gone through several validations for different purposes in the

past year. At each new validation, the project was told the previous validation

did not -count. ''
In summary, federal policies about dissemination of successful projects have

caused major conflicts between the states and federal program staff. The states

view federal policy as inadequate and inconsistent. Most states liked the idea of

a validation procedure and are using the results of the IVD even though they per-

ceive "Washington [as] not using the results of anything."
In the aftermath of the IVD, many states are uncertain as to whether they will

again participate in a national validation. Some plan to make the validation'pro-

cedure an in-state operation. In what will mean a major policy change, -the New

Jersey SEA Title III staff has asked the state legislature for $500, 000 to dissemi-

nate projects validated by the procedure to be chosen by their Advisory Council.

They expect this legislation to be passed next year.

The State Plan

Legislation requires the states to annually submit a detailed plan describing

how they will manage their program. Six of the Title III states interviewed

reported conflict with OE over this procedure. Respondents felt that an annual.

update of the old state plan rather than a new plan each year would be both more

Not surprisingly, those states with the most specific program goals were the
ones most likely to criticize federal program management.
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meaningful and more practical. These states felt that the guidelines for writing
a state plan were too specific. They reported that this detiiled direction led them
either to create a 'grammatical fiction" in order to get funding or to be led "to
mediocrity and sameness by such specificity." One state regarded the state plan
as OE's birch rod for paddling the state when federal program officers v.-,re
displeased.
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III. SYNTHESIS OF CASE STUDIES, PART A: CLASSROOM ORGANiZATION

Milbrey Wallin McLaughlin

INTRODUCTION

In 1961, Henry M. Brickell found tha' few schools tended to adopt innovations

that embodied changes in the present structural framework. He observed that few

innovations required changes in the kind of people employed, in staffing patterns,`
in the types of instructional materials they used, or in the times and places at which

they taught.
Many believe that without such changes, innovations are unlikely to lead to

changes in what happens to students. Warren G. Bennis argues that significant
change or innovation requires changes in relationships and organizational. systems:

"...the only viable way to change organizations is to change their ' culture,' that is

to change the systems within which ptopL work and live. A 'culture' is a way of

life, a system of beliefs and values, an accepted form of interaction and relat-

ing."
**

From that viewpoint the curriculum reform movement of the 1950s and

early 1960s and the innovations of the "Education Decade" (which is now drawing

to a close) have been disappointing because they did not seek to change the organi-

zational 'culture" or existing organizational framework, but instead sought to offer

Organizing New York State for Educational Change, Commissioner of Educa-
tion, State Department of Education, Albany, New York, 1961.

Organization Development: Its Nature, Origins and Prospects, Addison-
Wesley Publishing Company Inc., Reading, Massachusetts, 1969.

DESCRIPTION OF CASE STUDY SITES
ti

Eastown is a typical northeastern suburban residential community, with one-family neatly landscaped homes.

The people are politically conservative, and the school population of 12,000 is almost entirely white.

Centerville is a small town located in the rolling farm country in the upper Midwest. People earn their

living at a small prestige college, on farms, as tradesmen, or as professionals. A third of the district's

10,000 inhabitants are black.
Sandwood is one of the largest cities in the Southwest, sprawling over a wide area. The school popula-

tion of 125,000 represents a wide rangof socioeconomic status, with a high' rate of mobility, a large propor-

tion of Mexicans, and an increasing number of blacks.

Seaside is another large sprawling southwestern city. The school under study, Roosevelt, is located in a

middle to upper middle-class area that for years has been stable and predominantly Jewish. Today, black families

are moving in and white families out, at a transiency rate of 50 percent.

Northwood is an important city in the Northeast. Its population of over 100,000 is predominantly

white Irish Catholic and engaged in shipping and trade. As the old downtown area decays, the whites move

to the suburbs. Blacks constitute a tenth of the city's population and a third of that in public schools.



new ways of doing things with little regard for schools' organizational patterns or
4

for what teachers and principals thought or felt.
Since about 1970, however, social engineers, disappointed with the itilures of

new technology, have focused on strategies that attempt to alter the culture of the
school; to redefine the ways that students, teachers, parents, and administrators
relate to each other, and to revise the assumptions about children and learning that
underlie classroom practices. Encouraged and stimulated by the work of such
writers as Joseph ,Feather stone, Charles.Silberman, and William Glasser, some
educators have turned to changes in classroom organization such as open education,
multiage grouping, the integrated day, differentiated staffing, and team teaching.
This movement is not based on a "model" of classroom organization to be slavishly
followed, but on a common set of convictions about the nature of learning, the pur-
pose of teaching, and the place of childhoo These philosophical similarities,
which can be traced to the work of the Swis: psychologist Piaget, have produced
new views about the process of educating children, and a cor,viction that a humanis-
tic, individualized,' and child-centered process of education requires more than
incremental or marginal changes in classroom organization and technology. Pro-
ponents of this view believe that radical changes are required in the role of the
teacher, the teacher's 'relationship to children and other teachers, and the use of
classroom materials and space.

This approach to education stresses the individuality of each teacher and the
individuality of each child., Therefore, it is unlikely that any open classrooms, tease
of teachers, or differentiated staffing plan will function in exactly the same way.
Projects that have been successful hi these classroom organization strategies have
permitted and encouraged flexibility and individuality on the part of the teachers.

From another perspective, of course, all this is simply more of the saint.
Once the social engineers,- determined to reshape children and society closer to,
their particular visions, found that packaged technologies iouldn't do tie job, they
then began to intervene directly with behavior. Opponents of the open classroom
argue that it is in effect an attempt to subvert society, to build anew world that
society, by endorsing its prest IA. system of schooling; has in effect rejected. It

is not our function, in this report, to discuss the social implications'of educational
reform, but there is no doubt that the open classroom does imply changes in
people's relations to each other.

Social philosophy aside, if degree of "innovativeness" is to be judged by the
amount of change a particular innovation assumes for principal at,Loss, and for..



organizational procedures, then those projects attempting to implement changes in
classroom organization have undertaken innovation of the highest order. This type
of innovation is also the most difficult because it requires changes in attitudes and
values, which is more difficult than learning a new skill or substituting a new edu-
cational-technology.

We visited five different school districts to study five Title III projects that
aimed to change classroom organization. Three of the projects Seaside,
Sandwood, and Eastown focused on strategies of informal education: multiage
grouping, open education, and integrated curricula. A fourth, Centerville, focused
mainly on implementing team teaching and differentiated-staffing ylans. The fifth
pros,.ject, the Storefront School in Northwood, tried to establish an alternative form
of secondary education for educational and psychological dropouts. The Storefront
School was organized along the principles of open education. Participants and
evaluators thought that all these, projects were successful. Arid, -although each
project (and indeed classrooms within each project) differed, all- of them evinced
similar attitudes .And beliefs about the process of education. The following synthe-
sis will attempt to bring out the differences in initiation, implementation, and impact
of each project anct-to identify common factors and les.,:ons.

All five of these projects tried to change classroom organization. Four of
them worked within the existing school system; one was established as an alterna-
tive to the public schools. The Sandwood project, Multiage Grouping in Early
Childhood Education, employed open education strategies in a project which experi-
mented with multiage grouping and the inclusion of four year olds in 19 primary
classrooms throughout the city. Roosevelt School in Seaside tried to introduce
open classroom practices throughout the school. Eastown's Moon Project was
undertaken to "change over" two elementary schools from traditional to informal
or open classroom practices. Project TANDEM at Centerville attempted to initiate
team teaching and differentiated staffing for 50 percent of the faculty and students
in the district's three elementary schools. The Storefront School in Northwood was
started as an alternative school for secondary school dropouts. Its curriculum and
practices adhere to the principles of open or informal education. These projects
are complex and require the cooperation and support of the entire adopting unit
(even nonparticipating teachers and administrators), and require major change in
attitudes, goal's and behavior.
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Roger 3 and Shoemaker have identified characteristics of innovation which are

thought to make adoption or diffusion more or less likely:

Ease of explanation and communication to others (communicability).

Possibility of a trial on a partial or limited basis (divisibility;

ability to delay commitment).
Difficulty of use (complexity).
Congruence with existing values (consonance or compatibility).

Intrinsic superiority over practices that existed previously (relative

advantage).

Innovations that focus on classroom organization are at odds with all of these

criteria. First, since there is no specific "model" to be followed, it is difficult to

tell people how these approaches operate. Advocates can only offer general advice

and communicate the philosophy or attitudes that underlie innovation in classroom

organization and activities.
Second, although open classroom or team teaching strategies can be imple-

mented slowly, and can be installed in just one or two classrooms in a school, it is
generally not possible to be "just a little bit" open or just a "sometime" part of a

team teaching situation. The method is based on changing, which-is hard to do

piecemeal.
Third, change in a classroom organization is exceedingly complex. It requires

new attitudes, roles, and behavior on the part of teachers and administrators, new
arrangement of classroom space, new instructional materials, and usually, new

school scheduling and reporting practices.
Fourth, strategies of open education or team teaching are a radical departure

from the traditional or standard practices of a school, district, or teacher. Change

in classroom organization (particularly of the type observed in these projects)
means changing deeply held attitudes and customary behavior. These projects, by
attempting to change organizational structure and gbals, attempt to affect the funda-

mental nature of the organization.
Fifth, although proponents naturally argue that humanistic, child-centered

education represents a big advance, the objective evidence is ambiguous. Most

evaluations of informal classrooms conclude that participating children do better

on affective measures, but.there is little evidence of significant cognitive differ
ences that could be attributed to open classrooms themselves. Thus, an adminis-
trator contemplating a change in claom organization is confronted with a
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complicated innovation which shows no clear advantage over existing practice -- at
least in the ways that often matter to school boards, voters, and anxious parents.

INITIATION

Source of the Idea

In four of the five projects, the project director introduced the idea for the
project. In Sandwood, the present project director (a former elementary school
principal) in collaboration with a primary school teacher and a district curriculum
consultant, had the idea for a pilot project which subsequently became the Title III
project in Multiage Grouping for Early Childhood Education. In Seaside and
Eastown, the present project director brought the idea to the district's attention.
The Seaside project director was principal of the school that was to undertake the
project. The Eastown project director was an outsider. The original project
director and the president of the Urban League jointly conceived of the idea of the
Storefront School. The idea for Centerville's Project TANDEM was first outlined
by the new superintendent.

Motivation or stimulus for the project idea and proposal development were
somewhat different for each district. In Sandwood and Eastown, the project was
conceived as a way to demonstrate that open education was feasible, and also more
desirable, 'effective, and humane than traditional schooling. In addition, Sandwood
intended to use project funds to experiment with including pre-kindergarten children
in the public primary schools. In the other districts we visited, the idea for the
project was a response to perceived need in the district. The Roosevelt project in
Seaside responded to teacher demands that "something be done" about student
attitudes and to teachers' feelings that they were not being effective with present
practices. The Centerville superintendent, who had recently been brought to the
district with a mandate from the community and school board to change the schools
and shake up the system, proposed the TANDEM project as a way to meet these
demands. The Storefront School in Northwood was initiated by two persons who
knew the community well and felt school had nothing to offer dropouts or potential
dropouts. The Storefront School was established to meet what its initiators per-
ceived as an important unmet need in the community.

Although these projects demanded extensive change, none of the moving spirits
explicitly considered alternative (and esossibly less unsettling) strategies.
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Role of Title III

In none of the districts we visited did the initiation and development of the
Title III project appear to be an opportunistic response to the availability of federal
funds. In Sandwood, the funds were seen as a way to expand and demonstrate a
successful pilot project. In Seaside, Title III funds were used to impleinent an
idea that administration, staff, and parents had agreed on. The Centerville super-
intendent had been searching for ways to bring about change in his district and
drew the idea for his Title III project from a list of state Title III priorities. In

Eastown, Title III was primarily a device for bringing change to a very conserva-
tive school district without committinc., district funds for changes that the community
really did not seek. The Storefront School saw Title III funds simply as a way to
survive. SEA Title III support for the project overcame district resistance to this
alternative school.

In summary, in all of the districts except Centerville, the project idea was
formulated and then funds were sought. In Centerville, the commitment to change
was made and then substantive direction and a funding source was identified in
ESEA, Title III.

Participation in Proposal Development

Although user participation has come to be considered the "general law of
innovation" (Havelock), and broad participation in project development has become
regarded as the in qua non of innovation (Giacquinta), the projects we visited were
not always participatory.

In the districts we studied, participation ranged from a "high" in Sandwood,
where the school community--parents, teachers, building administrators, and
district level personnel--were all involved in developing the proposal, to a "low"
in Eastown where the proposal was prepared by the project director only, with some
help from the district director of elementary education. The Seaside proposal was
written by the project director, with some help from his faculty. The Centerville
proposal involved the superintendent and the director of child studies. In Northwood,

the proposal was written by the initiator of the idea and the project director with
assistance from teachers, students, and parents.



Planning

Planning for the implementation of the Title III projects also varies across

districts. In Sandwood and Northwood, there was very little explicit planning

because Title III money funded a going project. Eastown and Centerville both

spent the previous spring planning for implementation. The Seaside project had

no time to plan because the director did not learn that funds had been awarded until

the month before the project began.

Selection of Sites and Participants

T,-.tacher participation was voluntary in all these projects. In Seaside, Eastown,
and Centerville, teachers in project schools could choose to participate or to con-

.
tinue with their present practices. In Sandwood a district administrator identified
teachers who might flourish under informal education strategies, and invited them,

to participate in the Title III project. Teachers for the Storefront School were
either recruited by project initiators, or were volunteers interested in the precepts

and objectives of the school.

The selection of project school principals was not an issue in Northwood,

Centerville, or Seaside. In Sandwood, principals had to participate. Project
administrators were required to establish project classrooms in each school board
member's district, and also to include some Title I schools. A staff. member

recalls that about one-third of the principals supported the project, one-third
opposed it, and one-third were indifferent.

Principals of the Eastown project schools were selected differently. One

principal was asked to involve his school in the project because he was thought to be

a strong leader, "anxious to try something new." His school's layout was better

suited to open education strategies than any other in the district. The other princi-

pal was asked because she was a new principal who, in the opinion of district
administrators, needed development and support. She had a very strong staff that

would help her to implement the project successfully. Although the project schools

were primarily chosen on the basis of their principals, Eastown district

'In both these districts, there was communication between project administra-
tors and participants.

**Planning for the Eastown project was done almost single-handedly by the proj-
ect director; the project design was presented to the staff more or less as a fait
accompli. Initiators of the Centerville project very self-consciously consulted with
district personnel at all levels, as the project was planned and developed.
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administrators also gave some attention to the type of families served by these
schools. Both schools were located in predominately Jewish neighborhoods; in this
very conservative community, it was expected that these parents would be most
likely to accept innovation.

Support/Opposition

There was no clear pattern of support or opposition in the districts we visited.
Support or opposition primarily reflects the idiosyncracies of the district.

In Sandwood, a district that promotes innovation generally, district officials
supported the project; parents in the community served by the pilot project were
enthusiastic. The only opposition to the project came from some toject principals,

J
who disagreed with the educational philosophy underlying the program. Principals
who believed in control and discipline were uncomfortable with the informal, child-
centered project classrooms.

In Seaside, a decentralized district, there-was support from downtown only in
procedural' details. The district Title III office did not play much of a role in the
project. Project school parents -- middle-class, well-educated professionals --
were highly supportive, volunteering time and talent. Project staff believes that
the area superintendent has subtly opposed the project, either because of philo-
sophical differences, or because of his professional jealousy of the Roosevelt

'School principal. The area superintendent has ignored, the project, but has never
actively opposed it.

Staff, students, and the corn' munity have enthusiastically supported the
Storefront School. The district, however, has at the least been less than enthusi-
astic. But it was the SEA that really bullied the district into accommodating the
project by providing funds through somewhat unofficial channels and bending rules
and regulations in response to Northwood's footdragging.

Eastown and Centerville, each for different reasons, faced very little active
opposition to their projects. In politically conservative Eastown, citizens are
generally satisfied with their schools and don't pay much attention to school affairs.
A minority of the school board opposes the project on philosophical (or political)
grounds. At first, a number of parents in the project schools were concerned
about their children's academic progress in an open classroom, and some fathers
were afraid their sons would not learn about "competition." But these fears have
abated. The superintendent and the director of elementary education were able to
mollify project teachers when mutiny threatened.
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In contrast to Eastown, the Centerville community is not satisfied with the

quality of its schools and has been active in demanding change. The community,

teachers, and administrators almost unanimously supported the goals and methods

.of the project.

Role of the Popular Press

As a footnote, it is worth mentioning the role that the press played in stimu-

lating and supporting these Title III projects. In Sandwood, Seaside, Eastown, and
Centerville, initiators of Title III projects found articulation of their own beliefs

and stimulus for the project in the work of Featherstone, Glasser, and in the 1970

Saturday Review articles on open education. In each district, we were told that
these books and articles played a central part in formulating ideas for the project
and in gathering support for the concept among district personnel.

IMPLEMENTATION

Project Characteristics

In the open classroom projects, teachers were expected to stop being tradi-
tional "dispensers of knowledge" and become child-centered "facilitators" and
"coordinators." Children, in response to these changed teacher behaviors, were
expected to display mora favorable attitudes toward school, and assume their own

responsibilities for learning. It was anticipated that these changes would enable
students to progress at not less than their previous rates of growth on standardized

achievement tests.*
Because this type of innovation requires changes in attitudes, values, and

roles, it cannot be specified or packaged in advance. Teachers are expected to
work out their own styles and techniques within a broad philosophical approach.
Therefore, project implementation is an exercise in "learning by doing. " The fact
that there are no rigid guidelines characteristically plagues attempts to change

classroom organization practices. The first year, in all of these projects, was
very difficult; teachers became discouraged, overtired, and overworked, and often

Advocates of open education strategies argue that existing standardized
achievement tests are inappropriate as measures of the gains achieved in the infor-
mal setting. Children in this environment, it is alleged, are learning different
sorts of skills than those measared by the present tests (i. e., skills in problem
solving, conceptualization, etc.).
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wondered if their efforts were worthwhile. It is not surprising that successful
irnplementatio'n of these Title III projects had little to do with "things"--but a lot to
do with the support and encouragement of teachers attempting to implement change.

Factors Important to- Succes-sfulImplementation

Ewald B. Nyquist, Chief State School Officer for New York State and long-time
proponent of open education strategies, has listed the components of successful
implementation of child-centered, open education practices:

1. The involvement of parents, teachers and administrators at every step.
2. Meaningful in-service education activities for teachers and other school

personnel.
3. Built-in personal support for each teacher, including the approval an3

encouragement of the administrator; at least one other teacher who shares
the same attitude and goals; and hopefully someone similar to a "teaching
head" who comes into the classroom as a co-worker, not supervisor.

4. Patience to allow the philosophy to become actualized through gradual
program development, recognizing the individuality of the teacher's learn-
ing as well as the child's.

5. Tolerance of flexibility- -even confusion at times - -in regard to schedules,
use of space, etc.

With the ex,:eption of Nyquist's first criterion, broad based school and corn-
**

munity participation, the projects we visited suggest the same criteria. For
example, in each of these projects, someone in the district has been able to pro-
vide direLt assistance and support to project teachers. In one district, this role
was played_ by the project. resource teacher, who spent part of each day in one of
the 19 project classrooms observing what happened and offering help and sympathy.
She reports that in the first year of the project, she spent as much as an additional
seven hours a day on the telephone with project teacher s. Although she feels that
she did give professional help to the project teachers, the resource teacher believes
that her primary role, chosen deliberately, was as a "hand-holder"--giving teachers
the personal support they needed to get through a totally new experience. After the
first year, the projek t resource teacher reports that requests for help decreased

Nyquist and Gene R. Hawes, Open Education, Bantam Books Inc. , New York,
1972.

See earlier disc ussion of planning and proposal development.
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dramatically. Almost all of her subsequent contacts with project teachers related
to specific and practical classroom concerns. In the third year of the project, she
reports that project teachers expressed little need for her help. For the resource
teacher, the first year of project operations was a labor of love and extracted an
enormous amount of time and energy, much more than could be expected from the
average professional. But the Title III project was an extension of the pilot project
she had developed and, in her creative zeal, she made no complaints about the
demands made.

In another district (Eastown), this support came from the director of elemen-
tary education. Teachers resented the project director and the heavy workload,
but the director of elementary education was able to secure teachers' loyalty, give
them personal support and encouragement for their efforts, and keep the project
together until project teachers had built up confidence and conviction. In

Centerville the project director played a similar role.
This was not the case in the Seaside Roosevelt School project. Intellectually

and rhetorically, the principal (who was also the project director) strongly supported

the efforts of his staff to introduce open education. But despite his expressed
attitudes and recognized expertise (he has written several books on open education),
his behavior and relations with staff and students were-not congruent with the prac-
tices he preached. He insisted on maintaining ultimate control and authority, did
not encourage genuine staff participation and flexibility, and did not lead his staff

to trust him emotionally. In our opinion, the shallow implementation of open class-
room precepts in this school is partially a result of this situation. The faculty,.

couldn't seem to get past the first step of implementation -- rearrangement of class-
room furniture and restructuring of instructional components. In most of these
classrooms, we saw few consequent changes in attitudes and behavior.

In Northwood, all school teachers "believed in the cause" and volunteered
for their job.

Development of Materials

In each of these projects, the staff spent a substantial amount of time develop-
ing materials to use in the project classrooms. These materials were developed
from scratch or put together from bits of commercially developed materials.
Although these activities were undertaken because the staff felt it couldn't locate
commercial materials, we believe that the real contribution was psychological- -
providing the staff with a sense of involvement and mutual support. Working

together to develop materials for the ,eject gave the staff a sense of pride in its
. . t..rx.,



own accomplishments, a sense of "ownership" in the project, an opportunity to
think through the concepts which underlay the project, and an important chance
to communicate with other members of the staff. It broke down the traditional
isolation of the classroom teacher and provided a sense of "professionalism" and
cooperation not usually available in the school setting.

We believe, therefore, that the major value of curriculum material develop-
ment lies not in the product produced, but in the social and psychological support
it provides for project staff.. It also seems to us that, in this respect, it may be
desirable and cost-effective for innovative projects to "reinvent the wheel."
Attempts to replicate the success of a particular project by "pacliaging," in th-e
pursuit of efficiency, the wheels so reinvented would be, in this perspective, a
waste of time.

Staff Development

All projects included both formal, and informal staff development.
Centerville's formal training took place in a two-week summer session before the
project began. This project's informal development activities have been extensive,
providing for almost constant interaction between project staff. Sandwood,

Eastown, and Northwood provided preservice training. The Sandwood training
included observations in the pilot project classrooms. Some of thEastown staff
participated in a trip to observe British infant schools. The Storefront School
staff had group sessions about effective education. These projects have also con-
ducted rtgular workshops and staff meetings. The Seaside project had no pre-
service training or site visits, probably because funding notification came so late.
Consequently, this staff had to try to implement an almost unknown educational
strategy. During the school year, the project provided two site visits for each
project teacher, three weekend retreats, and monthly workshops.

Gross has commented that where innovations fail, particularly innovations in
classroom organization, they have failed because their planners have overlooked
the "resocialization" of teachers. Even willing teachers have to go through such
a process in order to develop new attitudes, behavior, and skills for a radically
new robe Project staffs agree that staff development and training activities are a
critical part of successful implementation. They also agree that some kinds of
development activities are more useful than others. Visits by consultants and
other "experts" were not considered particularly helpful. Teachers complain that
most consultants could not relate to the particular problems they were experiencing
in their classroom', or that their advice was too abstract to be helpful. The most
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useful sessions were meetings of the project staff in which ideas were shared,
problems discussed, and support given. Visits to other schools implementing open
classroom concepts were also helpful. The teachers felt that seeing a similar
program in operation for just a few hours was worth much more than several days
of consultants delivering talks on philosophy.

Incentives

Students of organizational behavior and planned change agree that positive
incentives are a good way to get subordinates to change their behavior. In the

project we visited, however, such incentives for teachers did not appear to play

such a role. In fact, only two of the four projects attempting change in class-
room organization provided explicit incentives.

In Sandwood, project teachers received $900 to spend on new materials for

their multiage classroom over a three-year period. Participation in the project

has also lightened the teacher's classroom load. Aides provide extra help, and
the prekindergarten-kindergarten-grade 1 structure means that each teacher has
only 10 first graders in the class in the afternoon, thereby increasing the special`

instructional time which can be offered. In addition, participation in the project pro-
vided professional visibility for project teachers within the district and on dissemi-
nation trips throughout the state.

Project TANDEM teachers in Centerville received $1600 in extra pay annually

for the extra time spent in preparation and meeting,s. Although some of the non-
project teachers initially resented this extra pay to project teachers, participants
report that nonparticipating teachers soon came to feel that the extra money was

earned.
In Eastown, Seaside, and Northwood there were no additional incentives pro-

vided for project teachers. In Eastown, particularly, we kept wondering why proj-
ect teachers put up with the long hours of overtime work, frustrations of beginning
a new program, the tensions and hostilities surrounding the project leadership, and
so on. The role of the director of elementary education was clearly important.
He provided teachers with much personal encouragement and support, but he also
emphasized their legal and moral obligations in this Title III project. The director
himself-admits that he more or less bullied project teachers into sticking with the

project as mutiny threatened in the first and second years.
In Seaside, where likewise there were no additional incentives for teacher

participation in the project, it seemed to us that in the absence of "rewards" a
fairly high level of teacher motivation to implement the project was important.
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This project, it will be recalled, was started in response to teacher demands that
"something be done" about their inability to deal with students as characteristics
of the community changed. Furthermore, with few exceptions, the teachers
wholeheartedly endorsed a move toward open education. In contrast to Eastown,
where effective authority promoted perseverance on the part of teachers, Seaside
teachers' own perceived need and motivation to change have provided the impetus
to carry out innovative strategies.

Teaching in the Storefront School was initially an act of love, since no funds
were available for teachers' 'salaries.

On the basis of a few observations, we would suggest that the presence of
positive incentives or carrots may be a necessary condition to change, but only in
the absence of other factors such as motivation or effective authority supporting
the innovation. Different incentives or motivations imply different models of
change. For example, the project director on Eastown, where authority was
necessary to bring about implementation, has explicitly called herself a "negative
change agent" and sees her project as representing a "negative model of change" --
or change by imposition of goals and treatments. The other projects typify a more
democratic, participatory "positive" model of change. This leads to speculation:
do particular institutional settings require particular "models" or approaches to
change? Can there be a universally applicable theory or paradigm of the process
of successful innovation in the schools?

IMPACT

On Project Classrooms

These Title III projects all resulted in similar changes in classroom organiza-
tion and atmosphere. In all the project classrooms, interest centers were set up
by the teachers. In three of the projects (Sandwc.xl, Centerville, and Eastown),
project teachers used the centers effectively to present new concepts and areas of
interest. In Seaside, however, the installation of interest centers was often simply
pro forma acknowledgement of the precepts and strategies of informal education.
To serve its purpose in an open classroom, an interest center should be changed
often, exposing students to a rich variety of materials. Some of the interest
centers in the schools, however, had not been changed in seven months.

In Northwood, the city became the classroom and the classroom a "clubhouse."
Three projects (Sandwood, Eastown, and Seaside) moved toward increased

individual and small group work using multiage material; another (Centerville)
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developed minicourses that could respond to student interests. However, Seaside
appears to have implemented the child- centered strategies of informal education
only rhetorically. Student teachers there report that many teachers initiate the
prototypic "small-group-on-a-rug" activities only on Visitors' Day. In this

project, some teachers used the "self-direction" and "individualized" aspects of

.project strategies to essentially abdicate their responsibil' y as teacher, leaving

children on their own and providing little follow-up or feedback. Nonetheless,
project evaluators have rated this project as having successfully implemented open
classroom concepts. We suggest that this shallow level of implementation results
from inadequate staff development and training rather than malfeasance. Most of

this staff seemed to believe sincerely that they were adequately implementing open

classroom strategies.
All of these project classrooms were strikingly different from traditional

classrooms.". Rows of desks were replaced by small clusters of tables and chairs,
pillows and rugs, "cubbies" to hold each child's possessions and so on. In most

classrooms, students' work replaced teacher-made or commercial display

materials in the classroom.
These classrooms also all differed from traditional classrooms in the variety

and type of materials available. Few classrooms used commercial series
material, but instead made available a wide variety of books, pamphlets, and news-

paper articles. Most teachers also used materials they had developed themselves.
Each project classroom project differed from others, reflecting the personality

and interests of the particular teacher.

On Students

These projects showed the same kinds of effects on students as those reported

by other evaluations of open or informal classrooms. There were few significant
gains in achievement test scores, but participating students did display significant

gains on noncognitive measu_ es of self-concept, attitude toward school, and so on.

In Centerville, TANDEM students have performed consistently better than their
cohorts on the standard achievement tests used by the district, although this

difference was seldom statistically significant.
In Seaside, project students have barely maintained past performance on stand-

ard achievement tests. However, project staff says these results should be
interpreted -a.3 a "significant impact" because the school population has changed

This school, incidentally, was the only classroom project visited in whith
we were not allowed unrestricted access to the school. Here "appointments"pere
required before we were able even to

4
observe project classrooms.
0
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dramatically over the past four or five years, and students are entering the school
with a much lower level of readiness.and basic skill acquisition. Without the prof-

ect, it is argued, the Roosevelt scores .voiitd have dropped. significantly.
In Eastown, students generally performed atl past levels of achievement,

although there were some classrooms in which control students out-perfOrn-ted
nrOject students.

In Sandwobd, achievement tests indicate that some project classrooms are
producing rather dramatic gains (*particularly in Title I,eligible schools), arfd
others are performing at past rates.

In Northwood, students who were the,physical and psychological dropouts from
school are now_receiving high school degrees.

HoWever, all of us who visited these classroom organization projects are:
inclined to agree with project advocates and staff that measures of achievement
on standardized tests miss the point of these projects, the affective domain. The

spirit and involvement of project students were striking. The chang.. that these
..-

prOjects have suplorted have (except in Seaside) produced an atmosphere in which
childr seem happy, curious, totally engaged in what they are doing, and proud

of thei iverse accomplishments.
projz.-,.ts also report that absenteeisin is down, that referra)s to edu-

cationally mentally retarded programs have dropped, that behavipr problems in
the Classrooms have almost vanished--particularly for the hyperactive child--and

that "hard to reach" students are blooming. Each project also offered extensive
testimonials from parents about their satisfaction with their children's attitudes
toward school and themselves.

On Teachers

our projects (Sandwood, Centerville, Northwood, and Eastown) had similar
'ects on teachers' -attitudes and behavior:

increase ill cooperative behavior and teamwork.
Increase in "risk-taking behavior, " or willingness to try new ideas.
Willingness and ability to create new curriculum materials.
Increase in sense of "professionalism" and pride in
accomplishments,

These data ire available only for the first year of the project. Control groups
were dropped in the second and third years, so such comparisons were not possible.
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Change ,in`actual and perceived relationship with children (i.e.,
from "dispenser of knovIledge" to "facilitator of learning").
Better relations with parents.

Project teachers agreed that they could "never return to the traditional
classroom. " In this sertse, then, in classroom organization projects incorpora-

,
tion occurs concurrently with successful implementation.

On the District

In evaluating Ford Foundation Lighthouse Projects, evaluators found that there
was almost no dissemination of "'--5 strategies within the distriCts. Diffusion or
dissemination, where it could be .entified, took place in districts mime distance
from the location of the Lighthouse Projects. We made similar observations in
these field studies. Some of the project strategies "seeped" into non-project
classrooms where all of the classrooms in the school were not,participating
(Sandwood, Centerville), but these projects did not seem to affect educational
practices in the rest of the district. An exception is Centerville where a new
administrative structure (replacing building principals with executive teachers)
has evolved : as a direct result of TANDEM experiences.

This-1,s illustrated dramatically in Sandwood. Eliot School is a "model" early
ch ildhood education' school in the state and is well known throughout the.5slate and
even in some national circles as successfully demonstrating multiage; child-
centered primary education. As schools compete to receive a share of state early
childhood.eglucation funds ,(which stipulate the Eliot approach to primary education),
this Title III school has been besieged with visitors seeking ideas for their own
schools and ECE peopopals. But despite this school's reputation, schools in.
andwood haye, for'theinost part, ignored Eliot's- experience and have attempted

- 5 -

to develop proposals-without visiting the school or consulting with project person-
nel. The State Superintendent of Instruction has visita Eliot, but the Sandwood
Board of Education has never come to see the school. Sthool staffs may find it too
threatening to acknowledge the success and accomplishments of a school in their

. .

ol4n districtbut for whatever reason, the grass seems greener elsewhere when
. -

it comes .to seeking ideas for new projects. Only principals in those schools with
a ptoject classroom report drawing on the experience of this Title III project in
writing their proposals.
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A similar phenomenon occurred in Eastown. Although the Moon project has
recently achieved stature as a nationally validated project, local educators and the
community ignore it. Most of the attention paid to the project comes from school-
men outside the district who are visiting in increasing numbers to observe class-

,
rooms in operation and participate in project sponsored training sessions for
teachers and principals.

In Seaside, the project has had no observable effect on the district. Most

schoolmen are not aware of its existence, and principals who inquire from the

area superintendent about Roosevelt activities are told that it's "just a demonstra-
,ion" and they are not encouraged to visit. Most visitors to this Title III project

are from outside the Seaside area.
As a private school, the Storefront School was effectively isolated from the

school district. Most visitors to this Title III project are from outside the North-
wood School District.

ADAPTATIONS

The projects we visited made similar types of adaptations in their initial
designs. Most frequently, these modifications involved a reassessment of goals
and the prescribed pace of implementation. All project directors and staff report
that initial goals and expectations for staff development were too idealistic and
attempted' to accomplish too much too quickly. Thus marginal modifications were
made in project goals in subsequent years.

The most extensive adaptation took place in the Eastown project, where
original proposal specified that open classroom strategies would be carried out
concurrently in two Eastown (iementary schools. However, because of philo-
sophical disagreement and personality clashes between the project director and a
school principal, one school elected after the first year to in effect drop out of the
project. Consequently, one school continue under the project umbrella and
increased its repertoire of open classroom activities, while the other school only
formally remained in.the project and chose to "consolidate" practices already
introduced. Furthermore, a a way to facilitate project implementation, the
Eastown_project also dropped summative evaluation procedures after the first year
and instituted formative evaluation to provide feedback to the project staff

CONTINUATION

All of these projectswill continue to operate at some level after federal funds
are withdrawn. Only Centerville, host ever, has solved the fiscal problems that
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prevent continuation at the present level in the other districts. Child-centered,
individualized instruction relies heavily on the presence of aides to provide extra
help in the classroom. By using executive teachers instead of principals to run
the schools, Centerville has freed funds for aides within the existing district
budget, and so TANDEM `will continue as implemented with Title III monies.

Teachers in Sandwood, Eastown, and Seaside report that they "could never
go back" to traditional practices; where aides cannot be provided, they will con-
tinue the general appro ch, employing a more structured approach to instruction.

In Sandwood, project 'staff hopes that extra help can be provided by additional vol-

unteers, Title I, or ECE money. Eastown and Seaside staffs say they will have to
rely solely on more volunteers. Eastown staff hopes that it can recruit enough
parents. The Seaside staff expects that in 1974-75 it will be in the somewhat
curious position of being funded to disseminate a project that is no longer in opera-

tion. Roosevelt school staff believes that it has already tapped all available par-
ents for help in the classroom.

DISSEMINATION

These classroom organization projects engaged in somewhat different dissem-
ination activities. Seaside, Centerville, and the Storefront School had not actively

begun dissemination; they host ed visitors to the project and supplied project infor-

mation on request. Sandwood and Eastown, however, were active in disseminating
project strategies outside the district.

Dissemination strategies in this instance are constrained to some degree by
the nature of the projects. Innovation in classroom organization is not a package

or a technology; it is a process and a set of beliefs about the nature of learning and
childhood. It assumes radical change in organizational behavior, roles, relation-
ships, and philosophy. Accordingly, a commitment to consider implementing these

classroom organization changes is not trivial. Indeed it can be argued that districts
or administrators who have expressed interest in learning about these strategies
are already on the way to the necessary self-renewal. Thus the Sandwood and

Eastown dissemination strategies may be effective because they emphasize process
and individual development; they are also addressed to people who are ripe for this
kind of change. They have two dissemination strategies:

A traveling "road show" and workshop series.
An internship program.
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Sandwood staff and project parents spend a good pc cion of the school year traveling
to districts throughout the state, outlining the ph' i s o ph y and practices of their

program and answering the questions of teacher , principals, and parents.
Eastown employs a similar tactic and also rur a regular series of training sessions
for interested teachers and principals. Project staffs at both sites are convinced
that "peer" dissemination is best--teachers talking to teachers, principals to
principals, and parents to parents. Staffs in both districts have concluded that
teachers particularly need a group of "early adopters" who will experiment with a
new practice and wko can, with support, try, fail, try again, and somehow learn
through the process. These teachers, subsequently, are the most effective dis-
seminators of the strategies they have learned. With this in mind, both Eastown

__And Sandwood have made their staffs available to make numerous return visits to
classrooms attempting to implement change in organization--either to give
practical advice or simply to "hand-hold."

Both projects also report that their practices have been spread to other dis-
tricts (or schools within the district) by interns trained in the project. Eastown
offers training for student teachers at a nearby university; Sandwood hosts an

internship program for teachers from throughout the state.;' The project directOr

reports that this program has been extremely successful. But again, in weighing

this success, one must consider the initial commitment made by the intern's home

district. In order for an intern to attend the Sandwood program, the sending district
must be willing to pay for a substitute, travel expenses, as well as the $10 a day

honorarium to Sandwood teachers.
In `sum, these dissemination strategies have focused on people and the human

problems of introducing change. Consequently, a major emphasis has been on
providing credible support and encouragement, not just technical assistance. These

findings certainly are consistent with the conclusions of Research for Bettdr

Schools evaluators who stated:
it must feature people."

I I... whatever the form of the dissemination plan,

Project teachers are paid $10 a day (by the interns' district) for playing the
role of master teacher.
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III. SYNTHESIS OF CASE STUDIES, PART B: STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Dale Mann

INTRODUCTION

Many'of the projects examined in the fieldwork tried to-change the Lehavior of

school personnel. That effort, euphemistically calle,d "staff development," is an
important way of fostering educational innovation. In this introduction, we outline
some of the reasons for its importance and briefly describe the perspective of
political analysis which proved useful in examining these projects.

Reforms in school practice can be encouraged without attempting to change the
behavior of school people. Changing institutional control arrangements (e. g. ,

-P.--decentralization, citizen participation), changing the configuration of the classroom
(open classrooms, corridor schools, schools without walls), and providing new cur-

. riculum materials are examples of these efforts. Occasionally, the interest is to
make the curriculum "teacheryproof" or to transform the environment so radically

that the new environment will automatically reshape behavior.
But reform efforts have increasingly been accompanied by orientation sessions,

training programs, technical assistance, and other activities designed to change

the educator's behavior more directly. These staff development activities stem
from a number of factors. Foremost is the widespread recognition that changing
schools is a complex nd difficult process. The decade of the sixties aimed quick
and simple reform eff rts, but these were followed by very little change. One con-

clusion is that successful innovations are those which carry all the way through

DESCRIPTION OF CASE STUDY SITE

Lewison is a small, essentially rural community near a major nudwestern city. Its population is largely white,
blue collar, working class.

Dodson, a southwestern city and one of the largest in the country, has a population of 40 percent black,
40 percent Anglo, anti _0 percent Chicano. Many problems commonly associated with urban education are
reflected in the Dodson school system and magnified through the state and regional culture of the area.

Wagonia is an outpost of a manufacturing company's empire in the Middle West. The school system
serves 35,000 students in 75 schools. Although surrounded by farm country, Wagonia is urban and all of its
schools are classified as urban.

Bloomvale, a suburban town within easy commuting distance of a large northeastern city, has grown dramati-
cally the past two decades to its present population of approximately 30,000. It is an all-white, solidly upper-
middle-class community with a school population of about 6700.

Metro City is part of a large northeastern metropolitan area in which a complex of enormous. mainly
high-rise apartment buildings was recently constructed. Its residents have an expressed concern to create, M,1111

tain, and protect their schools.
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from the organizational and the institutional elements, and the curriculum features,
to the behavior of the delivery level personnel. Since school people control the4.r
organizations and determine much of what does or does not happen within the
school, they and not the more peripheral supporting aspects of education are the
focus ')f the most successful change efforts:

Other features of the schooling enterprise put staff development at the center
of innovation. The decline in pupil enrollment and the public's unwillingness to
support further spending for schools are stabilizing the teacher population of many
districts. Since it is no longer so easy to improve schools by recruiting new
teachers with new credentials (and presumably new skills), performance of the
existing stock of teachers must be changed through "development" efforts. Union

strictures reinforce these trends. In addition, virtually every teacher and every
educational administrator believe that their situation is literally unique and thus
feel themselves ju-stified in ignoring any advice or any reforms not consciously
tailored to their particular situation. Staff development efforts, being pointed at
individuals, help to break through that resistance. The net effect of these forces
is to- make the staff development activity one of the most important vehicles for
change in education.

Our study of staff development recognized that schools are, among other things,
small political systems. They are hierarchically organized; they have established,
routinized patterns of events; and that hierarchy and those patterns constitute a
distribution Of benefits or a system of rewards, privileges, and sanctions which is
officially maintained. For example; the teaching practices which the principal
either encourages or tacitly sanctions through nonintervention represent a large
investment of time and effort for lesson planning and preparation. Teachers
become adept in that pattern; as it is repeated it takes less effort, and thus they
become comfortably attached to that riuitine. In addition, teaching practices that
may work 'wei2 Mr children with one sort of learning style may not be as effective
with others. Thus the pedagogy itself becomes a distribution of benefits. For
these reasons, among others, many salient features of the innovation process can
be revealed by adopting a political approach to that phenomenon.

The organizatif of American schools makes the building administrator the
responsible head of the school and therefore confers on him a vital role in educa-
tional innovation. The school's current curriculum and practices are very likely
to represent the principal's best efforts, and to be a matter of personal pride and .

professional identification. Proposals for change necessarily tend to challenge
existing authority and thereby constitute process that should be understood for
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what it is--potentially conflictive and political. Viewing the staff development
aspects of educational change agent programs in this light allows us to examine
closely some of the resistance and support that have already affected federal
programs.

INITIATION

There is usually a great deal of stress on four factors in the initiation of a
project--the existence of a felt need to change, the proponents of the drive for
change, and the source and availability of a treatment to adopt or implement.

In only two of the five cases* (Lewison and Dodson) was there a high felt need
for change of the sort usually thought to be a necessary precursor to change, and
in those cases that conviction never extended to more than a handful of people (2 to
5). Both places were by all accounts very traditional, very conservative, very
old-fashioned districts (anti-noise, pro-paddling, teacher-talk, lock-step, etc. ).

Another district (Wagonia) represents a middle case. There the project was
conceived as an attempt to deal with a desperate situation involving great racial
hostilities and severe communications problems between teachers and administrators.
But while everyone was aware of broken windows, classroom fires, riots, beatings, _

and so on, faculty members did not in any sense connect that behavior to their own

behavior. Thus, although there was a need to do something, there was no widely

felt need to do what the project set out to accomplish.
The other districts were somewhat more complacent about their somewhat more

modern procedures. The need they felt was to get some "free" dollars to do some

additional things.
Again, in the two most old- fashioned districts, the project idea was pushed by

a small nucleus, almost a cell of concerned individuals. This small cell, which
was responsible for the initial identification of the need and the technology to be

applied, then provided important leadership continuity through the life of the proj-

ect. In the other cases, change proponents often recruited project leaders consid-

erably later in the project career.
Three of the five cases imported their project treatments, as lumps, from

outside sources. In one successful case (Lewison), the idea was lifted in toto from

a graduate school text; in another (Dodson), the ideas were the pet projects of

):c Projects ranked in order of their generalized amount of effect are as follows:,
(1) Lewison (rural Midwest); (2) Dodson (big city, Southwest); (3) Wagonia (medium
size, Midwest); (4) Bloomvale (suburb of an eastern metropolis); (5) Metro City
(district of an eastern big city).

/18
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university people turned practitioners. The third (Bloomvale) was the stock-in-
trade of a consulting firm. The'close and continuing identity between the sources
and the project leadership were important factors in the success or failure of
these three cases.

The least successful projects were extensions of practices already in place
(Bloomvale and Metro City). While most projects tried hard to convince their
trainees that they weren't being asked to consider any very radical departures
from the existing practice, and while that facade of merely incremental change
seemed important in facilitating acceptance, three of the five projects did try for
totally new activities.

Virtually no one ever considered any alternatives except insofar as alterna-
tives were imminent in the backgrounds of pr.oject individuals.
have been cursory at best.

"Search" seems to

Proposal Activities and Planning

The proposal activities probably helped a few people organize their initial
ideas, but even in the old-fashioned districts, proposal writing is regarded as a
vaguely distasteful grantsmanship necessity which no one takes very seriously.

Changes in funding are regarded with extreme fatalism since the districts
know that they will take virtually any amount of money to try to do virtually any
tasks. It is usually impossible to specify in advance the course of an intervention
in a complex and unknown behavioral system. We don't know enough about behavior
to allow detailed advance planning, and the subsequent accountability for the reali-
zation of that plan. Two important consequences follow. In most districts people
are prematurely skeptical about the possibility of good planning. This cynicism
leads people to fall far short of what they could do. In a few cases, the plans that
are made are then regarded as a contract or dogma which is rigidly and inappro-
priately followed.

Widespread planning participation is supposed to be useful but was only tried
in one case (Wagonia). There, the organizational development (OD) stress on
indigenous change was clearly and persistently subordinated to any other behavioral
change prior to realization of attitudinal change. All the trainees plan what, if
anything, they want to happen to themselves. Two of the project's three years
have been consumed while the population alleged to be in need of training decides
how it feels about that and what then is to be done. This lengthy process is justi7
fied by reference to the truth-trust relationships which are the sine qua non of sig-
nificant behavioral change in the eyes c119D advocates.
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Most projects. have followed the niz.ire traditional route of hierarchical
participation in planning, limited ordinarily to project administrators, but
sometimes including others of the training staff. In the two most conservative
districts, where the projects frequently had revolutionary, conspiratorial over-
tones, any broader involvement would have been ruled out by the prevailing levels

of distrust.
Selection of the target group is ordinarily done at the same time and by the

same people that determine the "idea" or need for change itself. That is, most.
ideas seem to be expressed in terms of the need to change some group's behavior.

It should be noted that specifying the target group and identifying' individuals

within the group to be trained are two distinctly different activities. The second

activity is an extremely important factor in these projects and is discussed in
the Implementation section below (see "Effects of Volunteers"). In no case did tar-
get groups select themselves as the needed focus of change.,

This is roughly tantamount to the first category above, "Why initiate?" The

word "selection" is misleading in that it implies a rational choice among diagnosed

alternate points of intervention. Instead, the "selection" is made because it
-.w....,-._

becomes apparent to a few people that a problem exists among some other people

or that a resource exists which can be captured by offering the right problem.
Examples of the first pattern are the embarrassment and personal/professional
commitment felt by the small cells of change initiators (Lewison and Dodson) or

the unsettling effects of crises in labor management negotiations, vandalism,

drug abuse, and student apathy headlined by newspapers (Wagonia, Bloorrivale,

and Metro City).
Media attention to school problems, especially reading scores, often seems

to stimulate action, but that appearance of cause and effect may be due to the

LEA's belief that media-documented and media-dramatized needs will seem more

credible to funding agencies. Two cases clearly used their media coverage to
increase their probability of funding (Lewison and Bloomvale)--existing resources
were captured by selecting the correct. problem. The contrast of means governed

by goals rather than the goal-seeking ordinarily assumed is apparent.
One of the most important support factors is also one of the most obvious.

Successful projects were those in which the same project leaders (a) believed
strongly in the need for and effectiveness of the project and (b) communicated that

belief at every aspect of the initiation phase. That combination was not present in

most cases (Wagonia, Bloomvale, and Metro City).
0
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Support

One of the most successful projects operated without the support of the
superintendent whose attitude ranged from blatant indifference to deprecation
(Lewison). The "cell" organization, the project's physical isolation, and Aside
funding helped overcome the lack of support.

The far more common pattern was simply one in which superordinates were
mildly pleased to have something new being done in their district with someone
else's money.

Subordinate attitudes are a different matter. Almost without exception most
building principals were not in favor of the project's implementation (Lewis on,
Dodson, and Bloomvale). While the initiation stage was too early for actual oppo-
sition (that could be done more safely, conveniently, and effectively at the imple-
mentation stage), their attitudes were critical from the beginning. That opposition
is the first hint that changing districts is an unavoidable challenge to authority.

There is little evidence of either support or opposition from the trainee popula-
tion at the initiation stage of the project. In general, they are unaware of what is
to happen to them, or if they know of the project's existence, its goals are stated
in such vague and lofty terms that no one can object. Projects with precise pur-
poses pointed directly at identifiable groups were more likely to encounter the
opposition of those groups. As potential trainee groups were identified (e. g. , high

school math teachers, special educational curriculum developers, etc. ) tha,t iden-
tity gave rise to opposition (Wagonia, Dodson, Metro City).

Adoption Process

In all but one of the sites (Bloomvale) the adoption process could be described
as at least a partial response to the existence of a problem. (N. B. "Problem
solving" is a different business than goal seeking. For one thing, the salience f

the project depends on the existence of often transient problems. For another, the
progress assessment of problem solving is a more subtle business. ) The sole
exception was the district that used its first year of funding to support a consulting
firm's search for problems in an already healthy school system. But, while it is
true that most sites were intent on doing something about their problems, it does
not follow that they employed an R&D process. Instead, they came to recognize
problems, and they simply set out to solve them. (Note: problem solving is still
an adequate description of their intentions at this early stage. The remedial and

S'.1ii.,, ......
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ameliorating goal reduction occurs later: the sequence of decay is from goal
seeking to problem solving to problem meliorating.)

The "problem solving" orientation seems to describe the behavior of project
level people better than it does that of district staff. At the district level,
"Opportunistic Response to Available Money" is the most accurate description.
Most schools store their needs in a bottomless pit. When they become aware of
resources which could be mat,hed with any given need, they fish around in the pit,
find the need, and tell the funding agency that that one was the most pressing thing

on their agenda.
The linkage model is notable by its absence. Except insofar as theknowl-

edge stored in the heads of particular project people links them to R&D institutions,
it simply was not a factor.

The initiation process in these cases seems to start with the "emergent"
recognition of a generalized need for change in someone else's behavior by a small
group of middle-level people who then plunge into the first project treatment that

satisfies them and the funding agency.'

Baseline Characteristics

The sites we visited were chosen to represent a broad range of potentially
interesting descriptive variables about the project treatment and the project site.
But because the sites include only one really big place and one really little place,

generalizations frorn these data are necessarily tentative.
It is important that a project be large enough so that it is not overly contingent

on district material resources. If necessary, the project needs enough resources
of its own to be able to retreat, go underground, etc. It is also important that a
district be large enough to support a headquarters or "middle-management" staff

that has the freedom to seek project funds and run projects. This sort of organiza-
tional "slack" is related to successful innovation.

The presence of a staff development project in the country's only functioning

educational park (Metro City)--a brand-new, 6-school, $70-million facility- -

provides an interesting if limited test of the relationship between behavioral settings

and behavior. Teachers in those thoroughly modern schools demonstrated conclu-

sively that with a little effort and ingenuity a 21st-century facility can be made to

accommodate 19th-century practices. About the best that can be said is that facil-
ities are not at all sufficient to constrain or shape teaching behavior in desired

See Vol. I for a description of these adoption models.52
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ways, and that while they don't often harm, they can help or contribute to that
change. However, given the overbuilt condition of the national schooling system,
the point is moot.

There seems to be no relation between spending levels and success, with the
exception of the most wealthy site (Bloornvale), where the district could attract
relatively more competent teachers, provide more special services, be more
responsive to emerging needs and generally reduce the impetus toward change
felt by anyone in the district.

One would expect pupil /teacher ratios to be related to staff development proj-
ects aimed largely at change in the teachers' behavior. There is some evidence
of resistance to role change where pupil/teacher ratios are highest (especially
higl- schools); this probably reflects teacher apprehensions about the extra work
entailed in any.change, not simply the pupil/teacher ratio.

Teacher Organizations

Teachers' unions exist to protect their members; that collides dramatically
with the purpose of staff development, which is a euphemism for changing teachers.
Unions are very likely to dissent from any needs assessment,that puts blame on
their members. They are also unlikely to endorse changes in teacher working
conditions, self- determination, or workload. In places without strong teacher
associations (Lewison and Dodson), the projects were implemented without much
trouble from that source. But where the teachers' group was already strong
(Metro City and Wagonia) or attempting to get established (Bloomvale), virtually
every proposed action was the subject of strong resistance which was not always

overcome.

IMPLEMENTATION

Goals and Objectives

It might be logical to expect the needs assessment from the initiation phase to
provide the goals for the project's implementation. However, it usually doesn't
work that way: projects are sometimes initiated by one group and implemented by
another (Metro City); sometimes the original needs were never very important
(Bloomvale); or there have been profound situational changes at various stages of
the project (all cases).

Most projects started with rather amorphous goals whict- were pushed toward
greater specificity by state education agies (SEAs) or project monitors. The
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drive for greater specificity was a response to the need for objectives which could
be measured in order to justify the continued funding of the project. The need to
demonstrate particular accomplishments is understandable, but many of the most
important outcomes of a staff development project are hard to measure. An addi-
tional argument against specificity for staff development projects is that the prior
public identification of the group whose behavior needs to be changed is very likely
to increase the resistance of that group to change agent efforts. Ironically, the
more the group needs change, the more important it is that the group not be invidi-
ously labeled. Goals statements, therefore, sometimes disguise as much as they

' 4;1
disclose. To the extent that focusing on measurable objectives increases resistance
and deters attention from mote- important aims, that concentration may be unfortu-
nate. One project (Wa.gonia)lIgs almost completeli, resisted that temptation in its
single-minded deterrn4nationIO:buira faculty truth-trust before all else.

On the other hand, comprehensively stated goals may not be very useful
either--especially where they block the chances of more exact diagnosis and
prescription, or retard accountability.

Classroom teachers believe in what they are already doing, not in what any
change-oriented project wants them to do. They may be uncertain, and their con-
victions about their own procedures may not be firmly held (or even very clearly
displayed); but they do think that they are doing OK. For a project to succeed,
then, the people in charge must be firmly convinced of the correctness of what

tt

they want others to do, and they must project that confidence. But if the project
is initiated by one group and implemented by another (Metro City and Bloomvale);
or if the leader is replaced in mictstream (Bloomvale); or if the project leadership,
waits for everyone else to articurate his goals before presenting any of its own
(Wagonia); or if the project-wide goals are different from those at the level of
actual implementation (all projects, see below), then it will be very difficult for
the project to maintain the necessary self-confidence.

This only holds for models of cooperative and semicooperative cha.ige. Where
conflict is to be the engine of change, prior labeling may very well be a good tactic
to get the target group's attention. Many people decry the possibility of any change
in education except through the cooperative route. On the basis of these cases, that
attitude seems as much a description of the problem as a valid conclusion. The
purpose of public policy remains the regular achievement of public goods--under
any circumstances but e specially in instances of conflict or disagreement which are
after all the most significant for the public policy.
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Centrality and consonance refer to how close the protect's goals are to those
of the organization prior to the project. The first point to be made has to do with
protective coloration for projects--to survive, it is generally important that the
project encourage people to believn that the project represents only a relatively
small change in their existing practices. Schools are continuing organizations
and their current (pre-project) methods represent. a distribution of benefits and
distribution of power and are thus the objects of fierce loialty. Although to the

outsider tri: ls may seem to be meaningless generalities, they have very fre-
quently been the focus of bitter conflict, painfully resolved. A direct challenge to
those goals may lose the challenger even the chance to try by destroying access
and by mobilizing the opposition. The reformers' notion of change as an organiza-
tional summum bony is a kiss-of-death handicap in many districts. And many of
these districts are in the most need of change, which pregents the committed change
agent with a choice between faithful rhetoric and effectiveness. Furthermore,
change oaten means more work.and more uncertainty- -which most teachers, like
other people, strive to avoid. By relating project goals to what exists, the antici-
pated work necessary to incorporate the change and the uncertainty associated with
it, can both be reduced. For these reasons, most prOjects pretended that Their
goals were founded on pre-existing larger system goals, although they were not.
Another goal confusion can arise from projects that seize on a topical cause celebre
as a way to get trainee attention and initial motivation. When those "goals" are
then discovered to have been merely instrumental ruses, there can be real
unhappiness.

The "real" or operational goals are more difficult to aralyze, partly because
they are more subtly stated. Still, it seems clear that in the two most successful
projects, the goals of those projects were dramatically at odds with those of their
parent systems. In one case, for example, the, school board was legislating the
length and flexibility of paddles with which students could be punished while the proj-
ect was trying to move its teacher trainees from rewarding students materially
to rewarding them symbolically (Lewison). In another case. while the project was
trying to individualize instruction, the board was mandating a single-district-wide
lesson plan (Dodson).

*And of course, it may not. Whether it does or iiot is a critical probabili',-
calculation. Where one can win, or even may win, by such a challenge it can be
warranted. However, federal projects have not often been the vehicle for revolu-
tionary change. There were no revolutions ....mong the sites examined.

55 O



Treatment Materials and 'Training

The most successful projects made intensive use of materials specially
developed for the prc)ect. The quality of the materials seemed to make less dif-
ference than the fact that the materials were tailored to the site by project staff.
(Quality was important, however: both sites had changed their training curricula
in light of initial trainee reactions, but it is still likely that the technical excellence
or fidelity to the original treatment was compromised. ) Indigenous development

seems to have had a number of important benefits. Locally developed curriculum

can counteract insularity of teachers, who usually believe that no one else can pos-
sibly know anything about their situations.

A similarpoint applies where project materials replace those already in

existence. In that case, locally developed materials may lessen the hostility of

those who were responsible for developing the originals, especially if they partici-
pated in developing the new ones (Dodson).

A more important benefit has to do with the personal investment and thus also
commitment represented in self-developed material. Whenthe trainers wrote their

own guides and curriculum, they were likely to know it better and believe in it

more than if they had simply adopted pre-existing materials.
The most successful materials offered a number of alternate points of entry

(e. g. classroom physiCal organization; child self-concept; diagnostic procedures,

etc. , etc.) so that teacherA could begin where they were.
That is related to another important characteristic--the opporttinity for early

success. Praise, material rewards, changed student performance, or even self-

satisfaction should be provided early. One project adopted a "Bonus Pass" system
in which teachers could qualify for a substitute teacher,to relieve them of their

classes for a day by completing portions of their training materials (Dodson).

Another offered 100 for the successful completion of a training component. In

neither case was the availability of these mate rewards a significant incentive

to very many teachers to start the training, but it was a useful reinforcement to

continue it.
Three of the projects incorporated tough-minded evaluation of trainee develop-

ment. Trainees frequently failed competence tests, but tP.ther than being discour-

aged, the trainees seemed to feel that this contributed credibility to the training

experience and differentiated it from many of the demeaning "Mickey Mouse" insti-

tutes and workshops to which they had been exposed.
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The extent of "packaging" was also related to the success of the training
experience. At one extreme, a completely "unpackaged" project sent teacher
trainers out to work spontaneously on their trainees' classroom problems (Metro
City). ,Unfortunately, the change efforts then got linked tightly to the presence of
the trainer. At the other extreme, a training staff stayed largely in one place,
preparing kits and self-instructional packages which they then mailed to trainees
(Lewison). The following combination seems to be indicated:

1. Provision of training staff as a regular source of help on the trainee's
demand and on the trainee's problems. This is important to break down
teachers' expectations that change projects bring with them unrealistic
work demands.

2. A demonstration lesson by the trainer with the trainee's classes but with
no participation or responsibility on the part of the trainee. This helps
establish the trainer's credibility and the treatment's feasibility. The

negative side of this has to do with the credibility of a young training
staff-,as they usually are--with a "more experienced" teaching staff.
Then demonstration lessons were felt to lead to resentment (Lewison,
Bloomvale).

3. Provision of multi-media, multi-topic, self-paced, self-instructional
teaching packages for the trainee's independent use. It should be kept in
mind that many teachers do not have time to read extensive 'aerial.

4. The credible, non-invidious, independent evaluation of indiA la' progress
at relatively frequent intervals by people outside the teachers' school -
based chain of command, unrelated to the teacher's "official," permanent-
record performance evaluation. Only one project was able with impunity to
build the principal's, participation into the teacher's evaluation (Lewison).
Needless to say, that place did not have a union or even a strong teache :s'
association.

Trainee - Related Characteristics. The clearest relationship between any
trainee characteristic and project success is the grade level of the teacher. The

higher the grade, level, the more resistant to training is the teacher. The effect is
so clear that no project examined was able to have any impact on a high school.

The other strong relationship has to do with how trainees joined the project.
Most projects devoted most of their resources and had.most of their impact on
volunteers. 57
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There are several reasons why projects concentrated on volunteers. They

are easier to attract into the project and easier to train than those who don't vol-

unteer. They tendto be "friends and neighbors" of the project staff members:

thus, as a more congenial group sharing many assumptioris, the training is easier

to conduct and moves faster. Initial success with volunteers bolsters the morale
of trainers in preparation for the more difficult tasks ahead. These special proj-

ects, which are untried and struggling for credibility and support, seldom have

the political weight to reqUire participation. Often the premises of the training
techniques (OD, for example) make it inappropriate to require participation.

teachers' organizations, regular responsibilities,
are sufficient protection anyway. Thus, the focus

and professional status
on volunteers.

The

usually

Effects of Volunteers. Unfortunately, that early con,--,ntration on volunteers

can have some deleterious effects. First, it misleads trainers about what to

expect. Second, it often encourages them to modify their training agenda based

on experiences with volunteers which then do not work at all when the project takes

on a non-volunteer audience. Third, it creates obligations and expectations for

continued service which subtly steer the project's resources toward the most

receptive audiences--the volunteers. But, since most volunteers already support
the project (why else volunteer?), the effect is to allocate the most resources
where they are needed least. Where they tried to affect high schools at all, for

example, projects did so only in their last year (Bloomvale, Metro City,

Lewison). Furthermore, the volunteer trainees often return to their schools as

true believers searching for converts. But volunteers or converts are not always

greeted with enthusiasm. The enthusiasm of the newly trained volunteers convinces
many people that the project is for radicals and other eccentrics. Thus the train-

ing staff finds itself saddled with a distorted reputation and therefore with diminished

chances of building a bridge to the 'tiger group, which is more in need of the

training (Bloomvale, Lewison).
The extent to which trainees perceived the need for their own (further) devel-

opment is an important and complicated characteristic. Certainly that perceived

need facilitates acceptance of treatment and enhances the chance of success. But

where is it to come from? Where projects were initiated because of particular

crises (racial outbursts, rampant drug abuse), the perceived need often related

only to that crisis and not to underlying causes. But when the crisis was resolved,

the impetus for
effort to create

change disappeared. One project (Bloomvale) made a concerted
crises in order to get the attention of people who believed

58
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themselves to be working within a largely healthy organization. The tactic was not
successful.

Successful projes managed to Lonvince their populations that the training was
relevant to a central role area but not so important as to be threatening or over-
whelming. .Trainees need to see that they are being asked to make small changes
related to big goals. Creating that perceived need is an extremely delicate busi-
ness which, depending on the strategy chosen, may be essential to project success.
Recall the 2-year concentration on developing this preparatory attitude in one proj-
ect (Wagonia). The next question is, what should be clone in the absence of a per-
ceived need? Nonvolunteers are likely to feel that they're doing OK without the
project. The great behavioral differences between volunteers and nonvolunteers

____would seem to dictate two distinctly different training techniques, yet none of the
projects took account of that facts

The defensive characteristics of the nonvolunteer audience need some explana-
tion. As a whole, teachers are asked to perform virtually, impossible tasks with
a technology that is inadequate or simply wrong. Defensiveness is understandable
where the circumstances demand a professional, pedagogical role performance in
the absence of adequate knowledge about what causes good teaching and learning.
Finally, because teachers recognize that they are supposed to perform intellectual
tasks, and because their intellect is clearly on display in training sessions, the
safest performance is the least performance.

Behavior Modification. Another question deals with reinforcement of the
trainee's behavior as opposed to the redirection of it. Most of the teachers who,
were trained said that the project simply reinforced their prior behavior, or only
added to what they had learned elsewhere, and so on. Part of this is certainly
self-protection, but it also indicates where training may be the most efficient.
Still, it should be noted that the group most in need of project resources is not
the group already moving in that direction, but the much larger group at a dead
standstill. Although some projects came closer than others (notably Dodson), no
project seemed able to marshal all of the requirements necessary to recruit the
status quo majority.

The one bright spot in this dark picture is the hidden effect many projects
have on that resistant majority. We found some evidence that resistant teachers
nonetheless did modify their behavior, te,,yv n when they denied doing it.
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The provision of on-site assistance may help with the critical mass effect
discussed elsewhere. Where the trainers are aware of their trainees' social sys-
tem, they may provide the trainees with more legitimation against its demands and
may modify their training to help the trainees cope better with the weight of the
larger system.

Trainee audiences other than professional educators appeared in four of the
proposals, but only one project (Bloomvale) gave even half-hearted attention to
them.

Trainer Characteristics and Training Methods. The best trainers we encoun-
tered were those who had been associated with the schools but who were now at
some and professional remove. The most effective trainers seemed
naively enthusiastic and maintained that enthusiasm in the face of reality. Thus

they had inside knowledge and surface credibility, plus a critical attitude and some
protection from the c.onsequences of that attitude.

Many projects use outside consultants in an attempt to get that critical attitude
andthe, freedom to act on it. All fou" projects that employed outside consultants
to train teachei;rsdropped them after the first year (Lewison, Dodson, Wagonia,
Bloomvale.). They were.simply not credible enough or responsible enough to get
through.

Project leadership is just as important as management myths would have us
believe. Project administrators varied greatly in both their management skills and
their knowledge of staff development techniques, and that variation was directly
related to success. Although the success of these projects varied with the amount
and kind of planning, some administrators had virtually no planning skills
(Bloomvale, Metro City). Continuity of leadership was another key fS.ctor.

The participation of trainees in management decisions did not make much dif-
ference, but their freedom to manage their own.training experiences did.

At.the project level, our observations led us to conclude that materials should
be ambitious and complex, learner-paced, iterative, and spaced with mull4ple entry
points; should provide for independent evaluation, offer opportunities for early
succe:,s, and avoid lectures.

Where the goals of the project included attention to strongly held cultural
values (attitudes about race, ethnic pluralism, student responsibilities), the proj-
ects tended to concentrate on the supposedly more neutral technical aspects and

consistently avoided engaging lose controversies. Thus projects that started
out to deal with race ended up working on instructional techniques (Wagonia, Metro

City). GO
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Administrative Relations

Support from above is not as important as might be expected. Outside
funding and the ad hoc quality of project activities are some proof against hostility
from above. District-leveluppo'rt can be helpful, but it is not nearly as impor-
tant as the attitudes of the prircipals. They can be offended by staff development
projects that appear to usurp their self-arrogated "rnaster teacher" function, by
those who try (as is normally the case) to move teachers away from practices
sanctioned by the principals. Change-oriented projects are challenges to authority.
Only a few projects could sustain an end run around the principals to the teachers
(Lewison and Dodson). Support from the superintendent is then helpful, bui, a
damn-the-torpedoes attitude is even better.

One way to reduce resistance from principals and administrators is to train
thcrn too so that they can appear knowledgeable to their staffs., Unfortun>ely, it
is even more difficult to convince top administrators and principals that they need
"development" than it is to convince teaches s.

Staff and Management

Most districts didn't expand their organization in order to carry out the project
but instead temporarily unded some of the existing staff with project money. The

t7
two least successful projects expanded their staffs (Metro City) and/or used project
funds for consultants to provide the treatment, which turned out to be unsuccessful.

All sites agreed that staff development was the most important. kind of inter-
ventionbut given the fact that these were all staff development projects, that hardly
seems surprising.

SEAs were rarely credited with any useful intervention although they seemed
to have had some slight impact on most projects. Most staff people complained of
paperwork, changes in peripheral features, evaluation requirements, and so on --
all of which were attributed to SEA people who were regarded as uninformed, tran-
sitory, and irrelevant.

The "cell" nature of the two most successful projects has already been
described. Both were to a considerable extent isolated from the rest of the sys-
tem. Given the seriousness with which they took their task to change (i.e., chal-
lenge) that system, and given the power of the rest of the organization, that
isolation seems prudent.

On the other hand, projects that aspire to change teachers must deal with
principals. The projects that achieved 81, ir own goals least well failed largely
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because principals re-directed (Metro City) or subverted (Bloomvale) project
efforts once they reached the school building level. Two projects tried to circ
vent the principals--in the very small system it worked because of the unsophisti-
cation and passivity of the principals (Lewison)., In the large system (Dodson), the
principals lost a few of the early pitched battles with project staff and then won the
war with a scorched earth strategy (Dodson).

Resource allocation patterns document this point. Where project resources
were made available to principals for use at their own discretion, they were largely
used to maintain and buttress the status quo (cover classes, act as substitutes,
etc . ). Where resource allocation remained in project hands, project purposes
were better served, and where they could not be served, at least the project staff
Was able to negotiate the terms for certain compromises.

The criteria for resource allocation within projects are about what might be
expected. Project goals did not completely govern but did so in combination with
other criteria, such as the prior social access of the training staff to trainee:
(Lewison), the vulnerability of grade levels to treatment (Wagonia), the demands
of a particular treatment (Wagonia, Dodson), state law (Dodson), and in all cases
factors that were purely situational, idiosyncratic, and largely uncontrolled or

-unanticipated.
s

Planning seems to be directly related to success. Projects that had achieved
the most could also communicate where they were going and how they- hoped to get
there. This reflects more than the presence of good management mechanisms.
It. also includes an active and positive orientation to the events and contingencies
that buffeted all of the projects.

In only one case--the Wagonia project, whose development seems to have been
arrested at the truth-trust OD stage--did the trainees govern their own resource
allocation. In that case, many more resources were spent on extra-curricular
goodies such as field trips than on training activities per se.

District-lev'el involvement seems to have been quite benign in most projects.
superintendents, for example, generally a.; drove of any special project that some-
one else pays for as long as it doesn't stir things up too much. In one case (Metro
City), virtually everything the project achieved was by virtue of superordinate
intervention.

Evaluation in the sense of informal but serious stocktaking by project staff and
distrAct clientele is important in the most successful projects. They pay attention
to it and they change because of it. Evaluation in the sense of formal project assess-
ment for the state and federal grantors is done to continue to qualify for money,
not for its utility to project managemeand is not taken seriously by participants.

K)
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Complexity of Project

The most expensive project (double the cost of any other we studied) was also
both the least complex and the least successful (Metro City). The few who had
thought through the enormous and complicated problems entailed in behavioral
change in that district despaired of accomplishing anything. Most participants had
not faced the issues at all. The result was asort of unsupervised laissez-faire
cafeteria.

One of the two most successful projects was fabulously and endlessly
complicated. The other was also quite complicated for a small district to undertake.

Phis is a curious finding since successful implementation seems less likely as
things get more complex. Yet the most successful projects relied on multiple
inputs, the availability of different sorts of actor attitudes, long chains of changes
and events, and so on. The message may be that no lesser sort of change will
suffice, and the risks simply must be faced.

Change-Related Factors

A similar point obtained with respect to the amount of change attempted: the
best projects set out to make a big difference, to help people to depart substantially
and radically from their previous patterns. (Recall, however, that these aims
describe the real agenda, not the public agenda which is usually much more mod-
est). rhe feast successful projects typically got their money first and their pur-
poses second. While these projects probably did contribute to organizational
maintenance, they did not contribute to organizational change.

Big change aspirations are probably functional because they motivate their
participants, and also allow some significant accomplishment in the face of inevi-
table compromises.

How much of a school site must be affected before the implementation can
actually take hold'' The social sanctions of the school exert themselves very
strongly. An occasional maverick can buck those sanctions and implement the
changed behavior in isolation. But the much more common pattern is for the
school to single out rate-busters and to deprecate or ostracize them until they con-
form. It should be remembered that change is an indictment of existing practice

and of existing practitioners: in its fieldwork reality, it is not a state devoutly to
be sought, nor is it a clinical, bloodless, consensual process. It is also likely to
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be accompanied by "extra" work and to alter the school's distribution of benefits.

It will be resisted by teachers who are threatened by it.
For these reasons, it is important for the project to reach enough of a school

. .
building's staff to provide a potentially self-contained unit. Allowing for defections,

backsliding, and partial implementation, that usually means not fewer than 20 to

25 percent of the school's staff must be successfully trained. The two most

successful projects (Lewison, Dodson) achieved that critical mass in about a third

and a tenth of their respective schools.
The literature argues that training is most successful when the training site

most closely resembles the implementation site. Yet both of the successful proj-

ects relied heavily on packaged materials which were used away from school. The

least successful project did nothing but classroom assistance: Thus the resem-
blance may be helpful, but it is not at all sufficient and probably nowhere near as

important as other factors.

Organizational and Personal Characteristics

The existence of hierarchies, chains of command, rules, and formal proce-

dures seems not to have made much difference to these projects. Particular

instances of bureaucratic, infighting did make a difference, but these are personal

factors not much related to the formal structure of the organization.

Two projects did separate themselves organizationally. In one case (Dodson),

the chang ;- oriented group had sought, but failed, to locate the project inside the

largest of the headquarters divisions so that they could bore from within. In
-.,
another case (Wagonia), it was thought to be important to place the project direc-

tor at an organizational distance from the school principal.

In no case was there any impediment to change solely from bureaucratic rigid-

ity. Most project personnel are already socialized as good bureaucrats, and

the projects' special status exempts them from some administrivia.

One group maintained with considerable justice that there was a "project"

mentality inside and outside projects which allowed the larger organization to dis-

count and thus resist most project-initiated change attempts as hot-house environ-

ments, with no staying power, lush resources and unrealistic aims (Dodson). The

response of the project staff was to deny that it was a project, and to attempt to

insinuate its services in as many different parts of the regular organization as

possible. Of course the strategy led to charges of bureaucratic imperialism and

to an extremely complex project organization, but it also undoubtedly contributed to

CA
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visibility, built a clientele, and most importantly, prepared a decentralized system
of retreat positions against the possibility of the project's violent demise.

Formality of Communications. Because it is hard to change teachers, project
staff are often reluctant to try without support. In fact, much of the orthodoxy of
training procedures stresses working only with volunteers. Thus, despite the pro-

,

posal specifications, most tral ing staffs worked most with people they knew already
,.

or who were like them. For example, if the training staff was largely from ele-
mentary schools, the high school never received any training (Lewison and Metro
City); or if the project director had been a headquarters curriculum specialist,
most project contacts with the schools were through grade leaders. It was easier,
less threatening, and more successful to recruit trainees among one's former
associates. The informal communicaticns networks thus shaped application of the
project treatment.

Decisionmaking. The school sites, especially the principals, exerted an
enormous influence on project decisions. Where the principal refuses to allow
carpet squares in a teacher's classroom (on the alleged ground that "they breed
vermin"), or where the principal can reduce a teacher to tears in front of her
colleagues for allowing "noise" (children talking to other children), or where a
principal can dump all of the school's behavior problems on a teacher as a reward
for her newly acquired teaching skills--teachers think very carefully about their
principal's reaction. The training project and staff come and go, but the teacher is
left to make peace with the schools permanent authority.

Thus every project identified the system's principals a; a critical force. Only

one project even attempted to buck the principals, entering schools and conducting
training sessions on the authority of the superintendent - -a practice that lasted until
the Principals' Association forced the board-to rescind the superintendent's author-
ity (Dodson): A far more common pattern was for the project to announce the
district-wide availability of its services in tones of muted assertiveness, but when
the trainers crossed the school's threshold they worked with teachers identified by
the principal and on problems identified by the principal and with success deter-
mined by the principal (Lewison, Bloomvale, Metro City).

There are cases when the principal supports the project. But, since change
challenges authority, not many school authorities are inclined to encourage that
challenge. When they did, the changes were swift and dramatic.

Innovative Capacity. In two sites, the project has demonstrably increased
innovative capacity (Lewison, Wagonia); in one it has demonstrably decreased
(Dodson); and in two others there has beg no change. The most dramatic increase
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came in the smallest district, which had never had a soft money project before
(the central office had a lot of trouble figuring out how to account for the money).

In another, participation in project activities touched so ma }1 school personnel

that the district now sends them out in technical assistance teams to other schools.

The diminished capacity occurred in a large, conservative district of tradition-

alists galvanized into action by their opposition to the project. Demotions, disman-

tlement, and reorganization have decimated the project staff; no one is likely to be
foolish enough to try something new in the district in the foreseeable future.

The other two districts (Bloomvale and Metro City) will continue to attract soft
money and to avoid spending the proceeds on innovations.

If we assume that risk is a function of probable success, then from the fore-
going circumstances, two districts will take risks (Lewison, Wagonia), and three

won't. Of course, new staff may appear to try for change, even in these three dis-

tricts.
Where the project-staff believed in what they were doing, the projects had a

much greater chance to flourish. This effect was so strong that a central question
becomes whether or not there are ways for the project to enco-,:ragc that commit-

ment. The most useful incentive seems to have been visibil.y,/mobility. The

most successful projects (Lewison, Dodson, Wagonia) seemed to be run by people
who rePorted Such changes in their careers while the less successful projects
(Bloomvale and Metro City) were run by people-who were comfortably resigned to

falling back to classroom teaching. Because vigorous change attempts engendered
animosity, successful people needed a way out of the district and were glad to have

it. Less successful people dould easily sink back into the organizations, which

they had never challenged. The increased responsibility and intrinsic satisfactions,
probably were important elements of good projects, but money, credentials, and
promotions were not sufficient incentives to produce the commitment necessary to

success.
Project leaders tended to have recent experiences with graduate school,

which seems to have armed them with some ideas which they then tried to employ.

They also seemed to have more academic credentials than their immediate superiors
or than their clientele. This education may in effect have provided the project's
leadership with training relevant to the conduct of the project. Certainly those proj-

ects which provided more training and guidance from the leadership level down
to the actual trainer level were more successful than those which didn't.

66
r+,
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Age, sex, tenure, previous position, amount of salal% from project funds,
promotions, and percent of time devoted to project activities did not make much

difference. Ambition was related to success (Lewison, Dodson, Wagonia), although
responses to the question May have revealed only the individual's felt need to move

to another district after having survived the change attempt. Similarly, good proj-
ects seemed to be run by people who were more career-bound than place-bound
(Lewison, Dodson, Wagonia).

Self-selection, a process in which the individual volunteered for the leadership
position, seems preferable to recruitment on both continuity and commitment
grounds (Lewison, Wagonia). The better projects were also run by people who were
aware of the policy problems of change in education at levels above their own.

ADAPTATIONS

All projects displayed a clear and similar pattern of adaptations. With the

passage of time they (a) became less ambitious about the system-wide effects they
sought; (b) simplified their treatments; (c) slowed the pace of their activities; (d)
decreased the amount of changed behavior expected from any individual; and (e)

decreased their expectations about how many people within a site could be changed.

Three of the projects, examined (Lewison, Bloomvale, Metro City) initially
intended to retrain teachers at all levels of their systems, K- 12. All three began

with an initial focus on the elementary schoolteacher population and then never

succeeded in coming to grips with the high schools. It seems clear from all of the

cases that the high schools are special and present peculiar obstacles to change

agent programs. The 'peculiarities include the following:

The high school curriculum is topically organized, with teachers who

relate to their topic fields more than to education in general. While most
change projects emphasize process, high school teachers consistently
subordinate process considerations to topic coverage.
Topic specialization provides a source of identity and an organizing, base

which makes high school teachers see themselves as superior to their

lower grade colleagues. That specialization facilitates defense against
outsiders and makes resistance to change easier and more effective.

High school faculties are often already split into antagonistic groups of

"core," solids, '' or "academic" teachers and "elective" teachers. Their

lack of cooperation makes things like scheduling changes and team

teaching very difficult to realize. They believe in the compartments that
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they have locked themselves into. The norm of local unanimity further

freezes this situation.
The baby boom has not yet ebbed in the high schools, which remain rela-'
tively overcrowded, allowing, teachers less free time and organizational

slack than is currently available in lower grades.
High school teachers deal for shorter time periods with many more and

older students and thus tend to blame the anonymous mass of threatening

students more than themselves for failures of schooling. That diminishes

the sense of per- mai responsibility and thus the felt need to change.
Those who fail or are failed by the high school simply go away and are'

not persistent problems within the same organization, which also

diminishes the felt need for change.
High schools are larger and more specialized with many intermediate
layers. Teachers are less dependent on their principals than are ele-
mentary school teachers and are thus harder to influence through the chain

of command.
High school faculties are usually moire unionized than elementary facul-

ties and thus less malleable with respect to the demands of training pro-
grams.
There is far less parent and community pressure on high schools than on

other levels.
Because their contentdspeccalization gives them greater mobility, high

school teachers have more options, and fewer move into the central office

posts from which special projects ire often staffed. Thus there are
fewer people from high school on training projects, and access back to the

high school§ is that much haTrde r2;

rhe:ie factors seem to account fo-r the omission of any serious attempts to

affect on: entire organizational level of schooling.
Ordinar, y, a project starts out with a very ambitious agenda of change, in

part in order to justify funding. But after original funding has been secured, the

need arises to justify continued funding. That means demonstrating success with

much more discrete measurable phenomena than those in the original agenda.
Unfortunately, the measured phenomena are only a small, and usually not very
important, fragment of the project's goals. One project that began as a cur-
riculum revolution was most successful in teaching spelling (Dodson). The

measurable ,achievements come at the expense of the broader agenda.

G8
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Risk reduction works in a similar way. Broad attempts to change organizations
and people encounter strong resistance. Resisting the resistance burns up the
project's capital. When people begin to appreciate how slow and costly change is,

often scale their goals down to match the available resources. Thus projects
that hac started out to end illiteracy end up trying to each kids just a little bit.
Projects that had tried for individualized instruction are satisfied with differentia-
ted smaller) group instruction. The problem-solving orientation gives way to a
remedial one.

Projects naturally tend to conce. where their efforts are rewarded with
palpable change. This makes it difficult move on from the site of original
success. Servicing the original clientele rats an expectation for continued
availability; early cooperation from a group makes it hard to abandon that group,
which, if successful, is now m-.)re congenial to the project staff than the rest of
the staff would be. The result is a much narrower circle of treatment than had
originally been intended. The effect is most noticeable where the project is sup-
posed to train teachers, para-professionals, students, and community people.
When the project staff is composed of professionals, they will concentrate on the
fellow professional clientele, preempting service to any others. Four of the five
projects examined (Lewison, Wagonia, Bloomvale, Metro City) dropped any inten-
tion of providing service to their, communities after the first year.

Finally, goals are often simplified by dropping controversial goals. Projects
that originally aspired to deal with an attempt to increase respect for racial hetero-
geneity focused their attention on practically everything but the question of race
(Metro City, Dodson).

Treatment,Simplification

Similar processes operate to simplify the project treatment. The panoply of
services and activities and the sequences of phases and events that characterize
many proposals and the initial implementation of a project get diluted as they are
transferred from the project leadership to the training staff to the trainees. In

one project, for example, a consulting firm which specialized in OD interventions
tried to provide capsule training to group of teachers who were then actually to
conduct the interventions in their systems. The result was that the consultants
knew the technology but had no responsibility, whiie the teachers knew little technology
but had all the responsibility. Consequently, the teachers only employed the :AM-
plest and "safest" of the techniques ,whbthey had been taught.
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The training audience also acts to prune the treatment. The real world knocks

a lot of the edges off the original .;onceitualizations on the grounds that they are

simply not practical. Thus, some project materials were cut by half, the ,.mount
of reading was reduced, the length of training exposure was shortened, etc.

Effective bdhavioral intervention is a time-consuming and costly process which

can therefore only be made available tc a relatively small group of people. But

where the project is viewed as a benefit to be distributed, there is often pressure
to make it available to as many people as possible. In order to spread the benefit
(and not incidentally, to build a political base), the treatment is thinned, applied to

more people, with less effect (Bloomvale, Dodson). Similarly, with a high demand
for services, the temptation might be to reduce the treatment so that more people

can profit by it.
Treatments also get simplified by being captured. Trainers arriving at the

schopl with an elaborate training routine sometimes discover that the principal or
the teacher - clients have other ideas about how they should be used. The training

materials then get bent to the needs of the local situation or simplified in order to
accommodate both project nd site agendas (Bloomvale, Dodson).

Pace

Another adaptation that most projects experience has to do with the pat...e of

project activities. Some projects are planned with a client group of the system's
most resistant trainees in mind. Thus elaborate treatments are specified, more
elaborAte than the initial t] inee group, composed of volunteers, really needs.
Thus, after the initial experience goes very well, the project begins to tackle
trainees from increasingly more /resistant groups. That clientele change really
clamps the brakes on, arsd the pace of change slows dramatically.

Other things that retard projects are loss of initial enthusiasm, disillusionment

about the amount of forced change or pushing which is feasible, inevitab'le proble_rns

of logistics and production, and the gathering forces of opposition. All projects

are immersed in a local context which cannot be escaped or ignored. Newly con-

structed buildings don't open on time, unions have jurisdictional disputes, com-
munity groups misinterpret or oppose the project--these are simply facts of life

which must be dealt with.
Where projects do succeed, early success often dampens the perceived need

for additional change and slows further work. Sometimes, the problem that had
provided the initial motivation simply changes. In one case, for example, a proj-
ect partly aimed at drug abuse prevention was weakened when the wily high
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school students suddenly switched from abusing drugs to abusing alcohol
(Bloomvale).

Amount of Change

Two other factors tend to reduce project goals visa vis individuals. First, the
amount of change expected of anyone is reduced from a omplete transformation or
behavioral reorientation to some change, however modest. Projects that began
by trying to change teachers' classroom management with respect to learning rate,
learning content, ,nd learning style ended by settling for adoption of any improved
behavior (Dodson). Projects that had hoped to individualize instruction were

tieventually willing to help with any departure from one-on-thirty norm (Metro City).
One project started out to train teachers to eschew subordination, stop being
authoi ity freaks, seize control of their own professional circumstances, take
responsibility for their own actions, suspend their hostility and suspicions, increase
their time and emotional investment in their jobs, and otherwise dramatically
depart from the norm. The project ended up by abandoning its hopes of organiza-
tional democracy and measured its success by the number of student-initiated
interchanges in the classroom.

Projects also consistently reduced their expectations about the proportion of
people in any given site that they would be able to reach. The proposals always
had high hopes, but the later project experience was considerably more modest.
This demonstrates the gap between the trainer's intentions and the classroom
teacher's prerogatives, which allow them to implement or not as they see fit.

IMPACT

Our most arresting finding was how little change in teachers, social context,
or student performance could be related to the project. There were changes, but
they seemed more episodic, faint, and dispersed than expected.

The only places where support for schooling, professional engagement, or
morale changed were in the elementary and intermediate schools. Three sites
(Lewison, Wagonia, Bloomvale) did succeed in irnnroving teacher attitudes toward
their work. The most dramatic case (Wagonia) was the one in which the project.
was located in and confined to a sing -le intermediate school. That school was a
social-emotional wreck at the project's inception, and by the end of the second year,
the project had demonstrably increased the staff's commitment, sense-of respon-
sibility, and personal investment. (But the project has not yet succeeded in doing
anything much about instructional styles). 1.71

-4.
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On the other hand', a project (Bloomvale) that set out to work directly on

teacher attitudes about and participation in school management failed in that respect

but did manage to affect teaching styles. Apparently the teachers learned about

impediments to their communication with the school's management and then decided

that the same phenomena were blocking their own communication with their students.

For the other three projects, the attitudes of defensiveness, limited invest -

'ment, and so on which characterize teaching as a profession and which contribute

so heavily to determining teacher attitudes were simply too powerful to overcome

with the techniques applied.

Changes in School Personnel

Only three projects changed teacher attitudes toward their work and place of

work,. but all,projects could claim some changes in instructional techniques among

some of their staff. Those changes were all in the direction of better, i. e. more

behaviorally indicated, h-.struction, but the numbers affected varied widely. In

successful projects, perhaps as many as a third of staff in as many as half of the

project schools had changed as much as half of their instructional pr ctice

son). The next most successful project could only claim change's-10f similar mag-

nitude in not more than 10 percent of its schools.
The social -and peer climate of the school helps to determine project success.

For change to be "visible," it has to have had a fairly dramatic and widespread

impact on the school. But these projects had other impacts which, 'although not

as visible, may in the aggregate be as important. First, there is the phenomenbn

Of the isolated teacher who, alone among that school's staff, was affected, did

change, and will persist in that change. In almost every school we visited there

was at least one teacher who significantly departed fi'om that school's norms and

enacted a large portion of the project's techniques.. .Such "loners" have a difficult

role to sustain, but they were an important part of the project's accomplishment.

Second, tiny changes made at the margins of the instructional behavior of a

great many teachers may have a cumulative effect. Although the bulk of their prac-

tice might still appall the project staff, it is still a significant achievement if

after the project, teachers hit fewer students, allow slightly more interaction,
coordinate* one lesson plan a year with a neighbor, praise slightly more often, and

so on Such changes are barely visible and usually barely conscious, and many
teachers strain to deny them or deny that the project introduced them. Teachers

are often so' defensive that they deprecate project techniques and praise
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traditional instruction. But their classrooms frequently featured wall charts of
student behavior, centers, and the paraphernalia of differentiated instruction. When

asked to explain those features, they would usually claim to have been doing those
things all along or to have invented them themselves, although in fact that was not
the 'case.

In assessing these projects, the contribution of these two groups - -the isolated
"loners" and the bit incrementalists - -needs to be added to the more dramatic and
rare instances of±site-:wide transformation.

These projects didn't have much visible effect on their direct target (the
teachers); what can be said about the project's mediated impact on kids? Most
projects claimed pupil changes of various magnitudes (one project discerned a
2.6 grade level change in reading scores over one year until the district's compu-
ter center discovered-they had been analyzing a partial sample). But the project-
generated achievement data seemed prey to the same problems which make all
achievement data so notorious. Whatever the intention, projects never succeeded
in providing services directly to kids, or in incorporating kids in the training troop
(Dodson, Bloomvale). But the children were undoubtedly the beneficiaries of some
amount of the instructional changes stimulated by the projects.

Value of Project to Supefordinate Administration

In only one instance (Dodson), was the fate of the project of great interest to
the district administrators. In that case, the project constituted 90 percent of
their attempts at r rming the district, ....id thus they regarded it very highly. In
another case (MeL City), the project's resources were the only leverage available
to an administrator, although he simply could not get a handle on them fast enough
to turn a floundering activity to his own advantage. In other cases, administrators
were pleased to have the projects as symbols of their progressiveness, but they
were indifferent to the outcome.-

The two least successful projects were presided over by classroom lead(r's
who regarded their project roles as a temporary duty assignment. Especially in
the concluding years, when they were anticipating re-entry into the classroom,
they studiously avoided making waves--and thus nothing happened. The other three
projects w -e all much more important to their administrators. The project
representea ieir first attempts at systematic conscious, and concerted reform
of large parts of an educat4enal organization. They enjoyed the experience, and
they would all do it again, althOugh all thre'e expected to be forced out of their dis-
tricts as a direct result of their projectefries. In only one case was the departure

t.)



anticipated as a violent event. But the other two came to understand that their
critical attitudes toward their colleagues' work, their necessary advocacy of a

"superior" position, and the removal of the protective project cocoon all made it
prudent for them to seek employment elsewhere. Still,the employment they do

seek will most likely be in a role similar to their current one.

Summary of Factors Associated with Impact

The implementation discussion has already detailed the effect of various project
and site .features on the success or failure of what was found. That discussion
will simply be summarized here under three outcome categories--the two most
successful projects and their characteristics (Table I), the mixed case (Table 2),
and the two least successful cases (Table 3).

CONTINU,.TION

The continuation of project efforts in the most successful district appears
assured if only because the materials and procedures produced will remain intact,
and training activities were never dependent on pacing or guidance by the teaching

staff. Thus the project's dissolution should still leave a stock of materials with
'which many of the district's teachers have already had a favorable experience.
Furthermore, the project staff had lobbied hard and successfully to get com-

i

-pletion of parts of the training materials accepted as qualification for a higher step

on the district's scale. Then, when the SEA recently required all districts to come
up with a new set of performance competencies for re-certification of their fac-
ulties, the project staff successfully inserted the project's own list of desired
teacher outcomes so that all teachers must now pay more careful attention to those

standards. Since the project never had to face any significant opposition, and

since a high-proportion of the district's teachers liked the training, prospects for
continuation seem good.

However, this project will not be continued as a discrete special-purpose staff.
The headquarters specialists will return to the units from which they came, and

they may continue to do some project-related activities, but the continuing partic-

ipation in the training activities will operate without a "project" umbrella.
Similar points may be made with respect to the other_clearly successful proj-

ect site. The staff anticipated that the re-emergence of the conservative forces

would kill the project as an entity. They produced a great n-any materials and
infiltrated all parts of their bureaucracy in preparation for that contingency. The

hope was that out of a "blanket" of "cascade" of services, some would survive. In
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-addition, to guard against backsliding on the part of project personnel who were
returning to their former environs, all such personnel were required to undergo
the complete training cycle a second time. The project's enemies have moved
vigorously against it, but' the project will have "gone underground" and thus the
activities should survive to a considerable extent.

In the mixed case school, where the project's development has so far been
arrested, it is very hard to predict continuation. The whole theoretical justifica-
tion for having placed so much emphasis on quality of interpersonal communica-
tions is so that ensuing changes will be more profound and more lasting. So one
hopes.

The most that can be hoped for in the two projects is that those relatively
fewer teachers whose behavior was affected will not return to their old patterns of
behavior. There is evidence to indicate that they will not. Most teachers whose
instructional practices were hanged as a result of these projects were already
dissatisfied with their performer ce or became persuaded of its inadequacy. There
was a great deal of consensus abdut how impossible it would be to move baCk to
large group, teacher-talk instruction, and all our respondents said they never
would.

DISSEMINATION/ DIFFUSION

There is not a great deal that can be said about what hasn't happened. Only

two projects demonstrated any real impact on any schools other than the target
schools. In both cases, that effort was linked to the personal drives of the project's
leadership. In one case, the leader was a former professor who had a habit of
publication and a need for career-enhancing publicity. In the other cage, the proj-
ect director had set up a state-wide organization of project directors as a defense
against what he felt was SEA interference. He did a lot of speaking, inevitably
about his own experiences, and therefore got a lot of publicity, visits, and requests
for information from his colleagues.

All projects felt hampered because SEA and federal regulations put stringent
conditions on their dissemination activities. In the absence of any broader audi-
ence, the only people to whom the project might be diffused were the other schools
in each district. But that did not work out.

It was a ari2mous experience of these projects that regardless of their
degrees of success, they were Studiously ignored by their district colleagues.
Although the school may virtually be Walden III, visitors are still more likely to
come from 200 miles away than from 2 miles away. The educator's insecurity is

95
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probably the chief explanation for this. Someone working in the same environment

with (roughly) the same resources who does a demonstrably better job, is seen as a
threat, a show-off, and probably a cheat. The same phenomenon applies among

faculties. Teacher trainees are much more acceptable when they travel to neigh-

boring schools than when they try to ply their trade in their own schools. The educa-

tor's res,ponse is to ignore the lighthouse school if it is close to home and instead

go far enough away so that asking for help can be a more anonymous and "safer"

experience. Then it isn't necessary to acknowledge the superiority of someone with

whom you are in competition, and ideas can be changed with impunity and credited

to one's self.
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Table 2-

THE MIXED CASE: WAGONIA

This case is different from the other in that project leadership refuses to force
the pace of training activities until they feel that the majority of the school's faculty
wants to change and has assimilated an OD truth/trust attitude. Thus in the first
two years of what is nominally, a project to differentiate instruction, there has
been no attempt to communicate the technology or content of staff development.

A single leader through the project, but a management group that is elected by the
teachers and thus i:uctuates. Some cohesion against opposition.

A goal of substantial change in several areas, but patience about the rate of
progress.

Top support and several superordinate moves that parallel and reinforce the proj-
ect's moves.

A persistent stress on a single theme (truth-trust) to date.

A fetish about bootstraps. Total on-site determination of project activities, but
fewer materials; independent, non-invidious evaluation. Focus to date not per-
ceived as being very role relevant.

Material but not staff assistance to trainees. No demonstration lessons.

High felt need among a frustrated and suspicious -rnpulation.

No opposition; support from principal.

Very strong peer group support and critical mass at one grade level.
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EASTOWN

Milbrey Wallin McLathlin and Miriam Bae

Eastown is a middle-class/upper middle-class community

that is economically homogeneous and almost entirely white. '2

mentary schools, 3 junior high schools, and 2 high schools scatty

miles. Eastown has experienced rapid growth in the past decade

much new school building or renovation. The school population of

large as the total town population of about ten years ago. The scho

in the Northeast
ere are 11 ele-
red over 30 square
with the result of

12,000 is as
of district serves

a typical suburban population of families living in one-family neatly

homes. Many of the men in Eastown commute daily to jobs in a near
landscaped
by large city.

Eastown is a politically conservative community whose two-term mayor is

known for his antiliberal views. The Eastown board of education refle cts the
ntly voted
f the mayor
d to be

conservative climate of the community. The school budgets are freque

down; four of the nine board members are viewed explicitly as "tools" o

who has actively campaigned against the school budget and what he argue

"inflated" administrative salaries. People agree that the school board is
essentially political body whose members seek election not so much out o

tional concerns but as a fit st step toward the town council, or other politic

In fact, the education reporter for the Daily News went so far as to say tha

an

half of the board members are "anti-school" and "anti-teacher."
According to the reporter, Eastown resident have traditionally regarde

schools as "excellent" and have expressed little discontent with the activities

progress or their children. This pervasive sense of community satisfaction

the schools combined with the conservative political nature of the community

perhaps explains in part why -- unlike other Title III projects that grew out of the

ideas of district personnel--the ideas, direction, 'and impetus for Eastown's
successful Title III project were provided by an outsider.

The Moon Project (MP) at Eastown emphasizeS the retraining of classroom

teachers in the strategies and philosophy of open education. It was conceived and

designed by an 1' (locator outside the district, who was to become project director.

The idea for MP grew out of another state Title III project, Open Sesatne, which

attempted to bring the arts and humanities into the classroom. The educator had

been executive director of Open Sesame. She concluded on the basis of her

educa-
al office.

at least

d their
and
with

Indeed, Eastown school children score at or above the national average on
standardized tests and approximately 60 percent of Eastown high school seniors
go directly to college each year. 8 2
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experience with this project that changing teacher attitudes was critical to affecting
edu,:ational change and further that a 'thumanistic or ''child-centered" approach to
education was preferable to the traditional teacher - centered classroom practices.
Open Sesame had originally calle for delivery of a package into the classroom.
According to the educator, she ''soon learned that this was no way to innovatethat
teacher attitudes were critical and could be changed if they were given the
information and tools t- -e. "

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

As a result of the educator's involvement in Eastown with Open Sesame, one
(nonproject) school (Clinton) explicitly moved to ird impleinentin, open classroom
practices and, in the educate ''s words. "it became apparent that there was a need to
develop a model that could it-e school changeover from r, traditional to an open
ai'proaCh.'' In the spring o . the educator wrote a Title III proposal aimed at
implementing such a mode.. was decided to create twc, different changeover
models, one.involving the whole school (kindergarten through 5th grade) in the
first year and the other in\ olving kindergarten through 3rd grade in the first year
and adding grades 4 and 5 the following year.

The project proposal is unusual in its explicit attention from the outset to the
problems acid costs of replicalillity. From the beginning, the educator attempted to

develop a model that was "exnortable" within normal district operating budgets,
thereby elhninating the coirmon obstacles to dissemination and incorporation imposed'
by high start-up or maintenance costs. The model also pai'c',,considerable attention
to specification of,treatment. The M3' model does not require the addition of any
hardware or furniture, or modification in the school plant. Participating schools,
in fact, were not open space schools but consisted of traditional "egg crate"
enclosed classrooms strung along hallways. The only monies to be expended would
be for administration of the project, teacher training, resource materials, and
evaluation.

It should he noted .hat bOth the MP idea and the degree of change embodied in
the project were new to Eastown. Although the cup.;rintendent had been talking
about oeveloping an "Eastown Plan," and a ft. N of the principals had been "wanting
to do something different," few if any participants in tl e school district had

envisioned the extensive change advocated by the educator. There wi.s little demand
in Eastown, either from professionals ordIrn the community, for ti e wide-ra,_ging
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and dramatic whole-school organiza.t J.,change implicit in the MP. Nonetheless,

the educator sold the elementary school (ES) director on the idea for the MP, and

the ES director on the basis of extensive reading on open classroom strategies
(particularly British infant. schools) and his own recent experience as an elementary

school principal became a strong advocate of the project. The superintendent saw
the proposal to be consistent with his own interests in bringing about change in

Eastown's educational services, and the services of district support staff were

made available to :ielp in the planning and development of the MP Title III proposal

in the spring of 1971.
Unlike other Title III projects we have examined, this proposal was developed

almost totally without the involvement of those who would, if the application was
successful, be asked to implement it -- principals and teachers. During the initial
stage, support for and involvement in the MP proposal were centered almost exqlu-

-i
sively at the central administrative level.

Decisions about the selection of project schools were also made at.he, central

office level. Two elementary schools, Jefferson and ivlorningside, were suggested

,by the superintendent and the ES director to take part in the MP. Jefferson was
selected because its principal was regarded as a leader and a competent adminis-
trator who was anxious to try something new. -In addition, his school had a strong

sta end a physical set-up that N.-as suited to the introduction of open education

con pts. The situation at Morningside School, however, was quite different. The

E;' director was the school's former prinCtpal, and his replacement was considered

weak and in need of further experience. But, like Jefferson, Morningside's staff
was thought to be strong and able to deal with the problems and challenges of inno-
vating a new educational practice: Thus, it as hoped that the initiation of the MP
in Morningside would contribute to the development o£ the new principal.

In the spring of 1971, as the Title III proposal was being written, the f':S direc-
tor contacted these schools and asked the principals _ilthey would like to participate

in the proposed Title III project. In his words, he did a "sales job" on the target
schools, advocating open education concepts and urging participation in the project.
The principals asked their staff to vote and with the exception of one teacher in
each school, the staff voted to participate in the MP.

The ES director's role in generating support for the MP within the project

schools should be emphasized. He had been a popular principal in Morningside

School and enjoyed considerable support in the community, maintaining good rela-

tions both with the educators and supporters of the conservative mayor. As,a

result, the director's support and advocacy of the MP was probably a critical factor

v
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in its almost unanimous acceptance at the project schools. Staff members at the
project schools were aware froin the beginning that participation in the project
would involve a rot of work and extra time, but they trusted the ES direCtor as an
educator and leader, and so responded enthusiastically to his sug- -tion.It is not
likely that any outsider, given this particular institutional setting, could haye
gathered this degree of support for participation, in the project.

FRICTION AND CHANGE

The history and development of the MP evidences a degree of resistance and
interpersonal hostility that, in other instances, -would be expected to cripple the
innovative project. The frictions that characterize the MP' erupted early, even
before the project began. As part of the requirement for the original Title III
application, the project director -to -be undertook a needs assessment of the Eastown
school district. The project director believed that it was important to state the

..t
situation as it was observed in order for future evaluation to be effective, and
that "sugarcoating" negative observations would diminish future achievements.
However, participants in this needs assessment viewed her manner as aggre-ssive,
uncompromising, and abrasive, and her report described the Eastown schools in
unequivocal and categorical terms that angered some Eastown prinCipals. These
principals interpreted' her findings as inaccurate, insulting, and unprofessional.
The remarks of the principal who had been delegated by his colleagues to express
their rtaction to the report conveys the depth of disaffection existing even before
the project began:

Tb put it bluntly, we were appalled and angered by the implications of
your statement. It was particularly displeasing that a newcomer v
hae the effrontery to prepare such a statement for distribution at Artie-
ipal and state levels, without possession of accurate and intimate ..noWl-
edge concerning the, internal operationof our clever elemeptary_schools.
In effect, your statement can only be interpreted-asimplyiniNhat . . .

most Eastown elementary principals are indolent, dictatorial, reaction-..
ar,-, oppressive, and tend to be concerned only about rest scores. We
understaral (and share) your enthusiasm for the promising new educa-
tional venture in which you are pow engaged, but we feel that charla-
tanism and demagoguery are neither necessary to the pursuit of your

Interestingly, all of the teachers interviewed by NORC (National Opinion
Research Center) in our earlier survey stated that they believed that the original
idea for the MP came from the ES director: Teachers expressed no awareness

the founding educator's involvement the project initiation and development.

r
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goals nor consonant with the high standards of professional ethics
that we have always attempted to maintain in the Eastown Public
Schools.

The project director herself acknowledges the antagonism directed at her b the
Eastown community, but feels that it is all part of the change process. In tier

hostility. toward a change agent is not only to be expected, but also is necessary
if change is to occur, particularly in a conservative community like Eastown.

But, as she wrote in the fill-Si-project. report:

The change agent usually bears the brunt of dissatisfaction and unless
there is strong very positive support for the agent of change and out-
growing activities, innovative programs can be-destroyed by dissension
or move so slowly that innovation is minimal: Support for programs
and agents of change needs to be a commitmer4.

The "support" to which the project director refers came quickly from the superin-
tendent and the ES directar'and very early described the raps these men came to

play in the project as arbitrators and diplomats. The superintendent arranged a
meeting between the project director and the project principals and, in his words,
''gave them all hell",-,the director for her lack of sensitivity and for not having

consulted with the principals and the principals for their trenchant reaction. The

`ES director did further fence-mending With the.P.rincipals. Although the very

considerable diplomatic talents of ths.! ES director managed tb smooth over this,

initial conflict, and the project got under way, hostility and friction are a dominant

theme in the experienceof this Title III project.

THE FIRST YEAR, FY 1971-1972

The MP was initiated to implement two models of open education strategies

irrtwo Eastown elementary schools. The major goal of the project was "changing
teacher attitudes toward children." Consequdntly, the major focus of the p`roject

was on staff training and development.
In'the first year of the, MP, about one thousand students were served from

kindergarten through grade 3 in Morningside School- and kindergarten through

-:The offending pages were revised for the school community, but the original
document was sent to the state Title III office with the approval of the superintend-
ent and the ES director.

1
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grade 5 in Jefferson School. Fifty teachers were ix olved in some aspect of
training. Thirty were classroom teachers and 30 student teachers, along with
30 mothers who acted as aides. The initial MP Title III gr'ant for June 1, 1971 to

June 30, 1974 was $75, 000.

Project G als

Accoiding to the project director, the first year we imposed everything--
goals and activities. The teachers didn't have any idea what they were doing."
The original project cipplication set the f011owing goals for both schools in the first
year of the project:

1. By the end of the first year, 85 percent of the children exposed to the open
clasSroom epvironment will be working at their own ability level.

Z. By the end of the first year, 85 percent of the children exposed to the
open classroom environment. will have the ability to adapt, to use skills
learned in one activity and apply them as solutions,to other problems,
as well as to practice skills (that. have been established for their
developmental levels by the teachers).

3. By the end-of the first year, 85 percent of the children exposed to the
open classroom environment will be able to beha.e in a socially accept-
able manner in the informal classroom where formal discipline is not
imposed by the' teacher. This will include a display...of a sense of
responsibility toward their work, toward their peers and adults, and in
the maintenahce of their school.

4. By the end of the first year, 85 percent of the children exposed to the
open ,lassroom environment will initially compare equally with their
previous: rate of growth ._-;hievemerit-aptitude in reading and mathematics.

Although the project was' initially intended to include only affective goals, and
project personnel continue to see the program as.focusing on attitude change (for
both children and teacher s), the cognitive measur3s, were included and given
prominence in response to anxiety on the part14 the community -or what the project

The project documents covering the, life of the project present somewhat
different funding figt4es. 475,000 is the figure most commonly used. The project
director bold us that the MP did not get funded "on the first wave of funding" because
the "SEA doesn't believe you can change teacher attitudes"; they believe "that the
educa`ional process needed to be packaged as-in programmed instruction."

0=1.11110M/MIN
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director calls the community's "sense of status.' Parents were concerned that
their children would "slip" academically as a result of participati in the "experi-
mental" Title III program. "We needed 'hard facts' to convince parents that their

children were still '' Project principals assured parents t. tt they

would ke'p a very close watch on the progress of children in the program and

wcii-l-criiot let slippage occur. Accordingly', cognitive goals were explicitly included

in the project goal statement.

Project Activities ..

Staff Training. The first NIP training activity was not pi:ovided with project

funds. In the summer before the 'project began, the state Title III offic-e provided

funds to subsidize a trip to England for project principals and some project teachers

so that the 13ritish Infant Schools could be observed in operation. (sPa r ti-cidant s

also used their own money.)
In August 197,1, after the trip to England, a two-week workshop was held for

all project staff. The travelers shared their experiences and observations, and-
.

consultants were brougl in to discuss the philosophy of open education and
strategies for implementation. Consultant help and additional staff training were

r

provided-throughout the-school year. Several meetings a month were held for the

entire project staff; 1 1/2-hour grade level meetings were also held in which con-
sultants presented concepts and offered specific suggestions for classroom projects

and activities. These meetings were also seen as "peer group" sessions in which
teachers shared techniques they found useful--such as record-keeping or bookbind-'

ing. In addition, consultants were employed to provide: classroom help and to

demonstrate Strategies for implementing particular concepts. During the first

year, the project also offered after school conferences in which the teachers
worked with consultants on such general,problems as setting ep learning centers.
Training activities also included staff visits to other schools and.programs.

Training for the teaching staff of the project schools was, in the. view of the

project direete,, ess(ntially "retraining." A second component involved training

The.,project director, who led the trip, remarked that she would not do thi's
again. "The teachers.wanted to play more than they wanted to learn. It was also
difficult because the teachers saw the British Infant system before trying to_imple-
ment it themselves and they hadn't seen it in their own classrooms." She believes
that such a trip would have been more valuable after the first year, of the proj:ct.

The'boarcl of education paid the stipend for teachers to come back two weeks
early. S8
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of student teachers from a nearby university. The project provided eight months
of supervised training for teacher interns. Since state law permits certification of
suLstitutes after only two years of college, the project arranged certification for

'the interns so they could substitute for the regular classroom teachers when they
attended meetings or made school visits. This also meant that the interns could
receive substitute pay from the school district. The project director points to
another advantage of the teacher training program: When regular open classroom
staff leave the system through attrition, a cadre of teachers trained in open class-
room strategies is available for employment in the district.

The project also trained and used parent aides. These parents were valuable
in communicating project goals and activities to other members of the community.

'Learning Centers. The first and, in the view of project personnel, the most
important' step in implementing the MP was the physical rearrangement of class-
roomsrearranging the traditional classroom furniture and setting up interest or
learning centers. This physical rearrangement of classroom space forces the
teacher to break away from her traditional one teacher/thirty students mode of
teaching and to reorganize the room in small groups. This in turn is thought to
promote individualization of instruction. The MP project evaluator commented:

=It seems that along with a physical change in the environment in grades 1-3
has come a change in teacher behavior and a change in Student attitudes.
The nature of the rooms is such that interaction with large groups is
virtually impossible. Thi,has forced the teacher to interact with individ-
uals and to organize classroom instruction so that individuals can react
with one another. This has been coupled with, and hence presumably led
to, an increase in children's perception of self-worth and their liking for
school.

Task Cards. A third major activity of the MP was the development of task
cards by the project teachers for use in individualizing instruction. MP staff
created task cards that could be used for diagnosis and also permitted the children
to exercise choice among a variety of activities. Unquestionably, the involvement
of teachers in the development of task cards added considerable work, but. it also
contributed ari intangible sense of pride and ownership in their classroom activi-
ties, which doesn't seem to attend the use of standardized texts. The task card
activities'also appear to have'generated a sharing of ideas among teachers and tie
sense that involvement in the project was a group effort.

Parent Involver Ant. In light of the parent.tl anxiety that accompanied initiation
of the MP, parent activities represented an important part. of the first-year

(S9
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activities. Parent uneasiness took two forms. First, parents were worried that

the "permissive" open classroom setting would lead to a neglect of achievement

in basic skills areas. Second, many parents (especially fathers) were conce ed

that the humanistic and individualized atmosphere of an open classroom would

not provide their children (particulafly their boys) with the competitive experi-
ences they needed to succeed in the world. Both project school principals and
central administration maintained an open-door policy throughout the first year

and report that they spent many hours with parents, reassuring them and answering

their questions. As mentioned above, parents were also involved in the classroom

as aides. Each school established a parent committee that was responsible for

greeting and escorting visitors. The high level of parent involvement a-hieved by

these strategies is reported to have quieted the anxieties of most parents.
Also, as part of the general strategy to reassure and inform parents, the

project director conducted a number of parent orientation meetings or workshop:).

But these meetings apparently were not as successful as anticipated. According

to our respondents, they only served to stir up some uneasiness in the parent

community. The project director's intentions were good, but her presentation of

the MP concepts and strategies upset the parents. The superintendent remarked:

The project director did antagonize some of the parents. The main
problem seemed to be her very bir.....ry way of presenting the open class-
room concept. One is good; the other is bad. She also assumed
different knowledge and attitudes on the part of the parents. She assumed
that they knew more about the philosophy underlying open education and
further that they believed in many of the assumptions underlying this
approach.

However, as this project got under way and parents had an opportunity to gain first-
hand exposure to the new practices and their effects on students, uneasiness abated

and parental support became high.

Outcome s

Project Evaluation. Evaluation of the MP's first year was conducted by an

educator from a state university. The evaluation design measured the effect of

project participation on teacher behavior and student cognitive and affective growth.

The evaluation followed an experimental format, contrasting treatment and control

schools. In general, the evaluator concluded that the MP had met its stated objec-

tives. Project teachers were exhibiting/classroom behavior thz.i. was significantly

different from that of control teachers and that was congruent with the precepts of

open education.
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Student achievement appeared to be unaffected by participation in the MP. The
evaluator concluded:

The net effect is for no clear paLL have ernerOd.- Overall, it was
concluded that standardized achievement was unaffected by the switch to
open classrooms; it was neither improved nor retarded.

Significant differences were found, however, on student affective measures:

It was concluded that open classrooms produce more positive affective
effects than do traditional classrooms. Obviously, changes in teacher
behavior are being transformed into changes in student outcomes.

Dissension and Discord. A second outcome of the first year of project opera-
tions was a heightening and solidification of the hostilities that were evident from

the outset. Antagonism and resentment focused on a numbe- of issues. Central

among these were N

Project evaluation strategies
The pace (or schedule) of project implementation
Lack of information and communication

Evaluation activities caused problems'at both treatment and control schools.
The project schools were upset not only about the amount of testing and observation
taking place, but more impoftant about the perceived lack of communication and
information about what was taking place. Although the evaluator first spoke to the
principals and discussed his design, and made a generalpresentation to the
teachers, many participants did not feel well informed. For-example, the princi-
pal of Morningside School said:.

The project director hired the evaluator. She never told us what was
involved or what he would be doing. Then he came into the school and
didn't explain the evaluation strategies in terms either I or my staff
could understand. My staff was th-eatenecl and confused by what he
and his assistant were doing in our school.

Staff members at the control school, Palisades, felt equally in the dark about

evaluation strategies. Further, they felt that the evaluation would be biased
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because project p sonnet had been given copies of the affective instruments, in

advance of the tes mg date, while the project director did not_permit similar access

to t-alisades staff. The school principal felt his school was being treated unfairly,

objected to the project director's "high-handed" techniques, and consequently

refused to continue to serve as a control school in subsequent years.
Both project schools expressed objections to the pace of implementation

demanded by the project director and to her leadership style. For a time, mutiny
threatened at both schools. A number of Morningside staff members objected tc;

the project director's' manner, which they saw as authoritarian, as well as to what
they.perc dived to be the uncompromising high standards she set for them. The

..,
Morningside principal reported that she and her staff were at times upset by the

way the project director talked to them. Some Mornini,side teachers reported that
the project director "talked down to us and tried to humiliate us."

Apparently, there were two eoncurrent'solutions to the unrest and tension at

Morningside. The project director reports that she got the project back on track

at Morningside by playing what she termed a "negative change role." That is, she
performed a "negative modei of opposing the principal and got the teachers to rally
behind her (the principal) by explicitly opposing her myself." Thus, in her view,
Morningside teachers agreed to continue with the project out of loyalty to,their

principal.
The ES director, however, also was central in maintaining involvement and

cooperation of Morningside teachers. When members of the school staff com-
plained about the project director and suggested that they "wanted out," the ES

director reminded the teachers of their contractual obligation, both as teachers and
as participants in the Title III project. tie has said:

,
When teacher support started to break down during the first year, I

emphasi,zed that the teachers had a moral and legal commitment to
implement the project--that they had a contract as well as an ethical
obligation to the children.

lie also did a considerable amount of handholding, sympathizing with teachers about
,.,

tne difficulty of their assignment in dealing with the project director. Loyalty to

This issue did not have to be confronted, however, because the second-year
,

?Nevaluationemployed a formative rather than a summative design. It
e

J.-. e, controls
were not used. (1)
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the ES director very likely was a major reason many teachers consented to
continue with the MP.

The similar problem at Jefferson School, however, did not have such an
equitable solution. The `.principal had never forgiven the project director for her
statements to the SEA intie Title III needs assessment. In addition, he is a strong
and somewhat paternalistic principal. He and the project director quickly became
embroiled in disputes about decisions and the running of the project, and what he
saw as her "intrusion" in his school. And, although he agreed with the central
tenets of open education, he did not agree with the pace set for implementation.
Ile describes his disagreement with the project director' in terms of leadership and
philosophical differences over the image of a change agent:

I would support a positive model in which there was a warm relationship
between the person introducing changes and the people who are to imple-
ment it. But the project director emphasized a negative model. All we
ever heard from her was "push, push, push--we have to get this done-in
three years."

SEA evaluators noted this dissension in their annual report on the MP ton=
due ted in March 1972:

There is.a personality clash between some members of the central
administration and the project director. Regardless, the project appears
to be running smoothly. The project director is an excellent administra-
tor and the district knows it. She runs a tight ship which is sometimes
viewed as being to tight. She is criticized for her lack of finesse with
parents in. the community and her inability to work with male principals.
A little give and take on both sides will probably correct this situation.
Indications are that members of the central administration are well
aware of this area of concern and have indicated directions for staffing
modifications.

However, the SEA evaluators' hopes for a "little give and take on both sides"
did not materialize. The project director suggested to the superintendent that
the.IefferFon principal be replaced, and, further, that his p Jblern s were more
severe than mere disagreement with her: ;

He is totally unhappy with his situation and I don't think he is flexible
enough to learn how to be an open classroom principal. We also have a
great deal of trouble relating and it does create, through indirectic ,

tensions in the school. It may be that he has learned just enough to start
3
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afresh and do a better job of school management in a new situation.
I guess I have to follow through with asking you to chuck him because I
think the man is having serious mental problems. I am afraid for him.
I feel mature enough and motherly enough to sympathize,, but my ultimate
responsibility is to the project and what I hope is for the education of
our children.

The principal responded by refusing to have any further contact with the project
director, by letting her know that she was not welcome irChis school, and by dealing
with the project only through intermediaries. The result was that Jefferson School
began its second year of the MP with somewhat different goals and activities than
Morningside. The project director stated in the second-year Title III application:

Jefferson School will continue in the project also in a modified manner
because of interpersonal relations difficulty with the principal who cannot
relate to the project director. He is operating with brakes on and as
a negative catalyst. His faculty is divided and dissidence is seething.'
Based on past behavior, no support from him has,been forthcoming, nor
can he be depended upon for achieving open classroom projected goals;,
whether a full measure of success can be garnered is dubious.

.

Our friputs to that school will have to be through mediaries. Whether
teachers from Jefferson will attend workshops also is doubtful. Super-
vision will have to be carried out through surrogate eyes. The project
director will have only limited access to Jefferson School.

THE SECOND YEAF,, FY 1972-1973

Total project funding for the second year was about $77, 000. There were
191 additional students as the 4th and 5th grades entered the program at Morningside
School, and 8, additional 4th and 5th grade teachers. The student teacher population
was the same for the first half of the year (30), and decreased to 15 in the second
semester. Parent aid remained about the same (30).

Because of the dispute between the project director and the principal of
Jefferson hool, the project began its second year with two somewhat different
programs operating under the MP umbrella. Morningside began to move toward an
integrated day and family grouping, goals that the piincipal of Jefferson "couldn't
identify with.

This statement is in contrast with our observations in Easto' -1. We saw no
"seething dissidence" at Jefferson, but instead were impress with the generally
high morale of the faculty and the warm atmosphere of the school.

et /7
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According to the superintendent,

The project director was in such conflict with the staff in the first year
that she almost turned the project off entirely. The second year was
even worse.

The superintendent's concern about the project director's relations with his
. school personnel reached the point that after the first year of the project he con-
sidered firing hey. lie states:

I liked the project but I felt that the project director was causing too many
problems with the staff and in the district. I called the Title III office and
asked if the project director went would the Money go, too. They said that
the money goes to the district and that if the project director were fired,
Eastown wckuld retain its 'Title III funds.

The superintendent was asked to visit the state Title III office along with the ES
director and the project director to straighten'out difficulties. It was decided not
to fire the project director. It may be that politically and tactically it seemed
better to keep the project director, let her take the flak and run the project, thereby
leaving positive residual feelings toward the projZct and the district adrriinistration
when the project director's tour of duty in Eastown was over. Further, the district
needed her. The project director is a highly able administrator, and the project
was accomplishing a great deal. Despite these considerable interpersonal diffi-
culties, the project was running smoothly and successfullyso well, in fact, that
in the second year of operation (or a year before the project was theoretically
eligible) the MP rece:..ed an "Educational Pacesetter Award" from members of the
President's National Advisory Council on Supplementary Centers and Services.
This calted a national validation procedure that designated selected Title III proj-
ects as "producer" districts, responsible for active dissemination of their strate-
gies and products.

In addition to continuing the activities undertaken the first year, in the second
year the MP began to develop exportable products based on its task cards--a
language kit and a mathematics kit--"because we found no suitable material on the
market."
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THE THIRD YEAR, FY 1973-1974

In the third and final developmental year of the MP, the project operated with

a total budget of about $87, 000 (including a dissemination grant budget) and involved

Q50 students, 35 classroom teachers, 30 student teachers, and 40 mother's acting

as to her aides.
The MP continued to operate as two separate models, with Jefferson School

explicitly deciding to add no further strategies or developments to its program.

The principal said:

Our goal now is one of consolidation. 'Both I and my staff feel that we
want to let the strategies and philosophies we have acquired so far jell
before we add anything new to our repertoire.

Because of its selection as a nationally validate" project, MP staff began to shift

attention in the third year from local project operation to dissemination of project

activities and materials.

IMPACT OF THE MP

Within the District

'0

Project Schools,- As the evaluation reports suggest, the MP has resulted in

extensive reorganiiation and redirection of classroom activities and teacher

behavior in the project schools. Both Morningside and Jefferson Schools have

successfully implemented the central open classroom concepts, although Morning-.

side is further alongAn implementing the range of activities usually associated with

open education. And, based on our observat.icin of an.other district school'which we

were told resembled the project schools before initiation of the MP, we would agree

witkthe evaluators that this Title III project represents an extensive departure'

from previous practices. For reasoas discussed above, Morningside seems further

along the "open classroom continuum" than Jefferson. But, on the other hand, our

observations at both schools led uc to conclude that while neither school is likely

to return to pre-MP behavior after the withdrawal of federal funds, the less

extensive change that has occurred at Jefferson School is in some respects r.'ore

stable. That is, we suspect that after the withdrawal of Title III monies and the

discontinuation of the MP per se, Jefferson will continue doing more or less what

it is doing n_ fi, while Mornirigside may slip back a bit, perhaps closer to the more

structured level of Jefferson. Such "slippage," however, 'would not violate central
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precepts of open education but simply be a response to the absence of a project
leader as well as a reduction in classroom aides.

One reason that might explain the greater stability we sensed at Jefferson is
that the school movecI a bit slower in implementing MP concepts, and, further, the
staff acted as a group. The project director herself said that the teachers at
Jefferson tended to support the principal, rather than herselfwho was asking for
greater change. This sense of unification was very much encouraged and supported
by the Jefferson principal. Morningside, on the other hand, did not have such
strong or confident leadership on the part of its principal. Many in Morningside

felt that their principal was "manipulated" by the project director and that the

latter was running the school, not the principal. Consequently, although morale

is high at Morningside, there is less cohesiveness, and one suspects that there
came a point in the project where some teachers implemented MP strategies not
primarily because they wanted to but because the project director told them to.
Thus, although most (if, not all) teachers at Morningside support open classroom
precepts, without the project director behind them pushing, it would not be sur-
prising if they slip back to a level of implementation with which they have the most
experience or are the most comfortable, rather than continuing with the newest
strategies and adding more.

But these are incremental differences. Our observations in Eastown left no
doubt that the MP has been successfully implemented, has achieved its objectives,
and that teacher enthusiasm and,principal support will lead to incorporation of this
innovation by project schools.

Other District Schools. Because of the fears concerning the possible adverse
reaction of parents and other members of this conservative community, the proj-
ect director has been, in her words, "buried by the central administration and not
permitted to make presentations to the community or to prepare news releases for
the local papers. She reports: "I have been kept in a closet. I was not even
allcwed to present the project before the school board hearings last year."

MP concepts are, however, spreading (albeit slowly) in the Eastown school
district. The diffusion of MP practices and concepts within the district has two
sources. First, a number of the teacher interns trained under the auspices of the
MP have been hired by the district. These teachers have brought open classroom
concepts and strategies to their schools. (We saw one school, for example, in
which the influence of the former MP intern could be traced along a corridor as
teachers visited her classroom and implemented her ideas in their own

r.1",classrooms. ) o
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The second way in which MP concepts have been diffused is through the

in-service training workshops run by MP personnel. The project operates work-
shops for both teachers and school principals interested in learning about open

education. Participants in the workshops include both Eastown personnel and

personnel from outside the district. According to the project director, the
principals' workshops are explicitly oriented toward "training change agents."

She believes that commitment to an idea such as the MP runs through three
levels: first a rhetoric level, then a philosophical level, and then an operational

level. ''When you are just committed to the rhetoric level, at the first sign of a
problem you backtrack. I'm trying to get the principals to the implementation
or operational level."

Teacher workshops consist of ten sessions stressing classroom practices.

These sessions cost the district approximat !ly $2200. There is additional incen-

tive (besides self-improvement) for teachers to participate- -they receive credit

that can be applied toward the credit points required for advancement on the district

salary scale.

Within the Community

According to the education reporter for the Daily News, parents and other

members of the community who do not live in the project areas are generally
unaware of the existence of the MP. And, among those nonproject parents who do

know about the project, there is not impressive support. The project director

explained this situation in political terms:

Until our validation, we . . . kept a lOw profile regarding local publicity
about our project. There were early signs that "open classroom" would
become a political issue.
After validation, we had a "coming out party, with press coverage
invited. Anci several news articles resulted, including photos of our
teachers and children (seated on rugs). Within a few days, there was a
"raid" on the classroom by the local fire department. They ordered
the removal of her rug . . . and in a few days it "disappeared. "
This seems tt) be a harassment and one that coincides with the political
activity being generated here in Eastown for the forthcoming mayoral
primaries.
It is best, therefore, to continue a low profile here in Eastown. .

*In fact, the fire department removed all rugs from all classrooms--whether
they were fire resistant or not.

98
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The education reporter, however, explained community reactions somewhat
differently. While she would agree with the project director that the political
climate of F.as _n has not been particularly supportive of the MP (a "liberal"
concept) and the school board is known to be against the idea, she feels that the
project itself could have provided better information to the community, even within
"low profile'' constraints. Thc reporter, for example, said that she herself
remained skeptical about the project because of an absence of Control data. She
felt that the community (and the school board) would like to see solid evaluation
results. A second reason the reporter cited for community criticism with the
project has been the effect of MP students on the middle schools. "There have been
rumbles about MP kids as unbearable, undisciplined, and so on. The secondary
school people are very traditional and MP kids aren't used to sitting still for long
periods or b.eing told what to do all clay." The reporter's third reservation cen-
ters on the affective goals of the project. She wonders if the students are "really
achieving self-reliance, self-discipline as the project claims. If they are, that
would be enough evidence for me, but none of the measures, in my opinion, have
been entirely convincing."

A fourth reason offered by the reporter is consistent with the project director's
explanation--that members of this conservative community are not anxious to .

change, particularly since they feel their schools are already doing an "excellent"
job. There is also a somewhat straw-man movement afoot in the community oppos-
ing the MP on the grounds that schools should offer similar programs within the
district to avoid problems involved in transferring from one school to another.

Outside the District

Visitations. The project had a formal visitation period in November 1973 in
which visitors were permitted to observe the two project schools. (Our respond-
ents noted that, because of the dispute between the Jefferson principal and the
project director, visitors are usually scheduled through Morningside rather than
Jefferson.) Forty-one districts sent representativessuperintendents, curriculum
directors, principals, teachers, specialists, parents, and students--to visit, in all,
over 200 people. In addition, the project operates a regular program of visits. On

Wednesday mornings, parent hostesses introduce visitors to the schools. Confer-
ences are held with the principal and director (if present) and then visitors are
allowed free access to classrotrrns if accompanied by an administrator. The project
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director reports that these visits "proved motivational and kept teacher
performance at a high and consistent level." We heard at a meeting of the advisory
council, however, that the teachers in Morning side fairly unanimously would like
to reduce the visits. They see it as an intrusion and disruptive.

Workshops and Presentations. The MP has developed an effective "peer group"
dissemination approach, sending their teachers and parents to interested districts
to explain MP concepts and to offer practical help in getting such a program

started. In the project director's view, this approach is particularly effective
because "it circumvents criticism about consultants who, according to teachers,
can't give them anything because they do not teach children, etc." MP teachers
have given group sessions outside the district as well as provided direct
in-classroom help to teachers implementing open classroom concepts. In addition,
the project director and members of the project staff made a number of presenta-
tions of the MP at education meetings around the state.

Consumer Districts. As a nationally validated project, the MP has been
designated as a "producer" district, charged to disseminate MP strategies to
"consumer" districts. In 1973-1974 the MP began disseminating to three
districts. Designation as a consumer district involves a contractual obligation to
begin implementing project concepts. The producer district, on the other hand, is
obligated to evaluate the consumer district's progress and provide technical
assistance. According to project staff, consumer districts have had varying
success in implementing the project--which can be explained, in the project
director's view, by the degree of commitment held by district administrators.

Project Materials. Teacher development of task cards has resiiltedlin a
language arts kit which is sold through the project office; a math concepts and
skills kit is being developed.

Placement of Teacher Interns. Project staff report that there is some
eviaence that MP concepts and strategies have also been disseminated by the

employment of their interns in other districts.
Impact of the MP on the Local University. The coordinator of student

teachers at the local university felt that the MP had a great effect on the teacher

training curriculum. Student teachers teach in a variety of schools Monday through
Thursday and then conveiie on campus Friday for methods courses. The Eastown

student teachers were the only ones involved in an open classroom experience.
Typical ly,, when methods were being presented, MP teachers asked for information

about how to teach in open structure. This led to discussions of varying educational
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methods and caused the students and staff 4-o examine alternative ways of thinking
and of teaching, an intellectual exercise too often lacking in schools of education.

Because districts want to hire people with open classroom experience, the
Eastown internship program has the highest hiring rate among the university
students. Therefore, the Eastown interns have more influence on campus and are
respected and listened to both by faculty and fellow students. for these reasons,
the impact of the MP on the university has been considerable.

THE IMPACT OF TITLE III AND THE EFFECT OF THE PROGRAM ON LEA
INNOVATIVENESS

Although one or two schools in the district were beginning to incorporate
concepts of open education'before the MP came to Eastown, these activities were
moving slowly and did not embrace whole-school organizational change. Given the

conservative nature of the community and the very stable (mostly tenured) charac-
ter of the school staff, it is unlikely that the degree of change represented by the
MP could have come about in Eastown without Title III. Certainly this innovative
strategy would not have been implemented as extensively and quickly had' the
district been left to its own devices. Furthermore, it is doubtful that Eastown staff
would have formulated an MP changeover model or perhaps even a Title III proposal
without the stimulation and direction of an outsider.

The Title III grant also served to "legitimize" the demands and expectations of
MP advocates once the project got under way. The district and staff commitments
contained in the funding agreements were used as contractual glue to hold the proj-
ect together when rebellion, disenchantment, or fatigue threatened to impede or
cripple project implementation. Although the ES director probably could have held
some measure of the project together through court, cajoling, and consolation, the
legal Title III project commitments served as an effective "stick" when the
"carrots" were few and far between if, in fact, they were visible at all.

Although Title III guidelines and requiremen4 served to foster implementation,
especially during the darkest days of the project, participants do not feel that
project guidelines also imposed restraints. Project staff and district personnel
believe that the Title III program permitted them sufficient latitude to carry out
their ideas and that the state Title III office was especially helpful. The only com-

plaints voiced have to do with the "ridiculous" number of forms to be completed.
Although this Title III project had an impressive impact on the project schools,

it did not seem to have any significant influence on the general climate of
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"innovativeness" in Eastown. For a number of reasons cited previously, mcst in
the community were unaware of the existence of this Title III project and the activi-
ties of participating schools. Thus the Title III project did not heighten geiieral
community interest in bringing about change in the schools--in fact, some think
it precipitated a minor movement against diversity in the Eastown schools. Because

of community indifference and school board resistance to change, it seems likely
that central administrators will continue to move slowly and make only very
marginal changes in Eastown school programs and practices. The successful
implementation and outcome of the MP Title III project does not seem to have
strengthened their hand.

CONCLUSIONS

The Moon Project is unusual in that it met all of the outcome measures we
proposed to describe "successful" innovation:

It represented a central and significant change in school operations.
Objective project evaluations reported success in meeting stated
project goals for teachers and students.
The project was successful from the perspective of teachers,
administrators, and parents in the project schools.
The project was successfully implemented.
The project has become institutionalized or incorporated in
project schools.
There is already evidence of dissemination or diffusion, and every
indication that there will be more, both inside and outside the district.

The MP is also unusual among Title III projects vie examined in that

It was designed, brought into the district, and run by an outsider.
It made a self-conscious effort to effect change in a standard setting
by designing and developing a model that did not "put extra dollars
into anything the district could not provide for itself."

Although all this is unusual in comparison with the activities and achievements
of most innovative projects, from another perspective what is most interesting
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about the NIP is the nature of the change process that characterizes the project.
In the course of project development and implementation, just about every organi-
zational-axioM that many theorists (and practitioners) believe to be critical to
successful innovation was violated. Indeed, as a review of case studies of innova-
tive effects will suggest, many innovative efforts have been alleged to flounder on
just one transgression or infraction of the purported norms of organizational
change. In contrast with the supposed requisites of successful innovation, the
MP evidenced:

Little or no "user" involvement in the initial planning stage.
Communication difficulties between the project director and participating
staff.
An authoritarian (rather than democratic) style of decisionmaki,ig--
particularly regarding the initial setting of goals and describing of
project activities.
Little or no demand for change in the school or parent community.
Hostility toward the project director, particularly at the outset.
Staff discontent in the project schools.
No (or very few) additional incentives offered to participants--that
is, teachers did not receive extra pay or time off, or enhanced
stature in the community; and kudos were a long time in coming to
project principals.

Although the. project director was almost solely responsible for designing,
introducing, and administering the project, it is likely that the MP would have
been crippled without the active support and very considerable diplomatic and
political talents of the ES director. Thus, in this instance one could say there
were two different types of "change agents"--one to take things apart and point
the Sway (the project director) and another to put them back together (the ES
director)- -that worked together to achieve project success. Many students of
innovation suggest that an outside change agent is often the most effective strategy
for initiating and implementing change. But the Eastown experience with the MI'
suggests that the innovative project must also have the staunch "inside" support
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of someone in a position of power, and that this individual must have the trust and
confidence of district personnel. Project teachers are proud of their accomplish-
ments now, but "pride" would hardly be the word to describe their feelings in the
first two years of the project when they remember feeling hassled, overworked,
and coerced. It was the ES directo-r whose role seemed most critical in holding
the project together during this time.

Another lesson that is suggested by the MP experience is that if an innovative
program succeeds in changing the attitudes of participants, incorporation or
institutionalization will almost surely fellow. Eastown teachers report that they
"could never go back" to their "old" classroom practices. Although one could

imagine circumstances (such as fiscal problems or significal.t enrollment increases)
that could require modification in the present open classroom strategies, Eastown
project teachers seem to have internalized project precepts as part of their
general behavior.

The obvious question arising from the Eastown experience is whether this

heavy-handed, authoritarian, and, to many participants, painful way of bringing
about change was necessary. Could a more "positive" model of change have worked
in Eastown? Both the superintendent and the ES director suspect that, in the
instance of conservative Eastown, this strategy probably was necessary.

A member of the school board remarked that "the ES director really runs the
district. The superintendent doesn't have time to get involved in curriculum
matters, and he gives the director free rein on establishing district policies and
practices as they relate to the schools."
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CENTERVILLE

Peter W. Greenwood and Gail Zellman

THE DISTRICT

Centerville is a small community located in rolling farm country in the upper
Midwest. During the Civil War it was a stopping-off point for slaves moving north
on the Underground Railroad. About a third of the district's 10,000 inhabitants
are black. The town is centered around Centerville College, a small prestigious
liberal arts college.

The school district consists of three elementary schools, a junior high (now
part of a middle school), a high school, and a vocational school operated jointly
with several other districts. The people from Centerville. either earn their living-
at the college, on the surrounding farms, as locaTtradesmen or professionals, or
they commute to the surrounding towns.

Before the initiation of the TANDEM project, the educational programs offered
by the public schools had been quite traditional. Nevertheless, the community
makeup was considered more cosmopolitan than in surrounding towns, and some
good teachers were attracted to the district by this cosmopolitan reputation, even
though Centerville does not pay its teachers as well as some of the surrounding
districts. Also, people who'did not want their children to go to school with blacks
did not settle in Centerville.

Long before de facto school segregation became a political issue in other com-
munities, Centerville faced this problem squarely. The town's three elementary
schools are no mcrre than ten blocks from each other at the farthest point. But

even in this small community, residential housing patterns had created a somewhat
segregated situation in the schools. To break this pattern, the schools were
reorganized with one school designated for 1st and 2nd grade-C another for 3rd
and 4th grades, and. a third for 5th and 6th grades. The two lower schools both had
kindergartens so the kindergarteners wouldn't have to be bussed. This change
took place approximately ten years before TANDEM begb.n.

Even with this plan, the Centerville schools still had their problems. There
was a great deal of hostility between racial groups. Parents became concerned
and fearful about letting their children go to school. The junior.high and high
school were particularly bad. The blacks roamed the halls in gangs, intimidating
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whites. Students left the school at will and wandered around the town causing
numerous minor problems.

During 1969 the blacks walked out of the high school in protest against existing
conditions. They demanded more black faculty, a black studies program, etc. The

administration reacted as many others had in those early days of racial confronta-
tion. An ultimatum was given ordering the students either to return to school or

r
face expulsion. Although many did not return, the administration finally backed
down and gradually allowed the protesting students to return to school.

The handling of this confrontation apparently weakened support for the school
administration. The superintendent was under fire from the black community on
other counts as well. He had been the moving force behind the construction of a
vocationally oriented continuation school in the Centerville district that was also
to be supported by other surrounding school districts. The purpose of this school
was to provide a transitional program for students who were about to drop out and

go to work--a need that the high school was not meeting. Many blacks, however,

saw the construction of this school as simply one more trick by the white power
structure to prevent their children from receiving a complete education. Although

the school was eventually finished, it generated considerable resentment in parts
of the black community.

In addition to the obvious problems of racial conflict, there was a growing
community concern with the quality of the schools. The words of reform writers
such as Silberman, Illich, Holt, and Kozol were echoed by concerned members of

the community, including several members of the Centerville College faculty. The

continuing expression of these concerns apparently had a serious demoralizing
effect on the staff.

The school superintendent, in his last year before retirement (which he
accepted somewhat prematurely due to the growing community dissatisfaction with
the quality of the schools), established a special ad hoc committee, consisting of

teachers, parents, and Centerville faculty members, which was to draft a new
educational philosophy statement for the district reflecting community views.

For the better part of a year this committee met to argue among themselves
and to listen to others. From their deliberations there evolved a document con-

sisting of 21 statements or ideals that generally embraced the notions of openness,
respect for the individual and his needs, that learning should be pleasurable, the
need for development of sound human relationships and a sense of social responsi-
bility, students' responsibility for their own education, an emphasis on success
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over failure, the systematic evaluation of educational programs,.etc. This
philosophical statement was readily adopted by the school board.

When the superintendent retired, the board members instituted a series of
meetings throughout the community to solicit views as to what people wanted in a.
new superintendent. The board made it clear that once the new man was hired he
would be in complete charge of running the schools. And so it was to be.

INITIATION

For most of his educational career, the new superintendent had served in.big
city schools, .first as a teacher and then as a high school vice-principal. In that
time he had seen the schools shift from 99-percent white to predominantly black.
He was familiar with the type of racial confrontations found in transitional schools.
When he applied to Centerville, he was just finishing his Ph. D. at the state
university and w,as working in the laboratory school. Even though he was one of
80 candidates interviewed for the job, he immediately was offered the position.

The superintendent was excited by the prospect of trying to implement the
board's new philosophy. He told board members that he would spend his first year
moving around the district finding out where the,.problems lay and report back to
the board with a plan for how they could be solved.

During his first year the superintendent was often in the public eye. In

Centerville the schools are the focus of local politics. Everybody wondered how
the new man would perform. One of his first important actions was to hire a
deputy superintendent for business affairs. The previous superintendent had been
saddled with a deputy superintendent for curriculum whom he could not control' and
who caused problems for which the office was held accountable. This deputy quit
when he wasn't offered the superintendent's job. On finding a replacement, the
superintendent turned over the business affairs of the district to his new deputy,
and he supervised curriculum matters himself.

The new superintendent, as well as many of the teachers,on his staff, recog-
nized that major changes would be required to solve the district's problems. In

scouting around for possible sources of funds to bring about the required changes,
the superintendent learned that the state's Title HI program had designated about
eight priority areas in which it was seeking projects. One of these involved devel-
oping models of differentiated staffing and team teaching--an approach that the
s.uperintendent had wanted to try. He immediately drafted the bare outlines of what
was finally to become the TANDEM proposal. The program would go into all three
of the district's elementary schools since all of them were in need of major change.
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Th,e ,project would cover only 50 percent of the student body in each school so that
parents would have a clear choice, and so that comparisons would be drawn between

it and the existing program. It would involve team teaching and differentiated
staffing, as suggested by the state. It would also involve multiage grouping, a
concept logically suggested by the existing organization of the elementary schools.

It would also employ an individualized approach to student instruction, a concept
that the superintendent had heartily embraced during his graduate training.

After he had described the general outlines of the project, he called in the
young school psychologist and director of child study. To the psychologist fell
the job of specifying, in operational terms, the objectives of the project and how it
could be evaluated. He was to carry the initial burden of explaining the project to
the staff. His efforts were then combined with the superintendent's and submitted
to the school administrators for their suggestions. Without any strong dissent, the
proposal was then submitted to the state for Title III funding.

During the fall and winter of 1970, the proposal went through many revisions,
mainly to meet the techniCal and administrative requirements of the state. The

substance did not change. In February 1971 the district was told it would get its
funds, approximately $150,000 per year `for three years.

There was one member of the Centerville College faculty who had been partic-
ularly interested in the district schools. Several of his students had done their
teacher training in the district. Although he had-earned four separate master's
degrees in teaching and administration and was working on his doctorate, he was
much more comfortable with the hectic pace of project management and oper-
ations. He learned of TANDEM from the local newspapers and called up the
superintendent to discuss his ideas on the project. The two men found that they
were in close agreement as to how the project should be run.. Although funds

would not be forthcoming until July, the project director, as a volunteer,
started devoting a major part of his day toward planning the implementation of
the project. He met constantly with teachers and administrators through the
spring of 1971.

SUPPORT

When word of TANDEM first leaked out to the community through the press or
through the grapevine, there was considerable concern. Parents worried that
their kids would be wandering aimlessly around the schools, doing whatever they
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wanted. Would they ever,learn enough to get into college? Gradually the parents'
fears were pacified, and no organized resistance ever developed against the
project, in spite of the agitation shown at the superintendent's first few public
meetings where he attempted to explain the program.

Many of the teachers immediately embraced the project. The administiators
were slower to bring around; they were characterized as being much more skeptical,
although open to evidence.

Two women who were principals when the project b _ava since retired.
They both remain active in the district and have supported the pioject.

IMPLEMENTATION

Plai,...'for implementation began immediately in the early spring of 1971 after
the district learned it was to receive Title III funds. During this phase, the future
project di-rector participated as a volunteer with the superintendent and psycholo-
gist in working out plans for staff selection and training. Many of the teachers
who were selected to participate in the project began working with the project direc-
tor to more fully articulate the concept described in t he project proposal. Admin-
istrators were particularly concerned that the project be developed in such a way
that the staff would eventually feel that it was their program.

Teacher Selection

Staff recruitment began before the project director was formally hired. All of
the teachers received memos urging them to meet with the administrators to le.irn
about the project. A series of meetings with the teachers was held in which various
aspects of the project and the demands that would be made on the participating
teachers were presented.

The project was to be based on the humanistic approach to teachingwhich is
founded on the concept that children have more. need to establish warm relation-

,ships with adults than to be drilled on educational skills. This approach req .res
teachers to change their picture of students from one of raw material who should
be crammed full of knowledge to One of accepting them as individuals, each with
his own needs, including those for love, ,support, and encouragement. The project
design also required the 'teachers to be more creative in developing curriculum
materials, centers, and courses that appealed to the students' interests.

Working with one of his committees the project director drafted a statement
of qualifications for teachers participating_in the program. Everyone knew that it
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would require overtime hours, but teachers who pWicipated would receive an
extra $1600 during the school year.

The teacher qualification statement apparently allowed many of the teachers
to scrt scives out, particula rly those who felt that they were not comfortable
with the,..umanistic approach.

The project director and a senior teacher who had served on the ad hoc
committee that drafted the education philosophy statement interviewed those
teachers who wanted to become part of TANDEM. They looked particularly for
teachers who were sympathetic to the project's goals, and were capable, flexible,
and innovative. The selection process was facilitated by the fact that either the
senior teacher or the director had at one time or another observed many of the
teachers actually working in the classroom.

Everyone reported that this procedure was highly successful in two respects:

1. TANDEM recruited a group of extremely capable teachers who were dedi-
cated to the project.

2. No one who really wanted to participate was left out, and no one who did
not wish to get involved in TANDEM was required to do so.

Pre-Service Training

Pre-service training was conducted during the summer of 1971 by the project
director, and teachers received extra pay for their participation. There were two
weeks of daily sessions (including Saturdays) in July during which basic TANDEM
concepts, such as nongradedness, were introduced and discussed. Other topics
included team teaching, equipping interest centers and learning resources labora-
tories, and the process of goal-setting and individual student evaluation. The

group visited the state university laboratory school, which employs many of these

concepts'. There was additional training in August.

Student Selection

The proposal called for TANDEM to be implemented for 50 percent of the
student body in each of the district's three elementary schools This 50-percent
split was to provide parents and children with some choice in the form of their
educational program and to prpvide a control group against Nhich the performance
of TANDEM students could be compared.
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Parents were provided with literature describing the program and allowed to
designate whether or not they wanted their children to participate. Only a
small percentage expressed a preference and these were all accommodated.

The remaining children were assigned so as to provide two comparable groups
in each school according to race, socioeconomic status, achievement level,
sex, and behavior.

CURRENT PROJECT CHARACTERISTIC PROGRAM

TANDEM is currently operating in half of the classrooms of the three elemen-
tary schools, and across-the-board in the junior high. Its wimary features are:

Team teaching
Integrated curriculum
Increased student responsibility
Individualized/humanistic approach to learning

Each of the elementary schools contains 12 to 14 classrooms so that each
TANDEM team is comprised of about seven teachers. The teams select their own
leader. Each team meets together several times a day to discuss common prob-
lems or to plan the curriculum. The structure of the program requires that the
team interact constantly to discuss scheduling matters, to make plans, or to deal
with the problems of a particular student. Although it appears to require much
more planning than a traditional classroom does, all of the teachers we interviewed
said they would prefer not to return to a:traditional self-contained classroom.

Within TANDEM, the activity centers and short (two-week) mini-courses,
which are offered for the students' selection, are designated as I-Cs or inquiry
centers. About half of the student's academic time during a school day is devoted
to the I-Cs, with the rest taken up by more traditional skill areas such as math,
language arts, or reading.

A student may have three or four teachers during a day for each of his differ-
..

ent classes. For the basic skills, the students are usually grouped by achievement
level for that particular subject. During the I-Cs, the students are grouped hetero-
geneously according to their own subject interests. Thus, any one student will be
grouped with many different students at various times of the day.

The I-Cs are the principal vehicle for allowing student self- direction and pro-
viding an integrated curriculum. In designing an I-C, the teachers are supposed
to respond cxeatively to the students' interipti. The subject matter offered runs
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from puppets, kites, and geology for younger students to bicycle repair, minerals,
nature walks, and consumer fraud for the older ones. New I-Cs start about every

two weeks. Before each new period begins, students are given a list of the sub-

jects to be offered and allowed to pick those they will attend. Provisions are also

made for self-directed study by students. Although this option is seldom used by

the students, there are a few outstanding examples of independent work.

The parents report that their children are genuinely enthusiastic about the I-Cs,

and are eager to talk about them. They also claim that the ..I-Cs result in much

more thorough learning than traditional courses do.
Manifestations of the individualized, humanistic approach are difficult to

document during a short period of observation. We did observe that TANDEM

classrooms tended to be run much -.:.ore informally than their self-contained coun-

terparts, with a greater quantity and variety of material available throughout the

room. We also observed that for many of the TANDEM classes, the students
seemed to be working on individual or small group assignments with the teacher

circulating among the group.

Administrative Structure

A new administrative structure for the district has evolved during the last

few years of the project, resulting directly from TANDEM experience. When the

superintendent came in, there was a principal who ran each building- -one for each

of the three elementary schools and the junior high. At the present time, just two
principals handle these four schools, with executive teachers in each building

responsible for day-to-day operations. Lakeview and Monroe schools make up the
elementary unit while the upper elementary school, Cascade, with 5th and 6th grades,

has been merged with the junior high into a middle school.
The executive teachers in each of the elementary schools are former TANDEM

team leaders. They receive extra compensation for their work and do not carry
.-.,

any regular teaching assignments.
Within TANDEM the teams seem to function democratically. Most of the

executive teachers are so pleased with the team operation that they are encour-

aging teachers in the self-contained classroom to form teams also, if only for

moral support.
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Individual Schools

The most striking aspects of TANDEM to the outside viewer are the similarities
and consistency of approach across all TANDEM classrooms. The educational
approach is the same, despite differences among schools in physical plants or the
needs of particular age groups.

Lakeview. Lakeview is a modern elementary school built on an open, one-
floor plan. The principal, who retired last year, had a hand in its design. Her
commitment to innovation can be seen in the "big room" that she had built on and
that has become the physical center of the TANDEM program at Lakeview.

Lakeview has four self-contained classrooms and two open classrooms on the
non-TANDEM side. The TANDEM wing is separated from the rest of the school
by a set of doors. The self-contained classrooms generally looked traditional.
The two open classrooms were physically combined and appeared informal in
atmosphere. These classes were set up to accommodate children whose parents
wanted them in TANDEM when the demand exceeded the program's capacity.

The TANDEM area contains six classrooms, one very large room and the
school library. The setup was impressive. The classrooms appeared to be
structured in an open manner to varying degrees. Some had desks, which were
arranged in large squares or other nontraditional ways. Others had no desks at
all but large rugs for the children to work on. Each TANDEM child was given a
box in which to keep materials, workbooks, and projects. The box is kept in the
home-base class room.

Before TANDEM, the "big room" was used for language arts and crafts in a
rather haphazard way. It is very large and fully carpeted. Two small rooms open
onto it which the teachers use as preparation areas. The big room itself is divided
informally into several different work areas. These areas house I-C and activity
areas. This year's team leader is in charge of the big room. She took on this task
because of her experience with English open education.

The big room seems to serve its function well. Children come in and settle
down to work quickly. Its operation varies with the individual teacher. One of the
classes we observed was assigned to work on a math exercise, and were told not
to use the activity centers until the exercise was done. Two other teachers
encouraged their students to do whatever they wished. The children appeared
able to make choices and use their time effectively. During one period, several
children worked alone in math books. Groups of children sat on the floor around
a teacher who was reading a story. Other children read alone. Small groups of
children worked puzzles together, while others were engaged in story writing.II
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The team leader feels that the children must be trained to use the big room
effectively. She encourages teachers to bring classes in at the beginning of the year
and explained the kinds of things they can do in the room and how to decide what to

do. She has a policy for children who can't decide what to do within the first
20 minutes. She suggests they do some reading.

TANDEM teachers and students conform to a fairly rigid schedule. Teachers

must report by 7:30 a.m. At 8:15 children report to the home-base classroom.
This class contains both 1st and 2nd graders. The home-base teacher is ultimately
responsible for the children in her home base, though it was repeatedly stressed
that all teachers feel responsible for all the children.* In the home base, children
work on their own projects or do math or reading. At 8:45 all TANDEM children

assemble together in the big room. The assembly period is used to share project
and plans. Often children in an I-C will present a short program for the other
children.

After the asbly, children have a one-hour language arts class. These

classes are graded with homogeneous ability grouping, although a few very bright
1st graders do participate in 2nd grade language arts classes. After a short recess,4
children have a home base or big room period.

An hour in the afternoon is spent in home bases 'or the big room. At1:15
children go to I-Cs that last until the I-C evaluation in the home base at 2:20.

Much of what goes on in the classroom is left to the individual teacher as it

was before. For example, although the project director encourages parental
involvement, only some of the teachers actively recruited parents, and only one

teacher made home visits.
In 1973-74, Lakeview tried to increase the amount of sharing of ideas and

equipment between TANDEM and non-TANDEM teachers. The executive teacher
thought this was a very important part of her job. As the project funding ended,

she felt that she could begin to spread the benefits of TANDEM around more

actively than in the past. She has made some structural changes at Lakeview to
facilitate this sharing. For example, she has turned a formal classroom into a
teacher's lounge for all teachers. She has more actively encouraged non-TANDEM

teachers to use TANDEM supplies in 1973-74. Non-TANDEM teachers could visit

TANDEM classrooms because the executive teacher provides substitutes for them

as well as for TANDEM teachers who want to observe program activities.

'When asked how it was possible to be responsible for as many as 150 children,
most teachers agreed that they barely learned all the children's names in 'a year, so
that, in fact, the home-base teacher did bear the majority responsibility for keeping
track of the students. 11/1
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The one sour note at Lakeview seems to be strained relationships between, the
executive teacher and the principal, brought about in part by TANDEM. After the
first year of the project, Lakeview had apparently developed into the strongest
team with the best program. When the principal retired, the former principal of
the school with the weakest team and the least commitment to TANDEM was
placed in charge of Lakeview and Monroe. When he attempted to modify some of
the policies at the school, the team resisted with the support of the district.
Because"of 'his showdown, the principal's role at Lakeview is limited to purely
administrative matters, and he remains a somewhat vocal critic of much of the
project. It is unlikely that he can survive much longer in the district.

Monroe School. TANDEM at Monroe is in most respects very much like the
program at Lakeview. Monroe is an old school, but the new wing has been given
over to TANDEM, and this area is bright and cheerful.' The older part is dark
and very traditional in appearance.

The TANDEM area is dominated by a big room which is carpeted. Classroom
areas are arranged in an open manner. TANDEM teachers share an office next to
the big room.

According to the TANDEM team leader, the program schedule sounds very
structured. Three bells ring between 8:00 and 8:15, and TANDEM children report
to home base where attendance, is taken. After this they attend three 40-minute
classes --math, reading, and language arts. The classes are nongraded and
heterogeneously grouped except for a special remedial reading class. After the
three classes, children report to home base, have lunch, and then report again to
home base after lunch. In the afternoon, the children have I-Cs for two hours and
gym or another specialized class for a half-hour, and then return to home base
before the school day ends. A series of three bells ends the day. This schedule is
reversed for half the children. That is, half the children have I-Cs in the morning
and classes in the afternoon. Thus, TANDEM teachers at Monroe break down into
two subteams.

Within this fairly structured day, attempts are made at individualization when-
-ever possible. The staff has prepared language and math booklets that the children

work on at their own speed. A child completes one of these booklets and is tested
by the teacher. When it appears that the child has mastered the material in one
booklet, he nroceeds to the next one. We saw an impressive display of math
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000klets, coded and color-keyed so that children can select the appropriate ones
for themselves and progress at their own pace. The material in the reading class
is entirely the individual child's choice, though teachers may make suggestions if

a child's choices seem unrealistically high or low. I-C curriculum is largely
determined by the teachers with some input from the children. A few come down

from "on high." For example, a dental health curriculum must be presented, and

this is done in a mandatory I-C. Monroe uses differentiated staffing. The staff i ;

divided in terms of "content areas." Two of the six teachers concentrate on math

while four concentrate on language arts.
The project at Monroe may not have the enthusiastic support from the executive

teacher that it has at Lakeview. Although the Monroe teacher was also a TANDEM
team leader last year, he seems much less committed to the program. This is

reflected in his closer relationship with the principal and his unwillingness to talk

much about TANDEM.
He reported that there was considerable jealousy between TANDEM and non-

TANDEM teachers at the beginning, but it gradually dissipated for a number of

reasons:

Non-TANDEM teachers feel that TANDEM staff members worked

extremely hard and more than earned the extra money they received.
Non-TANDEM staff benefited from the presence of the program. For

example, a resource room was created at Monroe that both TANDEM

and non-TANDEM staff could use, and new programs were developed

that non-TANDEM Children could also participate in. For example,
last year TANDEM children participated in a camping trip and non -

TANDEM children did not. This created a great dial of animosity
in the school. This year all the children will go. /The joint trip has
improved relations between TANDEM and non-TANDEM staff.

The executive teacher has also set up curriculum committees at Monroe

School that cut across TANDEM-non-TANDEM lines to facilitate discussion of

what children should know as their schooling proceeds. He feels that TANDEM has

presented many administrative problems, particularly in scheduling. In general,

he has wound up changing non-TANDEM schedules to conform to the needs of

TANDEM. This has created some bad feelings.
Our impression at Lakeview, and to a lesser extent at Monroe, was that

TANDEM is a genuine novelty. Children worked independently, looked happy, and
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seemed to be involved in their work. Teachers at both schools were enthusia,tic
about the program. We felt that real attempts hadbeen made to individualize
instruction, given the limits of the program and the teachers' concern that the
children learn basic skills. This concern with basic skills seemed to be more
prevalent at Monroe and is reflected there in the more structured nature of the
TANDEM program. Reports from parents indicate that many feel that the program
in the two open classrooms at Lakeview is actually less structured than the TANDEM
program.

Cascade School. Cascade School, with its 5th and 6th grades, has been com-
bined with the junior high into a middle school presided over by a principal who is
new to the district, he came to Centerville directly from a graduate program at
the state university and is the first outsider to join the project in an administrative
position.

It was no accident that he was picked to replace the principal who has now
moved to Monroe and Lakeview. Cascade was looked on as the weakest school in
TANDEM, and the junior high program was considered a complete disaster. Part
of Cascade's problems resulted from a very creative, but unstructured team
leader during the project's first year and a failure to ever correct the problems
he allowed to develop.

The new principal is a strong and demanding administrator. Although he
devoted much of his first year's efforts to straightening out the. junior high, he was
beginning to shake up Cascade. In addition to making a number of staff changes,
he was aiso beginning to have the staff take a more critical. view of the curriculum
content, partic- arly those efforts devotedto improving basic skills.

One striking difference between TANDEM and other open-classroom projects
we have observed is the almost complete lack of assessment records for individual
students. None of the 'classes we observed used any form of contracting to record
individual programs. All assessment is done informally by the home-base teacher,
often relying on progress reports from the student's other teachers. The principal
apparently is also concerned with the level of assessment taking place and is taking
steps to increase it.

The Cascade school building, like every other school in the district except
Lakeview, is old. Like Monroe it has a new wing that has been given to the
TANDEM classes. During the first yeapqhe project, the cleavage between
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TANDEM and non-TANDEM staff was aggravated by maintaining two separate

lounges. At the present time, there is only one lounge, but since it is in the
TANDEM area, it gets much heavier use from the TANDEM teachers. The work-
ing space for the staff is very crowded compared with workrooms available at

Lakeview.
2-ELliaLjt. Lt. The junior high, although formally not part of TANDEM, receives

some Title III funds and operates along the same lines. During TANDEM's second
year, afour-teacher team operated as an experiment in the school without much

apparent success.
When the new principal took over, he made a number of changes that were

greatly appreciated by the community. He fixed the bus schedules so that students
wouldn't be loitering before and after school. He stopped the practice of students
wandering around town during the lunch hour and causing problems. He eliminated

study Halls, resulting in a shorter school day for some students.
To run the school, he divided the staff into two teams, each headed by a team

leader and an assistant, operating under an executive teacher. Policy for the
school is set by the team. When he learned that none of the staff was very familiar
with those kids who were the school's big troublemakers, he instituted a counsel-
ing system involving all of the adults in the building so that every student would

have a friend or ombudsman.
He fired 5 of 6 teachers who he felt were incompetent and recruited outstanding

replacements. Although it is not easy to simply dismiss teachers, the principal

claims that in his experience the community will back you up if you construct a

good case against a poor teacher. All of this turnover was achieved voluntarily

in lieu of dismissal proceedings.
Several people we interviewed said they had felt intimidated by hostile black

youngsters when they entered the school, before the new principal took over. Now
they admit that this strain is completely gone. The school appears to be a lively

interesting place to visit. The only inconsistent note we observed was that the
executive teacher seemed to be overly concernea with catching or disciplining
students who misbehaved. The principal's response to this observation was that

we should have seen how bad it was before.
The staff has also developed a unified arts program and a media center.

There are also two half-hour periods during each school day when everybody reads

something of his choice.
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The objective of curriculum integration at the junior high has been pursued in
a manner that differs from the elementary schools. Rather than using I-Cs, the
junior high has adopted a commercially prepared curriculum package, called
Man: A Course of Study (MACOS), an integrated social studies curriculum
developed under National Science Foundation sponsorship.

The project director had been interested in having the junior high adopt an
off-the-shelf curriculum package to get something going fast. He was familiar
with MACOS from his experience as a social studies curriculum teacher. Although
he touted MACOS to the junior high TANDEM staff, he couldn't get them to adopt it
during the first year. It wasn't until the second year, after a number of the staff
had been fully exposed to the materials, and discussed them with instructors at
the state university, that the team decided to adopt MACOS.

The curriculum materials, including films, booklets, and games, are designed
to teach students how to think about big problems and to better understand the
human condition.

ADAPTATIONS

Near the end of its third year, TANDEM shows very little deviation from the
original proposal. The changes that have occurred represent the gradual evolution
that was originally allowed for in the basic approach, rather than any clear
departures.

The most significant change has probably been more structured curriculum
planning. Those who participated in the early planning of the project admit that
they were probably too idealistic in relying primarily on the spontaneous creativity
of teachers to develop new curriculum ideas. This approach led to wasted or
counterproductive efforts, and it appears to have created some gaps in the learn-
ing of basic skills. As a result, the teams now operate on a more structured
basis. There is more systematic consideration of learning objectives in develop-
ing new curriculum materials.

The extension of TANDEM concepts to the junior high and the revised adminis-
trative structure reflect a logical progression of the TANDEM concept. The

district had considered including the junior high in the first year of the project but
dropped the idea because it would have overextended the district's management
capabilities at that time. The change in administrative structure was made
possible by the success of the team-teaching structure.

Also, the staff seems to have learned how to cut down demands on their time.
It was uniformly said that teachers had spent conside.rable amounts of their own
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time, both afternoons and weekends, working on curriculum development. Now
although they continue to put in some extra time, the extreme demands have

abated. This change is due not only to a buildup in reusable curriculum ideas or

materials, but also to more realistic planning and efficiency in rounding up

materials. The teachers also claim to have learned some scheduling tricks which

greatly reduced the problems that were initially caused by the conflicts in individ-

ual student's programs.

IMPACT OF THE PROJECT

On Centerville's Educational Program

The difference between TANDEM and the traditional program is clearly
observable in all of the schools, although some of the non-TANDEM classrooms

are beginning to take on similar appearances.
The most obvious break with traditional programs is the movement of chil-

dren between classes and among activities. Some of the movement may be con-

trolled by the child's own choice: Ile can choose which activity center he will

work in or which I-C (mini-course) he will elect. Some of the movement is con-

trolled by the staff to achieve more homogeneous ability groupings for specific skills.
Another obvious feature is the use of I-Cs--activity centers and mini-courses

that the children can select to meet their interests and that integrate the develop-

ment of basic skills with social studies, science, or crafts. The IT Cs are not only

structured differently from normal classrooms, but also present subject matter
that is different from the normal curriculum. Many of the I-Cs deal with subject

matter that is more of a contemporary issue or everyday problem than the

traditional curriculum.
A third significant difference is the appearance of the rooms, which are

informal and open. Furniture is apt to be grouped in small clusters. The chil-
dren's creative work is more in evidence. Newspaper articles, reports, or
articles relating to contemporary issues are more likely to be found.

On the Staff

The three most obvious effects that TANDEM has had on the participating staff

'relate to cooperation and teamwork, creative curriculum ideas, and attitude

toward students.
12,0
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The flexible mini-courses, shared activity centers, and oth
resources force TANDEM teachers to plan their work together.

er ;Dint
The school

schedule provides several opportunities each day for all of the TA NDEM teachers
in a particular school to have planning meetings. The sharing of r esources forces
joint planning, which is carried over into the development of new cu
or handling particular problems. TANDEM teachers always know w
colleagues are doing. Everybody knows when somebody is about to t
new.

rriculum areas,...
....._hat their

ry something

An example might be the use of a particular game'in the classroom to illus-
trate a scientific principle or a field trip to a local business. The who
shares the anxiety or uncertainty about how the innovation will work, a
advice is offered and discussed. When the time for action arrives, eve
anxious to hear how the exercise turns out. This sharing of findings and
ence appears to be very beneficial. Teachers who are inclined to be less

le team
d various
yore is
experi-
venture-

some are encouraged directly by their colleagues or indirectly by peer gr
pressure to make their own attempts at innovation within the classroom.

The participating teachers seem to be uniform in their high praise of t
approach. None of them would want to return to self-contained classroom t

oup

e team
aching.

The benefit they most commonly cite is the support or assistance they get fr
their colleagues when they need it. By working with different groups of child:
problems come and go, and a teacher who is having a temporary problem can
help from the rest of the team.

Creative teaching ideas are evident in all of the TANDEM classroOms and i
the lists of I-Cs. The rooms abound with activity centers and projects. The

teachers seem genuinely enthusiastic about developing new course ideas.

m

en,
get

On the Students

n

When the implementation of TANDEM was announced to the community, the
literature used contained an unusual caveat. The project .director warned that the
achievement scores of TANDEM students might suffer during the first few years
because of unavoidable confusion involved in developing a new curriculum and
because the TANDEM philosophy placed less emphasis on basic skill and measur-
able achievement gains than the traditional approach. This warning, in fact, does
represent a fairly realistic view of what can be expected when a major innovation
is introduced. 12 1
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Happily for all, no such effect has been observed. TANDEM students, in

fact, have performed consistently better than their cohorts on the standard achieve-

ment test used by the district, although this difference is seldom statistically

signific ant.
The big change seems to be in student attitude and behavior. Teachers,

evaluators, and parents alike all report dramatic differences in the behavior of
TANDEM students, as compared with their own previous behavior and that of

students in self-contained classrdoms. The claims most consistently made are

that TANDEM children are

Better behaved and more responsible.
Much more enthusiastic about school, especially their work in I-Cs.
Better able to use what they have learned in discussions or projects

outside of school.
Better able to communicate, especially with'adults.
Much more s elf- direc ted.

EVALUATION, CONTINUATION, AND DISSEMINATION

In addition to the usual self-reporting of project accomplishments, expendi-

ttires, and test score results, external evaluation is performed by two academic

consultants. Their principal role is to spend several days observing classes and

interviewing teachers. The project director appears to be extremely receptive
to the evaluators' comments and eager to have the project praised. This receptive-
ness is not so strongly shared by some staff who are directly involved in the opera:-

Hon of the project- -with considerable justification. They perceive the evaluators'
comments as-somewhat superficial or academic. After all, they have had more
experience with the subject matter than the evaluator, and it is difficult for an
outsider to get a full picture of what is going on in just a few days.

It is clear that TANDEM will continue in the district. Plans have already
been made for the necessary funding adjustments in the district's budget. The

major questions concerning continuation will involve the incorporation of additional

classes and the continued evolution of the project.
A major portion of the TANDEM project budget has been devoted to supporting

the project director, his staff, teacher training, the acquisition of materials, and
1 22
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classroom aides.,. Many of these expenditures are no longsr required for _the project
to continue. I'he project director has gradually, shifted what responsibilities he had

4.-

for developing the project\over to the staff, so that his main role in the last year
has been dealing with the state, the Office of Education, and other, parties outside
the, district, although he still continues to act as a facilitator of additional change.

, This shift of burden, combined with the large number of teachers already trained/
in the project, means that the project can operate more cheaply in the future.
Also, man of the materials purchased for the project, such as cameras and tape
recorders, represent one-time expenses that will continue to be of 'clue to the
district. The classroom aides are the only major expense to be picked up by the
district and this is affected by reduced administrative costs allowed by the use of
executive teachers in lieu of principals.

The project director feels very strongly that TANDEM should eventually
encompass all of the classrooms, and at least in Lakeview the demand for TANDEM
by parents exceeds the supply of spaces.- Our impression of what the future holds,
given the modifications that are already evident in the self-contained classroom
program, and the pressures exerted by parents and colleagues, is that TANDEM
'practices will gradually be introduced into most of the classi.00ms.

The district is already the focus of considerable attenticin for dissemination
purpo--es. Its schools have been visited by observers from about 30 other districts
and have been validated for dissemination by the federal IVD program.

The project director is almost as missionary-like in his desire to see the
project spread as he was to see it implemented in Centerville. The district has
been invited to apply fora dissemination grant, from federal discretionary funds,
which would provide funds for the project director to travel to other interested
districts and support some members of the staff to work with visitors. Whether

or not the grant will be provided was uncertain at'the time we visited.
After observing the project in action for several clays and exploring the way

it. which it developed, we are not sure 4.:xactly what aspects of the project are
appropriate for dissemination. Clearly, the overall approach and concepts can
be disseminated. The project makes a st ;king effect on visitors, and'the project
director has developed a variety of excellent descriptive materials, including an
impressive slide show with accompanying sound track.
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But beyond simply sharing the basic 'ideas with other districts it is not clear

what else there is to disseminate. Our impression of the key to TANDEM's

success (with which the project director concurs) is that it lies in the articulation
And development of the project by the staff within the framework of the initial

proposal.. It would appear to be very difficult for the district to e4lain hi>w that

process could be accomplished elsewhere.
Staff members claim to have learned a number of lessons over the three-year

life of the project that colird have saved them considerable effort during its early

stagessuch_as how to schedule various classes to avoid conflicts, or the apprp-

priate content of I-Cs. But many of these findings seem to pertain to strictly
local conditions, and, in fact, the process of working out the solutions may have

had some critical benefits fo'r the staff.
The prospect of a significant dissemination effort also might raise potential

conflicts within the district. If the project is to have many visitors, those staff

members involved in dissemination might prefer to freeze the deAlopment of the

project where it stands so that visitors will see what the publicity material has

described. Other members of the staff, especially those with less of a commit-

ment to the specific project and who are interested in further change, are likely

to see the visitors and the need for displaying the program as hindering their

effort at further innovation.

APPLICATION TO OTHER DISTRICTS

In the opinion of most participants and observers, including ourselves,

TANDEM has been an outstanding success for the Centerville school district.

It 1-is brought about significant beneficial changes that will survive the termination

of Title III funds. The question remains, was this success peculiar to Centerville

and the circumstances found there or can similar projects be equally successful in

other districts? We think they can.
We believe that the key to TANDEM's success was the sensible evolution of

the project design. A consensus far change was built up within the district.

The superintendent laid down the ground rules for the project's development and

expressed his commitment. An energetic and capable project'clirector organized

the details, utilizing the professional capabilities of the staff. The project has

remained flexible, and individual initiative by the teachers has been encouraged

and supported. 1')No_11
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District Size

Centerville is a very small district with only three elementary schools, a
characteristic that might be thought to affect the project's success. In fact,
TANDEM is a school-focused project. The focus of change and method of bringing
it allout involves a team in a single school--sharing resources and concerned with
the'same group of students. It appears that the critical mass achieved by TAN-
DEM, half of the teachers in each school, played an important part in preventing
both staff rivalry or animosity toward the project teachers and a decline in their
morale or effectiveness. In fact, when TANDEM was implemented with only four
teachers in the junior high, the project encountered one of its few setbacks.

It is not so apparent that the district size matters, as long as there is support
for 'the project. TANDEM only affects the schools that implement it and this
implementation requires a concentrated effort. It is unlikely that other schools
would just pick it up spontaneously. Therefore, TANDEM could be implemented
in a few schools at a time in any district, regardless of size, as long as the
capabilities of the project director to Flan and provide assistance were not stretched
too thin. This probably means no more than about 30 teachers or four or five teams
being introduced to the project each year.

s...,....

Resources

Classes in Centerville average about 25 students per teacher. Since many
teachers have claimed that they are unable to maintain individualized or open pro-

,
grams with class sizes exceeding 28 to 30, we cannot discount the possibility that a
TANDEM-type project would run into difficulties in those districts with class size'
of 32 to 35. On the other hand, the results might be no worse than those encountered'
with more traditional class sizes.

_Other than the significant pre-service and in-service efforts it entails, there
are no other important resource requirements. The TANDEM staffing pattern
can be accommodated without an overall increase in staffing expenses.

Community Support

One could argue that the Centerville community was considerably more recep-
tive to this type of change than many others, probably due to the influence of the

,
college staff. But the general predisposition of the community would seem to be
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a minor effect in comparison with their more specific reactions to the project as

it develops. It would appear that the major factor in maintaining community sup-
port for the project was the absence of any organized opposition to the project.
This probably reflects the skillful way in which it was introduced.

Administrative Constraints

The TANDEM history is remarkable in its lack of administrative roadblocks.
Numerous changes in both administrative and teaching staff were made to improve
the performance of the project. Teachers were required to put in large amounts
of uncompensated overtime during the curriculum development stages of the

project, and continue to do so, although at a much lower level. Assignments of
rooms, lounges, and other resources were made in a pattern that obviously
favored TANDEM. The curriculum content and time devoted to basic skills was

drastically 'revised. Yet none of these changes or demands, which many districts
would have found administratively difficult to make due to existing regulations or

pressure from the affected groups, seemed to raise any serious concerns arming
the district staff. Either the influence of the usual education pressure groups is
greatly reduced in Centerville , or the superintendent and project director were
extremely skillful in pacifying them. The project would never have succeeded
without the ability to shift people who are not working, out as project teachers or
administrators, or without the extra effort of teachers who devoted some of their

own time to professional development.

Key Staff

One of the most consistent fin,lings from studies of educational innovation is

the key role played by leadership. In fact, project leadership is often the only
distinguishing feature between projects that fail or succeed. TANDEM seems to

have been blessed with particularly effective leaders. The school superintendent

'came to the district from a university program, and before that. a position in
inner-city schools. He was particularly well suited by background, training, and
interest to initiate such a project in his district, and he was brought in with a

mandate for change.
The project director also came from an academic background (four advanced

degrees and a teaching position at Centerville' College). His tremendous dedication
and enthusiasm for the project and the hard work he exerted on its behalf obviously
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paid off. As the teaching staff gradually developed its own capabilities, he
wisely withdrew to a less substantive role, dealing primarily with external
agencies--a role much appreciated by the rest of the staff.

Most of the executive teachers also seem quite capable, especially in explain-
ing the project. Also, the new middle-school principal is extremely competent at
evaluating the existing program and energizing the staff to work out improvements.

Iri`summary, we believe that TANDEM's success is due, in a large part, to
capabilities of the district staff and the community attitude, We also believe that
the development of these factors to the appropriate level is welrWithin the means
of most school districts.
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SANDWOOD

Milbrey Wallin McLaughlin

DISTRICT OVERVIEW

Sandwood is one of the largest cities in the Southwest, sprawling over a wide
area. The city encompasses an enormous range in socioeconomic status--from
very wealthy residential areas on the northern side of the city td barrios in the
southeastern section of town. Although.Sandwood has many poor families, the city
seems to have few instances of the extreme poverty typical of large urban areas.
Sandwood has a large Mexican population, and in the past decade the number of
blacks moving to the city has increased dramatically. Mexican-Americans and
blacks present particular educational problems for the school district, which con-

/
tains 125 elementary schools, 16 junior high schools, 12 senior high schools, 1

career high school, and 2 continuation schools, for a student population of 125, 000.
A further problem that is somewhat unique to the Sandwood district is its extremely
high mobility rate--in middle-class as well as lower-class neighborhoods.

From the perspective of an outsider, the Sandwood school district is imme-
diately.seen as unusual in the high morale, sense of vitality, and innovativeness of
the schools at all levels- -from the c ssroom to the central office. The activity in
the central 1owntown offices appea s to be a judicious blend of "hustle" or grants-
manship and a genuine interest i. trying out new ways to solve educational pro 'terns

in the district.
There' are several reas s for this high morale, which is certainly atypical of

large urban districts. A ajor administrative reorganization took place in the

district abouc ten years go. In 1966, the superintendent launched what has been

called a "youth movement" in which young educational experts wen-, sought out at

major eastern universities and brought to Sandwood to revitalize the district's

educational practices. The superintendent's interest in bringing change to the

district was supported by the board of education. The businessmen on the board

felt that "if you want to get a job done, you should hire the best possible people to

do it." Two of the men brought to Sandwood as part of the youth movement are now

playing key roles in shaping school district policies and encouraging innovations.

One is now superintendent, and another is director of the office of special projects,

the unit charged with developing or supporting new ideas and seeking funds for

them. 128
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The youth movement coincided with great increases in federal aid to education
starting in 1965 under ESEA, Titles I and III. Sandwood was able to use this money
more constructively and creatively than other large urban areas because the
district did not experience the racial and economic crises that the others did in

A ...

the mid-sixties. Consequently, instead of using federal monies to keep the buildings
nailed together and the school yards free from violence, the district could direct
funds to expand or to innovate.

Furthermore, perhaps because of the effectiveness of the youth movement,
success has bred success; Sandwood has been awarded more than its expected share

.of federal and state change agent funds. The director of the special projects office
says that the district is industrious in finding out where the money is and what the
funding agencies want. The district subscribes to the Federal Register, which is
read by the special projects staff regularly. In addition, there are people in the
district who are responsible for finding out what is happening in Congressional
committees and anticipating what the funding sources will be looking for. Further-
more, people such as the special projects director sometimes participate in draft -
ing the legislation. Consequently, they know legislative intent well in advance, as
well as what new federal priorities are emerging. Proposals that emerge from the
,special projects office in Sandwood seem to be a combination of proposals aimed at
identifying district needs or particular district interests and proposals that are
written expressly with funding priorities in mind.

The district's interest in innovation is not limited by the, availability of federal
grants. The district itself supports new and innovative practices. For example,
the TDC (Teachers' Development Committee) and the Future Elementary Schools
Committee are established to fund teacher- or principal-initiated ideas at modest
levels. The district has also put its own money into a new alternative school,
which will start in 1974-75. District funds were also used to pay for.the adminis-
trative costs involved in experimentally restaffing a schooffor disadvantaged chil-
dren. The district explicitly commits itself to foster and support change.

MULTIAGE GROUPING IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

This Title III project is based on a pilot project begun in 1970 and supported in
part by district TDC funds. In May 1970 an elementary school consultant, an Eliot
School kindergarten teacher, and the principal of Eliot School began to experiment
with nev approaches to early childhood education in the regular school program,
covering prekindergarten through 1st grade. Although the district could not supply
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additional funding, its officials allowed Eliot to open a pilot class in September 1970,
to provide experience in multiage classroom organization at the prekindergarten -

kindergarten -1st grade level. The class began as scheduled, with 8 prekinder-
garten, 10 kindergarten, and 12 1st grade children in attendance. TDC funds paid

for an evaluator.
Tne major objective was to bring the four-year-old child into the regular school

system by .astablishing a multilevel prekindergarten, kindergarten, and grade 1.

classroom, focusing on individualized instruction/learning and continuous progress.
The sponsors also wanted to bring about institutional change and provide a higher
degree of individualized instruction through multiage grouping; to explore methods

appropriate to individualization of instruction; to evaluate effective programs of

early childhood education; and to develop adequate in-service meetings to train
pe rsonnel.

The multiage format was chosen

to help children and adults break out of the constraints of grade-level
thinking--to recognize each child as the unique individual he is. In a class
composed of children of two grades, the teacher may effectively teach the
curricula of both grades. When the 3rd grade level is added, the teacher
gives up trying to teach the curricula for three grades. Then good things
begin to happen for children--individualization begins.

Initiation of this pilot project required the cooperation and support of the city's
Educational Council and the district administrators. By state law, four-year-olds
cannot be included in public school classrooms. Thus,. in order for the pilot proj-
ect to take place, the district had to agree to establish one classroom in which
there would be only 22 kindergarten and 1st grade students. The remaining 8 stu-

dents could then be four-year-olds. The displaced 8 kindergarten and 1st grade
students were distributed among other classrooms in the school. In the opinion of

the elementary school consultant and the Eliot kindergarten teacher, the Educaticnal
Council agreed to this irregUlarity because of the successful precedent of Head

Start in Sandwood.
At the end of a year, the pilot project was considered to have met its objectives

successfully and to have demonstrated that multiage groupings and the inclusion

of four-year-olds in a regular school program could work out well.
The founders of tht pilot program believed that the apparent success of the

project raised two questions: (1) Could other teachers operate similar classes?
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(2) Would this type of class worts in any neighborhood other than an affluent
middle-class community? The project staff felt that these questions could be
answered by expanding the original project throughout the district. Community
support for the Eliot pilot project, together with the enthusiasm of teachers,
children, and administrators, led to the recommendation that the district apply for
a Title III grant to expand and continue the project.

A committee was set up in the late fall of 1970 to prepare an initial application
for Title III funds. The committee included parents, district personnel, principals,
and teachers, as well as a consultant from the Title III PACE* center. The person
primarily responsible for writing the proposal was a parent of a student at Eliot
school. She had training as a journalist, extensive background in preschool educa-
tion and Head Start, and had taught on the kindergarten to 4th grade level as well as
multigrade. In addition she had worked in Title I and Head Start parent participa-
tion classes.

The proposal had to go through the special project office, whose director
provided a great deal of help to the committee preparing the application. Partici-
pants in the proposal stage believed that the major selling point of the project would
be the inclusion of the prekindergarteners and the four-year-olds they did not feel
that the concept of multiage grouping by itself was innovative. The other aspect
of the project proposal that the committee felt to be innovative was the substantial
amount of parent involvement in the classroom and in project governance.

IMPLEMENTATION

Site Selection

The Eliot School principal, who was. to become project director, had intended
to initiate the project in two classrooms in eight or nine schools throughout the
district. He felt it was important to have more than one project teacher in a school
in order to provide moral support in the introduction of a new educational strategy.
lie also felt that only those schools and teachers who wanted to participate should
become involved. But as planning for the project progressed, additional political
criteria and constraints were imposed:

1. There had to be a distribution of project sites over the city so that each
school board member's region was represented.

Programs To Advance Creativity in Education.
131.
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2. There had to be a vacant classroom in the school.
3. There had to be some Title I schools among those chosen.

Given these criteria and constraints, the elementary school regional director
prepared a list of schools and teachers who might be interested in participating.
As she recollects, approximately one-third of the school principals supported the
idea, one-third were indifferent, and one-third seriously questioned the project.

Despite the varying amount of support for the Project, the regional director and
the future project director worked very hard in smoothing out the difficulties that
could have prevented implementation of the project. The regibnal director played
a major role in the selection of teachers for the project. She said her main
requirements in selecting teachers was that they be flexible, interested in trying
new ideas, and willing to deal with parents and teaching aides.

During the first year, the selection procedure employed during the pilot project
for four-year-olds was continued; that is, the oldest four-year-olds were chosen
from the list of applicants. This decision was made essentially for political
reasons. After the pilot project, many parents wanted their children enrolled in
the program. Selection guidelines based on age seemed likely to eliminate favorit-
ism or hasslers for principals. In the second year of the project, prekindergarten
participants were selected randomly in response to the recommendation of the
project evaluator. lie argued that including only the oldest four-year-olds introduced
bias into the evaluation of a project that was expected to benefit all four-year-olds,
not just those approaching their fifth birthday.

Staff Training

According to the project director, the basic ingredient for successful imple-
mentation of the project was extensive staff trainiag. There were three general
components:

1. A summer school program for children that was attended by project
teachers. This program was able to serve as a model for the teachers to
implement in the fall and also gave them a chance to actually practice the
techniques.

2. A workshop for teachers held in conjunction with the summer school. At

this time, consultants and others were brought in to talk about implementing
multiage classrooms as well as open-structure education.
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3. The availability of a resource person, the pilot project teacher, who
helped teachers.

The summer school class consisted of 10 prekindergarten, 10 kindergarten,
and 10 1st grade children who would be parl'of the project in the fall. The
resource teacher taught the six-week summer school and the elementary school
consultant conducted a workshop for 19 prospective teachers during the middle
four weeks. In the morning, the teachers were in the classroom involved with the
children in every aspect of the program. In the afternoon, they looked at pub-
lishers' wares and discussed educational philosophies and teaching strategies.
Without exception, project teachers report that this preparation was critical to
their success.

In-service training continued throughout the year. It included sessions with
specialists in reading, math, music, art, science, and physical education. It also
offered sessions on educational philosophies, on strategies for individualization,
and on educational materials. The resource teacher individually assisted teachers
involved in the project.

The resource teacher reports that she was careful to employ the same strategy
with teachers that she hoped the teachers would employ with the students. She

said the first thing she had to be sure to do was to acknowledge the teacher as an
individual and treat her as a person, not just as a worker. She was very careful
never to criticize what teachers were doing but to help them identify their own
priorities and problems and help them solve them.

A different procedure was used for the in-service training of aides. First, the
teachers interviewed and hired their own aides. This strategy, in the opinion of
the project evaluator, provided a positive incentive for teachers. Second, the
teacher gave her own aide in-service training before the school started. This
allowed the individual teacher and aide to begin to learn about each other. Before
the school opened, they both set up the room so that it would be neither exclusively
the teacher's nor the aide's. About two to four weeks into the school year, meetings
for aides were held to discuss the general philosophies and strategies underlying
multiage grouping and early childhood education. The original project plans called
for training the aides before school began, but delays in funding precluded that. In

retrospect, project participants believe that delaying this general training was
probably more effective, since by the time training started, the aides had specific
classroom experience to which they could relate the philosophy.
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Second-Year Training
aFrom Aug. 14 to 28, 1972, the resource staff and the evaluator held a workshop

for eight teachers and one teacher aide scheduled for the Eliot School. The Eliot

advisory committee was invited to attend some of the workshop sessions. Content

included philosophy and practical suggestions needed to implement the program.
Guest speakers, films, video tapes, and published materials on individualizing
were also used. IpiTore the workshop, visits to existing prekindergarten-
kindergarten-1st grade classes were made, and conferences with these teachers
and resource personnel were scheduled for teachers new to the program. During
the school year, 27 teachers, 17 principals, and 3 resource personnel were
involved in staff development activities. Two in-service meetings for principals
covered visits to multiage classrooms, explanation and discussion of the state's
early childhood education program, and an overview of the project evaluation.
Three in-service sessions for aides included the role of instructional aides,
activities for early childhood education (ECE) classes, methods for guiding chil-
dren's behavior, and aspects of the role of the instructional aide as a member of
the teaching team. Eight in-service meetings were held for 2.0 multiage teachers.
Topics included methods for individualizing instruction in music, art, and reading,
and a discussion of evaluation procedures. The Eliot staff met for a total of
26 sessions, in addition to those devoted to dissemination and/or evaluation.

Incentives for Staff Participation
:- -There were a number of explicit incentives for teacher participation in the

project. Teachers were given money to purchase their own materials. Also, the
three-grade structure meant that the teacher only had 10 1st graders in her class
in the afternoon, thereby lessening classroom stress and increasing the opportunity
to individualize instruction. In addition, the provision of classroom aides and the
involvement of parents made the teacher's job easier and enabled her to concentrate
her energies where she felt they were most needed. Finally, participation in the
project has provided project teachers with professional visibility, as visitors to
Sandwood increase and as project teachers travel throughout the state to disseminate
the program. In the view of the project evaluator, these incentives were important
in getting teachers through the "horrendous" first year in which they were getting
used to new classroom organization and materials.
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Project Activities

During the first year of implementation, there were 19 prekindergarten -
kindergarten- 1st grade classes in 16 Sandwood city schools. The second year, one
nonpublic school was added. Also, seven more classes at Eliot School were added
to test the multiage grouping concept in an entire primary school, which included
children from prekindergarten through 3rd grade (ages three years and nine months
to nine).

Part of the Title III funding was used to pay for that one-third of each teacher's
salary that was not paid for through the regular kindergarten-12th grade state
apportionment. Over a three-year period, each teacher was allotted $950 to buy
learning materials and equipment for her classroom. This allotment is reported
not only to function as a positive incentive for project teachers, but also to enhance
a teacher's sense of "professionalism" and ability to "personalize" her classroom.

There are a number of project strategies that are the same across all sites:

Choosing time
Staggered arrival and dismissal times
Use of parent volunteers in the classrooms

"Choosing time" comes at the beginning of the school day and permits the child to
select his own activity. Project staff and administrators see "choosing time" as
being important to the success of this project because it gives the child a chance to
establish his own equilibrium and to choose what he feels he can be most comfort-

.)

able and successful with. It also provides the teacher with time to deal with chil-
dren individually since they come in on a staggered basis. The resource teacher
feels that having the choosing time period at the first of the day is critical. She

said if it is put any later in the day "something has happened to a child" and free
time is like "letting steam out of a pressure cooker."'

Staggered arrival and dismissal times is a second strategy adopted in an effort
to "de-institutionalize" school for young children. Children are allowed to come
into the classroom as soon as they arrive at school,rather than waiting at the play-
ground for a ,bell to ring. Teachers found that many children began to come to

Since the passage of the early childhood education law, the Eliot program has
become one of the models for implementation of individualized, early education
strategies. The school receives additional early childhood education funds from the
state for this purpose. 135
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school as early as 8:00 or 8:30. In addition, children were allowed to stay after

school and leave at the completion of a project of interest rather than at the ringing

of a bell. Children started to arrive earlier, and also often stayed later.

The project has also stressed extensive use of parent volunteers in addition to

classroom aides hired with project funds. Not unexpectedly, the amount of parent

participation varies according to neighborhood socioeconomic statLs, but even in

.:-low-income areas parents are involved as resource persons in the project class-
rooms. The involvement of parents appears to have been an important element in

gaining community acceptance for the project generally and has reduced parent

qualms about the elimination of.traditional grading and report cards. Involvement

in the classroom plus frequent parent/teacher conferences have satisfied parents'

desire for information on their child's progress. However, in addition to thes'e

strategies, site-to-site differences were anticipated and encouraged by the project

director. He believed that within the framework of an individualized, child-centered

approach to education, each teacher should be allowed to develop her own materials

and style of working with the children. Consequently, within the 19 project sites,

project implementation ranges from the quite structured Montessori approach to

the Eliot School classrooms, which most closely resemble the British Infant

Schools.

PROJECT IMPACT

Evaluation Findings: Project Outcome

The evaluation findings for the second year indicate that as a whole the project-

is meeting its stated objectives. The hypotheses of the experiment for the second

year were similar to those of the first year. The objectives and findings are as_ .
folloWs:

Objective

1. 85 percent of beginning four-year-
olds will exhibit readiness for
math and reading instruction by
May 1973.

136

Finding

86 percent of the four-year-olds
showed measured readiness for
instruction in math and reading.
(31 percent showed readiness in
October 1972.)
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Objective

Five-, six-, seven -, and eight-
year-olds in project classes will
demonstrate more positive
attitudes.toward school.

3.. Five-, six-, seven -, and eight-
.
year.-olds will show_significa4<ly

, -greater growth in math and
reading than control groups.,

- 4-. Teachers in the project.will-
'exceed control group teachers
in increasing the degree of indi-
vidualization of their respective
programs.

Finding

All project cla. es scored higher
than c-,ntnal :class,es on post:tests in
attitude toward school and social
growth.

Five-year-olds exceeded control
groups by four months in reading
(0.01 level). Six-year -olds
exceeded control grOups by four
months in reading and nine,rrionths
in math (0.01 level). Seven-year-

- olds exceeded control groups by
one month in reading (not significant)
and by eight months in math
(0. 05 level). Eight-year-olds
showed no difference in reading
and math.

Project teachers exceeded control
in degree of individualization
(0.01 level).

Wherever possible, controls were drawn from the same grades in the same
schools in orderto reduce school and neighborhood contextual effects as well as
socloeconornic status differences. By the second year, however, a number of the

e
control grc. were "contaminated" by seepage of project strategies.

'Impact on Sandwood Schools

Since the inclusion of prekindergarten children in the public schools requires a
substantial amount of additional money, it is unlikely that other schools would
adopt that aspect of the project without special outside fundir ;. The project strate-
gie,s most suitable for adoption or adaptation by other schools or districts are the
concepts of multiage _grouping, open "spirit," and individualized instruction.
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Although the extent of spread and implementation of these notions within the

Sandwood school district li,as, been disappointindto project personnel, there is =

evidence; that these peroject strategies have been picked up by other teachers in

project sites. One school, in fact, has moved entirely-into multiage grouping and

open classrpom as a result of project participation. Nonetheless, most of the
attention focuied on the multiage project has come from outside the district. The
.
project evaluator noted the irony of the fact that as competition began for develop-

ing early childhood educatio proposals, few Sandwood sEhoolmen looked to Eliot

for ideas- -even though the scnool had been designated as an early childhood educa-

tion model for the state. In general, this Title III project has had a moderate
impact on participating schools, a substantial impact on project teachers, but

,

very little impact on the district as a wh,

#

Impact Outside the District

While project classroorlas anc( the Eliot demonstration school have been more
or less ignored by Sandwood educators, a large number of schoolmen from else-

wherewhere in the state ;and the country) have visited the project. In 1972-1973, visitors

to Eliot from outside the project area totaled 1200 and included representatives from
4 foreign countries, 6 states, and 60 other cities in the state. Visits to the school

were"also made by the state superintendent, the state house education committee,

and three representatives from the governor's office. Visits by state educators

have been spurred by the recent early childhood education grant competition, which

seeks prop9sals for programs embodying many of the strategies of this -title III
t)

project, specifically the Eliot model program.
,n addition to hosting visitors, the project director's sta ff and parents have

undertaken a very successful series of traveling seminars, workshops, and in-class-

. room he',,-_,. Multiage concepts are also disseminated through Eliot's internship ,

program. Teachers from other districts spend a week (or less) working with an

Eliot teacher,in her classroom. (Project teachers are paid an honorarium of
$10 a day for providing internship experience.) mi

CONTINUATION

Inclusion of four-year-olds in the regular schoollorogram will hot be continued

after the termination of Title III money unless additional outside funds are located.

Schools receiving early childhood education funds (which amount to $130 a child in

kindergarten through 3rd grade) plan to continue the multiage project more or less
138
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in its present form. However, schools that do not anticipate receiving these funds
have expressed doubt that they will be able to continue the project strategies. The

multiage, open classroom approach to primary education relies heavily on the
addition of aides and parent volunteers. The district will be unable to provide funds
to employ aides. The lower middle-class schools will have the most difficulty in
continuing the project since low-income schools can use.Title I money to hire aides
and the wealthier areas can recruit additional parent (or senior citizen) volunteers.
Multiage project teachers who face the loss of aides next year generally feel that ,

although they could never return to traditional "one teacher thirty children" class-
room strategies, they will haVe to modify their classroom activities reducing
individualization and adding more structured, large-group activities.

CONCLUSIONS

'There are many reasonscunderlying the success of the district's Title III
project. For one, implementation was fairly trouble free because of the experience
of the pilot year and careful planning on the part of project administrators. The

adaptation that took place--site-to-site variation--was anticipated and encouraged.
Second, project personnel were extremely supportive and helpful td teachers charged
with implementing the multiage concepts. Because of her experience with the pilot
year as well as'her own very considerable skill as a teacher, the resource teacher
was a key person in the success Pf this project. She spent hours in the classroom
and on the telephone, particularly in the first six months, sympathizing with project
teachers and helping them to identify and solve problems. The high morale and
"specialness" that has grown up around the project is reflected in the project
evaluator's observation that project classroom outcomes have'been relatively
unaffected by principal attitudes or educational practices in the school. That is,
project classrooms located in schools where principals were not supportive or were
indifferent about the multiage program did just as wel- is projects located in schools
headed by principals who were enthusiastic about the concept. Strong and supportive
project leadership, in this instance, appeared to overcome a traditional barrier to
successful innovationprincipal attitude. The attitudes of principals, however,
largely determined the extent to which project strategies spread throughout the
school. Some schools have begun to move almost entirely toward open education
and multiage grouping. In other schools, especially those headed by principals who
place high priority on discipline and order, teachers have been discouraged or
forbidden to implement the strategies demonstrated by the Title III project.
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A third factor contributing to the success of this project is the broad base of
participation sought in the preparation of the proposal and in setting goals and
objectives. Teachers and parents particularly were given explicit and central
roles in this process.

Fourth> the caliber of teachers recruited for the project. played an important
part--especially in the most difficult first semester. As the project evaluator
noted, "seventy-five percent of the teachers are excellent by any light and were
already committed to change and-innovation." The careful selection of project
teachers by project administrators also meant that selection for participation was
seen as a professional tribute to these teachers.

Fifth; the extensive staff development and training activities were critical.
Staff Nkere able to see a project classroom in action and discuss educational philog-
ophies and strategies before they implemented the project; they also recei\ed
continuing help and training as the project got under way. The talent of the project
resource teacher combined with the frequent and carefully planned training activities
served to eliminate difficulties before, they became problems and thereby promoted
relatively smooth project implementation and successful project outcome.

There was little political legerdemain or bureaucratic jousting in the experience
of this Title III project--probably because of the district's unusual innovative
spirit. A talented and dedicated staff was able to implqment the multiage project
with a minimum of trauma, tragedy, or resistance. The grant of Title III funds
did not precipitate a new district activity but instead allowed demonstration on a
broad scale of an experimental program initiated and developed by the district
staff.

One of the more important lessons to be learned from the experience of this

Title III project concerns effective dissemination strategies. If project statistics
and reports are to be believed, the "peer" dissemination strategy followed by the
project--hosting teacher interns and visitors as well as sending teams of teachers,
parents, and project personnel around the state--has resulted in an extraordinarily
high of adoption or adaptation of project strategies in other districts. The

experience of this project suggests that people--not packages--combined with a
degree of sympathetic handholding by those who have already "gone through it,"
are a more effective means of spreading innovative ideas than any purely
technological approach.
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SEASIDE

Miriam Baer and Milbrey Wallin McL

THE SCHOOL

R'Ososevelt School is a two-st ry building that was built in 1926. It is of the egg
crate design with a center hall and rooms on each side. The rooms are rather
large and airy, with high ceilings and large windows. -The school is. located in an
area of middle to upper rn\&ddle-class homes. Roosevelt is an elementary school,
kindergarten through 6th grade, within the Seaside.public school system. It is run
by a principal who is also Title III project director; he reports to the areecoordi-

*nator, and, through him, to the superintendent of schools, and an 11-man school
board.

The Roosevelt community has for years been very stable. predominantly
1Jewish, but is now undergoing change. Many more black families are moving in,

while white families arp moving out, cu-sing an annual transiency rate of
50.3 percent. Since th minor ity population has risen from 17.6 percent in the
fall of 1970 to 39 percent in September of 1974, the school is facing a significant
change in terms '`of the type of children attending. Many of the teachers have lived
in the community for years and feel that the school is a real part of that community.
Roosevelt houses 603 children and 20 full-time teachers.

The school has a history of having had very strong principals. The present
principal came to Roosevelt in 1967. The previous principal, who is now assistant
superintendent for Area X, was well loved in the community and was responsible
for hiring maiiy of the people who are still there.

DISTRICT ,PHILOSOPHY REGARDING CHANGE

It is the stated philosophy of the district that ideas for change should come
from the principal and/or his community. Ideas, or even direction for change,
should never be imposed from above. The following quotes from Seaside school
administrators make this clear:

The district's director of special projects: "It is the policy of the
district to let individual principals know where funds may be

Seaside has decentralized and is divided into areas. Area X serves 26, 000
elementary school children.
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available, but to let individual principals initiate and write their own
proposals."
The present principal of Roosevelt: "There was no help from downtown
nor any push to make changes at my 'school. In fact, they made it
difficult by giving me.wrong information at times."'
The superintendent of Area X: "The principal is definitely the key
to any change. A parent group can never make education program
change. It has to be supported strongly by the principal."
The superintendent of schools: "We're, letting schools make decisions
as to what is the appropriate curriculum for their students. These
decisions are not made of this office. We have many schools and it
would be imp. ossiiile for the board or me to get into this kind of
decisionmaking."

PROJECT SEEDS

In May 1970, at the suggestion of the principal, the teaching staff did an
evaluation for the advisory council. This became a needs assessment, and the
staff suggested that the school become involved in individualized instruction through
open structure. The parents supported this concept and wanted it implemented.
The principal had done much reading about open structure and was philosophically
committed to it.

Staff members had assumed from the beginning that the implementation of the
.topen-education concept in their classrooms would be voluntary. During the summer-

of 1970 six teachers, along with the principal., talked and planned about how open
structure could be started at Roosevelt. Their plans were presented to the total
staff the next fall. The majority (15 out of 21) of the teachers said that they would
be interested in learning about and implementing open structure provided it was
voltintary. They formed a committee to look into the possibility of making the
change, and were encouraged when the Change in Education Council in the district
said they could write a proposal based on the open-structure concept... At this time,
all the teachers were attending an extension class at a local university on open
structure.

*
The teachers, however, didn't think that this was a very good course,

that it would be very helpful for setting up an open class.

112
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1970-71: TITLE III PROPOSAL

In the middle of the year 11 teachers, along with the principal, wrote a grant
proposal and sent it to USOE asking for Title III funds. These teachers were bound
by a philosophical agreement that children should be the center of the curriculum
and that learning should be individualized. By this time the teachers had begun to
open up their classrooms by the use of SRA (Science Research Associates, Inc. )
reading kits and other individualized materials, and were providing for more
student choice.

The principal was faced with many problems at this juncture. The writing of
the proposal was very time-consuming since he got no help from downtown. He had
become unpopular with other principals; they felt that if the project were success-
fu' I, they would be forced to make the change as well. The Area X superintendent

0
was of little help and inclined to be negative about the project. He did, however,
provide extra clerical help to type the proposal and to follow through on all legiti-
mate project needs.

The proposal was written, submitted, and turned down that first semester on
the grounds that custodial services were not described correctly. In March 1971
the teachers sent the same proposal back and it was accepted, although not
immediately funded. The principal went to England that summer to visit British
primary schools and learn more about open education.*

When he returned, he
learned that the project had been funded.

1971-72: THE FIRST YEAR
i

Title III funds totaling approximately $90, 000 paid for an evaluator from a
major local university, aides, a program coordinator, and a.resource teacher.
There were several pi oblems that were immediately apparent. The coordinator
was a teacher at Roosevelt, but when severe personality conflicts arose she didn't
wish to continue after the first year. There were problems with the aides, too.
They came from the community and often didn't take their job seriously and had
no training.

In addition to personnel,. funds were provided for setting up centers in the
classrooms, some new equipment, and general materials. Workshops were held
once a month for the teachers, and funds were provided for parent education.
There was one weekend retreat.

In the proposal the principal says that open structure is modeled after the
British primary system. He asked the district to help finance this trip, but was
turned down. 1'13
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In spite of the parents' keen interest in this project from the beginning,

reaction was mixed during the first year. Many parents, through the aide program,

were actively involved in the school and understood the changes being made. Others

didn't, want their children to be guinea pigs. They were concerned whether the basic

skills would, in fact, be thoroughly taught. The advisory- council president and the

PTA president were both strongly in favor, and their open endorsement (e. g. ,

letters to parents explaining the program), along with the children's increased

interest in school, helped to sway the skeptics.
In this first proposal, the major skill areas of reading and math were listed in

the purpose statement:

The major purpose of the project is to develop individualized instruction
in reading and mathematics through an organizational strategy known as
"open structure. " This mode of teaching emphasize learner self-
direction and autonomy in mastery of subject matter. It develops in
students positive and desirable attitudes toward the learning process.

THE FIRST YEAR: EVALUATION

Evaluation involved attitudes as well as achievement testing. The students

did not attain the target levels of growth in reading and math skills, that is, two
months' additional progress over the ten-month gains. This failure was attribu-

ted to excessive expectations. In the attitudinal realm, however, the students met

stated goals on a student attitudinal inventory and on a measurement of student

attitudes by teachers. They did attain more than expected growth on a parent

inventory of student attitudes.
The Title III coordinator says that at the end of the first year the project was

50 percent successful. She feels that they were too idealistic in expectations and

went too quickly. The absence of a trained aide in each classroom and the reti-

cence on the part of some teachers to give children choices and leeway led to prob-

lems. Also, the skepticism of some parents caused a certain amount of concern in

the community. Since the community was undergoing ethnic change, it was possible

that some of the concern about that issue was flowing over into concern about the

changed type of learning environment.

This is true of most open-structure schools.
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1972-73: SECOND YEAR

The first continuation grant was funded for about $100, 000. The grant was
based on the same needs assessment and contained the sarne'objectives as the
first year albeit with the hope that greater depth would be achieved. Two important
changes were made, however:* one involved the aides and the other a person newly
appointed to the job of Title III coordinator. The aides were hired from universi-
ties r ther than from the community. These students were able to combine their
student teaching obligation with a paid aide position at Roosevelt. The students
stayed most of the day, and in most cases, their roles as aide and student teacher
were intertwined. This mixture of roles led to some problems (discussed below)
but for the most part it has been successful. The other change that took place in
the second year was the replacement of the previous coordinator with a new one.,
She had been a kindergarten teacher and had good rapport with the other teachers.

The second-year evaluations were much like the first: achievement tests and
attitudinal tests. Although the objectives for reading and math score gains had been
lowered,children in grades 2, 3, and 5 still did not attain the expected gains. How-

'ever, two-year participants in the program had higher achievement scores than did
less-than-one-year participants. On a parent inventory of student attitudes, the
scores were lower than the previous years.

1973-74: THIRD YEAR

The third year was funded for about $130, 000, using the same general objectives.
The major addition was a dissemination model. The criteria and type of evaluation
were the same as for the previous Year. The major change involved early child-
hood education funds which Roosevelt received this year. Four additional staff
people joined the school: The ECE coordinator, an outdoor environmental program
teacher, a music teacher, and a remedial reading specialist. All of the children
benefited from these additional staff although they were not Title III funded. As of
the beginning .of this school year, 13 classrooms were vertically grouped, and there
were two team teaching classrooms.

EVALUATION: PROJECT TO DATE

The principal says that he doesn't feel the program is an experimental one, even
though the Area X people do. lie feels that the greatest changes they've seen in the
children have been gains in reading and math for those who have been in the project
three years and a near-zero truancy rate. Also, children are much more

1/15
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enthusiastic about school, and there is a reduction in discipline problems referred

to him. lie has no specific recommendations for future changes in the program.

When the money is gone, he thinks the program will continue, but not as well. He

made little mention of changes in the affective domain, on which he had placed so

Much emphasis in the proposals.
The Title III coordinator says that in general the project has been very

successful. .They have spent money on people rather than on materials. She: feels,

however, that it would have been easier if they had dealt with the same- person from

the state capitol throughout the project rather than with different people each year.

She feels that another problem has been that the Area X coordinator has been nega-

tive since the beginning. He came to only one parent meeting and then restricted
his t to reading. His assistant, the former principal at Roosevelt, has been

very supportive.
In terms of evaluation, the Title III coordinator feels the testing has been poor

because they have used norm referenced tests. She would like to see criterion
reference tests used because she thinks the results would be more valuable. She

feels that the evaluationsrorn the local university have not been helpful because
they don't show what is happening. The key. to success of an open-structured pro-
gram is competent teachers, she says, and they have a good staff at Roosevelt.
There are three specific changes she would like to make: (1) She would get rid of

norm tests; (2) she wouldn't require teachers who didn't want to be training teachers

to do so; and (3) she would change certain staff people and would encourage more

team teaching. At present there is one class at the kindergarten level, one at the

3rd and 4th grade level, and two other classes that team teach on occasion.
The Title III resource teacher has several ideas for improving the program.

She would like to see the teachers visit other classrooms more frequently to observe

different methods. She would also like to see the transiency rate among the chil-

dren lowered, because she feels it adversely affects the program and is harmful. to

children. There is a need, she says, for more preparation time for teachers,

because open structure requires increased planning time. To coordinate the
classroom, teachers need more time to talk with the teacher aides and student
teachers, especially in the upper grades.

As for the parent evaluation, a questionnaire was sent to each family in

January 1974. The responses to such questions as whether the parents were

*In our conversation with the Area X coordinator, vie were not aware of any
negative feelings on his part. Area X has a budget of about $80, 000, most of
which the coordinator allocates to schools receiving no special funding.
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satisfied with their child's progress and whether the vertical grouping was helpful
were, in general, favorable. Of 400 families, however, only 150 returned forms,

ti

which leads to the speculation that the forms returned may not have come from a
representative sample of families. For example, parents who are more active in
advisory council and PTA activities would be more likely to return such a question-
naire, producing a positively skewed response. An advisory council meeting and
a talk with the president of the advisory council revealed that there were those in
the community who were critical of the open-structure program and of the
principal's leadership.

IS ROOSEVELT AN OPEN-STRUCTURED SCHOOL'?

Three student teacher coordinators, two from major local universities and
one from a neighboring college, were asked this question. Some typical answers
are given below:

Coordinator 1:

Roosevelt is certainly not as open or individualistic as it might be. They
could be doing a lot more than they are doing, and they could have more
ideas for the future in terms of improving their program, Which they do
not have.

Coordinator 2:

There's a need at Roosevelt for more in-service training in how to organ-
izea classroom and make the individualized open-classroom concept
really work.

Coordinator 3:

I don't consider Roosevelt really open, although the principal does.
Initially, many of my students were shocked at what was going on at
Roosevelt. They said it was very closed; that they weren't going to be able
to do anything while they were there, and they rebelled. This was back in
September. I had lots of conferences with the students who didn't want to
Student teach there at all at this point.

All three of the student teacher coordinators feel that the principal can intellec-
tualize openness. but hasn't carried out the concept throughout the school. We

certainly found this out ourselves. We were not free to visit classrooms unless
we had a prior om ?ointment, a situation that made classroom observations
extremely difficult. There is a closed feeling at Roosevelt - -a feeling of
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tightness and of unwelcome. In several traditional schools that we had pireviously
visited, we were permitted to visit classrooms at will, but in spite of our requests
to do this, at Roosevelt we were not allowed to do so. The coordinators feel that
the,basic problem is not with the curriculum, but with a rigid attitude toward the
students. This can take the form of citations that are given to students when they
violate school rules. These citations are taken home and signed by the parents.
The principal often watches "the kids in the hall and gives them citations for mis-
chief. Citations are given for skipping down the hall and talking too loudly in the
cafeteria, hardly gross infractions. The coordinators and some parents said that
there was inequality between the treatment of blacks and whites at the school. All

three of the student teacher coordinators, then, feel that Roosevelt isn't as good
as it could be, that there is a tightness there that shouldn't be there, and that they
are very much hampered in their ability to make any kinds of suggestions for

change. However, on a rating scale of open-structure characteristics done by a
doctoral candidate in the spring of 1-973 in ten classrooms, the program was judged

to be a successful effort to individualize learning.

CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS

All in all, ten classrooms were visited. This certainly was not enough, but
. .

we were terribly hampered by the strict scheduling into particular classrooms for
45-minute periods each. When we visited classes without an appointment, we were
made to feel unwelcome. In general, we felt that the classrooms were sterile.
Open structure at Roosevelt means having centers, but not necessarily having
children involved with lots of manipulative materials. Too often the teacher acts
as an imparter of knowledge rather than as a guide and facilitator.

The main problem at Roosevelt is that the teachers still think of themselves
as teachers, in the traditional sense, even though the rooms are set up with cen-
ters. There is, of course, as at other schools, a wide variety of teaching. One

-teacher's classroom may be extremely structured, repressive, and traditional,
-...,

while many others are quite adequate. However, most of the people we talked to
said that all but one of the classrooms at Roosevelt are open. This leads us to
believe that their interpretation of openness and ours is different.

As one student teacher coordinator mentioned to us, there is a lack of sponta-
neity and laughter in most of the classrooms. She said that the kids are allowed

..

to talk to each other, but they are not gay or lively. There is also a lack of
student-made material on many of the walls.; Most display material isII
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teacher -made or purch sed. A learning center should present a concept offering
a variety of manipillati e materials. This was not the case in most classrooms.

Children worked dependently on SRA kits or in individual workbooks, but they
were at centers only *f the aide or the teacher was there. It appeared that the
centers weren't very stimulating for the children or that they weren't chartged very
often. In speaking with the teachers, there was a feeling of ,great support for the
principal, but we missed a sense of excitement about the project, and of things yet
undone that they hoped to do, that we had gotten in other school districts. Perhaps
this was the result of a lack of adequate preparation of the teachers for this project,
as well as insufficient follow-up. There were few workshops held for the teachers
during the year.

IMPACT ON THE DISTRICT

The philosophy of the district 'regarding change was described above. Since it
is the policy of the school board and downtown that change must be initiated from
the grass roots, and since there is no district policy regarding open structure
versus traditional education, there has been virtually no spillover in the district.
As the director of special projects for the district says,

The impact of the Roosevelt project on the district has been that the idea
of open classroom is being used somewhat, and portions of it have been
adopted and absorbed. But it's up to the community and the principal as
tb whether they want to do this.

According to the Area X coordinator,

Open education hasn't really caught on here. There is an alternative school
in Area X which turned out to be a really free schobl, and therefore has
been a failure. I have given the principals every opportunity to see
the Roosevelt program but only a few have taken up this opportunity.
however, Roosevelt is one of the best examples of open education.

The coordinator -went on to say that the district tends to look backward or negatively
at things the kids aren't doing rather than innovative!-; at what they might be doing.
The only way the idea of open structure will spread would be for it to be institution-
alized as part of the regular operating funds of the district.

He also feels that teacher training is poor and more money should be put into it.
There should be special requirements and added money for training teachers who
want to do open structure. If Title III is serious about dissemination, he says,
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there should be retraining schools where people could go and do in-service training.

They should be given extra pay for this and for bringing their expertise back to their

own school. He also feels the principal should be given extra pay fur running a

project.
There has been practically no spillover of the open-structure concept into the

junior high, and the coordinator says the problem is that they don't have positive
specifics from open education as to what has happened and what can be done. He
adds that change doesn't take place because principals don't have the time to attend

to educational needs and also write proposals.
Although over 2000 people have visited Roosevelt, no workshops have been held

there. Workshops sponsored be_a_lp.oal iit'verity4'dhool of continuing education,

led by the principal and staff mefilik,$), were held during the second and third year

of the project. It is our observatrOn,that tare are a few classrooms around the
district doing open structure, but thesexist independent of Roosevelt influence.

IMPACT ON TEACHER-TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

Student Teacher Coordinator 1 (quoted above) for the large university in the

Seaside area describes the student teaching program at her university as being

somewhat different from other universities. The students have selected Roosevelt
as the school in which they want to do their student teaching because they are inter-
ested in open structure. Her student teachers meet with her in seminar, and the
student teachers working at other schoo.ls meet with their coordinator, so there
isn't a chance to exchange ideas or philosophies. For this reason, the open-

-
structure program has not affected teacher education at her university.

The methods classes are also taught by the student teacher coordinator, so that
her methods courses are always involved with how to teach in an open-striicture
individualistic school. She says, though, that she is the only coordinator.wilo is

interested in this concept. The others are interested in traditional education, and

all of their students _come from schools that are more traditional.
.

Student Teacher Coordinator for the other major local University says' thot
she holds all meetings with her students at the school rather than on campus. There-

fore, as in the above case, there is really no chance for students to compare philos-
ophies and schools because they h..ve no opportunity to meet together. She says

that she has had some.conflict wttn the principalabout the role of the student
teachers. He sees them as aides, while she sees them in a learning capacity. She

doesn't want them used just to take carefOf the kids when the teacher has to be

elsewhere. She expectsothat they will have a real educational experience.
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The college of Student Teacher Coordinator 3 is committed to )pen structure
and runs its own school. The impact there has been negative, but realistic. She

says ,that in the fall some of her students wanted to quit, because of the traditional
and nonhumantstic aspects of the school. She told the students that there are many
forms of openness, and that they can find degrees of openness in any classroom.
She says that the students learned from.this how they could operate within the public
school system and begin to open up the classroomby small degrees. Since most of
them will end up in ir'v traditional public school ciassrooms, she feels that this
experience is probabc, od for them. The students .in her college have set up a
course on campus dealing with change in public ,schools.

All of the student teachers that we spoke to felt there was no spillover from
,,, evelt into their schools. They said that they weren't enthusiastic about

_..00sevelt. They felt that most of the centers had been set up by the student
teachers and weren't changed very often. Their lack of enthusiasm may come in
part not just from the :. hool experience, but from the fact that their open-structure
year certainly won't get them jobs The city of Seaside does not look for teachers
with this experience, and even if they get a job, they'll find it difficult to have an
open classroom within the city system.

In neither of the two universities examined is there any spillover based on
experience at the school because of the structures that we've already listed. Since

the neighboring college is already in and of itself open and runs its own open
structured school, there would be no real chance for spillover there.

CONCLUSIONS

Roosevelt School did change physically from a traditional to an open-
structured school, but it remains in many r:tspects traditional in feeling
and philosophy.

2. The lack of district commitment to change has hampered the project
from the beginning, impaired its progress, and inhibited its impact.

J. The principal's dual role of project director and principal is extremely
difficu and has hampered his ability to serve as a change agent.

The principal has spent so much time and energy promoting and defending the
project to the school board, downtown, Area X, CE, and the 2000 visitors who have
come through that he hasn't been able to step back and assess the program.
Suggestions for change have been viewed as personal attacks. Although he might
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have shared more responsibility with the Title III coordinator, she was never given

the authority. The multiplicity of roles that the principal has had to fill has made

it impossible for him to build an excellent, open-structured school. Because of
district philosophy regarding change, it may be impossible for any Seaside

principal, to make truly effective, lasting change without the assistance of an outside

change agent.

C *:.)
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NORTHWOOD

Linda L. Prusoff and'BeVerly J. Hawkins

Northwood is an important city in the Northeast. Its population of over
100, 000--predbminantly white Irish Catholics--is largely engaged in shipping,
industry, and trade. Many of the city's old downtown buildings have been con-
demned, and although a major revamping is under way, there is a white flight to the
suburbs. Blacks constitute a tenth of the city's population and a third of that in
public schools (many of the whites attend parochial schools).

THE SETTING

It was midmorning and I had just finished interviewing the district
superintendent about a "private" school for high school dropouts in his
district, the Storefront School. We stepped out of the red-brick
district offices, in Green Park, a verdant tree-filled area, located at
the top of a gentle hill that overlooked the gray, dust-tinged blight of
Northwood.

I had scheduled interviews several blocks away, downhill, at a
once-abandoned elementary school, now the Storefront School. When
I mentioned where I was going, the superintendent himself imme-
diately offered to drive me there. "You don't want to walk down
there alone. It's too dangerous."

In the summer of.1970, a Roman Catholic nun petitioned the Northwood school
board to incorporate into the school district a school for present or probable
future dropouts. Her petition was denied, and in September the Storefront Sch
opened as a private school, on a "donated" shoestring budget, with one pupil, and
appropriately enough, in a storefront. Three years later, with a federally
funded budget of over $165, 040 and a previous year's enrollment of 125 students,
the Stoiefront School requested, for the third time, annexation to the school
district. Again, the request was denied--although the board promised that if
federal funds failed, there would always be.a Storefront School.

This study details the biith pains and growth of the Northwood Storefront
School, as reconstructed from newspaper articles, from document files of local
and state education agencies, and from a myriad of interviews with school person-
nel, students, parents, and cab drivers about their knowledge of, responses to,
and interaction with "that school on Page Street."
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In reviewing the field notes and reconstructing our impressions of the
interviews, we were continually struck by strong but subtle and consistent
differences between school district and Storefront School representatives about the
interpretation of how this innovation was initiated, implemented, and adapted.
These differences in effect constitute the history of the project.

Before describing how this innovation was carried out, a further observation

about the reporting of these differences must be noted. Typically, the tone and

intensity of our conversations Storefront School as compared with LEA

personnel differed vastly--and for good reason. Those connected with the school- -

administrators, faculty, and students--showed the zeal of crusaders. Their fight
(Or incorporation into the school district was a sacred one, and their fervor was
evident in the lengthy and often graphic depictions of both the start of the move-

ment and the "atrocities" that were committed and perpetrated by the school

district. Their rhetoric was often passionate and always interesting.
District personnel, on the other hand, saw themselves as having the weighty

responsibility of properly educating pupils in their charge. They saw themselves

as having done this job to the best of their abilities, and they would continue to do

so. The Storefront School was just one of many items to consider, and it was just

one more item on an agenda, 'not a major battle. As would be expected, "district
memory" alput the Storefront Schoole'vents was general and not characterized by

--tr
passion.:

Against these viewpoints, we present the origins and developments of the

Storefront School. In order to understand the hows and whys of initiation,

a' brief background of district history and politics is needed.

THE DISTRICT AND POLITICAL CULTURE

Northwood is a predominantly white Iriih Catholic city, tightly controlled by a

Democratic party machine. The incumbent mayor has served for many years, and
until two years ago he had appointed the district superintendent and the three-man

school board. In 1971, the first election of a seven-man school board took place.

About half the school-age population is in public schools; private (mostly
parochial) schools claim the other half. During the past three years, the public
school population has dropped from approximately 13,000 pupils in 1970 to
10,000 pupils currently. These students have either transferred to private schools
or their parents have fled to the suburbs. This "white flight" is reflected in the

15/1
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changing racial composition of the public schools. Whereas six years ago the black
population represented a quarter of the student L dy, it now totals a third of those
enrolled in public schools. ''The total black population of the city is about 10 percent.

Much of the public school population is drawn from the three major poverty
areas in town: the south end, the north end, and the Mountainview area. From
population data collectcd in the 1970 census, about half the district qualified for
Title I funds.

ORIGINS OF THE STOREFRONT SCHOOL

In the summer of 1970 the black president of the local Urban League and a
White Irish Catholic nun met on a local television talk show. Both had long been
troubled by the growing numbers of school-age children at odds with the school
system. In addition to 20 years of teaching experience, Sister Joseph had been
involved with Storefront School-like projects in a neighboring big city since 1965.
The Urban League president had community contacts with various businesses and
black parent groups. This chance meeting of two effective people with skills,
contacts, and similar interests was the beginning of the Northwood Storefront
School.

The ne,ecjs of the children in the'Lmrminity long been known to both. The

president was aware or the distress of ,,the bl k community about their kids "being
on the street," and the sister lived with three othelr nuns in an otherwise all black
public housing project on the north endcof town. During what should have been
school days, she was puzzled by the number of school-age children hanging around
the five concrete buildings of the housing project.

The public school system recognizes a student as a dopoufwhen he is
16 years old and opts to leave school. Before that time, he is an officially enrolled,
albeit truant, student. Ac,ording to Sister Joseph, school officials assumed that
these absent under-16-.)ear-olds had been sent to training centers by the district
attendance officer.

Sister Joseph sp'oke to junior high school principals who, according to her,
admitted that each year they lost over one-third of their 8th and 9th graders.
Armed with these figures and with a. proposal for establishing a Storefront School

In several other instances, the sister's presentation of facts turned out to be
exaggerated. However, even if the numbers were inflated, the situation itself is
quite real.
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as part of the public school system, the sister approached the district
superintendent of schools.

Although the stories of the chief participants differ here, their reporting of
events is not entirely inconsistent, and the outcome for the Storefront School

remains the same. According to Sister Joseph, her proposal was turned down
because the district had made other arrangements for serving these Childrenan
alternative school for teenage mothers and opportunity classes for "disruptive"
students.

Whereas the Urban League president and the sister were concerned with
"dropouts," no matter what their age or grade level, the school administration had
been noting that "kids in primary grades were having difficulties, and junior high
school kids were not interested [in school]." The proposers of the Storefront
School felt that a strong affective component of education would best reach these

children. The school district, on the other hand, had these students tested for
brain damage; their electroencephaloCrams registered normal. The district then

responded to these "disruptive" students by grouping them into special classes,
which currently serve the 6th through 8th grades.

To gather support for the Storefront School, Sister Joseph approached the
wealthy Irish Catholicsrbusinessmen of the community and enlisted their support.
The SEA awarded the 'Storefront

r SchOol'$3,000 for in-seivice Vaihing. Donations

came from the Bishop, the Urban League, and various private industries.
Having now gathered support from many areas of the community, the Store-

front School founders brought this information to the mayor. According to the
sister, the superintendent of schools called the next day and offered $15,000 of

Title I money. At the same time, he asked the SEA to match this money with
J.

Title III funds, which it did.
The district superintendent, on the other hand, recalls the original Storefront

School proposal as filling a need in the school district, although there were
reservations about its "eligibility" as a public school. "Any efforts that would have

been made for disruptive senior high school students] were shelved."

The original Storefront School proposal requested about $130,000 of LEA or
Title funds.

Sister Joseph had previously contacted Title III program officers in the SEA
who had expressed interest in the project. Although this was not a competition
year for Title III monies, the SEA was loc"ng for some "rollover" money for the
Storefront School when the school superintc..dent called.
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STOREFRONT SCHOOL STRUCTURE

For the psychological and physical dropouts of the school district, the
Storefront 'School offered a radical and experimental form of education. School

attendance became voluntary. Neif4er grades nor graded report cards were used.
The formality of the classroom was replaced by the informality of the storefront,
which originally served as a "clubhouse" meeting area, and the city was used as a
learning laboratory and source of curriculum.

Then, as now, students had the freedom to talk to each other and their
teachers; they could leave the room or building as they pleased. Individual and
small group instruction replaced the lecture-style classroom typical of the school
district. The teaching philosophy is "use whatever works"--whether it be peer
teaching, counseling, or multiage grouping with differentiated academic levels.
Whereas curriculum is dictated by district headquarters for the LEA), storefront
school curriculum is oriented toward the interests of the teachers and students.

In Contrast to the many rules and regulations of the school district, the Store-
front School has oily two behavioral requirements: no. physical violence and no
interference with another person's learning. In addition to meeting the unit
requirements specified by the state for high school graduation, mastery of
skills ig, required-rather than assumed. To graduate, a Storefront School student
must have achieved a 10th grade reading level (as measured by the Iowa Test of
Basic Skills, Test R, Form 6) and a 9th grade mathematics level (as measured
by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, Test M, Forms 5, 6).

NORTHWOOD STOREFRONT SCHOOL, 1970-1972

During its first two years, the Storefront School struggled for survival.
Funding was tight. The promised Title III money did not arrive until February 1972,
and the staff of six moonlighted to support themselves.

Although money was short, volunteers frOm the local university and college
were plentiful. Local businesses donated equipment and rooms in their office
building, and employees, paid on company time, were found to instruct the

-7 Storefront School children.
The school opened in September 1970 with one student. Within four days they

had 16 children who had walked in from the street. Kids brought in other kids. By

the end of the academic year, the school staff had worked with 90 students;
60 students were enrolled. Half the students were black, and half of them were15?
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male. Of the six graduates, five enrolled in college. Of those students attending
the school in its first year, four chose to return to the public school system.

Students who had stopped going to regular schools were now attending this
onewith an overall attendance record which matched that of the district. Drop-

outs with no diploma and no future now had a high school diploma which represented
the same number of credits as a public high school diploma.

Following the first year's success, the school collected $40, 000 from the
community during a major fund-raising drive. The local business community con-
tinued to donate classrooms, equipment, and instructors. The LEA funneled
$35,000 in Title I monies and $17,000 in Title III monies to the school. At the

same time, public school status, which would mean financial security, was denied.
Not all staff members were certified. The district noted that course content was
not standard. For the LEA, the success of this operation had clearly not been
proved.

NORTHWOOD STOREFRONT SCHOOL, 1972-1973

When the SEA announced open competition for Title III funds in December 1971,
the Storefront School immediately responded with a letter of intent. Having

received small sums of "leftover" Title III money for the first two years, school
personnel had not yet realized what large sums of money were potentially
available. What they had "unofficially" received before, they assumed could now
be "officially" requested. Their letter of intent notes that a budget of $100,000 is
needed, of which the Storefront School -.you'd like "$30,000 from ESEA Title III . .

to acquire the services of additional staff members." Only later, at a week-long
grant writing workshop sponsored by the SEA, did Storefront School administrators
realize how much money could be involved, and since the school was to beciorne the
LEA's first Title III project, school district administrators apparently were also
quite surprised.

Comments by reviewers of the 1972-1973 Title III proposal gave warning of
problems `o come between the Storefront School and the LEA. Although the proj-
ect was funded ($1 20, 000 of Title III funds from Sept. 1, 1 972 4o Sept. 30, 19731,
reservations were expressed about the lack of LEA commitment, the vagueness of
evaluation procedures, and the large amounts of money needed by the project.
Typical comments read:

Evaluation procedures incompletely described. Replication of
program and dissemination depend on results specified. Budget from
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three sources other than Title III might reduce Title III support needed.
This project proposal apparently has no Board of Education approval. . . .

Much commitment outside of LEA--but Iuspect reticence from the
LEA itself.

Title III monies cannot be directly awarded to a private school; the LEA must
agree to serve as a conduit for the federal funds. TIn addition, the SEA has a policy
of not awarding Title III monies to a district that will not itself make a financial
commitment to a project. In other cities, Title III funding is typically reduced by
20 percent each year; the district is to pick up the balance. The LEA was informed
of these "requirements. '' The Storefront School project director was directed by
the SEA to request $100, 000 the first year, $80, 000 the second year, and $60, 000
the third year.

The usual procedure in applying fcr Title III funds is for projeCt proponents to
submifa proposal to the LEA, the agency responsible for administering the project.
If the LEA approves the proposal, it so indicates by forwarding a,signedcopy to the
SEA. In ,,he case of the Storefrdnt School, proposals were sent simulta'neously to
the LEA and SEA. Funds were "awarded" to the school before the LEA approved .

the application--on the condition that the LEA would approve the application.
The Storefront School project director reports that the LEA was stunned by

the amounts of Title III funds available. It was not prepared to categorically
refuse this report, but it was not willing to commit district funds (i. e. , incorporate
the Storefront School into the LEA) either.

After many debates, delays, promises, and false starts, the school board
signed an agreement with the Storefront School- -but would not pass a resolution
incorporating the school into the school district. Eventually,' many months
after the past-due date, the superintendent signed the proposal, and the school
board awarded an additional $65, 000 of Title I money to the school. Although the

school paid for maintenance, the city provided a rent-free building.
With the dramatic increase in federal funds, the Storefront School expanded,

both physically and philosophically. Not only did staff size jump to 18, but all
could now be paid, and on .a district salary schedule. The school could accom-
modate up to 160 students, spanning grades 7 through 12. Approximately
125 students attended the school; 14 students graduated and, of these, 5 continued
their education.

Long-range objectives shifted. Whereas the project was originally focused on
the dropcut and potential dropout population, the 1972-1973 proposal suggested.

"If the project is successful, it could serve as a model for gradual change of whole
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.
segments of the educational system to a more open and relevant approach to
education for all students." The goal of incorporation into the school district to
ensure both continuity and financial stability was now expanded to make "open

education" a viable alternative within the public school system.

NORTHWOOD STOREFRONT SCHOOL, 1973-1974

Annexation Avoided

Since 1970, the annual budget hearings of the school board signaled the

renewal of the Storefront School fight for incorportion into the school district.
This year the school board's decision appeared to be more crucial than in previous

years. Because of federal funding irregularities, it was rumored that all federal

funds were to be frozen, which would mean death for the Storefront School unless

it became eligible for tax dollars by becoming a public school.
Rumors circulated through the comMunity that the school board was "going to

*
3

get rid of the Storefront School." The May 22 school board meeting was packed

with several hundred people who were concerned that the Storefront School continue

as an institution. They included current Storefront School faculty and students and
4

their parents, Storefront School graduates, and Storefront School dropouts.

. The students fought so eloquently for their school that the superintendent of

schools leaned over to the school project director and asked if he had taught the

kids public-speakint Five of the seven school board members stated that
annexation would remove the school's flexibility in dealing with pupils. The.other

two members replied, "Do we have to destroy everything we adopt?"
The newspaper headline the next day told the story: "Storefront School

Annexation Avoided." What the school won was a promise from the board for

financial support if.federal monies were lost. In addition, the board agreed to rent

the school an empty elementary school in town for $1 a year. Heat, light, and

custodial services were provided free. In many respects, the Storefront School

was now a private school in name only.
The 1973-1974 continuation proposal reflected several district-imposed

changes in the Storefront School population. Instead of serving six grade levels,

the school could now accept students from grades 9 through 12 only. Whereas

Storefront School administrators wanted to increase the number of students served,

the district superintendent insisted on limiting enrollment to 80- students; later, at

the urging of the LEA school attendance officer, he increased the number of
1

students to 100.
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The superintendent stated that these changes were made in order to better
evaluate the school program. With fewer students and a shorter grade span, it
would be easier for the district to (1) control admissions, (2) understand the
school's curriculum, and (3) discern the underlying structure. Until this was
done, it would be impossible for the district to decide whether to incorporate the
school or start its own project for dropouts.

This may very well be true. But the decrease in the Storefront School budget,
as shown in Table 1, should also be noted. By cutting the program, the district
did not have to put in tax dollars, subverting the intent of the SEA.

Table 1

STOREFRONT SCHOOL COST DATA,
SEPTEMBER 1973-JUNE 1974 ($)

Source..........
Title I FY 74 55,813
Title III FY 74 81,965
Title III FY 73

(September extension) 8,792
Textbook law 800
Other sources

(donations, etc. ) 1, 700
Total 149,070

LEA and Project Interactions

At the end of May 1974, the incorporation of the Storefront School into the
school district will again be brought before the school board. More than likely,
its response will be the same as in previous years because this year's decision is

not crucial. Next year's decision will be; the Storefront School will have exhausted
its allotted three years of federal Title III funding. The LEA must decide whether
to (1) make the school an alternative high school within the public school system,
(2) cease funding the school and begin its own "more acceptable" program for

dropouts, or (3) use federal funds to continue the school (so long as it remains a

private school, use of-district funds is illegal).
*These points of contention between the district and the Storefront School are

examined in the next section, which dAs,qbes the relationship between the LEA
and the Storefront School. -11.C.)....
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The dilemma of the district, and therefore of the Storefront School, can best

be understood as a clash of cultures--each group apparently perceiving the same

events quite differently. These cultural/structural differences seero be at the
heart of the conflict between the district and the school. These viewpoints must be
understood before assessing the impact of the one system upon the other.

During three days in Northwood, we talked to most of the school district
people who had some form of contact with the Storefront Schoolschool board
members, the district superintendent, the district federal program manager, the

principal of Northwood's only public high school, the school attendance offi_er,

and the LEA subject supervisors (those persons in the district charged with
evaluating both curriculum and teachers). Their reaction to the Storefront School
was merely lukewarm. However, all agreed with the sentiments expressed by the

public high school principal that "the need for the program is unqualified."
All LEA officials that we spoke with had strong qualifications about what they

perceived as the Storefront School's lack of structure. What the LEA did not
understand was that what they saw as "lack of structure" was the alternati.ve

structure offered by this project for what they (the school district) did recognize

as an unqualified need.
Numerous instances can be cited. Great concern was expressed because the

students could wander in and out of the classroom and the school as they pleased.

Attendance at the Storefront School was 75 percent of all enrolled, sometimes as

low as 50 percent; attendance in the school district was 90 percent.''` Although the
district recognized that if there were no Storefront School these students would be
100 percent absent, still, they chaffed at the school's "lax" attitude about
attendance.

The LEA disapproved of the students wandering in and out of the classroom
and school as they pleased. The district felt that "this type of student needs
structure. We need to put a collar on these kids." In some ways, the affective
component of the Storefront School education process proved bothersome. "They

want to give their kids success experiences--but they can't afford not to prepare
them for the Scholastic Aptitude Test."

The LEA expressed concern over the smoking allowed inside the school,

because of fire hazards; the curriculum content, because--among other

It was noted by the school attendance officer that attendance decreases as the
grade level increases. Therefore, in a comparison of average attendance per-
centages between an entire school district and the high school level, only those of
the Storefront School were not commensurate.
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thingsstandard English was not emphasized; the teaching methods, because "the
teachers cater too much to the free 'spirit;" and, in general, the lack of ,discipline
among teachers, administrators and students.

The response of Storefront School personnel to the district's misperceptions,
confusion and demands was, at its best, annoyance and at its worst, paranoia. The

-
district asked school personnel to keep daily attendance records and time records ,

each day. Project personnel found this a meaningless district2iimposed task, one
that was eventually discarded after much frustration and aggravation on the part of
both administrations. The district insisted all teachers be certified; school
personnel felt thwartedthey wanted to hire personnel on "the basis of their
ability rather than on the number of education classes taken."

Often, school personnel felt that the district was out to get them." Books
were ordered (through the school district as required) and never arrived. The

superintendent's long delays in giving district approval to the project's Title HI
proposal was seen as 'malicious"rather than as reluctance to tacitly indicate
commitment of district funds when he was not yet ready to assume that
responsibility.

If school personnel needed to buy equipmentor decided to take a field trip
that was not in the approved budget, they unofficially reallocated funds and did
what they felt was important. The school board's objections were viewed as one
more example of its attempts to thwart the school. That the school board had a
legitimate grievance was not clearly seen. In fact, as grantee it was financially
responsible for all expenses, not approved by the SEA. At one point, a Storefront
School spokesman said he the superintendent] is not above planting dope" to
discredit the school.

ROLE OF THE SEA

The catalogue of grievances and complaints seems endless. What would

begin as sincere misperceptions could over time easily metamorphose into petty
bickering and deliberate provocations. Reactions were to reactions rather than
to first causes.

If not for the interest and concern of the SEA, the project might have been cut
adrift of all LEA support. The willingness of the SEA to be flexible in its policies
and to act as mediator between the demands of the conflicting institutions greatly
enabled the growth of the Storefront School,

It may be that this stand was indeed the official SEA policy for maintaining this
kind of innovation in this kind of school district. However, it should also be
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noted that a number of unique circumstances were involved, With tha Storefront.

School and the LEA almost within eyesight of the SEA, problems were highly
visible and the SEA could respond quickly-t4

In addition, the SEA project monitor was a former'classmate of the two top
Storefront School administrators. In addition to supporting the philosophy and
goals of the school, there was personal commitment."'

Cf 'CC S t
S =X (4.

STOREFRONT SCHOOL EFFECT ON THE LEA

On the surface it would appear that the Storefront Schobl `has had very little
0

effect on the LE.A., The district conducts business as usual, as 'does the school.
However, changes in the district wrought by the school, while not superficial,
are not easily discernible.

SI

At a time when the district was beginning to recognize that it had a problem,
persons from outside the district ranks arrived at a solution. The district took
its pre-dropout children, teenage mothers, and disruptive students and hoped that
isolation from the public school system and smaller class sizes would help

alleviate problems. The Storefront School encompassed a larger population- -those
children already out of school as well as those still in. It offered the alternative
of voluntary attendance in a nongraded school with an open-classroom environment.

Although the district is not willing to view the project as a success, for four
years it has not been able to call it a failure. Strong student and community
support cannot be denied. That students are not only graduating but also coin.
tinuing their education cannot be denied.

At the least, the LEA has not only been exposed to this alternative form of
education but also has been forced to consider it cor public school adoption. The

district has had 'o examine itself to see if this alternative could be accommodated.
So far, the response of the LEA majority has been "no." Subject super-

visors have expres -ed fears that if the Storefront School was admitted to the

school district, all di cipline would break down. (They also expressed concern
that public school high school students had as much as five minutes between
classes to run outside and smoke.) The district superintendent does not see how

the school can be taken into the school district without giving up its own board of

directors and adopting district policy. However, the still small' voice of a

Although there is no direct correlation with the Storefront School alone, the
school project monitor has taken a medical leave of absence from the SEA. In
part because of over-involvement with "her" projects, she had a nervous
breakdown. 164
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district minority (two school board members) can now be heard, and the debate
over whether to be or not to be is just beginning'.

So far, the most definitive Storefront School effect on the district has been the
school board commitment that there will always be a Storefront School. All now
acknowledg at there is a great need. The best of meeting it remains

=debatable.

/The Storefront Store

Although Storefront School personnel are unanimous about wanting annexation
to the school district, there are quiet internal about the educational
directions the school should take. From its beginnins four years ago, the
school has slowly been moving away from the street. From a storefront where
most resources had to be found in the community, the school is now quietly
ensconced in a public schools building. The overwhelming majority of courses are
offe'red in the building by school faculty. The current program director regards
use the community "as a frill," and he feels that the students do not want to
leave the building.

One of the founders (the Roman Catholic nun), who now serves as consultant
to the school and as a very powerful force on its board of directors, holds the
opposite viewpoint. She finds Using the city as a classroom crucial and remaining
in the classroom a teacher preference.

There is dissension, which has not yet reached open argument, between the
school's board of directors and its administrators over another issue of resource
allocation. In the past the school had been run on a lower cost-per-pupil basis
than the public schools. The city's net current expenditure is $1451 per pupil; the
Storefront School has spent as little as $675 per pupil, although it now spends
approximately $1300. The board disapproves of the current mentality that
thinks if the city spends x amount of money, the Storefront School should too."
The board feels that rather than one teacher for every 15 students, costs can be
cut by using differentiated staffing, that is, a master teacher, beginning teacher,
community aide and college volunteer to handle as many as 50 to 60 students on
a mini-school basis. If the school takes this direction soon, the teacher's union
most likely will take exception to its becoming public school.

Othez Districts

The Storefront School is itself a disseminated innovation from the Storefront
Schools of New York and the Philadelphia Parkway School. One of the
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Northwood Storefront School's sounders had worked with New York Storefront School
students; before writing her first proposal to the Northwood school district, she
returned to New York to study how these schools worked. When the LEA was

debating whether to be funding conduit for Title III monies, the SEA awarded a
development grant for the Storefront School project director to show a LEA
representative similar alternative schools (e. g. , Harlem Prep and Parkway) on
the East Coast.

A similar seeding function has apparently been served by the Northwood Store-
front School. According to the project director, other districts have visited the
Storefront Scho.ol and adopted the project in whole or part. Although there was no
time to verify this statement by visiting the other districts, the Storefront School
does appear a plausible alternative for interesting disaffected children in
education.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Initiation

Since its inception, the Northw Storefront School has been "outside" the

public school system. Its proposers, developers, administrators and teachers
came from outside the LEA. Even its students were outsiders, those who had
physically or psychologically dropped out of school.

More than likely. this particular. ,kind of project would not have originated
within the LEA. Although the timing was right in that the district was becoming
aware of "problems," the "structur. ' solutions proposed and implemented were
alien to the LEA.

Before Title III was accepting proposals, carefully organized community
supporCwas,needed to initiate the Storefront School. Without this financially ,

necessary and politically astute move, the LEA would have succeeded in avoiding

for a long while, if riot completely ignoring, the issues presented by the school.

If private schools were not eligible for Title III monies, it would have been

very difficult, if not impossible, for the school to gain the financial clout to make

the LEA take notice of it.
Because the SEA was committed to the intent rather than to the bureaucratic

letter of Title III funds, the LEA was pressured into considering the Storefront

School for potential adoption.
These last two points raise questions about how many meritorious proposals

are kiales1 before reaching the SEA. Should a traditionally stable and conservative
166
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institution have this much say over other institutions, which may mirror faults in
the old structure?

Implementation
44

Without the strength of convictions and drive of its initiators, the idea of the
project would have died in an unresponsive environment.

Careful staff selection and training have always been a majc9r Storefront
SchoOl component. In-service training has been written into all school proposals,
although it has not been fulded as extensively as school officials would wish.

Apparently "ownership" has never got in the way of what is best for the
school. It was decided early by the initiators that the school needed to be headed
by a black male. Interviews were held, a teacher with five years' experience
in working with emotionally disturbed children hired, and before being appointed,
the project director served a year's apprenticeship-to the founder who had
previous experience in administering a Storefront School-type project.

Continuation
____.".

The zeal that initiated the Storefront School may now be working to its,
detriment. The absolute conviction in the "rightness" of the school by its per-
sonnel is matched by the same conviction of its "wrongness" by the district. Public
expression of these opinions has resulted in the alienation of those whose support
the school needs--for example, the superintendent and school board officials.

Effect of the Title III Program

By far the most significant effect of the Title III program, in this instance, is
the federal requirement that the LEA administer the project. This stipulation both
forced and maintained interaction between the LEA and the project. Whether this
is a strategy that will pay off in the long run is difficult to tell. As stated in
Volume I of this report, ''. . . given the highly stable nature of the educational
system, one would expect to find only incremental -hange at the leading edges, and
that such changes would cumulate slowly."

This indeed may be happening, but other scenarios, not necessarily mutually
exclusive of the Berman/McLaughlin description, are also possible. For example,
the project may be taken into the system and live on in name only while the spirit
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'ies. What has been described as growth pains may actually be the chaffing caused

by constant irritation.
The Storefront School project director described his students as "33rd on my

list of frustrations.' The first 32-hassles are LEA related. The director's

longing is to gec away from traditional bureaucracies by becoming part of an as-yet

hypothetical separate state system Of alternative high schools. This becomes

another alternative to changing the current bureaucracy.
Storefront Schools have been ii-i existence for approximately eight years. They

have been founded as a reaction to the traditional school system's unresponsiveness

to the needs of certain students. 1Iistories of these Storefront Schools, examining
successes and failures, and understanding why, would allow us to study the organi-
zational changes (or non-changes) that occur when a traditional system is con-

fronted
.

with an alternative system that purports to correct the traditional failures.
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LE WISON

Dale Mann and Lawrence McCluskey

INIT'IAYIQN

Lewison is a small essentially rural community about 25 miles northeast of
`a major midwestern city. The school district employs about 160 teachers and
serves nine attendance areas, all of which are white, blue-collar, and working
middle-class communities. The staff of the Lewison schools is gregarious and
frequently meets together outside of school in various social contexts. During

these meetings the educational process in the district is the most frequent topic
of discussion. The need for a project was conceived during a series of these
informal meetings. A nucleus of four staff members sought to place more empha-

sis on student involvement, individualized instruction, and improved student self-
concept as part of the educational process. Most of them shared a common back-
ground of graduate school experience. As a result, one staff member, who had

had experience with externally funded projects, was encouraged to write a propos-
al for Title III funds in an attempt to have these outcomes incorporated into the

district's educational design. This staff member, who was at the time the cur-
riculum coordinator in the district, wrote the project proposal along the lines
suggested by a program in pre-service teacher education--a self-contained pack-
age with behavioral objectives for students, learning activities for teachers, self-
assessment, and finally formal assessment.

The Lewison Teachers' Association had had a standing committee on instruc-
tion and it assisted in developing the proposal. The group recognized that the
proposal, even in its embryonic stages, had to have the approval of the local
school superintendent who decided which proposals get sent forward and the state
Title III official who decided which proposals get funded. To avoid the censure
of the superintendent, the proposal had to be innocuous--so it was. To gain fund-

ing, the proposal had to leaf with measurable outcomes and target group students--

so it did. To allow the interested parties to carry off their own agendas, the
proposal had to be general - -so it was.

Alternatives were not considered since the idea for the project came before
the writing of the proposal. In other words, project outcomes (and, perhaps,
treatments) were decided in advance of the writing of the proposal.
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Funding Negotiations

Lewison had never had a Title III grant, or, for that matter, much other soft
project money. The superintendent, although quite genial, is oriented toward
maintaining a quiet system. He took a neutral attitude toward the proposal. The

state education agency (SEA) made no changes except to reduce the stipend from
$125 to $100 per teacher for completion of each individual self-instructional kit.

Planning

Project planning was aNarently done by a small group of individuals within
the district who shared similar concerns about instructional issues. These
included the curriculum coordinator, who, in an impressive display of_grantsman-
ship, wrote the proposal, and a 5th grade teacher of gifted children and her
husband, who was then a math teacher at the elementary level. Their major con-
cern was the nature of the instructional processes in the district, although the
SEA was later to specify simpler objectives for the prbject.

The target population of students was specified on a strict statistical basis but
never publicly identified. Although most people realized that the activities were
targeted on poor children, they wanted to avoid labeling them. Moreover, any
instructional improvements would be available to everyone. The target population
of teachers was the full complement of district teachers. (Even at this early stage
of the project's deelopment there was .division about goals and methods. The
planners in the district wanted to direct their efforts toward teachers, with modi-
fication of teacher behavior (process) influencing student performance. The SEA,
or the other hand, wanted quantifiable results in terms of output impact, that is
change in students. )

Support/Opposition

The administration had apparently decided at this point to let the proposal
writing/planning group go ahead. After all, what chance did such an idea have of
gaining funding? The support for the project after it was funded came from the
group of people who had conceived the original idea and from their immediate,
associates. There was no real opposition; rather, there was a large, silent
group of open-mouthed people with question marks over their heads.

Both Model A (Problem Solving) and Model C (Opportunistic Response) could
be said to apply in this project. There was, no doubt, a perceived need on the

1'
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part of some teachers to change the instructional pro,_esses within the district.
The chance of support for such change corning from within the district was slim,
so outside assistance was sought. The innovation rubric (under Title III) seemed
an apparent source of outside funding, so some of the project's goals were tailored
to enhance the probability of funding ("alienation" and "vandalism") while still
allowing the opportunity for members of the project staff to implement the changes

they saw as desirable.

Initial Recruitment

When the project was funded, the staff suddenly. found its.:31f on the other side

of the looking glass. Trainees had to be recruited. Of course, interpersonal
relationships could be capitalized on. Since the project staff had most contact with
the elementary school and junior high school staffs, their primary contacts were
made there. Thus, the initial group of trainees w -e friendly and highly sympa-
thetic toward the project. This may account for the elative success of the project
during its initial year (22 teachers completed kits during the first year).

Baseline Characteristics

LeN.vison,iS an all-white, blue-collar, middle-class school district. Its
facilities, which include two nonpublic schools, vary in ace, but are adequate for

the needs of the students and staff. There is little concern over "extra" funds
since they are seldom available. (Lewison has never refused a school budget, but
an essentially rural tax base enforces a sense of frugality in the schools' opera-
tions.) The pupil/teacher ratio is approximately 30/1 and the staff, which varies

widely in age, has little turnover. Lewison currently reviews 100 applications for

every teacher it hires. According to the proposal, about 1 out of every 4 students
leaves school before high school graduation because of the lure of the blue-collar
job market.. Because of the tightening of the job market andthe opening nearby of
a community college and a branch of the state university, these statistics could
soon change drastically.
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CURRENT OPERATIONS

Characteristics of the Project

Goals and Objectives. According to the "Application for Continuation, " the
project now professes three specific objectives for target group studentS:

1. An increase in student self-esteem.
2. A decrease in the number and intensity of student behavior problems.
3. An increase in mean growth rate in reading.

All three of these objectives are clearly defined, am procedures for evalua-
tion of their achievement are plainly outlined. It appears, 'hov,-ever, that these
project objectives were written into the application at the urging of the SEA,
probably because they ylen themselves to measurement more easily than the
goals the project staff would prefer to espouse. The staff goals, as enumerated
by the project director, include:

1. Enhanced student self-concept.
2. Increased individualized instruction.
3. Increased involvement of students in the learning process.
4. Shift in teachers' emphasis "from content to process of education.

Two of the goals mentioned in the original project proposal have disappeared.
These two goals were:

1. A lower dropout rate.
2. A lessening of the amount of vandalism within the system.

At least two reasons suggest ,,hemselves for the deletion of the dropout goal from
he project. First, the project has had a minimal effect on the high school, the

place where dropouts are a problem. Second, the dropout rate is on the decline
as a result of (1) a declining number of blue-collar, entry-level j-,bs in the sur-
rounding area and (2) the appearance of a community college and a branLh of the
state university in neighboring communities,

The vandalism goal was dropped from the goal compendium despite the fact
that the superintendent reports high costs to the district for maintenance and
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custodial operations. We can only guess that the project was never designed to

address itself to the issue of vandalism. Rather, the vandalism goal was, included

in the original proposal to enhance funding possibilities. (After all, the hypothesis
If students have a positive attitude toward school, they won't write on the walls,

break windows, etc." is not supported by research.)
Goal Centrality. It would be ludicrous to say that the project goals stated

in the application are at odds with the district's stated or tacitly implied goals.

After all, who would say that the school shouldn't try to decrease problems

relating to student behavior or to increase students' self-esteem and performance
in reading? However, it appears that, there is a great difference between the

project's and the district's traditional approach toward achieving these ends.

Many of the district personnel feel that negative sanctions, including corporal
punishment, are an effective means toward achieving these ends. One respondent
reported that students would have better feeling's of self-esteem if they conformed

with a rule that-governed the hair length of students participating in varsity sports,
although the same respondent stated that because of this rule, participation in

varsity sports was on the decline. (The junior high school has an outstanding
record in interscholastic sports; the high school record is only fair to poor. )

The goals enunciated by the project staff are not in conformity with the pre-
existing goals of the system. That is, the goals of improved student self-concept,
increased individualized instruction, increased student inv cement in learning,

and a shift to learning process orientation were not priority items for the district
before the beginning of the project.

Goal Consonance. From the foregoing discussion, it should be clear that one

set of project goals, those enumerated in the proposal, are probably consonant
with district goals, if only because it is virtually impossible for a district to be

opposed to any of them. On the other hand, in the absence of a stated district
policy, it is quite possible for a district to be opposed (or indifferent) to the set of

goals outlined by the project director. In fact, many of the staff questioned
were opposed to the notion of students' involvement in the learning process, to
individualized instruction, and to any shift away from emphasis,on content in

teaching. Only the goal of improved student self-concept remained immune from

attack by this gx_Qup. Apparently, it is difficult to argue thal the school should
not improve the self-concept of its clients, and perhaps this explains the popularity

of the self-concept kit (see below).
r-)1
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Treatment. The processes of the staff training continue as originally planned.
The target group of students has been identified; the target group of teachers
continues to be everyone in the district who will volunteer for training. After the
project was funded, members of the training staff did some sut veying of the staff
to determine precise needs. In order to decide what to include in the kits they
asked, "What competencies are necessary to be a good student?" They then
"factored" this list into four major behavioral areas. The four kits available to
teachers still deal with individualized instruction, active involvement, processes,
and self-concept, although these kits have been simplified over the duration of the
project to emphasize elements of each kit that proved most successful and to elimi-
nat those aspects that failed to produce results. As in the past, teachers volunteer
to try to complete a kit, with an eye toward a "Proficiency Assessment" by
project staff and principal which will certify that they have completed the kit
successfully. Teacher progress through each of these kits is self-paced, and
failure to receive a satisfactory proficiency assessment indicates merely that a
later assessment is in order. To date, 33 teachers have completed one kit,
11 have completed two, 3 have completed three, and i has completed all four.
Teachers are given as much time as they require to complete a kit, and, while
some bec" ome discouraged and fail to complete the kit they have chc/sen, it is
the experience of the project director that the teachers who complete an initial
kit will go on to complete others.

This is the most "print-oriented" of any of the projects studied. The main
vehicle for staff development is the provision to teachers in training of self-
instructional kits.

Materials. The kits 'were developed by the project personnel. Each of the

four project staff selected a subject areaindividualized instruction, active
involvement, processes, or self-conceptand prepared E. kit of materials, For
each kit, specific, operationalized objectives were specified, and the test of per-
formance to the specifications of these objectives was left to the Proficiency
Assessment.

The members of the training staff have been concerned that they can be in the
schools "too much," that their presence could build resentment among experienced
teachers. Thus, the trainees (most of whom have five years or so of teaching
experience) have been reluctant to give demonstration lessons to Lewison's more
senior staff. Critics of the project refer to "fortress mentality."

Testing. Similarly, the "testing procedure" is the Proficiency Assessment,
which is carried out (at the request of the trainee) by the school principal and a
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member of the project staff. These observers must certify that the trainee is
able to perform in a classroom situation in accordance with the list of Terminal
Teacher Behaviors related to each of the kits. Once this certification is given,

the teacher is eligible to receive the reward and to proceed (if desired) to another
ICU. If certification of completion is withheld, the teacher may request another

Proficiency Assessment at a later date. Evaluations are conducted by the project

staff with the principal after a meeting with the teacher to agree on objectives.

Failure to pass an evaluation is common (one school had had half a dozen in as

many months), but everyone seems to accept that 'gracefully and the teachers often

tutor each other in order to ensure passing.
, Classroom Organization. Changes in classroom organization may be consid-

ered a secondary result of project impact.; that is, teachers affected by the train-
ing they receive may (or may not) elect to change the organization of their class-

rooms. In some cases, teachers report a dramatic change in'the way that they

organize and conduct their classes. In others, teachers say that they have changed

in the way that they relate to kids, but they maintain that classroom organization

has remained stable. (There may be several reasons why this is so: In some

cases, teachers maintained a semi-open class before re- eiving the training; as

a result, their classes required little alteration after the training period. A
second guess would be that variation in classroom organization as a result of the

training is a function of which kit the individual teacher chose to complete.)

Staff Develop vent. Staff development in this project is carried out by giving
teachers who nominally volunteer for training a choice of four kits to complete.

In reality, the project has had to go out to the schools and recruit volunteers,
although some trained teachers are now selling the idea to other teachers. Suc-
cessful completion of the kit is rewarded by a cash stipend ($100 per kit), too small

a sum to attract volunteers except lay teachers in the parochial schools who badly
need the money. Since the kits are designed to be self-pacing, duration of the

training varies.
The kits themselves are readings accompanied by paper and pencil exercises.

When a teacher thinks he or she is ready, the project staff, accompanied by the

principal, visits the teacher and observes the classroom performance. Originally
the visits had been on a scheduled-only basis, but teacher confidence in the fair-

ness of the evaluation procedures is such that some are now nonscheduled. Satis-

factory completion is cleteernineci on the cumulative evidence from as many as

three visits.
The target group seems to have become (by default?) elementary school

teachers, rather than all district teachers. Some people attribute this to the fact
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that the baby boom has passed through Lewison's elementary schools leaving
those teachers with some slack for.change while the junior high and high schools
are still hard pressed to cope with their overcrowded classes.

This project has not added much staff. Project staff include:

A project director (ex-curriculum coordinator)
Two in-service specialists (ex-teachers of gifted kids)
An evaluation specialist (ex-guidance counselor)
A secretary

These people were eniployed by the district before the project's fuhding and
all are now charged against the project's budget. It appears that it is not the num-
ber but rather the type of people that has contributed to the project's impact.

Management. The project staff has the major responsibility for project
operation/maintenance within the district. Other district personnel (outside of
the trainees) have little to do with the project. The project director appears to be
both the task leader and emotional leader of the project; he decides (in cooperation
and consultation) with the SEA the allocation of project resources. He has a fixed
project budget, but also has ail agreement with the SEA that money may be Ihifted
within the budget should the need arise. Lewison's SEA requires it (as well as all
other LEAs) to develop and submit a list of teaching staff competencies. Most dis-
tricts have made minimal responses, but this project has been instrumental in the
core and detail of the district's list. In addition, the SEA has had trouble retaining

,
its personnel. The project has had 5 regional supervisors in 20 months, each one
of whom feels constrained to require changes in the Lewison project in order to
justify his job.

Members of the project staff also shoulder the responsibility of planning the
future of the project. Next year they plan to involve community groups, and,
although this decision probably involved the consent of the school district adminis-
tration, the idea seems to have been originated by the staff. Planning of activities
that do not involve people outside of the school's professional staff (i.e., modifica-
tion of the training package, alteration of project goals) seems to be left to the
projecr staff (and the SEA).

Apparently, the target group (teacher trainees) have little to do with the man-
agement of the project. People who volunteer for training do so for motives of
their own and appear unconcerned about the way the project is managed. The
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volunteers are generally unaware of the effect tl.e project is supposed to have on
a district-wide basis. (Several of the volunteers --:ere surprised to learn that
they would receive a stipend On the completion of their kits. )

As a general rule, all of Lewison's administrators have maintained a cautiously
neutral attitude toward the project. Several see the project's activities as frivu-

2

lous, but are unwilling to condemn them (lest the project prove successful, etc. ).
While this neutral attitude has not hindered the project's progress in certain
instances (i. e. , where school staff has been receptive to training), it has been
detrimental to the project in those cases where school staff is, either negative
(high school) or uncertain about the training. Since the teachers pick up the
administrators' attitudes toward the project, the administrators' neutrality
(indifference) leaves them unsure whether or not the training is considered
"good" or "bad." They must then rely on peer group judgment and are influenced
by (and influence) their fellow teachers within the school. At a critical moment,
inertia threatens.

The "Evaluation, Planning, and Progress Report" on the initial year of the
project was done by the project staff. This report, dated October 30, 1973, out-
lines in detail the evaluation procedures to be followed in assessing the achieve-
ment'of the three (SEA suggested) objectives, that is, improved student self-
concept, decrease in number and severity of b.havior problems, and increase in
reading growth rate. In their "Application for Continuation," dated April 30,
1974, data are presented to show that these three objectives are being met. How-
ever, in a "horn tooting" section that follows on the heels of this formal evaluation
data, the staff presents a listing of "proud happenings" that may better represent
its view of what the project is all about. These proud happenings deal largely
with interpersonal and instructional changes that have occurred in the system as
a result of the project. They mention, for example, that "warm fuzzies" (mythi-
cal rewards) are now exchanged3by teachers and students in one of the schools
and that a certain class has initiated a fund-raising drive to continue a project-
initiated activity., In the final proud happening, surprised delight is expressed
over the increase in targct group students' reading scores. It appears plain that
emphasis on improved reading performance was not one of the priority objectives
of the project. .

Complexity of Project. This project was never very complex. Essentially
the notion was to have teachers complete one or more self-paced kits with the
hope that changes in teaching methods would result. Since the kits are independent
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of one another, the only contingency in the program was having volunteers to
undertake ompletion of these kits. Teachers could take as much time as neces-
sary to complete a kit. Although cooperation (endo-sement) by various factions
within the school system is desirable, it not essential to the project's function-
ing. Rather, the cooperation of individuals and their wih ngness to become
involved in the project seem vital.

Amount of Change. Since the oject focuses on individual teacher change,
it is difficitlt to estimate the amount of change that must occur within a school for
the project to be successful. There is an incremental change to be expected as
more and more teachers within a school undergo training. As more teachers
change and ,encourage and convince their peers that the training and resultant
change is worthwhile, the project will continue tc proves: It seems poss,ole
that once the trainees become the ma ity gr'up in a school, most of th remain-
ing teachers will undertake the tra.

Site of Change. The primary 1, change is the district itself, but dis-
semination of the project's activities has already begun through news releases and
staff presentations before college groups and PTAs. It seems clear that the
project staff wishes the impact of its work to be felt outside of the district.

Organ;zational and Personal Characteristics

Bureaucracy. The organizational hierarchy of the district manifests an almost
feudal (manorial) aura. The superintendent often drives fiom school to school
hand - delivering salary checks and,a pep talk to individual teachers. Not inciden-
tally, the teacners come quickly to recognize tl e hand that feeds them. There
sees... to -15-e little administrative turnover. (The high school principal is in his
15th year, and, the superintendent has held his job for as long as almost everyone

, -

can remember. ) Decisions Within the system are made and accepted with little
(or no) static. Each layer in the hierarchy seems 'to accept the right of higher -
ups to make decisions. There is -a great deal of informal centact among the staff
at parties, xcursions, etc. Adrriinistrators and teachers often meet together at
these affairs with no evidence of 14!z-sonal or professional differences. There
seems very little tension in the uistrict over philosoph'cal beliefs or professional
roles. (Note that everyone seems to take it for granted that the nonpublic schools
may gave free acck ss to the district's materials, meetings, training, etc.) As a
result, matter's proceed smoothly, and under such circumstances, sitting still in
the boat is a valued activity, There does not have to he a great deal of flexibility
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in the operating procedures, since most decisions of a "ves-no" nature are based
on precedent. Even the high school "Deficiency Report" (a aotic e to parents that a
student is in danger of failing) may be completed with a series of checkmarks in the
appropriate boxes. In Lewison, there is, however, a decidedly small-town c liquish-
ness. A trainer, for example, had been made to feel that she was an "outsider"
because -she had lived in Lewison for only five years even though she was born and

,jaised in another small town only five minutes drive from Lewison.
Communication. There is *a good deal of informal communication within thy,

system. Teachers and p:incipals frequently golf together and meet at parties.
Obviously, this informal communications network can work toward the success or

(Ifailure of any innovation introducer' in the district. Informal sanctioning of an
innovation will be helpful; informakendifference or ridicule will be harmful.
In fact, in the case of the current project, it would appelar that the informal com-
munication networks in the district have had most to do with the project's relatiyZ1

impact.
Decisional Participation. The decisions about the droject have been made by

the project staff (by the project director)'with little interference (or help) from k
anyone within the district. As mentioned earlier, the SEA had some control over

what the "official" goals of tne project would be, but these goals are recognized
with a wink and a nod and analmost audible "But seriously, folks...." A, long as
the status quo is not seriously threaten, the project staff appears* free to plan,
modify, allocate resources-, and evaluate.

Propensity To Innovate. If innovation equals accommodation (simplification),
the project itself has been innovated (renovated) 'during its lifetime. However,
there seems little impetus toward innovation in the district outside of the project
itself. ij

There are, of course, teachers in the district interested in innovation. In

fact, several of the teachers contacted talked of changes they had made (or
planned) before contact with the project. The impetus toward this desire to change
came from formal training (both undergraduate and graduate) and from interpersonal
contacts among the staff (discussion's of new teaching techniques, in the faculty

lounge err at social activities outside of the school). However, changes .tendeii to
be localized in a classroom ,or two, since there was an absence of a formal
mechanism in the district to disseminate change info rnation. Put thermore, it
appeal'sizt localized, incremental change could be ttempted by teachers and
tolerated by the system on an informal basis;, while broad-Linge, fozpalized
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change would be, likely to meet resistance. (Informachange can go unnoticed;
formal changerequires somebody's approval. Formal change, therefore, asks
people to -take sides," an unwelcome activity in a system-where good fellowship
abounds.) It seems unlikely, therefore, that the system would actively seek o

. a project that promised a big payoff (broad- range, formal sanction necessary,
but with a low (or even medium) success probability.

Ancillary Effects. The two in-service specialists (who were formerly
eachers of gifted children in 5th and 6th grades) and the evaluation specialist

(formerly-a guidance counselor) received salaries substantially higher than the
maximum teacher salary in the district,, which is about $14,000. It seems safe
to conclude that the pi:oject was financially attractive to these three staff members.
In the case of the project director (formerly the curriculum coordinator), the
monetary-attraction of the project seems Jess clear. However, the project
director may have had other moLivations,for his extensive involvement in the
project. (See below.) From the standpoint of the teacher trainees, the project
offera..c1 little financial, attraction. fact, a few c f the trainees indicated that
they had been unaware that any stipend had been attached to the training, -which
they had to undertake on their free time.

From the point of view of status enhancement, the effect of the project is
multidimensional. For the three project staff members, the project had the
effect of getting them but of the trenches," an outcome devoutly to be wished._
(There were many volunteers for the three positions. )\

For the project director, who, after all, was not in the trenches to begin
with, the clioice of leaving the secure posietun of curriculum coordinator for the
necessarily temporary- position of project director provokes thought. Perhaps,
for him the position of curriculum coOrdina,i.,or was too secure, in the sense that
upward mobility within the system seemed improbable. Career advancement is
tied to incrlased visibility outside the -System, which his position in the project
could on:5\7We. It seems likely that his abandonment of his former-. position
(whiCh Was since been filled) and his energetic contributions to the project are as
attempt to locate employment outside of the system at the project's destined
conclusion.

For the trainees in the project, the involvement/status equation is uncle&
Whether a trainee is seen as a trailblazer or a Mickey-Mouseketeer is a function
of the school in which he wiks. In certain instances, notably at the high school,
involvement in the project is sufficient to have a. teacher identified as "one of
thos.e." 1E3
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Most administrators in the district are local products, have

master's degrees from state universities, and have specialized in education or

educational administration. The project director does not differ materially from
his peers. However, while most other administrators, who apparently came p

through the ranks, seem content in their positions, the project director seems
career-bourd. He is still young enough to make a major change in employment

(i.e. , out of state). His concern with the project, apart from the fact that he sees

it as a means to a worthwhile end, appears to be that the project will provide a
springboard for career advancement. Although he has had some previous experi-

ence with funded projects, he does not seem aware of.(or concerned with) any

policy implications over and above those changes that the project could promote at

the district level. His salary is now apparently drawn totally from project funds,

and since he has, in effect, moved outside of the district adr tnistrative hierarchy(-.

because of his project involvement, future promotions within the district seem
(by mutual consent of project director and central office) remote. He devotes full-
time to the project, and his position when project funds terminate is unclear (at

best).
Chief Participants. Like the administrators, the teachers in the system,

including the_lroject staff, are lo-cal prodt..-_ts. Their ages vary, but, all in all,
they seem to be tenured and comfortable. Members of the pr 3ject stall, apart
from the project director, seem content in their roles, knowing that they can

,--

.ret)arn to iobs within the system when the project money expires. All of them

held positions within the system before the project's arrival, and (with one excep-

tion) they volunteered for participation in the project. One dynamic personality

(a math teacher),who volunteered-for selection to the project staff and was involved

imtheinitial lea ft.1,r the prpject, was not selected for participation at the -staff

level. This person seems to have been excluded from the project staff at the wish

of the superintendent, who, despite his studied nonc\omMitment to the project;

gives out .the stipend checks to tho'Se teachers who complete the project train:pg.
,--

Th-e superintendent i apparently hedging his bets about the project until such time
. -

as its success /failure. (acceptance /rejection) becomes apparent. The project staff
devotes full-time to the project and their salaries are charged-against the project

budget. They have had little (or no) experience with other innovative projects and

seem unaware that the project has any policy implications outside of the district.
1S2
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Role Correlate, of Teachers. The teachers (trainees) in the project are
diffic ult to c haia'.terize. They a. e, largely, friends and acquaintances of the
project stair who agreed to be trained for interpersonal as much as for,professional
reasons. Trainees are all N. olunteers and not only dictate the amoiint of time they
devote to the proicit, but also decide which of the training kits they will complete.
N10,t (if not all) teachers have had little experience with externally funded projects
and their saLcrie .are nut at all dependent on project involvement. For the most
part, the trainees tend to be teaching teachers who pee the project as an opportunity
to enhance their teaching performance, with little hope of gains in other areas.

There were no paraprofessionals involved in this project.

ORIGINAI, IMPLEMENTATION

The goals of the project, as originally conceived, we: e four:

I. Ind ividualized instruction
Active involvement on the part of students

3. Improve(' cla4sroox-ri process technique
4. Improved student self - concept

rhes, are essentially the goals of the projec t today, althomgh, e, the suggestiOn
of the SEA, the articulated goals of the project deal with such areas as behavior
improvement and reading growth.

Consonance

The pr&...ect's gcils are not consonant with those of the district. The district.
seems to se k serenity and will pay Eli service to change, as long -.s that change
does not impinge on the ,tatus quo. In Other words, the above four goals would b
verbally supported by the district if undertaken locally by a teacher or t.0, but
e,,erall district support would be withheld if such' goals required formal Ssa-nt-tion
inthe district dee isionmakinrocess.

Means

The four goals of th.e project are to be aihieved through teacher completion of
four kits, each one corCesportding to one of goals. Each kit, prepared by

stafrar,d1containing self-paced leaving materials, is given to the volunteer
111.3x , :
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teacher trainee when the teacher agrees to take part in the project. As the teacher

(ompletes the kit, he may request an evaluation (a Proficiency Assessment). This

PA is carried out by a project staff member and a school principal who certify

(or not) th it the ',it has ben "learned" (internalized by the teacher) to the satisf:---

lion of proje( t specifications. If certification is given, the teacher receives a
small monetary stipend. If certification is withheld, the teacher may request
another PA at a later date. This is the sole treatment it volved in the project,
although the training may result in changes-in classroom organization and the

introduction of new materials into the teaching process.

Complexity

The project is not very co;,-iplex. The treatment is teacher training through

the use of kits; the change to take plac, in the teachers to the extent outlined in
each kit, and the management of the project is under the control of the project

director and his staff.

Project Support

The project director was given the permission (hut not the support) of the
superintendent when he decided to write the original proposal. As the project

ha 7 progressed, those who withheld initial support have adopted a "wait and see"

attitude. At file time of original implementation, the project staff made use of

their friendships- among the teaching staff to encourage project involvement.

.During this time, they received no support from the superintendent, who saw

the proj'ect as a Mickey Mousi'2 activity, or from the administrators, most of
whom either saw no real need for the project or felt that stronger discipline was

the answer to any problems that the district faced. Only the project directoy (of
all administrative staff) expected auy status (permanent- or temporary) f.'om the

project.

ADAPTATIONS

The real goals and objectives of the project have changed little since its incep-

tion. Despite the mandate from the SEA, which specified: the formal project

objectives to be included (s\e"-e'turr.,nt Operations" above) in the Evaluation and
application for continuation, the project's real objetives have continued since it

was originally conceived. The project has otherwise remained unchanged since it

was originally implemented, except that the treatment has been modified in the
18 4
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second year of the project (1973-74). The original version of the materials had
overestimated the competence and motivation of the trainees and took far too long
to complete. The replacement versions were as much as 25 percent reduced in
content and focused simply on wider; shared problems. They also substituted a
lot of audiovisual material when they discovered that the teachers didn't like to
read.

By and large, most of the organizational and personal characteristics have
remained unchanged since the project's outset. There are, however, suggestions
of change in the attitude of administrators toward the project. The superintendent.,
who initially viewed the project very lightly,, now speaks of it as "our project."
A principal makes it his business to disseminate information about the project to
his -taff and tacitly approves of project involvement. (However, he makes it clear
that he does not officially endorse the project.). (See alio under "Current
Operations.")

NEAR-TERM BEHAVIORAL CHANGE

Components

The behavioral change required by the project is teacher-, rather than
district- or school-, centered. Each teacher affected by the training should be
changed individually. Teaching/ learning changes do occur, but in a variety of
methodologies and contexts, so it is difficult to attribute the changes to the project
in any unifo.--m way. Everyone trained by the project should manifest new teaching
skills in order to "pass" the Proficiency Assessment, but, since there are four
different training kits, changes- in individual teachers are difficult to compare.
Similarly, since the undertaking of the training kits is voluntary, and since the
kits are self-pacing, the effect of the training on any teacher at any point in time
is difficult to assess.

Still, the project seems to have made significant progress especially in the
elementary schools. The school that the project statl points to with pride is indeed
an amazing and spont nexus display of much of the best available teaching/learning
techniques. The fact ty of that school seems to have been more profoundly and
uniformly affected than any other school visited in the course of this study. And

the teachers all described how far they had come from a punitive, teacher- ilk,
content-focused In' to where they were currently. The school was almost
literally turned around. 1 so
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Lewison is anti-noise and pro-paddle. It is a school sy,,tem where some
principals still proudly display their paddle collections behind their desks (,)ften
bestow, d by local civic groups). When there is neighborhood pressure over disc i-
pline, it occurs because teachers are stopping fights that parents believe,should
be allow d to run their course. These are parents whose own education stopped at
elementary school, who have had to fight for anything they have achieved, and who
do not want their children turned into sissies.

In that context, the shift to positive reinforcement and affective, child-centered,
behavior modifications is a radical departure. Yet that is exactly what has happened
in the prowct's most successful instances. Four male 6th grade teachers knew that
the unofficial but unmistakable central office word for the project was "Mickey
Mouse" but they agreed to do a kit as a favor to the project direc tor. One had .

been Leaching for ten years according to the traditional "bust - heads " approach to
discipline, even though those practices left him upse't and frustrated at the end of
the day.

This teacher's experience with the initial kit (self-concept) changed his teach-
ing style almost totally. He has gone from material token economies to symbolic
tokens in part because he does not wish to reinforce the materialism of parents and
in part because he wants to socialize and internalize the reward schedule. His

6th grade kids now enthusiastically confer "warm fuzzies" on each other, a sort
of mythical blanket of approval that the recipients accept with dramatic gestures.
While being interviewed, the teacher encountered a fight in the hallway, separated
the combatants by physk.z...11y hugging them to his sides, told them he could see
how upset they were, encouraged them to go away to determine the nature of their
differences and then seek him out later in the day to talk over those differences
and see "what they should do."

Other evidence of the impact of the project is the fact that there is now some
peer teaching among teachers, and a series of teacher-led institutes has been
established.

Changes in Kids

Although the SEA- suggested objectives talk about change in the target group
-kids' self-concept, behavior, and reading ability, the true objectives of the project

are staff-related, with the effect on the kids contingent on these changes. Obviously,
a change in the teacher (in an area such as active, involvoment) must ',aye a student

1component, but the effect on the kids is a secondpary result.
186
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Value to Administrators

Apart from the possible career advancement aspect of the project, Nom the
project director' point of view, the projee-, ld little value for administrators.
Of course. by playing his "wait-and-see" role, the superintendent (and, therefore,
the print ipals) coulct gain if the project were a demonstrable success. He could
then point with pride to "our" project. Whether or not the administrators (including
the project director) v,ould undertake a timilar project is contingent on their
experience with this one. Currently, the project is not a priority item on the
administrative agenda. Administrative commendation (apart from the project
director's understandable enthusiasm) has been withheld until very'recently.

Unanticipated Consequences

The consequences of the project forlhe district and for personnel involved in
the project are difficult to assess at this time. For the project director, it appears
that hi, bridges are alight. Like other administrators in the district, he must await
the future outcomes of the project before making any further moves. Staff division
into "we-they" factions over the project seems to be the sole negative effect that
the project has had, but one gets the feeling that the project has not aggravated
any factionalism that did not exist before the project's arrival. In fact, from the
point of view of the entire system, the project's effect on staff relations, eft.,
seems inconsequential.

Project Techniques and Strategy

In this project, most of the resource - consuming jobs have already been com-
pleted. The training kits have been completed; the audiovisual equipment has been
purchased; the evaluation strategies have been perfected. It is entirely possible,
therefore, that the project can continue to function (with minimal cost to the district)
after the pr*oject funds run out. But every change process needs an advocate. The
advocates of this project are the project staff, who seem even now stymied as to
how to involve additional personnel in the training (having all but exhausted their
personal coma( tsi. When the funding expires, the project specialists ,,eem destined
to revert «) their former positions. The project director, having crossed his
personal Rubicon, has his own future to decide. In the absence of advocacy, further
spread of the protect appears doubtful once outside funding disappears. However,
should the projec t prove itself worthwhile enough to engender strong within-system
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support, this entire picture could change. Admini trators (and teachers) in the
district are. atter all, acute enough to recognize a bandwagon when they see one
and are agile enough to not only jump aboard, but also to claim that they helped
build it.

CONTINUATION

There are several factors that sugge ,t a hopeful prospect for continuation in
Lewison. In the fir 5t place, the project has already made a substantial impact on
as many as one-quarter of the system's staff. These people are unlikely to revert
to their former teaching practices. Moreover, there is some evidence that they
will work to diffuse their practices to their peers. For example, teacher-
organized and -led institutes are already operating.

The second strong indication for continuation lies in the fact that the treatment
is mainly print and audiovisual. Th re has been very little direct contact between
the trainers and the trainees (for which the project has been criticized). But the

,project materials are already producs:..d--and durable, and the project has not
relied for its successes to date on personal interaction, so the absence or radical
diminution of the training staff may not make much difference. One of the
parochial schools, for example, is planning to completely transform the pedagogy
of its six teachers. using only the kits that will be available from the project.

The district's top management, after two years of studied indifference, is now
considering replacing the stipends that have been paid by project funds for kit
completion with salary schedule credits for the same work. Another clue in the
headqt afters is the SEA requirement for teacher competencies. Since the
projec 's staff and experience have been instrumental in the development of
Lewison's stated competencies 'tor teacher performance, thdse bureaucratic
criteria may provide a useful hedge against backsliding and perhaps even a modest
incentive for continuation.

Finally, as the baby boom passes through the high school, and as the project
staff runs out of amenable friends and neighbors to enlist, the project may find that
it has the resources and the high school has the inAination to adopt sot-ne more
modern techniques.

1a8



DISSEMINATION/DIFFUSION

Information about the project's activities has been widely distributed despite
the SEA requirement that nu request for information can be filled without its prior
approval. (In fact, the SEA looks the other way while Lewison gets the word out. )
There have been news releases to various newspapers, informational presenta-
tions by projeLt staff befor.e a variety of concerned groups, regular meetings with
district staff, presentations. by teacher trainees before the district staff, and several
audiovisual materials prepar.ed that highlight the project's activities. In addition,
new letters have been,distrkbuted to over fifty neighboring school districts.
Excerpts from the kits themselves have been similarly distributed. Plans for future
dissemination, which include publication or the project's activities in educational
joUrnals, are currently being considered.
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DODSON

Dale Mann, assisted by Lawrence /v1cCluskey

INITIATION

The Dodson Public School System serves a southwestern American city that is

one of the largest in the country. Dodson's population is 40 percent black, 40 per-

cent Anglo, and 20 percent Chicano. Many problems commonly associated with
urban education are reflected in the Dodson school system and magnified through

the state and regional culture of the area.

Why Initiate?

In 1970, the U.S. Civil Rights Commission withheld several million dollars in
federal funds until the Dodson school system could assure the Comniission that it

was eliminating "labels" for children arid the practice of isolating Children with

various sorts of handicaps in special classrooms. The state legislature also man-
dated a "dynamic new delivery system in special education, capable' of providing

comprehensive services to every handicapped boy and gi'rl in the state." A major

component of this program was the reintroduction of handipped children into the
regular classrooms, with the addition of some individualized instruction. At

about the same time, a liberal board of education was voted into office in a dis-
tinct (and short-lived) departure from the traditional conservative Anglo domina-

tion of Dodson political life. The liberal1board then went outside the system,
outside the state, and outside the region to find a superintendent who would move

actively to change the Dodson schools.

The New Superintendent

The new supe'ntendent seized on the special education area as his best chance

for substantial change. First, the change could be attributed to outside forces
(the federal and state governments) and not directly to the superintendent. (In a

political culture as conservative as Dodson's, it is important not to be personally
identified with change.) Second, the headquarters bureaucracy in charge of special
education was much smaller and more vulnerable than the entrenched and i 'werful
regular education department, so that although most of the project personnel inten-
ded to affect the whole schooling system, a direct confrontation could be avoided.
It waS also thought originally t tat there could be very little resistance to a goal as
praiseworthy as Individualizing Instruction. Finally, of course, the availability of
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substantial categorical dollars for the handicapped recommended the area a. a

good target of opportunity. Thus, the impetus for the project came from the top
levels of the school bureaucracy, and not from the classrooms or individual build-
ings and not from the bureaucratic establishment.

The superintendent chose another outsider to lead the special education effort.
He selected as assistant superintendent a former professor of special education
administration, who had most recently been active in the design and implementa-
tion of a teacher retraining program in a smaller city. When he was recruited to
Dodson, the assistant superintendent built on that previous experience, although
the idea itself %%as totally new to the Dodson schools. During the first year, he
brought in a new Ph. D. in psychology from the state university to head the project.

.0

The Proposal

The entire project federal costs are about $400, 000 per year) is funded by
both EPDA and ESEA Title III (as a federally directed project). The project's
first year teas sponsored entirely by EPDA. During that year, the Office of Educa-
tion let Dodsor: officials know that .c.icceeding years of the project would be funded
jointly by Title III and EPDA. Thus, the initial proposal ror Title HI was a con-.
tinuation and extension effort. It was written by the newly hired project director
with the principal assistance of some teachers and a few administrators. (Parents,
association representatives, and OE personnel reviewed it.) Given the si..e of the
district, the unfamiliarity of the new project director with district personnel, and
the short period of time available for its development, the relatively small number
of ReoLe involved in the proposal _stage seems understandable. It follows that very
few of the thousands of teachers who have been trained had been participants in
any part of the noposal process. The project director was somewhat hampered
by the lack of coordination between the EPDA and ESEA funding sources and by the
apprehensions of Dodson administrators about commingling funds even . ,3re the
grant purposes were virtually identical.

-1,

Education Professions Development Act.
Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

1° 1
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Site Selection

The project needed 85 schools in which to begin the teacher training. Dodson's

area superintendekff nts were asked to designate the first group, which turned out to

overrepresent the black and Chicano population. Beyond' that, site selection

according to prenlanned criteria was not compatible with the Dodson strategy.

First, the project's implicit agenda was to t ansform substantially all or most

Dodson schools. Second, the project administrators believed that handicapped

children (whether or not they had been diagnosed as such) existed in all schools.

Thiril, their intention was to prepare "mainstrearri'L classrooms to work with

handicapped children. Any "mainstream" school would be about as valuable as any

other (as long, of course, as the school "volunteered").
The criteria used to select the model schools, that is those schools that

would be used for demonstration teaching sites, included kind of pupil population,

geographic access, and attitude toward the program.

Support/Opposition

Support for the program's initiation came from the superintendent and also

from the board. Some Dodson do-good groups (the League of Wo Men Voters, etc'. )

supported the program. At-the outset, however, the program encountered oppo-

sition at several levels. First, the department of regular education viewed the

department of special education's overture to the "mainstream" as poaching.
Second, the area superintendents, although not an active managersnent level in

Dodson, resented"inte'rferepce",with "their" schools. Third, some of the partic-

ipating principals vere apprehensive about the disruption that teacher absences

for extended. tr.tining sessions might cause. Nonparticipating principals were

skeptical of anything nuw. Most teachers thought that accepting responsibility for
handicapped children in regular classes was unfair (to the teachers) and that indi-

vidualizing instruction was unrealistic with normal classes Ind impossible when

handicapped children were included. Many ',.rants felt that the time and effort
spent on the "crazy kids" would rime at the exp-mse .J.e their Jwn children.

Adoption Process

There are obvious elements of the Problem Solving /R&D model in the Dodson

process. The system s concentration on special education was a clear response

to federal and state pressure (sonic project r.taterials listed the absence of parent
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suits agair.st the board as a project accomplishment). Especially in light of the
comprehensive and complicated nature of the project design, it reflects a needs
assessment, goal setting, alternatives consideration, etc. process even though
that process was more immanent in its top personnel than manifest in project
records. (A similar point could be made about the "linkage" model. )

It should be noted that tue R&D process model really is an artifact in describing
the Dodson change process. Here, as in many other cities, the idea of change,
which is held in such esteem by federal education officials, is in fact a handicap-
ping label. Teachers and principals steadfastly maintain that the project tech-
niques arc not much more than what they were doing all along. The system tried
hard to make thehanges seem only incremental and the SEA's material tried
hard to reassure everyone that it was nothing new. Project officials, of course,
knew better. (Whether or not the amount of change realized was dampened by the
sugar coat needs to be determined.)

To a lesser extent, the process looks like an opportunistic response to avail-
able money. The State Education Agency mandate had a carrot in the form of state
aid to handicapped students; the funded EPDA grant provided a base for the solici-
ted Title III grant. In Dodson, as in other large syStems, the schools' needs are
stored in a bottomless pit and pulled out whenever a funding source appears.

None of this detracts from the dedication that those responsible for `the project
brought to the task of improving the Dodson schools. The schools needed the proj-
ect's efforts, and tho city's handicapped children needed even more attention. The

project was as much a response to that as to the factors described above.

Baseline Characteristics

Dodson sprawls. The enrollment of a quarter of a million children (33, 000 of
whom formally qualify for special education) is spread over an enormous geographic
area. This is partly because the land (without competing uses) was available and
partly because Dodson residents believe that land-use zoning infringes their
natural rights.

There are 240 schools staffed by 11, 000 teachers (800 are special education
teachers) and directed by 500 administrators. The, federal courts required that the
Anglo/black/Chicano characteristics of the teaching faculty be the same in all
schools, xhi.k.;11 the central administration achieved by moving quickly and decisively.
When, however, the courts attempted to require racial integration of the pupils,
the school board went back to the court to argue that, for purposes of the law,
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Dodson's 20-percent Chicano minority was Caucasian. The courts agreed, and
Dodson now integrates its schools by bussing blacks and Chicanos and leaving most

of the 40-percent Anglo population undisturbed. Per pupil expenditure (1973) is

$629, to which federal aid adds another $45. Thirty-eight percent of all children
who enter Dodson schools 'fail to graduate. Staff patte'rns in Dodson are unexcep-
tional except for the nearly total absence of assertive teacher organizations.
(This situation may, however, change in the near future since the city is high on a

target lis.t for organizing efforts by the American Federation of Teachers.)

CURRENT OPERATIONS

Project Characteristics

Goals and Objectives. The two key people in this pi oject are the assistant
superintendent and the project director. Both believe that to be effective, change

must occur within the entire system. Thus, not only do they iesist discussing the
teacher retraining effort as a separate component of the special education depart-

ment, but they have also left any "handicapped" or "special" designation off of the

title of their primary training site, the Teacher Development Center.
Because of the extent to which the federally supported teacher retraining

activities were integrated into a wide variety of similar or supportive activities, it
is difficult and a little unrealistic to talk about discrete goals for this project. In

addition, the project's managers went to great lengths to provide behavioral speci-

fications of goals and objectives for each component, each activity, each class of
participants, each beneficiary, and each phase of all the foregoing. Putting all of

this aside for the moment, the current operational goals of the project (as stated in

the continuation application) are

1. To individualize instruction.
2. To differentiate the instructional services of the system's special educa-

tion teachers.

To individualize instruction among the regular teachers and to differentiate the
services of special education teachers, the project created a number of physical
centers, procedures, and materials, which are discussed below. All were

designed to increase the achievement of the following objectives (which would in

turn contribute to the goals above):

1. To communicate to special education teachers the necessary skills to
facilitate the integration of handicapped children into regular classes,
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including, where necessary, direct assistance with regular classroom
instruction. (It is characteristic of. this project that a specific objective
that the FedS- might treat as the project's primary purpose one that is
featured prominently in the proposals is subordinated to a more general
goal of individualizing instruction. Project leaders, of course, maintain
that this subordinate objective cannot be achieved uniess,,,and until, their
overall goal is achieved.)

L. To expose all teachers going through in-service'training to the kind of
individualized, behaviorally oriented teaching techniques that they would
subsequently be expected to adopt.

3. To develop new training materials to support the changed teaching behavior
during the training activity and between training experiences.

4. To encourage administrative support for the new teacher roles.

Goal Centrality and Consonance. Instructional innovation is not a widely
shared goal in Dodson. Neither is the differentiation of instruction to meet the
special needs of any group that departs from the mainstream Anglo norm. The cen-
tral purpose of the schools in Dodson is to maintain the status quo. The benefits of
the status quo do not extend to the 40 percent of the population that is black, or the
20 percent that is Chicano. These groups have not been effectively mobilized: life
on "the plantation" (as many refer to it) is quiet; and the system's central goal is to
maintain the quiet. Teaching practices in Dodson are still characterized by large-
group, ''teacher -talk" instruction punctuated with negative feedback and some cor-
poral punishment. In that context, the individualization of instruction was a central
goal only for the relatively small cadres associated with the project.

With respect to consonance, the standard operating procedure for Dodson
teachers faced with departures from the norm of student passivity has been to
remove the offending student from the classroom. Thus, students with handicaps
%%ere identified informally, tested, diagnosed, removed, and isolated a procedure
that appeals to mcst teachers since it superficially simplifies their classroom
management. Although the system had always given lip service to educational
services for the handicapped, these services were largely custodial and distinctly
separate from the mainstream.
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Teacher Training. There are four major components of the teacher retraining
effort: (1) 4 Teacher Development Centers where teachers are assigned for their
in-service experience; (2) 6 Learning Resource Centers, one in each decentralized
management area, where supporting services are concentrated; (3) Precision Learn-
ing Centers, which are in-school, specially equipped, and staffed in each of the
140. elementary schools where some of the building faculty have been trained; and
(4) 6 Area Resource Teams composed of personnel drawn from the former special
education operation.

The purpose of the Teacher Development Centers (TDCs) is to train teachers
with model procedures, which it. is hoped they will emulate in the classroom. The

primary'training sites are three classrooms set aside for training sessions in
three operating elementary schools. Part of the intention is to provide a credible
model, but the presence of more than usual paraprofessional assistance in model
classrooms has been a recurring bone of contention. The model classrooms or
TDC sites have a variety of functionally specialized areas for video tape, reading,
art, discussions, games, etc.

Teachers who volunteer or who are volunteered for training receive separate
packages of instructional materials before, during, and after their stays at the
TDCs. Several weeks before they are scheduled for their first week of training,
designated trainees receive an "Advanced Organizer," which has several purposes.
First, it is an attempt to create a felt need for new practices in the prospective
trainee by pointing out the consequences of the prevailing Dodson teaching practices.
Second, the Advanced Organizer begins to expose the trainee to some alternate,
more behaviorally indicated procedures. Third, completion of the materials in the
Advanced Organizer provides the TDC training staff with an assessment of the
training needs of each individual.

The TDC-centered training consists of two cycles: an initial week-long experi-
ence, a return to the classroom where the trainee is visited intermittently by the
project's field support staff, and a second three-day follow-up stay at the TDC.

One of the things that the project staff wishes to communicate to the trainees
is that there is a variety of ways in which instruction can be managed. Therefore,
the first clay of the training session is organized around the most traditional
instructional management format. It is conducted in group lectures (the teacher
stands and talks, and the students are supposed to sit and listen) and at a pace
determined by the teacher's convenience. As teachers become more and more
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alienated by the minor irrational dictates of the situation, it is hoped that they
will also become more aware of their own similar teaching inadequacies. Other
instructional management styles (or "contingency management techniques" as
they are sometimes called) include small homogeneous group instruction,
diagnostic-prescriptive teaching, and individualized instruction. Management
styles without content for the instruction would be rathcr empty. The training also
intends to communicate an amount of substance about pedagogy itself. This body
of knowledge is organized into 17 "Behavioral Skills Labs." Mastery of these labs

-
is intended to provide the trainee with a repertoire of discrete techniques, such as
the analysis of different types of reinforcements, learning contracts, indirect
rewards, behavioral objectives, design and management of the physial aspects of
the learning environment, etc. Again, different instructional management systems
are employed for different labs. The labs themselves are in fact packets of
instructional materials that can be completed either in the TDC or independently.
Predictably, each packet comes equipped with elaborately specified behavioral
objectives and self-pacing and self-assessment procedures.

In addition, the project provides assistance to the trainees when they are in
their regular teaching assignments. A number of support personnel are available
to teachers (initially on a scheduled visit basis initiated by the support person
but more recently on a teacher-trainee request basis). Each teacher also receives
something called "Keeping-in-Touch" or, inevitably, "kit."

There are four kits, each organized around what the project staff believes to
be one of the pivotal points of the teaching/learning process: learning environment,
learning rate, learning style, and learning content. The four kits include activity
schedules, cassette and audiovisual tapes, article reprints, exemplary activity
descriptions from other teachers, activity work sheets, problem-solving exercises,
review notes, books, wrist counters, chart paper (the techniques of behavior
modification pervade this project), and "bonus passes." A "bonus pass" is a not-
so-subtle reinforcer that the trainee who has suL essfully completed a training
activity (or who needs time to complete an activity) can use to buy relief from his
or her regular teaching duties. The time purchased can be used for any project-
related purpose. The project staff has recently given principals the stock of bonus
passes to increase the principal's control over (and it is hoped cooperation with)
project activities.

The end of this entire sequence of interventions is a "second cycle" return
visit by the teachers to the TDC. This visit neecl not necessarily be preceded by
Completion of the entire training program. The second cycle aims to consolidate,

1.T.)
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stabilize, and extend the skills: acquired to t at point. The trainees are expected
to be self-critical about their own training experience.

This summary of one central aspect of the project, the TDC, is an excellent
example of the complexity and ambition of this staff development project. The

assistant superintendent's dog-and-pony presentation of the whole Dodson retrain-
ing effort depended on a slide carousel to cue his attention to the different major

components of the project. The project director's behavioral orientation permeates
the project, and he participated in the genesis and prnduction of many of the com-

ponents. And yet, even the project director occasionally gets lost in describing
the components, phases, sequences, materials.; objectives, results, etc. of this

enormously complicated activity. (One question this raises is a comparison between
this incredibly complex effort and other more costly but also less complex efforts .

Which is more effective?)
Mercifully, the second and third major structural aspects of the project can

be briefly described. Each school that has handicapped children and that has, or

will have, some of its staff trained, has an area called a "Precision Learninb
Center" (PLC). There are 140 PLCs among the 240 Dodson public schools. (Since

the SEA required that the handicapped program be implemented in only 104 schools,

and since the project has already established 140 PLCs, the extent to which the proj-

ect's real agenda exceeds the handicapped kids' target group is apparent.) The

PLCs are usually elementary school libraries or other classrooms that have been
converted to project-supporting activities. They are intended to be models of
individualized instruction and have within them almost the whole galaxy of new

teaching technologies.
The centers serve another purpose as well. Accommodating a handicapped

child within the regular classroom runs counter to the traditional and easier "solu-

tion" of expelling such children from regular classes. Enough Dodson teachers

persisted in their preference for the old "diagnose-and-dump" procedure to force
creation of the PLCs as places where, if even for a part of the day, handicapped

children can be concentrated. The project leaders would have preferred that all

of their specialized instructional staff's efforts be concentrated in the classroom

since over the long haul that would have increased the coping level of all teachers- -

the' PLCs represent something of a compromise with that ideal.
The "Learning Resource Centers" are essentially concentrations of material

and supporting services for participating teachers. There is a learning resource

center for each decentralized area. The center personnel include former
198
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specialists in the education of the handicapped who have now been "differentiated"
into traveling teams of consultants.

The next component of the scheme is an "Area Resource Team." Before the
initiation of this project, the Dodson schools had had the usual complement of highly
specialized people who dealt with testing, measuring, diagnOsing, and prescribing
for the handicapped. Each group maintained that their specialized function (testing
or curriculum development, for example) was best provided on a city-wide basis.
The result was a congenial collection of headquarters professionals who passed
the kids from specialty to specialty. Since the project intended a radical decentral-
ization of services to the level of Dodson's 10,000 classrooms, the specialists had
to be more closely integrated with the field. In the face of considerable resistance,
the groups of headquarters specialists were reorganized into teams, each of which
would make available to six to eight schools the services of a diagnostic, counselor,
a psychologist, a learning disability consultant, etc.

The final component of the program's current operation is the cadre of "con-
sulting teachers." Consulting teachers function as master or demonstration
teachers. One sort of consulting teacher is the former special service teacher,
now a member of an area resource team. Another sort of consulting teacher is
the classroom teacher who has successfully completed the project's two-cycle
training experience and who is now identified as an appropriate school-based role
model for other teachers, who may request the teacher's assistance or observe
the teacher's classroom.

The foregoing description is a highly compressed version of reality. Reality
has to do with scores of staff people, thousands of trainees, boxes of materials,
tapes, slides, forms, and cookbooks, and some elaborate schedules for team and
other resources. A good deal of the bulk of the project can be attributed to the,
large size of Dodson. But the rest is due to the zeal of the project personnel. A
few numbers may help. Program participants include 350 consulting teachers,
more than 100 librarians,. 50 reading specialists, and 50 diagnostic teachers. The
total number of consumer-contact hours at the TDCs alone over the 1971-74 period
was in excess of a half million.

Materials. Although project personnel were aware of what was available
commercially, most materials appear to have been produced specifically for proj-
ect use. Given Dodson xenophobia, this is probably a %kis( course. Certainly
those who have participated in the development of the materials have had the proj- .

ect's techniques more clearly implanted than might otherwise have been the case.
The final factor recommending the internal development process is a political one.

1:99
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The testing, training, in-servicing, and placement procedures that the project

sought to replace were the objects of considerable loyalty and support, especially

among the professionals responsible for their use. Replacing them with materials

that were also generated in Dodson may have lessened the shock (especially where

the professionals participated in writing the new materials) and eased the transition

to the new procedures.
The question of comparative values among the various major uses for federal

money always evoked a clear response --developing staff (i.e., changing the
behavior of existing people) is Dodson's big need. The small group of people who

set out to make a difference in Dodson clearly chose the staff development route to

that purpose. In many ways,' their task is not dissimilar to that of the Feds.

Within the staff development technique, however, it is also possible to derive a

utility ranking. A project of this magnitude had to work through existing per sonnel

who were retrained and reoriented in the professional roles. These people, who

then became trainers of others, have probably been the most thoroughly and dur-

ably transformed (see below under ''Continuation"). The use of federal money to

hire additional personnel is, however, very questionable in this instance. A few*-

of the present staff will probably not be retained on district funds when the project

ends; most will be, but they are also quite likely to have their jobs changed by the

district. Thus, the artifacts of the project- -the workbooks, schedules, kits, labs,

written techniques and protocols, slides, and all the rest of the project's para-
phernalia--are very likely to persist and to be used (and misused) over the next

several years.
Management. This project was an attempt to make large-scale, fairly radical

changes in the schools of a large city. Of the interest groups that could have been
expected to play a part in the project's management, one traditional actor was miss-

ing and one new actor was present. There is no effective teacher organization in

Dodson. Teachers could, of course, as individuals affect the success of the pro-
-ject simply by their passivity, exit, or noncompliance, but the project designers

did not have to be preoccupied with union regulations and contract conditions. The

unpredicted force was that of the school board. Dodson's board has a venerable

tradition of running the schools. Board members are in the building constantly.

They reach clown into personnel assignments and reassignments (especially in
$.

exiling headquarters dissidents to hardship schools on the outskirts). And, in the

case of this program, they left their mark on individual undertakings. Being

aware of the board's involvement, the assistant superintendent made clear his

intentions to shake up the system before accepting the post. The liberal board

200
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agreed that moves as vigorous as those contemplated by the project 'would cause
problems, but pledged its support. Electoral fates change, and the newly
re-established conservative board has begun a headquarters reorganization.
Titles have been removed or abolished, offices have been reorganized out of
existence, policies have been rescinded, some people have been commended for
their work, others ht\re been left to dangle.

The school principals are extremely sensitive to such changes. When the proj-
ect was initiated, they had, for the most part, adopted a wait-and-see attitude.
Two decades of service in a school several miles and layers removed from head-
quarters encourages a certain detached, placid bemusement about superintendents
who come and go, projects that flourish and die, boards that turn over periodically,
and practically everything else. The area superintendents provided additional
insulation. They believed that they, and not the new group at head barters, should
control the services provided to the schools in their area. A few of the six area
superintendents supported the program, but most were indifferent. When princi-
pals looked for signals about how seriously to comply with the unfamiliar new pro-
cedures, the indifference of their immediate supervisors was crucial, A few area
superintendents have actively opposed the program, going into schools and even
classrooms to point out that the noise level associated with individualization is
"chaos," and that carpet squares "breed vermin."

The influence of the area superintendents over the late of the program is less
than that of the individual principal. Although trainees are ostensibly volunteers,
many of them are volunteered for the experience by their principals. The project
leadership had wanted to work initially with a population of those teachers who were
most receptive to the project's behavioral technology, yet many principals sent
teachers who were their favorite disciplinarians (quiet rooms are the summum
bonum of Dodson; or their worst teachers. Some of the primary grade teachers
could not read the training materials. The fate of a group of= teachers returning
from the TDC rests largely on the principal's reception; If the principal does not
modify his or her evaluation standards, and if the principal does not support the
teacher in enacting a distinct departure from the school's norm, it is extremely
difficult for the teacher 'to sustain the new techniques. Other less subtle opportuni-
ties for influence over the program's management at the school delivery level
include pupil placement (a dissenting teacher can always be swamped with all of
the school's "problem" children), room assignments (one group of teachers who
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wanted t) team teach was exiled to temporary wooden buildings that were separated
from the rest of the school and were referred to as "the shack" by other teachers)
and extra duties.

At the headquarters level, the project remains in the control of the small group
of outsiders who were brought in to effect change in the schools, although the new
conservative board is gearing up to reassert itself. Most planning and resource

c

allocation decisions seem to have been made informally, with some consultation
with lower level staff, and with a degree of responsiveness to principals and
teachers.

Evaluation. There is an extensive summative evaluation component to the pro-
gram. The evaluation uses pre- and post -tests and control groups. There is some
evidence that the evaluation results have affected the operation of the project,
changing materials that did not communicate to the trainees, rescheduling actiN i-
ties, etc.

Complexity. This is far and away the most complex project considered in our
field work. The cooperation required among different units, the length and sequenc-
ing of the causal chains, the multi-media methods, the multiple modalities of the
training--all are extraordinarily complicated.

Amount of Change. Thi.s project set out to transform teaching practices in
Dodson. The intended changes were not marginal--they were profound and exten-
sive. As described earlier, the prevailing pedagogy of Dodson can be roughly
characterized as prewar (World War II). The nearly unanimous stress on quiet,
disciplined, teacher-centered classes was remarkable. In a school where 95 per-
cent of the children were black,, all but one of the pictures on the walls and in the
classrooms were Norman Rockwell white Middle America and Gainsborough's
"Pinkie" and "Blue Boy." The single exception was a picture from a Seagram's
calendar circa 1950 that featured two racist stereotyped, grinning, wide-eyed
black children. Black racial identity, pride, or consciousness was simply beyond
the ken of the white principal, who constantly stressed the need that "these children"
have for discipline and order. Other principals had administered "reading readi-
ness" tests in tire first grade, grouped the children homogeneously according to
the results, and then promoted the groups intact through the next several grades
with no qualms about having permanently and prematurely tracked their students.
The constant directives from headquarters that stress penmanship, uniform cur-
riculum coverage, and standardized tests reinforce the conservative pedagogy.

Moving this system to an emphasis on behavior modification is a profound
change and one that skips a whole generation of innovations (e.g., nongraded
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classes, the New Math, and several reading curricula). Thus, radical change
would be necessary to have (1) heterogeneous classes, including handicapped
children; (2.) individualized instruction; and (3) a behaviorally recommended
peclagog y.

Extent of Change. Dodson provided vivid evidence on the "critical mass"
question. The typical training procedure was to remove groups of 5 to 8 teachers
from a school and work with them in the TDC. Civen ordinary attrition and resis-
tance, the training would significantly affect only a few of a group that size.
These few would then be reinserted in a social system where successful implemen-
tation of the project's techniques would immediately identify them as show-offs and
rate-busters. Without either significant mutual support or encouragement or pro-
tection irom the principal, the deviating teachers would either readopt the conserv-
atke norm or become ostracized and isolated. Since the project, in its three
demonstration schools, also trained 100 percent of the staff at the same time, a
limited comparison is possible. Even discounting Hawthorne effects from the
demonstration status, the change elicited in those three schools seems more far

, reaching and more durable. Thus, the project as a whole seems to be falling short
of the critical Mass at the individual school. We don't know what the critical mass
may be for a system like Dodson, as a whole. The scale may be so large as to
preclude in practice any but incremental changes. However, when measured
against the project's more limited but formal goal of affecting special education,
it seems clear that since services were concentrated on blanket coverage of that
group ("a cascade," in the words of one of the project leaders) the critical mass
was achieved.

(This leaves open the question of criteria. Any amount of change in any
teacher's performance would be an improvement. Thus, incremental change is
"successful" but hardly worth the price.)

Site of Manifest Change. The project took some care to make Sure that train-
ing sites were realistic approximations of the target classrooms. The tactic was
only partially successful since most trainees felt a hiatus between the lavishly
equipped, well-prepared, and well-staffed TDC classrooms and their own
classrooms,

A few other aspects of the training were more closely keyed in to classroom
conditions. Consulting master teachers, for example, would occasionally visit
cla_ssrooms for observation, demonstration, and coaching.
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Organizational and Personal Characteristics

Bureaucracy. The Dodson school district is a big operation and has the top-
heavy, unreasonable, and dysfunctional superstructure that characterizes other
large systems, A good deal of what is done at the central headquarters level is for
the benefit of the central headquarters and does not affect anyone in the field except
for harassing the lives of school secretaries. The project has been less plagued by
bureaucracy than most, thanks to the ability of the assistant superintendent to sup-
port, protect, and exempt the project director and the project itself from unreason-
able procedural wrangles. Even so, bureaucratic c4.;oss-purposes are still much in
evidence. The regular education people, for example, require teachers to be
legally responsible for retaining text materials even when the project \\anted
teachers to treat these materials as consumable. Evaluations are still conducted
according to categories and criteria.that have nothing to do with teaching perform-
ance and that would, if adhered to, destroy the project's training. Group lesson
plans are :AM required at every level, and even the best teachers and principals
dutifully fill out and file totally fictitious reports.

Communications. In a way, the entire project effort represents the attempt of
the former superintendent and the assistant superintendent to create and nurture an
informal subculture committed to change. Like-minded people, certainly those at
the headquarters level, are concentrated in the special education department. They

seem to have a relatively effective network operating; which has bypassed the
formal chains of command in the Dodson schools. One indication of their success
is the displeasure of the area superintendents and the intermittent unhappiness of
school principals about having "lost control" of their staffs.

Decision Participation. Most project decisions appear to have been concen-
trated at the top of the staff.

Capacity To Innovate. We don't know whether or not the Dodson schools have
increased their capacity to innovate as a result of this project. Clearly, the project
experience has been. an education in administering large-scale change for those
people most closely associated with it. If, however, that change has been so costly
and controversial for the Dodson schools that they discard the project personnel,
then the schools aren't likely to pursue; further innovations. Given the conservative
tendency of the system, that is, )sf course, exactly the purpose. 7n fact, it may
even be that this project will teach the Dodson schools what its more sophisticated
big city colleagues have learned about innovation--how to mairtain it as a symbolic
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facade while carefully constraining it. Traditional school people in Dodson do r f

take risks.
Ancillary Effects. The ancillary effects on the project staff have been substan-

tial. The assistant superintendent has had a chance to test probably his entire bag
of theories and has had his o.-,n career enhanced. The project director's first full-

.

time professional engagement is in this project, and e '11 his tenure in the
edistrict maybe 1,ho.t-lived, the .experience has giver c:rcat visibility, respon-
sibility, and satisfaction. The benefits that have and that will have accrued to the
project leadership (in addition, of course, to the satisfaction of having tried to do a
much needed task) are undoubtedly substantial enough to balance the risks and the
Short-'erni disincentives.

For other project personnel, the pictureis less clear. The principals of the
demonstration schools know more about their jobs than they did previoUsly, are,
running improved schools, and have enjoyed their time in the limelight.. But they
had also reached a career peak as principAs, aid therefore most of the additional
incentives are irrelevant. These incentives are also largely irrelevant to most
of the master teachers and other trainers and training support personnel in the proj-
ect. Most Dodson school people ar&place.bound and care little about anything
other than security. For some of the master teachers or teacher consultants who
are reflective about their experience, that leadership role is more trouble fha.n it
is worth--it identifies them and separates them from the mainstream culture in
their schools. It is significant that consulting teachers work almost exclus:vely
with teachers from outside their own schools. Apparently it is just too painiul to
ask for assistance from one's ovin colleagues.

The intrinsic satisfaction of attempting to change a big city school system
appears to be substantial,' although it is also in proportion to position in the hierar--
chy. At and near the top, the feelings expressed about the attempt to have trans-

.

formed Dodson education fare reminiscent of the 1967-68 Community Action
Programs: Jaundice and cynicism arz. just beginning to take the edge off oi
revolutionary and certainly missionary zeal.

Administrative Roles. Both the project directly and the assistant superintend-
ent are outsiders with substantial university -based experience, analytic. training,
and advanced degrees. The backgrounds of both men are clearly and directly related
to the project and probably- account for a good deal of the ambition and complex-
ity of what was attempted. A former professor of special education administration
and a. recent psychology Ph. D. would naturally be well-suited to design a behavior
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modification project in special education. The' project director is about 30 years

old, and.-the assistant superintendent about 10 years older. Neither holds tenure,

and r c especially secure 'n his job. The project director had, in fact, been

eleval _, ,,, a position of department leader, but the new board removed him from

that position and left him with a lower rank. The assistant superintendent had
previous experience with a similar effort in a smaller place. Both men are career-
bound, demonstrably ambitious, and committed to change in education. While the

assistant superintendent may aspire to a major superintendency (or to a depart-

ment chairmanship in a university), the project director has neither the qualifica-

tions nor the inclination for line positions in education. Both were recruited into

their positions by their immediate superiors with a chance for a relatively free

hand with an impossible task. Both are acutely aware of the policy issues that

abound in a project of this sort. The similarity between their concerns and those

of the Feds was quite apparent.
The assistant superintendent is now spending probably not more than 10 to

15 percent of his time in Teacher-Center-related activities, and the project direc-

tor about 50 percent.
There were few surprises among the.rest of the staff involved in the project:,

Asa group, the print' -,als represent what one could have predicted from knowledge

of the Dodson political and educational culture. The system rewards loyalty,

patience, and silence. There is a good deal of "old boy" (or "good-oll boy") recruit-

ment, more recently leavened by tokenism in the direction of blacks but not yet
Chicanos. Most of the principals who elected to take part in the project were

drawn by what they saw as extra service from the project, and few were threatened

by the possibility that their (mythical) instructional leadership role might be ,..

usurped by the project. Since they-could easily govern the extent to which teachers

returning from the Teacher Development Center "disrupted" the rest of their facul-

ties, the principals were also on the whole mildlyif very.driildlysupportive.
The exceptions to the pattern just described seem to be black men and women

.
who are more concerned with the need

,
for change and with the substance of teaching. .

and learning.
The Teachers' Role. This is an elementary-school'-focused training program

,..

and therefore the trainee population tends to be overwhelmingly female, place-

bound, lower middle-class, and complacent with its work. Age, years of experi-

ence, tenure, etc. s.eem not to have made much difference. Visibility, responsi-

bility, ambition, status, and extra money are not significant incentives among this
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group. The intrinsic satisfaction of doing an improved job at teaching is an incentive,
however. The trainees for whom the project :,eein: to have made a substantial dif-
ference shared a recognition that their previous teaching practices were in need
of improvement. And, curiously enough, they also tended to report that their
previous teaching practices incorporated some of the things that they had learned
at the TUC. Either this is simply protective recall (justifying previous inade-
quacies by reinterpreting them) or it is true and provides a facilitating link between
the TDC experience and the new classroom role. Without this link, the TDC train-
ing seems unrealistic, radical (not marginal), and unreachable, and is therefore
discredited.

A related characteristic shared by the successful trainees is that they felt that,
they were able to enter the training at a point relevant to the problems that they
had personally encountered. They could search among the lab and kit packages
until they found something helpful, and this success then provided a powerful incen-
tive to continue. There is, however, conflicting evidence in the interviews. Several
of the principals and some of the teachers felt that elementary school teachers need
and want to be told what to do. One rationale for having `so completely developed the
galaxy of training materials was to have available "bolt-on" packages of things for
people to do. Thus, some respondents felt that trainees should be told what to do,
and others just as vigorously denied that this would work.

Another shared characteristic relates to the amount of work thought-to be
necessary to implement the change. Teachers for whom the training "worked"
admitted how much additional preparation was necessary (and uniformly stressed

`the need for more help from the central office in terms of prepackaged materials
and paraprofessional assistance). Those who had rejected the project's training,
or who had only superficially carried out the changes, were also very aware of the
extra work involved, especially in the beginning. All the interviewees could relate
stories of people who stayed up all night, spent weekends, and devoted summers to
preparing for individualized instruction. One principal even complained that the

,,.

TDC had encouraged her teachers to try too much too quickly, a sentiment that, when

it was communicated to the rest of the staff, might well have effectively stifled
emulation of the trained teachers.

The final shared characteristic is that of social support for the new teaching
procedures. An occasional teacher seems to have been able to operate as a loner,
but most teachers needed the encouragement of their car pool, grade-level colleagues,

coffee klatch, or principal. Those who did not get this encouragement, or who
encountered the opposition of their social circle, did not carry out the project's intent.
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The final question here has to do NAith the volunteer strategy. This project had

intended to use volunteers for its initial trainee population for several reasons.
In the first place, volunteers would be easier to work with and thus would allow

everyone to have some initial success with the techniques and purposes. Second,

volunteers would be likely to come to the training experience with some of the tech-

niques mastered. Thus, they would more faithfully replicate and model the trained

behaviors to their colleagues in the field. Thit:cl, the extent of change from the

volunteers would be less apparent and thus less threatening. The training

could be clone faster, more efficiently, and more faithfully.
On the other hand, the principals' need to control the situation meant that there

were very few actual volunteers among the trainees. Teachers felt that selection

for the project was simply a "waiting game" and resented the anxiety that that

caused.

ORIGINAL IMPLEMENTATION

Goals.

The project blgan with great expectations for the rapid pace of change, the

comprehensiveness of the possible changes, the amount of forced pacing that would

be possible, and the role that project personnel could play at the classroom level.

Demonstration Schools

During the first year of the project there, three schools had to be.transforme8

and their teachers trained so that these schools could serve as demonstration sites

for the project's applied behavioral analysis techniques. The pressure of time

required these accelerated changes, but criticisms about this pace and about the

unrealism of the project staff's expectations continued throughout the first year.

This effort provides an interesting example of the "blitz" strategy in educ

tional change. One grade was singled out in each demonstration school. All

teachers in that grade were then exposed to a week's intensive training. Over the

weekend, the project staff remrved all desks and traditional furniture from th

teachers' classrooms so that th,lir return to the familiar setting could not rein

force what the project staff saw as regression. The teachers literally had to go

forward. By the middle of their first week back in school, the second-grade

teachers revoltetd and went en masse to see the principal. (The project director

was left to cover the combined claAg.rpsoms of 200 second graders. ) But as far as
407:j
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the teachers could point out inadequacies or the need for additional materials,
models, etc., the project staff, which was at that point physically present in the
building, would satisfy the demands. The approach of "humane" gradualism was
specifically rejected on this occasion, but the blitz was never repeated. It was so
costly and painful that one of the three schools designated as a demonstration site
withdrew from the program. In addition, between two and four teachers in each of
the demonstration schools left because of the demands of the project. Still, there
was profound and far-reaching change in the model schools' classroom performance.
In the first year of the demonstration schoolg, there was such marked staff dif-
ferentiation that elementary school children were changing teachers and physical
sites as many as six times a clay. The demonstration schools' success led to
generalized expectations of extensive change from all participating schools.

Materials

During the first year, a great deal of time was spent writing and producing
t-3,ining materials, much of which had to be modified in succeeding years. The
project staff spent most of that year about one-half step ahead of the trainees.

The attempt to secure a "materials van" is another interesting feature of
the early period of the project. The staff secured a state Title III grant that was
to be used t provide mobile support services directly on-site to target schools
around the city. The van would have spent a clay in each scheduled location, help-
ing teachers prepare materials, etc.

Treatment

The project staff was also to be used differently in the first year. The design
of the project had specifically tried to avoid the "center syndrome," that is, they
avoided any establishment of a dumping ground for problem children, which might
take care of a child's problem, but doesn't help teachers learn how to deal with the
situation that has caused the problem. To avoid that, and to work on the "main-
stream" regular classroom, the special education staff who had been working in
their own homogeneously grouped self-contained classrooms were now to become
consultants in "precision teaching" to the regular classroom teachers.

In addition, they were supposed to visit regular classroom teachers during
the 15-week interim between teacher training sessions, in order to provide help
and reinforcement. Those visits, regularly scheduled by the project staff, were
also opportunities to assess the progress of the trainee teachers. Since the
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precision teachers were also working with and through the principal and sharing
information about the teaching behavior of the staff, the evaluation consequences of

that role soon became apparent. Finally, these visits were intended to provide early

reinforcement for the accomplishment of the project's techniques.

The original version of the project ambitiously sought to accomplish its objec-
tives with 1020 teachers in a week of training per trainee. This would have ddubled

the average number of trained teachers per project school from 6 to 12, but the

school board thought that the onelweek-training period was too brief.
r

Participation

, al,

The role of the existing special education staff changed several times in the

early years of the project. The training blitz applied to the demonstration schools,

and the early successes with the volunteer regular teachers created a situation in
which the regular teachers were moving faster and enacting more q the project's

61, .,'4 :. '
purposes than were e-the special education teachers who were ostensibly supposed

to serve as consultants.
This created pressure on these teachers to change. (It also serves to confirm

the wisdom of the project personnel's original intention to get the project activities
housed in the regular education department. Even th'ugh the staff members and

modus operandi of that department would have been less congenial to the change-

oriented group, the latter professed to be willing to subordinate themselves to
the regular education people in order to have a more strategic chance to bore from

within.)
Some time in the course of the first year, the special education people were

reprogrammed from the consulting roles in regular classes back into a version of

their former roles. The new responsibility was a "Precision Learning Center,"

that is, a place where all of the support technology of the project would be avail-

able and where the special education people could work with handicapped children

intermittently.
Originally, project selection of trainees was completely without regard to the

presence of handicapped children in the trainee's classroom. This procedure was

consistent with the project's attempt to change the classroom in order to accommo-

date handicapped children. Also, the project operated in its first year without
"consulting master teachers. "

Finally, the project began by making use of human relations/organizational

development specialists from an outside consulting group. The group met
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frequently with ..pecial education headquarters personnel in an attempt to encourage
them to redesign the roles they played in Dodson schools.

ADAPTATIONS

Goals and Objectives

The project aimed to use behavior modification techniques on teachers in order
to encourage or train them to do the same in their own teaching. Token economies,
counting, charting, contingency management, contracts, and the whole galaxy of
applied behavioral analysis are the substance of the project. Such techniques are
not very acceptable in Dodson's neighborhoods, nor for that matter with most of the
Dodson schools' staff. It is a fact that part of the opposition to the project equated
behavior modification with "Communist brainwashing," and individualizing instruc-
tion was (somehow) held to be against the "American way of life."

One tactic for.dealing with such opposition is to minimize the intended changes,
to relate the new behavior to existing practice, and in general to deny that you're
trying to achieve anything at all. Versions of this tactic are evident at various
levels of the project, especially among the participating principals, for whom it is
important protective coloration.

Most people had told the project staff that it would take five years to introduce
open classroom procedures in Dodson, but the consequences of the "blitzing"
strategy worked so well in the demonstration schools that these schools got too
advanced to serve as realistic (i. e. , incremental) role models for the trainees.
Th_e proce,dures in the demonstration schools were so completely unlike those in
the more traditional schools where they taught that most trainees were over-
whelmed and thus blocked from emulation. The project's initial goal achievements
thus cost it a measure of credibility.

Treatment

Perhaps the most substantial adaptation made by the TDCs had to do with mate-
rials. The project had always intended to provide written materials in conjt.nction
with the training experience. The psychological advantages of having the trainees
produce their own materials, however, provide strong arguments against too
much prepackaged material. But the teachers were unanimous and persistent in
their demand for more "things" to lessen the substantial burden of work needed to
switch to the new procedures. In fact, discussion of materials needs took up more
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time than any other matter. In response to that, the project began to provide much
more tangible support than originally planned. A similar project response to site
demands had to, do with the revision of the Advanced Organizer kit, which was not

popular among the trainees in its original configuration.
There have been several other modifications in the project. The demonstration

schools no longer function in their original capacity. Since 100 percbnt of their
staff has now been trained, and since the project's effects are supposed by now

to be firmly in place, the demonstration schools no longer get the help of consulting

teachers. The training has now been successfully implanted in a number of class-
rooms around the city. To render these decentralized sites more accessible
(physically and psychologically) to teachers, the project now pays consulting mas-
ter teachers a small additional stipend for work as demonstration teachers or as

traveling consultants.
No other schools in Dodson teach the way the TDCs do. Whatever was learned

there was drastically simplified and watered down when the trainees returned to
their own schools. This is true even in the TDCs. During the early days of the

project, the students moved among different specialized teachers and settings as

many as six times a day. During the second year these moves were cut to three,
and now the children only move twice a day. One of the schools, originally largely
ungraded, is now back to a traditional grade-level organization on the grounds that

"the kids needed more structure." More broadly, the project had sought to affect

the entire curriculum of the elementary schools--from reading, to counseling, to

social studies, to socialization. While the training materials could have been
appropriately applied to several different elements of teaching/learning, the most

popular implementation has been for spelling. Despite the marginal importance of
spelling as a skill, many teachers have seized on it as an easy and appropriate way

to start implementing the project's techniques. And, unfortunately, many of them

have also stopped there. (Even this change is not without its problems: Some
principals have insisted that grade-level spelling textbooks he employed, and

others have objected to their teachers treating spelling tests as consumables. )

Another simplifying change is the reduction from five days to three spent in

introducing the BSL materials. This reduction has been accompanied by some
schedule changes so that the project can now train 100 percent of the staff mem-
bers of the 85 target schools. Finally, the content that the "precision teachers"
had been_responsible for, has now been incorporated into the kits. If future school

-
boards should choose to send the precision teachers back to self-contained
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classrooms, this device permits knowledge and techniques that they represented to
be available for regular teachers.

In fact, there have already been moves in that direction. When the conserva-
tive majority was re-established on the board, one of its first actions was to close
the Precision Learning Centers and send the special education teachers back to
self-contained classrooms where the handicapped children could be grouped and
isolated as they traditionally had been. Interestingly enough, the roughly 100 prin-
cipals who had PLCs in their schools voted to retain them in opposition to the
board's expressed wishes. The vote should probably not be interpreted as much as
support for the project's intentions as simply an, endorsement of the availability*of a special-purpose, specially equipped physical facility where problem children
can be sent.

Management

There have also been changes in several aspects of the project's management,
which tend to enhance principals' authority. Principals, for example, now control
the trainee teacher's eligibility for and use of the bonus passes. Principals also
meet in regularly scheduled "cluster" groups where 6 to 8 schools sit down with
the area resource teams and work on problems of innovation. Both moves can
be justified not only for the principals' increased commitment to the project
but also for the greater project responsiveness that probably results. But these
moves also reflect a loss of power at the central level.

The fact that teachers who once had to accept the scrutiny of their consulting
teachers have now been allowed to request (or ignore) that assistance can be inter-
preted in the same fashion. On the other hand, several teacher respondents
expressed a desire for stronger centralization, more guidance, and more
prescription on exactly what they, as teachers, should be doing.

Complexity

,.. A common and entirely predictable complaint was that the project tried to do
too much too quickly. There was a litany about "those kids who came in here from
the ivory tower and tried to tell us what to do... ." Allowing the trainees at the

delivery level to reassert their control also effectively compromised the substance
and pace of the project's accomplishment.

Finally, the project gave up its attempts to increase parent and community
24 3involvement.
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Project Staff's Role

The change-oriented group in the Dodson schools chose to work on a difficult

situation. The curriculum and pedagogy of the Dodson schools are very tradi-

tional. The political culture of the schools is even more conservative, mistrust-
ful of change, suspicious of outsiders, and resentful of any real or implied criti-
cism. For the most part, the schools' business is conducted at a pace slower

than a walk and more akin to a gracious ooze. The staff members had to believe

in what they were doing, they had to be critical of the existing system, they had

to use each other for moral support, and they had to honor their own interpreta-
tions and diagnoses over those of the establishment. Any other posture was likely
to. compromise chances for even limited success.

These attitudes. compounded the hostile reception the project staff received

in the field. Anyone moving into a school, intent on making fundamental changes

in the existing practice of "teacher-professionals," is not likely to be very kindly

received either by teachers or the principal. Although many of the project's
features were deigned to deal with that reality, nevertheless the youth, zeal, out-

.
sider status, academic credentials, headquarters prominence, lack of "practical
experience, wand personal style of the project's leadership provided ample
rationalization for Dodson's educators to resist the project.

Capacity To Innovate

It seems likely that this project's experience will rule out major attempts at
change in the Dodson schools for the next several years.' First, the project has

already affected and satisfied those teachers and principals who might have been
prospective clients for change. Second, the acrimony, vindictiveness, and the
personal consequences visited on the project staff will not have gone unnoticed
among Dodson educators. Anyone who wants a secure career inside Dodson

schools will be unlikely to follow this precedent. Third, Dodson as a system has
probably become much more sophisticated about managing innovators. Because of

a maverick board and an outside superintendent, this project had two ye'ars of
relatively unrestricted running room. Future projects are much more likely to

be carefully monitored, carefully structured, and carefully "cooperated with"- -
perhaps to the point of inertia.
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1\1EAR-TERM BEHAVIORAL CHANGE

Organizational Changes

A cornerstone of the project's technique was to change structures in order to
provoke, facilitate, and reinforce behavioral change. This was the purpose of the
TDCs and the whole administrative superstructure for the project at headquarters.
Special education supervisors and teachers were reorganized in order to impel
them to change their roles and thus the services they performed. Despite the fact
that the board has moved to erase many of these organizational components, the
behavioral changes affected seem likely to persist.

The project's effects on morale are difficult to determine, Many of the people
who tried hard got bruised in the process and will probably go elsewhere. The

remaining group may become cynical. The special education department certainly
has more visibility than it had, but whether people are more or less supportive
remains to be seen.

Changes in School Personnel

Probably the most significant teacher change associated with the project is the
fact that the evaluation team discovered that the trained teachers used significantly
more verbal positive responses and significantly fewer verbal negative responses
to students than did untrained teachers. In a project that sought to communicate
applied behavioral theory, this is a central achievement.

On the-(shaky) basis of the Rand study team's nonrandom visits to classrooms,
a few additional generalizations may be in order. The teachers whose perforin-
ance most nearly approached the project model were those who already had
learned or used similar techniques. Other teachers were careful to modify only
small amounts of the more peripheral of their tasks. But because the project was
aimed at the central area of pedagogy (the style of teacher and student interaction),
even these changes may yet be important. For example, we encountered several
teachers kkho vehemently denied the utility of what they labeled as "yes-yes educa-
tion." To them, this pejorative term referred to the abandonment of punishment
and discipline and the emphasis on what "the little monsters want." Still, even
these teachers readily described changes in their performance that were suppor-
tive of project goals. In addition, their classrooms often featured as many "cen-
ters," teacher-made materials, individual progress charts, and so on as did the
classrooms of those teachers who were more verbally supportive.
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Teacher respondents were asked to describe what percentage of their total

teaching behavior had been affected by the project experience. The self-reported

estimates ranged from 10 to 66 percent, with the median probably falling around

25 percent. When teachers were asked how many of their trained colleague-, in

the schools had been significantly affected by the project, they estimated that at the

most not more than 5 to 8 teachers had been so changed. These estimates were
much higher in the demonstration/TDC schools where the entire staff had been

trained, which tends to support the project's current aim of training for !00 percent

of the staff in each of the target schools.

Student Achievement Changes

Student achievement changes as measured by paper and pencil tests were no

more easily attributable to this project's intervention than such interventions ever

a re. The evaluation detected slight, contradictory, and nonsignificant test score

changes. Measures of student change other than standard achievement test results

were not available.

Value of Project to Administrators

Considering the fact that the conservative board removed the superintendent

who had staked much of his reputation on the success of this project and its related

activities, and considering the fact that the board rather gratuitously demoted the

project director and attempted to dismantle a key component of the project (the
school-based Precision Learning Centers), it seems unlikely that Dodson will try

any project. like this one soon again. This judgment does not, of course, apply

either to the project personnel who are now fighting a rearguard action to protect

what changes have occurred or to the former superintendent who made use of the

project's "success" to land a new superintendency.

Unanticipated Consequences

The project staff probably did not expect to succeed so thoroughly with the

demonstration schools that these schools became unrealistic role models. Most

staff members expected considerable resistance and estimated that they would have

no longer than three years in which to attempt change. In fact, they only got

two years before the conservative forces reasserted themselves.
In part, the virulence of the opposition to heterogeneous grouping, individual-

ized instruction, and behaviorally grounded teaching must have been unanticipated.
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In the early days of the project, much staff time was spent calming protest meetings
which had been prompted by parental discovery of "crazy kids" in ti eir t hildren's
classrooms and the clisclo.,ure that games and child-centered activities (like talking)
were being used to teach the children. Some teachers even resented "paying kids to
learn instead of the child's normal way of learning." All of these teaching tech-
niques have been passe among most professional educators for the better part of
a decade, but they were social dynamite in Dodson.

Not all the unanticipated consequences have been bad, however. The text-
book selection process is now moving from system-wide basal readers to individual
school-based adoptions. In some few schools, the change has been so beneficial.,,

that the public school has begun to attract some of its former clientele that had
enrolled in Dodson's extensiveprivate school network. As mentioned earlier, theft
rapidity with which the regular teachers in the first wave of trainees changed
provoked changes in the special education group as well. .These changes ended up
in a total reorganization and a total reorientation of this staff.

CONTINUATION

Virtually no one expects the TDC and its related activities to persist as an
entity. This is ironic since one of the assistant superintendent's original guiding
principles was that change could not be effected through a "project" as a self-
contained bundle of activities. For that and other reasons, he tried hard to annex
other activities, to transform existing efforts, and ir general to make the change
as systemic and comprehensive as possible. The TDCs and the training and the
headquarters changes were all designed as a kind of blanket of change that would
hopefully be able to survive the dissolution of any component. The concomitant
risk was a lack of concentration, a chance that project resources may be spread
too thin to be effective anywhere.

Two of the project's central features, the TDCs and the use of special
education personnel as precision teachers, appear certain not to be continued in
their current institutional form. But, anticipating that they would be dissolved, the
project staff members incorporated the previous techniques of precision teaching
into the substance of the project's trainee follow-up kits. They also made pro-
visions to move the TDCs' activities to a less vulnerable part of the bureaucracy,
that is, to one that was not funded with soft money. The new bureaucratic home
for the TDCs (which will be renamed and reorganized but will still be underground
TDCs) is in a part of the Dodson head dvarte7 rs that had already been substantially
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transformed by the project. This congenial retreat is a nice spillover from the
systemic ambition of the project's early stages.

Considering the prospects for continuation at the headquarters level, it seems
probable that many of the survivors have been permanently changed. Basal texts,
lock -step curricula, teacher-centered procedures, and learning environment
dominated by regulation and punishment can't go unnoticed. It may not be feasible
or politic for staff people to work as openly or as vigorously against this sort of
education as they did during the project's heyday, but they will still move in the
same direction. Again, in preparation for this move, many of the project staff
people were required to go through the entire training sequence twice in order to
ensure "mastery" and to encourage continuation.

The school level prospects for continuation are much less certain. Those

teachers whose performance was significantly altered by the training returned tf-
their schools and invested impressive amounts of energy in implementing a new
style of teaching. Although there was some almost inevitable backsliding and
considerable unevenness in what was clone, for the group that made the effort at
implementation, the changes seem permanent. Typical comments were, "I could
never go back to teaching 30 kids that 2 x 6 = 12." Thus, for the intensively
trained, and well-supported group, the change is permanent.

For the trained teachers who made only small adjustments (e.g., spelling
lessons), these small changes are also likely to persist but are unlikely to grow
into anything more substantial. Other teachers are not at all likely to make impor-
tant changes in their teaching behavior.

The influence of the principal determines much of the success or failure of
innovation among teachers. In one of the areas of Dodson where the project has
had its greatest success, 11 of the 12 principals now actively cooperate with project
personnel and support the project's purposes at least verbally. But, according
to. one estimate, this number will drop to four within a year.after the project's
termination, and within these four schools only half of the classrooms will be
using project techniques. Since some of the most supportive principals are also
among the system's most ambitious and mobile staff, their rankS could be even

thinner very quickly.

DISSEMINATION/DIFFUSION

The project as a whole, with its associated activities, has had considerable
visibility in the state. The state's culture is such that there is a lot of competition
among its cities. Dodson was inten

8
op seizing the initiative and leadership in
12..
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implementing the legislature's mandate for change with_rerspect to handicapped kids.

In addition, the assistant superintendent saw to it that brochures, journal articles,
and more popular publications were prepared on a nationwide basis. Within Dod-

son, the controversy around the mainstreaming concept and the behavior modifi-
cation techniques was largely a coincidental focus for an inevitable liberal/
cwiservative conflict. Still, this conflict guaranteed the project more visibility.
Unfortunately, the net effect has probably been to retard diffusion.

The Are important question for the project's administrators is whether there
will be diffusion effects from those Dodson schools where 'there has been substantial

change to other schools in the district. Here the evidence from our visits was
fairly clear and negative. Commonly, anything going on in another school is ignored

or di-counted. Without the cross-fertili..:ation of the project personnel, the cluster
meetings, bonus passes,: and TDC trips, it is extremely unlikely that a teacher
or principal would pay much attention. So strong s the norm of mutual non-

,
aggression among schools that even those schools tnat had reputations as success-
ful implementers had no visitors frOM their neighboring or cluster schools and

colleagues.
The project concentrated on elementary schools. When children accustomed

to individualized and self-paced,learning arrive at high school age, will they and

tl.eir parents create a pressure for similar chanes'in the secondary schools')

The project had originally included a secondary school as a TDC site but then
dropped any attempt to change secondary school teacher on the' grounds that sec-
ondary education was more "conceptual" and bound to topics, defined in terms of

disciplines. It seems unlikely that students and outsiders (parents) can achieve

v-hat this project could not.
The same phenomena that retard diffusion among schools hamper it within

schools. Teachers employing behavior modification techniques are already break-
.

ing their schools' dominant norms. In the absence of strong support and protec-
tion, they ,p;re unlikely to proselytize or even try gentle persuasion among their

colleagues. The first few weeks during which a class of children is switched from
large=group to individualized instruct.un is very likely to be accompanied by
disruption and disciplii;le problems until the self-control encouraged by-behavior

modification begins to take effect. Dodson principals, during the crucLal transition
period, severely criticized teachers for "losing control," or More simply withdrew

their backup disciplinary help. Thusfrorn a single omission, ocher teachers'
learned what not to dg. Finally, Then the teachers who haVe made the investment
and taken-The risk to change see other teachers "getting away with murder," the

a 219
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inevitable question is, why bother? Of course, the project's designers were aware
. -

of the existence and power of these forces at the school level and took account of

them. But when the project terminates, the prospects for much dissemination
and/or diffusion are not encouraging.

N.
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WAGONIA

Dale Mann

INITIATION

Wagonia is an outpost of a manufacturing company's empire in the Middle West.
Wagonia has also always been a regional center with a strong agricultural economy,
and since World War II,`, the city has quite successfully diversified its economic base
so that the company-town aspect is not really very pervasive. The public school
system serves 35,000 kids in about 75 schools; a parochial school system enrolls
only about 8 percent. of the total student population. Although Wagonia is surrounded
by farm country, it is urban and all of its schools are classified as urban.,

The project discussed here is unique in that it is run from and deals with only
one school, a junior high school called Sunnyside in a lower middle-class area on
the outskirts of Wagonia. The junior high school was built five years ago to accom-
modate the residents of apartment complexes and modest single-family dwellings
that had, rather haphazardly, sprung up in the area. At the same ti e, the school
board closed one of Wagonia's inner-city, or more properly "downt wn," junior
high schools and transferred the faculty intact to the new schooi. ome of the
students from that all -Mack school were bussed to the newly opened Sunnyside
Junior High School.

Sunnyside's enrollment became 80 percent white, 18 percent black, and
a few percent Chicano. Some white 'students and parents interpreted these figures
as "'We' outnumber 'Them' 4 to 1"--an attitude that was vividly reciprocated by
some black students and their parents. The Sunnyside area was largely populated
by lower middle-class whites who, because they were adjacent to blacks, felt the
most threatened by them and felt the most intense need to differentiate tRemselves

front them. the Sunnyside area was a way "out, " and its new white residents were
very unhappy to discover that black children were now to be bussed into "their"
school. At the time, 1969-70, Wagonia was experiencing a wave of civil rights
unrest which has since receded. The Sunnyside Junior High School became some-
thing of a cause celeThre and attracted the attention of black and white militants and
organizers of every persuasion from Wagonia.,s civil and ethnic groups, the Wagoaia
State University campus, and the lo.cal high schools.

1
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Why Initiate?

. To compound an already volatile situation, the faculty was not happy in its

new quarters. Construction delays had held them in their old facility but without
students for two months and in order to keep them occupied, Wargonia adminis-
trators had encouraged them to plan for a totally new school. This planning binge
ended in frustration and bitterness when the teachers finally arrived at their still
uncompleted facility and found that it wasn't Utopia. In fact, because of violent and
constant race problems, it was more akin to a nightmare. The school's principal
was not competent to deal with the Sunnyside reality, and most teachers simply
retreated to the sidelines while tiiekids tried to destroy each other. During the

first several months the school was shut down more than it was open.
The leader of the school was a black who had followed the faculty from its

former downtown location. The whites (described by some as "up-tight Christians")

claimed he was not competent and refused to accept him. The blacks resented being

bussed. The teachers who thought themselves competent to teach black children

because of their former school experience were at first bewildered by the situation;

then they withdrew.
All of this was taking place in a school where the scale and the organiza-

tion preclueed any effective teacher-student interaction. Fifteen hundred kids,

most of whom were new to each other and the faculty, were passed from teacher
to teacher six times a day. There was no continuity of supervision, no sense of

t

shared responsibility, and no effective modeling. Violence between faceless

students was dealt with symptomatically by faceless teachers. In al:1-dition to the

need to creatc.niore humane identities, there was also a need to convince teachers
-that the students could and did perceive resentful and withdrawn teacher attitudes

ab-out the school.

Extension and Alternatives

The project at Sunnyside deals with staff differentiation as a way to increase

the efficacy of the teacher-student nexus. A few years before the project's initi-
ation, the project director who was then president of the Wagonia Teachers'
Association had accompanied an assistant superintendent and a foundation officer

on a trip to look at a staff differentiation project in Kansas City. When they

returned, a joint union-administration resolution endorsed a "cafeteria style"
-staffing option in which a departing teacher could be replaced_by two paraOrofes-

.

sionals, team teaching was to be officially sanctioned, and team leaders were to

222
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be chosen by the administration. This plan was in effect in two schools at the
time of the Sunnyside disturbances. The year before the Sunnyside proposal was

ritten, the Wagonia School System had unsuccessfully asked for $250, 000 in
Title III funds to support an extension of these ideas. These alternatives and
others were the base On which the Sunnyside project was built.

Proposal,

A central office administrator suggested to the man who was to become the
project director that, in light of Sunnyside's problems and the man's own previous
interest in innovation, he might try a proposal for Sunnyside alone where the
district had failed. The initiative was to be solely teacher-led, and a committee
of nine teachers with a single administrator carefully relegated to a liaison
capacity was formed. The group included representatives of the teaching staff
from each of the 7th, 8th, and 9th grades, as well as from the "core subjects"!
"elective subjects" schism that affects the school. Although the group's leader
knew in advance the particular model of staff differentiation he wanted to see
emerge, the /group still took almost a year of weekend meetings to produce the
proposal. Many of the people still active in the project N.korked on every stage of

its initiation a d recall that experience favorably.

Negotiations

The Wagonia central office had not always fully considered proposals coming
from the grass roots, and the fact that some proposals had not been forwarded to
the SEA and Feds for consideration had caused resentment. The Sunnyside group
succeeded in extracting a written guarantee from the system's newly arrived
superintendent that he would provide travel money and support at the next higher
levels if it was indeed written.

That support was probably crucial in at least one stage. The SEA, whose
headquarters are in Wagonia, had to be supersensitive to changes that it favored
in the Wagonia schools. Since there were already two Title III projects in Wagonia
and even another one at Sunnyside, the equity question was clearly an issue. Still

the proposal was funded.

Having excluded administrative participation in exactly the way that admin-
istrators have excluded teachers appears not to have been very costly in this
situation.

401/...#13
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Support/Opposition

Sunnyside JI1S was in such bad shape that few people could justify resisting a
new departure, especially one developed among their own teacher ranks. Several

people including the superintendent, the association leader, and the committee

members were strongly in favor of the project. Most teachers could probably be
described as open to persuasion. Only one group--the 9th grace teachers--were
resistant although not tp the point of opposing the project. The 9th grade teachers
identified more strongly with the high school curriculum than with the transmission
of basic, more elementary skills. They were topically focused, committed to
subject matter specialization, and thus locked into mutually exclusive compart-
mentalized "content-and-coverage." They were much less open to persuasion
about the desirability or feasP.r.lity of staff differentiation than wc.,re the other

teacheis. And, since they dealt with older children, who were supposed to take

responsibility for their own actions, they were more reluctant than other teachers
to feel that they bore a share of responsibility for the children's behavior. The

attitudes, "They're old enough to know better, " and "It's time they learned to take

responsibility, "-are not conducive to more complex diagnoses and prescriptions
for affecting the school's operations.

Adoption Process

At the district lez.s.i, there was clearly a Model C "Opportunistic" response,
but the far more adequate characterization is Model A, "Problem Solving/R&D
Process." Sunnyside was in trouble, and when the possibility of a solution was

suggested, the staff did in fact spend a long time diagnnsing.their problems, pin-
pointing needs, looking at alternatives, and designing a process to cope with

these problems. Curiously, Wagonia State University, which runs an enormous
graduate education factory and which is a ten minutest drive from Sunnyside JHS,

did not get asked for or provide any Model B Linkage.
Thus, the project got started in response to some dramatic events that

affected everyone. There was widespread grass roots participation in its initiation,
extended planning, and support from the top of the system=

Baseline Characteristics

Sunnyside is a 7th, 8th, and 9th grade junior high in a lower middle-class
neighborhood created in part by white flight. About a third of the student body is
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characterized officially as low SES. District per-pupil expenditure in 1971-72
was $980, up $110 over the previous two years. The 1550 student population is
quite large by Wagonia standards, and to combat the anticipated _udent anonymity,
Wagonia planners had designed the school in two parallel wings. The identical
wings that were each to have a subprincipal dean of students were supposed to
facilitate a sense of community "a' la house planning." Instead, they guaranteed
the mutual isolation of one -.half the school's students and faculty from the other
half and facilitated student "raids" and retreats to disrupt the other wing. People
did not know or take responsibility for those with whom they were either not
associated or associated for only one hour out of six.

The faculty of 60 regular tzachers is quite stable, but the school is also a
teacher training station for interns so there is some sense of turnover.

There is another Title III project in the school that concentrates on reading
achievement. The project's resources and interventions are physically con-
centrated in reading labs and centers. This project is viewed as being either
subordinate to or in isolation from the staff differentiation effort examined here.
The lesser effect of the reading project and the leadership visibility of the staff
differentiation project made the subordination explanation more accurate.

CURRENT OPERATIONS

Project Characteristics

The sequence and pace of activities in this project are its most important
descriptive features. The project seeks to use a version of the OD model to move
the faculty to differentiated staffing over the three-year project span. The first
step in this model deals with the opening of communications and the development
of truth /trust feelings among those people whose behavior is to be changed. The

sine qua non status of the truth/trust stage blocks further achievement until it has
been accomplished. For reasons that are apparent from the foregoing description
and that will be detailed below, Sunnyside has now spent two of the three-year proj-
ect years working on the truth/trust and communications base. The palpable wide-
spread adoption of differentiated staffing and especially the behavioral content of that
technique have not yet received much attention. Thus, the goals and objectives of
the current operations phase need to be viewed in two parts: first, what should

dr, (1 I-1
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characterize the completion of the first-stage communications base? Second, what

should characterize the successful implantation of the whole staff differentiation

technique?
Goals and Objectives. This project just completed its second of three years

in 1973-74. Since the project has not yet achieved its communications plateau, this

goal remz.ins paramount in its current operations. But the importance of this goal
cannot be appreciated except in a context of ultimate objectives. Staff differentia-

tion requires that teachers (1) abandon the self-contained classroom, (2) concen-
.

trateAm a component of pedagogy most suited to their talents, and (3) contribute

that specialty to the larger efforts of a team. This diffe entiation is supposed to
result in a larger group of adult/teachers more effectively involved with a

community of students much larger than the ordinary classroom.
According to the project director, the objectives held to be instrumental to

that goal are as follows:

1. Attitudes and behavior must be altered for all team members especially

in the direction of increasing the willingness of individuals to participate

in groups, and to trust the other group members.
2. Some teachers must become more diagnostic; they must learn to identify

talents and problems of individual children.
3. Each team must have a program developer--someone whose organizational

and planning skills lend themselves to the preparation and coordination of

teaching/learning activities.
4. Some team members must specialize in presentation, that is, actually

performing the teaching role. The project director feels that although
most teachers believe themselves to be good presenters, few are--in
part because of the time demands of lesson preparation which under the
staff.differentiation model are the responsibility of a specialist.

5. Finally, each team should have a technologist, a person who works on

media-assisted instruction, computer-assisted instruction, small group

and individual instruction, etc.

The Sunnyside staff differentiation plan will require teams of 8 to 9 individuals,

incorporating the I through 5 specialties above, to work with groups of 1110 students.

A logical, if regrettable, consequence of the total enactment of this differentiation

226
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would probably be the further but invidious differentiation of the specialties. One
could easily imagine the "presenters" or the developers, or the technologists
demanding a pay differential on the grounds of the central importance of their work.
For this and other reasons, the attitudinal changes stressing "sharing" and common
responsibility are viewed as a necessary precursor to staff differentiation in its
most complete form.

Goal Centrality. It would not be accurate to say that all of these goals and
objectives have been.central to the school even at this point, two years into the
project's operation. 1£ they were widely shared, the project would not still be
conCentrated on the first or communications step. (The project leaders and the
school's principal are exceptions in that they do use the whole goals set as targets
for their action although those targets seem a long way off.)

The first goal--increasing communications - -id a different matter. Sunnyside
really was in deep trouble; teachers did feel isolated; and there was widespread
agreement on the need for better communications. But this agreement has a much
more traditional and impersonal meaning than the sense in which the word is used
in the OD literature. Thus, people probably wanted more information, more
consultation, and a better match between the school's actions and their own
preferences. They did not want, and the majority still does not want, more first-
person involvement, more personal responsibility, and more interpersonal
dependence, even though these attributes are among the functional prerequisites for
staff differentiation.

Goal Consonance. It f-)1lows that the project's ultimate goals are not shared
very far beyond the elite, although there is probably agreement about the need to
do "something, '' defined in terms that do not substantially modify the professional's
total behavior. In fact, more so than others, the school as a whole clearly seeks
rernediation rather than "rational" R&D-based reform. That is, behavior
guided by goals and objectives is simply far less accurate as a description of the
Sunnyside reality than is the widespread and keenly felt desire to get away from
the bad old days of race violence and personal anomie.

l'reatment. Staff differentiation currently operates at Sunnyside to the extent
that the individuals assigned to a grade le\-7e1 subteam choose to participate.
Whether or not one's activities are coordinated with or contributed to the team of
which the teacher is nominally a member is a matter for individual determination.
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Teams arc organized within grade levels around common subject matters, that

is, all 8th grade English teachers, all 7th grade math and science teachers, etc.
Some teams are now organized on a wider base, that is, all 8th grade teachers of

elective subjects. Each subteam is then assigned 2 counselors and led by a lead

teacher. Teams are supposed to meet for daily planning sessions at a period when

they are all free from classroom duties. (Scheduling these free times is a constant
problem.) At the grade level, a team leader is charged with facilitating all of the

grade's activities. Assignment to a team and grade level was originally determined

by the principal and the project director on the basis of the expressed preference of

individuals. Subsequent transfers have given almost all of the staff their desired

assignment.
Although all teachers are organizationally assigned to a team, they can choose

whether or not they wish to "team" teach. Many have opted not to. Lead teachers,

team leaders, and the project director are all elected positions at yearly contested

elections. As many as four teachers have run for a team leader opening. Much of

the project's resources goes toward paying a small additional stipend for each

position and especially toward paying for extracurricular activities for the staff and

students. Finally, teachers at the grade level have the option to replace any of their

colleagues who leave with two paraprofessionals. (This feature is due as much to
Wagonia's decentralization of budget responsibility to the building level as it is to
the project's philosophy, although the two do reinforce each other. )

Allowing teachers to opt out of participation leaves this project with a client

population of volunteers.
The project's leaders think that this is consistent with building truth/trust,

dlthough their impatience about the pacing consequences varies widely. Many people
believe that the peer pressure from the other team members forces most teachers

to at least physically attend the team's daily and/or weekly planning meetings.
The lead teacher attempts to see all teachers on the subteam each day, holds

weekly subteam meetings, attends weekly schoolwide project coordinating meetings,

is responsible for soliciting and interpreting student needs, and facilitates the
team's needs for buses, materials, advice, assistance, etc. Grade level team
leaders do roughly the same thing at that level. Team leaders are supposed to

visit classes and make suggestions--a practice that has been carefully separated
from formal and official administrator evaluations- -and yet few leaders feel able to
do this either for reasons of their own or the teachers' reluctance.

Still, some of the teachers who are in need of intensive help are identified,

although usually through informal means. Of the faculty of more than 60, about

2")f.ti8
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15 percent have been singled out for assistance from the project in the last two
years. This assistance usually takes the form of more materials or a substitute
teacher, to free up the teacher's time, or simply "approval" and protection. These
will be provided from the project office to the lead teacher who then works with the
"needy" teachers.

The school has had serious racial trouble and is said to have very poor com-
munications. To ameliorate these problems, much of the project's efforts have gone
toward field trips and extracurricular activities that allow the kids to experience
different phenomena, each other, and their teachers, all away from the school.
Thus, large groups of kids have had lunch at Wagonia's Chinese, German, Italian,
and other_ ethnic restaurants, have seen movies such as Sounder and The Sting, and
have taken field trips to historic places around the area. There has been so much
emphasis on this aspect of the project that some teachers complain of the disruption
and dilution of their own lesson plan progress. Others complain that there is not
much more substance to the project than the field trips and the scheduling
changes "buses and paper" as they put it.

Part of this criticism is caused by impatience with the pace of the project.
The project director, a former Army officer, admits that the project has no palpable
"T and I" component. That is, there are no formal lectures or designated subjects
to audiences whose attendance is mandated. There are no outside consultants, but
instead a total reliance on bootstrap change. Even at the beginning of the project,
when teachers Nkere asking for help, no one told them what the fiVe features of
differentiated staffing were; no one told them how to individualize. Instead, the
emphasis has consistently been on the self-discovery of the need for change, and
then the self-discovery of the solution. Thus, the project has been marking time
while waiting for the staff to get organized. The project director is aware that the
current pace of events will probably mean that the federal support will end before
the behavioral content of differentiated staffing is securely in place. He regards
this s almost inevitable given the glacial pace of any behavioral change and says
that the best he can do is to "turnkey" the project, that is, to set a process in
motion whose momentum will achieve the project's goals even if the project is
discontinued.

Management. Probably the most distinctive management feature of this project
is its elected leadership. Although some incumbents have a substantial advantage
(the project director, for example), most positions are contested; people campaign
with platforms and proposed changes; and offices do turn over. There is some
evidence that recruitment and sponsorship by the principal and the project director

291..049
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narrow the options presented, but on the whole the electoral aspect is an amazing
performance in a social-political system as small as this. One would ordinarily

expect votes to divide these groups, harden lines, polarize issues, and alienate the

losing faction. There is some slight indication that this has happened in a couple of

instances, and those dysfunctions may accumulate rapidly (there have been only

three elections), but on the whole the experience seems felicitous.
The second managemt aspect is the location of the project director's job

above the school principal's line of authority but below the central headquarters, in
order to avoid excessive influence of the principal. Fortunately, this particular
principal does riot feel threatened by the instructional leadership of the project's

director and has not used the many sanctions open to him. For his part, the project
director is careful never to attend meetings of the administrative cabinet and never

to admit verbally to having ,usurped the posture of noilencroachment (regardless of

the reality). This is a prudent contribution to good relations with the principal and

probably also a convenient rationalization for one who, as a teachers' union leader,

was in vigorous opposition to administrators. Finally, there is still a residue of
bitterness toward the administration. Wagonia has had a teachers' strike in the
recent past. Some maintain that the union leadership misled its members into
believing the strike was over money and fringes when the hidden issue was resist-

ance to exactly the sort of staff differentiation role specialization, plus pay

differentials that characterize the Sunnyside project. Others are bitterly critical

of the failure of leadership and the cowardice they think the administration has dis-
played especially in the area of student discipline.

Other than the anticipated reactions of the principal mentioned above, the

project guides its own resource allocations. Decisions are taken democratically at
the weekly planning meetings of the team leaders, and they generally reflect
requests or needs passed up from individual teachers or teams. The principal sits

in on the meetings, participates actively, is resented by those already hostile
toward him, but does not otherwise have the generalized chilling effect frequently

noticed.
Evaluation. The evaluation is handled in a separate contract to a team of

people in a local consulting firm. The evaluator is on-sitc weekly and gathers data

from both sui gene ris surveys and from interviews. Summative evaluation reports

are made yearly.
Complexity. So far, the project does not display a great deal of complexity.

The master teachers, team leaders, etc. are not a very great departure from the

traditional J1 -1S organization, and since the project has not made much use of them2.10
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except to facilitate extracurricular activities and to build truth/trust
communications, their role enactment is not very complex either. If and when the
project gets to the stage where it attempts team teaching and staff differentiation,
then it will have to be considerably more complex. Since its current overriding

,purpose is to get people to talk to each other, not much more is required.
Amount of Change. Implementing the five-part staff diffe rentiation _model

described by the project director will require a radical departure from the school's
current "teacher talk," self-contained classroom practice. The project has so far
succeeded in increasing teacher awareness of the need to individualize instruction
and to work on reading (although the latter is the responsibility of Sunnyside's other
,Title III project). Teachers readily admit that they cannot successfully teach
Spanish or mathematics to students who can't read the English in their texts. And

teachers also recognize the need to coordinate their attention to the child so that
students know that teachers are interested in them more than during one 53-minute
period .

However important these attitudes may be, they are clearly a long, long way
from the sort of self-initiated, other-directed functional specialization required by
the differentiation model. Teachers do talk about "teaming" but to them that means
only serial rotation through larger group instruction, not authentic differentiation.
In fact, teachers were completely unaware that such specialization was implied in
the project's end purposes.

Extent of Change. Because of the nature of the treatment attempted, this
withcould be supported wit a relatively small base. If, for example, five

teachers were to differentiate their activities (presenter, technologist, diagnosti-
cian, etc. ), this natural unit wobid also very likely be cohesive enough to withstand

. I

the social sanctions from the reM of the faculty. Thus, the extent of change here
could be quite modest while the changes might Still persist. In fact, the differential
adoption rates among the 7th, 8th, and 9th grade levels tend credence to this judg-

,-

ment. Parts of the 7th grade are quite advancqd while the 9th grade has been
affected hardly at all. (See "Near-Term Behalioral Change" below. )

Organizational and Personal Characteristics

Communications. The subteam, team, grade level, etc. organization looks like
a hierarchy, but in reality the shared assumption of people in project leadership
positions contributes to an easy flow of information and responses among the various
levels. Because of the way in which the principal is viewed by some of the faculty,
the principal ordinarily `channels most communications through the project director.

231
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Bureaucracy. The only bureaucratic impediments stem apparently from the
state department of education. Wagonia's superintendent had been most recently a
professor of educational administration who has put his theories of organizational
democracy into practice. Thus, operational authority over a great many matters,
including budget allocations and project control, has been decentralized to the

school building level. For reasons of monitoring and efficiency, The state depart-

ment of education would prefer to deal with Wagonia Central on all Wagonia projects,'

but the central administrators have persistently referred all inquiries to Sunnyside.

Decisional Participation. Project decisions are made in weekly leadership
meetings although these meetings probably only legitimate informal, bilateral
agreements made mostly by a norm of local unanimity (what the 7th grade wants,

the 8th and 9th grades will not oppose). The project director is clearly primer

inter pares.
The project has an advisory board of parents, but it is not helpful. Parents of

junior high school students have already begun to lose interest in school. They are

neither close enough nor knowledgeable enough to feel secure in determining how

teachers should be retrained (even in this school which had roving squads of parents

to help keep order during its crises). Moreover, the parents were not present at the

creation but are rather post hoc window dressing. Those parents who do serve are
"friends and neighbors" only, and even they can be manipulated by district, state,

and federal guidelines, directives, etc.
Capacity To Innovate. If the base years for this judgment are the school's

initial strife-torn experiences, the project has clearly increased' this capacity.
People are much more reflective about their own work, much more critical of
themselves, and hence, one hopes, more able to innovate., Additionally, the project

has giv.en at least a dozen individuals leadership experience which could later be

available for subsequent changes.
With respect to the pressure for change, tilt, evidence is mixed. The project

and its activities (weekly meetings with their consequent peer pressures, extra
services, project memos, etc.) probably constitute a nagging presence for every-

one. But for the most part the presence is passive and benign since the thrust so

far ,has been on "communications" and not behavioral transformation. On the other

hand, the project activities are visible, and the project personnel, in conjunction

with the principal, have singled out several individuals who were then strongly

encouraged to take part. Thus, although the "pressure" has thus far been applied

only to the least threatening initial stages of change, there is probably more of it

here than in most similar efforts. 232
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The proje.ct director and the superintendent are both risk takers. IhO rest of
the organization is rot.

AncilLary Effects. For the teachers as clientii, of the project,, the re are' some
_a slight incentives in terms of paid workshop attendance. More important, however,

they an get released time for materials preparation, lesson planning, etc., when
'the project-pro: ides substitutes. They also are able to supplement their own class-
room effort with project-supported field trips. Finally. the project leadership
provides effective support for-departures from the status quo.

The team leaders and other people.more directly involved in the project get
more substantial amounts of released time (created L increasing the class sizes of
the teachers on their teams) and a very small annual stipend. These people are
much more visible than they might otherwise have been, have greater responsibili-
ties, and (for the most part) greater intrinsic satisfactions. Project experience
has been instrumental in the career advancement of several (about five) of the
people at this level.

Project Director Role Correlates. The project director, a white, is between
35 and 40. He_has an M. A. plus the course work necessary for a doctorate in
administration at Wagonia State University. Ile is a tenured teacher in the system
and a former president (0:the citywide teachers' association. His interest in
innovation and better ways to teach span most of his eleven years of classroom
experience (befo-re moving into educaition he had been an Army officer). His tenure
as union association president included many confrontations with the administrative
hierarchy and that, i'ombined with his liking for kids, seems to make it difficult foi
him to identify with his avowedly administrative role. (This is also partly a tactical
choice, since a r :;c1 deal Of the project's strategy rests on the teachers belief
that these changes arc autochthonous.) He was originally tapped to write the
proposal by a central office admini-strator although his own prior record made him
an unavoidable "volunteer." Since then, he has been elected each year by the staff
to contin as project director. lie is career-bound and aware of the policy issues
around stiff development. The project itself had beep an excellent experience for
him; it has increased visibility to a statewide horizon (he organized a State

LEA project directors' association); and it has greatly enhanced his
mobility. Ife devotes full time to project activities and is 100 percent supported by
project dollars.

Role Correlates of Urban Administrators. Tw6 other administrators are
relevant here. The principal is by several years the project director's senior. He

is a gruff individual who nonetheless seems very child-centered. By all accounts,
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the project's activities "make him look good" in that they relieve_him of some
instructional leadership chon.s but still enhance Sunnyside's image. The principal's
previous experience as a guidance counselor gives him a useful familiarity with
the human relations assumptions underlying the project. lie has,no functional
responsibility for the project.(although his acquiescence in scheduling and other
changes is key) and receives no money from the project. Ile seems place-bound and
has probably hit a career peak as a principal.

The superintendent L efinitely career-bound both by occupation (professors
have been only slightly less transient than superintendents in the last 15 years)
and by necessity (a nea.l.y elected conservative board ran in opposition to the inte-
gration stance with which he had been identified). lie is fully supportive of the
project although, because of his convict s about building level autonomy, his
support is less apparent than some might wish.

ORIGINAL IMPLEMENTATION

Goals and Object:ves

The project began with four large areas of goal achievement: (1) reading
rovement, (Z) student satisfaction with school, (3) intercultural relations, and

(-I( differentiated staffing. The first two goals were to be emphasized in the first
year; changes in staffing patterns were seen as decidedly instrumental to the
others. Work in the staffing area was simply to "get people acclimatizedno big
Seal." Acceptable levels for the realization of those goals (plus Z3 discrete
objectives) in the first year were set very high. The second and third goal areas,
those that had the most direct relation to race, were eery likely to be regarded as
central r-) the organization. The project was in existence fOr some time before

- teachers of the academic subject matters came to understand that a good part of
their students' poor performance stemmed from an inability to read, so that goal
could hardly have been a central one. Moreover, one of the project's initial goals
had been to get teachers to admit to a relation between their own negative attitudes
toward the school and the students' negative behavior. Because of that, the staff
differentiation aspects were purposely downplayed to concentrate on more student-
centered activities.
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Treittrnent

After the first year, Sunnyside's original principal was replaced. The new

principal determined that his best chance for effecting change in the student body
lay with the most innocent group of students--the 7th graders, who would also be
in the 4chool the longest. In order to reach them, he began a conscious (but
unannounced) policy of steering the most able teachers into 7th grade assignments.
That concentration helped make the 7th grade the most amenable change. In
addition, teachers at that level were thought to be less content-oriented, and more
receptive to cross-topic cooperation.

In 'contrast with the 7th grade, the 9th grade Was and has remained very
difficult to change. The administration has not been able to find a schedule that will
allow the 9th grade teachers to meet and plan as a whole. Those teachers were
already sharply polarized between "academic" and "elective" teachers, w,ith the
academic group arrogating to itself a superior position. The 9th grade teachers
have resisted innovations, including field trips and teaming, because they believe
these activities dilute the material that they must cover in order for their students
to be ready for high school. As one teacher put it, "You've got to get to the China
chapter before June!"

The first year the project was in effect, the 9th grade team leader was a young,
articulate, concerned black. Ile had convinced his team members to allow him to
make "diagnostic observations" of their classroom performance. He had organized
an open classroom approach to his own teaching, and he was teaching demonstration
classes. Ile was also using a form of encounter group and learning contracts with
his students. His success was so great that he got promoted to an assistant
pr.incipalts joo in another school.

His successor as'the 9th grade team leader was as articulate and as concerned
but less patient with the pace of change. By all accounts, he pushed his learn
mernoers very hard to change at least in part because he was under the impression
that all the team people had "bought into the changes he thought necessary. More-
oier, he was1himself just completing a year as president of the teachers' associa-
tion, during which time he had led an acrimonious if short strike. For both reasons,
he overestimated the 9th grade teachers' commitment to change. When they failed
to perform at the high level of his expectations, he decided to do virtually everything

himself, When this failed to work, he became disillusioned and bitter. He had

originally refrained from dealing with team members to ensure involvement of his
linking lead teachers. When they failed to provide the linkage, the relationship
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flopped suddenly, from an attempt to facilitate communication to a perceived attempt
to block communication.

An example demonstrates some of the difficulties. After an initial summer
workshop, the majority of the 9th grade teachers voted to create mini-courses to
be offered for 2 periods every week. But in September the grOup was rejoined by
two of their senior colleagues who had not participated in the summer workshops.
These two teachers claimed that mini-courses could, not be successful unless they

were offered on a schoolwideb,.sis ("kill it by ballooning it'!). When 48 courses

were subsequently offered, the complaint switched to the substantive c.r academic
irrelevance of the offerings. The faculty was immobilized between two polar groups,
six radical-conservative teachers and six ultra-liberals.

These antagonisms have been compounded by a general alienation among 9th

grade:teachers from the principal. .They perceive him to be more oriented to
the problems of younger children and willing as he is to sacrifice the interests
of the older children to the younger. Since they feel him to be unsympathetic to
their special mission, the,y are also extremely suspicious of anything that smacks

even vaguely of evaluation. Asking them to open themselves to criticism is a
substantial request. The role of the project director is instructive here in that he
chose not to intervene. Some people attribute that to competition between two
former teachers' association presiuents, both of whom are ambitious and whose

personal styles are clashing on a limited turf.
Beyond the 9th grade, the original implementation differed in other ways; All

teams were originally organized within grade levels and within disciplines.
In the first year, the project also included a traditional sensitivity training compo-
nent provided by outside consultants. The T-groups were to have been paid sessions
conducted over a couple of weeks' duration with groups of 18 volunteers. Two were

tried. When three of the four consultants prc--ved incompetent, the firm was dropped,

and the self-involvement, self-generated change aspects were re-emphasized.,
Finally, within the first year, it became apparent that some of the school's

teachers were improperly assigned and that a few others were fundamentally
incompatible with the project's purposes. Three or four teachers were unilaterally
reassigned to a new grade level by the principal, and a few of the incompatible group

were encouraged to seek employment elsewhere. Eight of the school's faculty of

60 have been in one fashion or another identified as needing special help, which the

project has thus supplied. 236
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The management patterns described above have pers' .ed from the beginning
of the project.

Complexity and Amount of Change 4
\Given the numbdt, ambiti , and high-criterion level of the goals and

objectives originally stated, it follows that the original implementation version of
the projecL was considerably more complex and ambitious than its current
operational reality.

ADAPTATIONS

Goals and ,Objectives

The goal set for this project has been considerably reduced over time. From a
project that Was to have dealt with reading, two areas of student attitudes, and staff
differentiation, the project now seems much more clearly focused on staff attitudes
and changes. ro be sure, this concentration is justified by virtue of the relation
between the teachers' changed behavioral outcomes and the students' attitudes,
but the fact remains that teacher change is the focus. And within the area of
teacher change, there has been an even greater concentration or simplification,
from the inculcation of a whole range of behaviors associated with staff differentia-

.

tion to fostering increased communications (truth/trust).
The changes probably have several explanations. First, the reading goal was

assumed by another Title III project so it could be dropped here. Second, teacher
changes really are instrumental to student attitudinal changes, so'it appears logical
to. use student outcomes as a dependent variable or an indicator of successful
teacher changes. Third, where professional educators must decide among compet-
ing clienteles to be served, they will favor their own group over outsiders such as
students, parents, and community members.

Treatment or Means

The changes within the staff differentiation goal (and the activities guided by
that goal) require more attention. Staff differentiation has had to wait while the
staff acquired attitudes thought to 1,..: ,tecessary for these changes. A program of
activities that originally included communicating that substance is now waiting for
the trainees to signal heir willingness to receive it. These delays will put a very
large strain on staff during 1974-75, which will be the project's last year. The

23?
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pace at which the project has moved thus constitutes a large gamble that
substantive changes, when they are introduced, will be comprehensively and

permanently enacted at the eleventh hour. In that connection it should be noted

that the Sunnyside experience is an honest one. Presumably, the project could
have scheduled intensive training sessions for its teachers and moved them through

some sort of a curriculum sequence in a more prescriptive fashion. Statistics

about hours of exposure, numbers of trainees serviced, modules produced, etc.

could then be used as more tangible and ordinary indicators of success. That has

not been done.
Almost keryone volunteers that "this faculty can't be pushed." It may be that

the racial violence, the teachers' frustrations, and their confrontations wit the

administration have produced a faculty even more obdurate than most. It m y be

that peer group and pedagogical. communications were so bad that the two-yea\. con-

centration on truth/trust was unavoidable. A substantial number of teachers. had

been abused in this school assigned to five "modified" (problem) classes per day.

The residue of hostility was deep and broad. It may also be that substantial and

permanent behavioral change requires this sort of foundation.

Some alternate explanations also need to be considered. For one thing, the
project director is a former teachers' association leader, widely recognized as a

"good guy, " and careful not to associate himself or his role with administrative

authority. Encouraging teachers to communicate more with each other is entirely.

acceptable in the peer role, but telling, showing, encouraging, or requiring one's

fellow teachers to teach differently is much less acceptable. Similarly, there are
versions of differentiation that would have serious consequences for union positions,

for example, trading paraprofessionals for regular teachers, allowing salary
differentials by roles, or .encouraging the decline of the solo teachers' self-contained
splendid autonomy by team teaching, etc. The actual implementation of staff differ-

entiation and the interests of the union thus may not be compatible. Finally, there

is the question of expertise. The staff differentiation model that is held up as a

goal is a very complicated one that incorporates a great deal of what is now known

about teacher technologies. While the goals and labels are on display in the project

and in the director's conversation, the substance is not so clearly manifest.
The simplification of the project, its concentration on the teacher group, and

the de-escalation of its goals to a more proximate set is clear. It is unclear why

this has happened. There is support for all of the explanations adduced above.

They all seem to have contributed to this common phenomenon. If one were forced

to weight them, the first type of explanation (those rooted in the problem as it
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originally appeared) ma} be more salient than the second type (those which link
different versions of self-interest to the amount and extent of change).

NEAR-TERM BEHAVIORAL CHANGE

Organizational Changes

There is no doubt that Sunnyside JI-IS has been affected by the projipct. Before
the project began, teachers refused to take responsibiiity for students, except during
the period in which they had physical custody. Now students moving around the
school, between classes and after school, are recognized by and interact with as
many as a dozen teachers. The teachers, whose morale has improved markedly,
ito}v willingly accept responsibility outside the confines of the classroom.

The second major change is in the area of 'the project's primary concentration
to date communications. The amount of peer interaction among teachers over
professional matters has increased substantially. As a whole, teachers are
relatively insecure individuals who must try to perform virtually impossible tasks
with a technology that is inadequate or simply wrong. Defensiveness and secretive.:
ness are understandable attitudes where the circumstances demand a professional,
pedagogical role performance even though there is no adequate knowledge about what
causes good teaching and learning. Finally, because teachers know that they are
supposed to perform intellectual tasks, and because their intellect is clearly on
display in any kind of interaction, the safest performance is the least performance.
Thus, to safeguard themselves from negative evaluation, they simply clam up.
These reactions operate to suppress the amount of interaction in almost all aca-
demic communities. But Sunnyside seems different. The teams and subteams, the
constant stress on communications, and the moral and material support of the proj-
ect plus, of course, an initial high felt need seem to havJcombined to encourage
exactly what the project intended increased communications. A related finding
is that Sunnyside has not ostracized its innovating teachers in the same way that
other schools have encapsulated norm-busters.

Stilt, the curious fact remains that that high initial felt need to do something has
been followed by the achievement of such a relatively small portion of the project's
goals. One respondent with an overview said that the project had achieved about
50 percent of its student-related goals (decreasing violence, improving student
attitudes) but only about 10 percent of its instructional goals. The combination of
a high felt need for change followed by two long years of working almost exclusively
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on communications may indicate how extreme are the amounts of any treatment

that must be applied in order to evoke any behavioral change.
The project treatment has also been available to Catholic schools on a voluntary

basis. Project activities are announced to these schools and may be attended by

their .teachers. The project director is available to consult with them although he

has not been asked. Other project resources, such as buses and substitute
teachers, are not, however, available. The training is off-site and not nearly as
clearly related to their needs as it is to Sunnyside needs, so it is not surprising

, that although the Catholic schools have adopted some project modules, they have

not otherwise been changed.
The final area of organizational change, is that of teacher evaluation, which is

now done by teams of administrators and teachers. Peer evaluations may be even

more difficult to accept than hierarchical evaluations, yet people at Sunnyside
believe that the levels of trust that have now been achieved are such that the

practice is acceptable even though Sunnyside has a reputation for getting rid of
student teachers, interns, and others who are not regarded as competent. On its

face, this would seem to be a gain. But it is also possIble that the project has to

go slowly with teachers to reassure and placate their anxieties about possible
negative sanctions.

School Personnel Change

As we have discussed at length, the most profound changes to date have been in

peer communication, not in teaching behavior. Elective subjects, for example, are

not integrated with academics; teaming exists but is not widespread; and compre-
hensive differentiation has yet to happen. A key signal here is the role of the lead
teacher who at present is more of a housekeeper and facilitator than an instruc-

tional_leader or pedagogical model.
What has happened? For one thing, the small peer group formed around a

team seems to have become an effective instrument for change. There is evidence
that a few of the weakest teachers have actually reqUested help from the project.

Apparently, the purposive, but intimate and nonthreatening, environment of the

subteam makes such requests permissible. And, on some of the occasions when

teachers have exercised their option to resign from their subteam, the other
members have invited the departing teacher back, if only to listen and be exposed

to ideas: These sanctions, accompanied by the pro; Pct's "slow"
%

ce, may yet

make possible sizeable substantive change in the next year. The 9th grade's
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totally negative experience in reaction to last yea'r's team leader's atteMpts to
accelerate the pace of change may be instructive.. Resistance stiffened dramati-
cally and dysfunctionally.

None of these changes have been accomplished painlessly. After a calm year
of seemingly peaceful progress, six of the school's ten teams "came unglued"
because of the pressures, uncertainties, anxieties, and conflicts that they felt.
F .ur teachers opted completely out of the project in the first year.

Distribution of Change

Estimates of the extent 01 significant change in Sunnyside vary from 20 Percent
to 50 percent of the school's faculty. Given the project's inability to penetrate the
9th grade, and given the ordinary unevenness of implementation, an estimate of
about Z5 percent seems sound. Most observers think that the school has a leader-
ship cadre of about 15 committed and active teachers (or about the size of the
formal, structural project leadership group, although the two populations are not
the same). Some of these people are extraordinarily dedicated, and have contrib-
uted hundreds of hours of extra time beyond that which the project pays them for.
About 40 teachers are in the middle (somewhat affected but essentially passive and
marginal) while not more than half a dozen individuals are strongly in opposition.
The truth of one Wagonia administrator's observation is most apparent with this
large middle group. "Teachers," he said, "are not just lying around waiting to
be T-grouped; they have demanding jobs to do before we ever even get to them."

Probably the happiest piece of evidence is the 7th grade team where the
majority (perhaps as high as two-thirds).of the teachers are willing and productive
participants in the project. The second such piece of evidence is the uniformity
with which Sunnyside teachers have learned the language of human relations.
Unfortunately, the language refers to procesF not to the substance of staff differen-
tiation. The language in itself may be a significant indicator and a hopeful sign,

but there is still a long way to go.

Changes in Kids

While there have been no changes in standardized achievernent test perform-

ances that could be attributed to the project, there have been other important
changes among the student body. From a school that was originally shut down

more than it was open, Sunnyside has become much more benign. Racially p:e7
cipitated incidents have declined (although part of the decline can be attributed to a
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faculty that with greater sophistication now knoms not to attribute each inter-racial
conflict to racial causes). Discipline is better both in and outside.cla.sses. Partic-
ipation in extracurricular events has increased; the drug problem has diminished
greatly; and the kids feel decidedly better about the school.

Administrator Changes

The principal of the school and the system's superintendent have both profited
from the existence of the project and support it. The superintendent has not been
Changed by the project, but it is possible that the prinicipal has become somewhat
(if slightly) more interpersonally sensitive and more procss-oriented.

Both administrators recognize the central place of staff development efforts,
and they would adopt this project again just as they may also continue a version of it
after the current project's termination. (See "Continuation" below. )'

Unanticipated Consequences

Several people are convinced that the school as a whole is being run from the
project director's office, nortrom the principal's office. To the extent that such a
shift in leadership has occurred, it was probably not anticipated. The second
unanticipated consequence has been the effects of this project on the operation of
Sunnyside's other, but parallel, Title III project. A good deal of that effort's
achievement seems due to the basis laid down here.

CONTINUATION

The goals of the project are unlikely to change as long as the school's population
remains as it is--racially mixed. The objective of building communications must,
however, give way to more substantive foci during the upcoming and last year.

The project director is well aware of that necessity and describes 1974-75 as
a "heavy training year." Part of his intention is to provide as much of that training
as can be absorbed; the rest of his intentions fall under the heading of "turnkeying"
the project. The district has consciously encouraged a wide variety of Sunnyside
people to involve themselves in evaluation, in resource allocation decisions, and
especially in long-range planning. There is a concerted effort being made to
provide for the continuation of many project activities after the expiration of
federal support.

It seems unlikely that the same level of support for buses, field trips, and
substitutes can be maintained. Other activities such as allowing teachers released
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, (
time to conduct parent/teacher evaluation conferences, crass scheduling to
facilitate team meetings, and the whole leadership infrastructure can and will
persist past the proj,ect's end. Other activities (some paid training sessions for
teachers, for example) can be shifted to other sources of soft money.

. ..
Other features of the staff differentiation plan are already exactly consonant

with district policy. The district encourages schools to trade paraprofessionals
for teachers, to team teach, to functionally specialize, and in gerittral to go and to
continue to gp in exactly the same direction that the Sunnyside project has taken.

...,
Th'e paramount question for the project's next and final year, is whether or not

it will be table to fulfill its agenda with respect to the behavioral content of staff
differentiation. This will probably vary by grade level, with the 7th grade team
enacting perhaps one-half the content over one -half of its staff, and the 9th grade
staff successfully persisting in its resistance to change.

Unfortunately, it is too early in the project's career to make any guesses
about the washout rate for these changes.

DISSEMINATION/DIFFUSION

The project has experienced considerable success with both of these
processes. There is evidence that at least two other Wagonia schools are now
trying a version of the project with some technical assistance from the project
director. This adoption, within the boundaries of the original district, is quite
unusual and may be due first to the visibility of the project director as a former
teachers' association leader, and second to the superintendent's leadership. In

addition, some members of the Sunnyside staff who have become experienced with
this federal project are lent out by the Sunnyside principal to work with groups in
other schools in developing proloosals of their own.

The project maintains a parent and community newsletter with a mailing of
1600. In addition, the project has had scores of inquiries from around the country
which are answered with brochures and other descriptive materials. Some of that,
along with the attention that Sunnyside has had within the state, appears to be due to
the statewide association of Title III project. directors, which this project director
set up to deal with certain dissatisfactions with the state department of education.
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I3LOOMV ALE

Dale Mann and Lawrence McCluskey

INITIATION

Bloomvale is a suburban town within easy commuting distance from a large
northeastern city. It has grown dramatically in the last two decades to its present
population of approximately 30,000. Bloomvale is an all-white, solidly upper-
middle-class community with a school "population of about 6700 students housed in
ten schools: seven elementary (kindergarten through 6th grade), two junior high
(7th through 9th grade), and one-hj.gh school(l0th through 12th grade). Tb,e number
of schools currently in operation in the community is testimony to its rate of
growth: Twenty years ago, Bloomvale had only two schools. During the period of
Bloomvale's growth, new staff members were hired by the= superintendent and`/or
the assistant superintendent of the schools, both of whom tended to view the staff
with a patriarchal eye. As a result, decisions were made centrally and generally
went unchallenged by the school's staff. Few people had any objection to this
arrangement until fairly recently.

Drug Seminars

During the 1970-71 school year, the state mandated a series of drug seminars
for all school districts. These seminars were to be conducted by members of the
school district staff who were to receive their training from state personnel. They

were then to return to their individual districts and conduct a series of seminars
dealing with drug problems for their staff and students.

The future Title III project director was a curriculum consultant with an M.A.
in psychology. She was therefore selected for the state training and returned to
Bloomvale to run the drug-related worksaops. About the same time, a newspaper
distributed in the suburbs adjoining Bloomvale began to run exposes of the high
incidence of drug abuse in local high schools. Bloomvale authorities apparently
became apprehensive that they too might well have similar problems.

A Communication Problem

As the state-mandated seminars were conducted, the students and staff began
to perceive that lines of communication were not freely open. Students felt that
they could not relate to their teachers or to the curriculum; teachers felt that they
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could not understand student apathy, that they had little control over the
curriculum, and that they were uncertain as to how to make their feelings clear to
the administration. The director of the drug seminars reported these perceptions
to the assistant superintendent, who was then acting superintendent of schools and
a veteran of more than 30 years of service in the Bloomvale school system.

Because of several factors- -the history of administration paternalism to the
teachers, the conservatism of the school board, the militancy of a newly established
teachers' union,' and small town growing pains --contract negotiations betweeit the
teachers and-the board had become unusually bitter. The new evidence of com-
munications problet surlaced by the drug seminar led some district admini-
strators to initiate wider

The Proposal

rticipation in the decisionmaking process.

The following circumstances led to formulating a proposal: district experience
with staff development in. the drug seminar project; the consciousness that there
was a drug problem; a desire to improve communication in the district and to

reduce hostility and suspicion; and the potential of Title III funding for a staff devel-
opment project. The acting superintendent asked the woman who conducted the

drug seminars to write the district's Title III proposal. In writing the proposal,
she was influenced by information about the possible merits of an organizational
development approach to the communication problem. Thus the proposal combined
a focus on drug problems with an organizational development approach to decision-
making. The proposal is largely one woman's work, with the,,help of the people
in the organizational development company that eventually landed the Consulting
contract.

Support /Opposition

The Bloomvale Board of Education was not enthusiastic about the proposal.
At first, the board denied there was a need for such a project. Then the board
objected to the words "change agent" because the term "agent" had too strong a
subversive flavor for the conservative members. In addition, the board quite cor-
rectly perceived that the organizational development components of the proposal
would stir up questions about who in Bloomvale was making decisions, and how,
and, why. The board had no intention of sharing its powers or having its antagonists
become better trained participants. Finally, after the name of the project ,was
modified, the board gave its token approval.

It)
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The Teachers' Association, also suspicious of administration motives, refused

to support the project. However, the new superintendent, although cautious about

supporting the project, was not particularly fearful that it would lead to eroion of

his power base. Other administrators tended to oppose the project because they

had ties of loyalty to the former acting superintendent, who had returned to an

assistant superintendency after failing to receive the permanent superintendent

appointment. In light of all these factors, the atmosphere for the prbposed project

was not propitious; even the new superintendent diknot support it strongly.

Adoption Process ,
1--) The adoption process in Bloortivale,:iS hest dese'.kbed as Model C:
istic Response to Available Money. `= ce't.en the project has addressed-itself
to problem-solving although after the fist. At the time there was no consensus
about what "the problem" was or even rritch felt need that anything needed to be-.-
done.) Certainly, the Bloomvale experience has no element of an R&D process.
There is some evidence of Model B "Linkage, " but the linkage was an effort pointed
at grantsmanship more than analysis. In fact, one training staff member inter-
preted Bloonivale's need for the grant as necessary to identify its problems.

Baseline Characteristics

Bloomvale is a wealthy school district. Its population is. largely middle class,
although decidedly not wealthy; the tax base is very high because several major
metropolitan area roads run through Bloomvale providing a natural home for a
number of large shopping plazas and commercial buildings. This tax base allows
Bloomvale to spend large amounts of Money on its schools.

Pupil/teacher relations, staff training and background, student performance and
college attendance, etc., are what might be expected from a small suburban school
system with an unusually favorable tax base. Some observers believe that
Bloomvale teachers are unusually defensive because the middle-class parents cf
the community are very active in pursuing their own interests and class interests.
In order to protect themselves from aggressive parent behavior, Bloomvale
teachers may be more than normally reliant on the school principals as a defense

against parent interference.
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CURRENT OPERATIONS
44

Characteristics of the Project

1973-7.4 was the third and final year of this project's funded operation. The
project inititals SDPP stand`fdr System Development for Decisional Participation.
The system's developn.ient is supposed to take place through a-series of initial
training workshops- school and diEtriLtwide committees, staff activities, and out-
side resources. In `ning is now designed to focus emtifely on improving the
cot skills of the system's participants (and thus to contribute to their
ability to pursue their own interests).

More specifically, by the end of the current year, the project was to have

Opened up "communications" at all levels.
Established a climate for change.
increased staff "effectiveness through experience-based learning.
Used problem-solving techniques more efficiently.

The evaluation design and other project materials stress the reduction of student
alienation and student norrnlessness but that seems to have more to do with the
planned sequence of target groups than with the project's actual operation.

The project tries to move toward an open, efficient, effective, humane, and
democratic organization,. and to reduce student alienation. progress is measured
in terms of more discrete and behaviorally stated objectives, such as "a minimum
of 300 people should take part in project activities"; 80 percent of those initially
involvedin problem-solving groups will stay with the group to the end' ; such groups
will be rated "helpful with 7E percent of the problems brought to them," etc.

Goal Centrality and Consonance. Bloonivale does not seem to think this project
is critical to the success of its schools. The board opposed it and only one board
member has had anything to do with the training. Bloomvale's new top admini-
strative team inherited the project and finds it mildly useful. The principals
remain aloof, many of the teachers have not been touched. People live in
Bloomvale because they want to avoid problems, tensions, and disruptions. The

goal and the extent that it succeeded, which was the inevitaL1' outcome of this
project has been to find or discover or Surface problems so that people could
sharpen their problem-solving skills. Since the raise i d'kre of Bloonivale is
problem avoidance, the project's agenda could hardly be called central to the
received mission of the schools. iC .
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Beyond that, therk is the widely acknowledged fact that the 13loomvale system

is a "healthy," rel aively well-tulctioniag one. When the drug problem subsided,
-

Bloom 'concern disappeared. Exen the trainers from the con-
sultant firm ackpowlecige that there's not much wrong with Bloomvale, which means

.
they have had to work hardto generate a felt need for change and which also sug-

,
gests that tthis change-oriented project was not widely perceived as an important

effort.
The school system, being wealthy, was already equipped with school

psycholoOsts, "rap sessions," and other activities that were supposed to be dealing

with problems such as drag abuse and alienation. This project, somewhat outside
that "guidance" mainstream, is thus seen by many.people as simply redundant:

Treatment or Means. The .project acts on communication skill's in the district
throtigh an overlay of workshops, speial-purpose committees, and additionarioles

assigned t existi4 personnel.
The project intended to hold two workshops in 1973-74, the first and 'most

important aimed at the people in Bloonivale's high schors1 who were thought,to be

most- receptive and most important to SDDP's success with secondarhool stu-
dents. The first day of the two-day workshop concentrated on opening.up communi-

cations and building trust, the second on problem-solving.
The workshop was held iiiNovember, after delays ensuing from a threatened

teacher strike, but gat ious rnmplications prevented it from being as effective as

those held during the first year of the project, Apparently, an Outward Bound proj-

ect had appeared in the community. The strategy in this project was to bring adults'
and kids together in the setting of the outdoors. Pgople got to Imow one. another and

by camping out learned the value of cooperative effort. An attempt was made to use

a two-day carnpout to involve students and parents in the SDDP project. ,Day One

would be devoted to Porn lg teams and developing trust among the participants; Day
Two would be devoted to ,ne kinds of activities that had characterized the project's

first year. The results of this experiment were*unfory,inate. The adults who

attended the wo:kshop came with an insufficient knowledge of what was in store for

them. The kids came prepared to ,o camping and have fun. After 'a day and night

in the woods, the group moved indoors, WILeLe to most people's surprise the train-.

ing staff tried to engage them in some "heavy" problem-solving activities. As a
result, the workshop went sour. Attempts to plan further workshops around a
similar format were frustrated by (I) the onset of winter, which diminished the
attractiveness of spending time in the woods, and (2) the reluctance of adults to give

up weekends to attend training sessions (especially those held in the woods).
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The workshops are further differentiated as Phase I and Phase II. Phase I is
a relatively brief event that exposes a large number of participants to, essentially-,
themsek es. Some standard introductory- group therapy exercises are introduced,
and people are encouraged to be more reflective and critical of themselves and more
aware of the superficial dynamics of groups. Phase I results are often personally
quite dramatic, and the individual breakthroughs are relatively easy to stimulate.

Phase II is designed to take the most successful first-phase graduates and
equip them with systems intervention skills based on their PhaseI personal
insights. These people are to constitute'the cadre or cell of certified change agents
on whom the project relies. (Unfortunately, for reasons discussed below, most
project efforts have gone into Phase I workshops for a wide auC-nce rather than
Phase II for a cadre.)

Phase II graduates are called "Internal Systems Process Consultants." These
people are otherwise ordinary Bloomvale school employees who have been publicly
dubbed by the project staff and theiY peers as good at "diagnosing system needs,"
"problem-solving cycle experience, " etc. They are supposed to operate as human
relations experts back in their home schools. Part of this group's responsibility

pis the preparation of "liecturettes" and other written materials.
District :wide Task Forces are supposed to wok with the change agents on

Bloomvale'i-academic problems.
Individual school-based.SDDP Facilitating Committees are to provide the

school's cadre with ari operational base inside the school. Th'e superintends t,
mandated that each school was to have such a committee. The project plan ,le

the process consultant responsible for selecting the other facilitating committee
members. Considering the fact that the facilitating committee was charged with
finding problems, publicizing their existence, stirring up broader participation,
and then solving the problems, the scho'ol principals' reaction might have been
entirely predictable. Several of the principals consumed th-ee or four months care-,
fully preparing an agenda for the initial meeting of the mandated facilitating com-
mittee, which then took place at the end of the school year.

Supervisory Seminars were intended to be weekly meetings of all the process
consultants to allow them to discuss common problems, develop solutions, and
receive additional training. Instead, when it became apparent that the resistance
of the system's administrators was slowing progress, the supervisory seminars
were reconstituted as en masse meetings of 13loornvale's administrators in an
attempt to increase their involvement. Only two such meetings have been attempted,

and no one has been encourage-1 by the results,
21 1
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The project has the usual complement of brochures and public relations
materials. In addition, -le project director diligently puts out an SDDP newsletter,
which alerts everyone to the project's achievements to date and exhor is everyone
to even'greater effort.

The outside consulting group has played a major role in this project from the
proposal stage in suggeting strategies, pinpointing needs, reco-rnmeLding
interventions, and providing operational assistance in the conduct of the training
experience. By design, their apprpach is py&cedural a,ndrifiterpersonarand not
oriented to product4ancf Material. In this third and final year of the 'project's fund-
ing, they are trying to terminate their relationship, which means shifting total
responsibility to the Bloomvale staff. Since the project dire'ctor was on sick leave
during the project's second year and is only half-time or lesS on tie prc4ect now;
there has been hardly any indigenously generated material.

Bloomvale clearly prefers to invest the $50, 000 per annum for this project
in stipends for trainees, consultant fees, project staff salaries, and other staff

development-related activities.
Management. Project decisions have been a persistent problem. In the early

days when the project was a pariah and the consulting group needed the'publicity,
this group virtually ran the project. In the second year, with the project director
out of commission and thp project in the nominal control of one of its detractors,
there was a. serious hiatus (see below, "Original Implementation"). The cdnsultant

firm's trainers believe that they are trying to wean Weornvale from its dependence

on outsid-e help but many people in Bloomvale think that the firm is simply,ripping
off the district.

For example, the district felt that it ix as tire firm's responsibility to prepare
an audiovisual training tape, but the firm ka.pt replying that the district could gain

an important sense of achievement by doing thejape themselves. When theedistrict
declined to undertake this "success experie ce," the project director began to lose
interest in the Bloomvale project.

The project staff and the training group wanted to concentrate on building a
skillful cadre of people to work in the schools; but the superintendent thought it

.more important to provide a large number of people with the more superficial and
personal experience of Phase I. The superintendent prevailed; a lot of people have
now had their first such group experience, but proportionately fewer people have
gone beycdnd peLsunal to systemic competence, and most observers feel that the
project's effect has thereby been diluted.

250
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Most of what planning has occurred is done by the project director and the
superintendent and checked with the consulting firm's employees (but ho longer the
president) who continue to work with the project. On paper, the facilitating corn-,
niittees have a planning function\t the school level lout they have never really
become operational. r This result isI of course, testament to the effective planning
of the principals who heard the consultant tell them: "One, you have a lie-althy sys-
tem; two, you1have problems (which we kn3v- 'about'and you don't -- 'yet); so three,
we are going to traiiisame of your employees to solve your problems k which we
will by then have identified)," The principals heard the second and third parts of
this message most clearly and acted accordingly.

Evaluation.' Evaluation of the project is the responsibility of.the same con-
sulting firm that has provided the training and other assistance. For the most part,
The evaluations have employed technically correct designs conducted by people the
firm hires for that sole purpose. The cover of each evaluation shows a credit line
for the evaluator followed by "Approved by ... " and the signature of the head of
the firm that paid for the evaluation and whbse achievements are being assessed.

Not surprisingly, the president of the consulting firm disparaged the independ-
ent federal evaluation of the project,- which focused quite narrowly on.the project's
fidelity to t1).e contract - specified activities. He maintained with considerable justice
Ilia this was unrealistic because the ,project had to keep changing on the basis of
information that could Only 11 available during the intervention itself.

Complexity. The projeci-design suggests a degree of complexity in the overall
,training strategy that is not, irk fact, present. (The project director had misgivings

about the utility of an overall training design that was so complex.) The Phase I
workshops are by now quite routine, Phase II has been underplayed for 1973:74,
the task forces are adjuncts of other district activities, and the facilitating co-
mittees have never developed. This lez_ves the process consultants rather exposed
in their individual schools, and not surprisingly most of them have chosen to con-
form, not transform. Thus, this project has become less complex over time.

Amount of Change. Implementation of the SDDP goals would require a school
to become a happy, healthy, participatory democracy bringing teachers, students,
parents, and community into decisions that have until two years ago been the sole
province of Bloomvale's school principals. The major nonproject-initiated change
since then has Lien the introduction of collective bargaining (an adversary proce-
dure, not a participatory one) by a struggling teachers' organization. 01 course,
the board, and most of the district administrators, are also jealous of their

Or.,e
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prerogatives. Implementing the SDDP goal would require a radical departure
from current practice.

On the other hand, in a system that is already in fairly decent shape, relatively
modest invoLvement could be taken as evidence of success. The creation of a few
more committees, the increased accessibility of some administrators, or any
other participatory pastiche will serve. (See below, ';Near -Term Behavioral
Change". )

Extent of Change. At its most ambitious, SISDP aimed at a revoluetion, and it
is always difficult to know how many revolutionaries are necessary to change
regimes. A rough approximation, given the purposes of this project, would require
that about a quarter to a third of the school's professional staff eschew subordina-
tion, stop being authority freaks, seize the initiative to control their own profes-
sional circumstances, take responsibility for their own actions, suspend their
hostility and suspicions, increase their time and emotional investments in education
by at least a quarter, and otherwise dramatically depart from the teacher-:-
administrator norm consistently and persistently. Supposing that such changes

-.could be sustained fbr the better part of a school year, they would probably con-
stitute'a sufficient force to alter the decisional and attitudinal practices of the
Bloomvale school.

Site of Change. The bulk of the treatment takes place off-site in the woods,
at motels, at headquarters. etc. This reflects a conscious decision of the con-
sultant firm not to be available to the process consultants in their schools, but
rather to work with them only during their weekly meetings at headquarters. The
separation between the training site and the site where the training is to be applied
is further reinforced by the fact that the project director is reluctant to visit the
constituent schools, on the grounds that her appearance in these schools only pro-
vokes dysfunctional anxiety among the process consultants and other friends of the
project because they have not done more to implement SDDP.

Organizational and Personal Characteristics

Decisionmaking. There is a well - established decisionmaking procedure in.the
Bloomvale school system. Decisions tend to be made according to a: "suggestion/
approval" paradigm with approVal or disapproval coming from the next higher link

There is considerable ambivalent tbout this point. Some maintained that
drastic change in Bloomvale would have bean followed by drastic retrenchment;
others disagreed.
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in-the chain. For example, two teachers decided that they would like to try the

multilevel (combining 5th and 6th graders) teaching approach during the coming
year. They suggested this idea to their_ prinpipal, who approved it and suggested
it to the superintendent. The superintendent, in turn, approved the idea and sug-
gested that the teachers suggest it to th\lioard for final approval. The fact that
the superintendent hiinself chose not to present the idea to the bOard himself implies
th.6.-1.t having a suggestion disapproved by the next higher link in the chain of command
carrie-s Cdnsequences beyond ,the..immediate disapproval. That is, each level in the
bureaucracy values having its ideas seconded by the next higher lever and finds
disapproval highly distasteful. The pattern may also reflect the 'residual} power of
the board, which had become accustomed to asserting itself with the current
superintendent's predecessors but which has increasingly deferred to the new
superintendent.

A furthey consequence of this ''suggestion /approval" arrangement is that it
preserves good interpersonal relationships between any two adjacent rungs onthe
decisionmaking lEdder. Thus, if a teacher suggests a change, his principal may
approve it and suggest it to the next higher level of command. If at any point the
suggestion is vetoed, the veto can always be attributed to some higher levi a the

decisionmaking process. Obviously, the buck stops at the board level. But the
board is a rather amorphous body and seems capable (and willing) to have a nega-
tive image with the staff, since it can always justify its actions under the rubric
of doing what's best for the schools, children, nation, or whatever.

Within the project itself, it is significant that the consultants instituted a fee
for telephone consultations with Blooinvale people in order to protect themselves,
from constant inquiry.

Informal Communications. Despite this bureaucratization, there are informal
lines of communication withini the system. The new superintendentis widely de-
scribed as operating %cith an "ITT executive model," that is, there is wide consulta-
tion and even solicitation about decisions and that builds commitment. But, at the
Same time, choice points are carefully and subtly separated from consultation so
that the direction remains in the superintendent's hands. Thus, one interpretation
of the superintendent's support for SDDP is that he was initially acquiescent because
he had little to lose, but that as his own power has accumulated he is content to let
SDDP become more symbolic than effective...

Decisional Participation. During this third and final year of the project, the
project director made most of the deciNons about the project, but the decisions
seem inconsequential. People in the project, while acknowledging the changes that
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the project has brought about, communicate a sense of remorse about what might

have been and seem prepared to act as apologists for the project and what it could

(should) have achieved. The consulting firm wants.out (there are bigger fish to fry);

the superintendent has stabilized a modus operandi that works for him; the board

has calmed down; the teachers' faith is in their union; and the principals (who like

the hedgehog can always wait) have the tunnel in view at the end of the light.

Capacity To Innovate. The-re is little impetus in Bloomvale toward innovation.

In fact, .innovation seems to be quite foreign to the interests of the district, partic-
ularly when the decisionmaking status quo of the district is being questioned by

increase.d teacher mi,litancy. Since any innovative* program that receives external

frflining intimates a separate decisionmaking 'power, innovation is Likely tarneet with

resistance from those blocs within the distric't who already-shaz.un decisionhAking.

It appears that each power bloc has its own agenda, and innovative practices or

nrojects have a low priority. This is not to say that f3loornvale won't continue to

seek, and receive soft money for innovative purposes.' The district is about-as adept

at grantsmanship as most, but getting grants, implementing them, and changing

schools are three distinct and compartmentalized activities.
Ancillary Effects. The Bloomvale project. arrived in the district without the

support of any of the influential groups in the school community. Theincentives
that it offered to its volunteer participants were meager, in terms of both immediate

monetary rewarq ($3 and $4 per hour stipends) and long-range career advancement.

The project rriade strenuous demand:: on participants' time with little assurance that

any great personal gain would result. Although many of_the teachers reported an
improvement in their teaching styles as a result of their involvement -in the project,

there were limited incentives for staff members to become involved in the project's

wider, more radical, and more dangerous purposes. Why, for example, should a

process consultant, who was after all only a teacher, stir up trouble in the school

if the consulting firm refused to come to his rescue (in fact., charged for telephone

'calls), if the project director would not visit the schools, and if the superintendent

himself chose not to enforce his own "mandate" --Lbout the creation of the school

facilitating committees. Given the circumstances, it is not surprising that none of

the staff members interviewed reported that their involvement in the project held

any promise of long-term gain;

School Administrator Role. The disparity between the principals' minor role

in the design of this project and their central importance in its actual implementa-

tion has already been made clear. The principals were perfunctorily required to

participate in an early project workshop, and they also had to attend some other
254
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Formal assessment of their success or failure was,
however, in no way contingent on their performance in the project.

Most of Bloomvale's administrators have been in the system a long time and
were promoted to the principalship by the current superintendent's predecessor.
They are status-quo-oriented, tenured, place-bound, and without subsequent ambi-
tion. Two of the schools where the project has reputedly been most successful axe
run by younger, "outsider" principals, and the contrast and its consequences are
apparent;

Project Director Role. The project director is a woman with more than 15
years of experience in Bloomvale schools. She has a master's degree in psychol-
ogy from an in-state university and was previously a grade-level curriculum
coordinator working out of the headquarters. She was recruited to her present

, .

Jposition because of.her experience with a state-funded drug seminar. She is
mildly place-bound and seemingly resigned to returning to her former position as
an instructional aide. ..: I

Responsibility for the project represented a significant promotion, greatly
increased visibility, and increased responsibility. She is energetic and enthusi-
astic about her work and personally identified with it. The fact that illness took
her out of the project's leadership for its entire second year shows clearly in the
project itself and also in her attitude. She seems more resigned to the project's
outcome than she would otherwise be. Half her salary comes from project funds,
but-she probably devotes considerably more than half her time to project
activities.

Teacher /Trainee Role. The teacher trainees represent a mixed bag oi individ-
uals. They range from new teachers to teachers with two decades of experience
within the district. Their salaries and preproject training also vary. The median
for Bloomvale is 8 to 10 years of experience, 30 or more years old, with training

. --received in-state, but aspirations that are decidedly local. Everyone who received
project training is a full-salaried professional within the district and, apart from
small hourly stipends received for the training experience, is paid fully from dis-
trict funds. All participants were volunteers, and none of them expected that any
promotions would result from their project experience.

Trainees were all volunteers. This method was probably "purer" in Bloomvale,
given the studied disinterest of the principals, than it was in other districts we
studied where some individuals were volunteered. The volunteer strategy served
the interests of the new superintendent by identifying those people in the system who
wanted to innovate. The head of the consulting firm thought that the volunteers were

2 5 .15
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the system's outstanding people, who would run Bloomva le schools in 5 to 10 years,

but the biggest enthusiasts of this selection procedure were those who actually pro-

vided the training. Tney maintained that it would be fundamentally incompatible
to have an organizational development training program, which tried to inculcate

trust, initiative, and responsibility, select its trainees unilaterally and randomly.
They believed that the required participation was viewed by the participants as a
punishment or stigma that then blocked their receptivity to the treatment. Thus,

the trainers had refused to work with anyone who had not asked for their assistance.
This procedure succeeded in immediately attracting to the program all the

system's ultraliberals. From then on, the conservative majority "knew" what

SDDP was about. The ultraliberals promptly and predictably became true believers
and returned to their schools. Since the true believers were now willing to put in
extra unpaid hours, accept extra assignments, and otherwise show initiative, their
example quickly turned into a confrontation between the successfully trained teachers
and the majority who accurately pdrceived them 'as rate-busters. (The intransigence

of the union militants reached a point where they refused to allow teachers to return
a'pioject questionnaire on their lunch time.) .-

Furthbrmore some of those teachers who have resisted the 'Project's interven-

tion are quite simply not good teachers. This group is horrified 4.3 find itself in

the company of colleagues who choose to take/responsibility for failure. Thus, the

existing system provides a great deal of protection for inferior teachers, who

have much to lose by opening it up.

ORIGINAL IMPLEMENTATION

Goals and Objectives

When the project began, Bloormiale was still concerned about the drug abuse
problem among its students. The newspaper articles and the new superintendent's
intention to take action combined to give the project impetus and importance during

its early days, which it has not enjoyed since. Partly the superintendent wanted to
cool tempers and re-establish communications among various factions in the dis-
trict. Some teachers seized on this aim to brand the project as the administration's
attempt to manipulate them. But even then, the SDDP project was parallel (if not

redundant) to the ordinary drug-oriented psychological services provided in

Bloomvale, 256
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From the beginning, there seems to have been a difference of opinion about
project goals. Some people in the district wanted to resolve student-related prob-
lems, such as drugs and alienation, with a secondary and diluted focus on "com-
munications"--a neutral and unobjectionable term that was a lot safer than
"decisiontnaking." The consultants, on the other hand, saw decisionmaking as the
focus. The consultants intended to intervene in Bloomvale's politics with a version
of the OD strategybreak down the role barriers, open up communications, capi-
talize on the consequent anxiety to reconstitute the system, and then stabilize the
results or tighten the system up again. For the c onsultants, there was a variety
of intervention points that could be treated as targets of opportunity. But the
Bloomvale cadres never reached this level of sophistication and usually didn't know
where to c oncentrate, when. or for what purpose. Were they supposed to change

individuals, their immediate behavioral setting, or the system as a whole' The

consultants had high-powered technology, ambitious goals, limited interaction, and
very little responsibility. The people with the day-to-day responsibility (and high
and continuing personal stakes) had more modest goals and decidedly more modest

tools to employ.

Treatment or Means

The formal introduction of the project was made at a full staff meeting which

all teachers were required to attend. The project director and the president of
the consulting firm described the project. The outside consultant had the major
responsibility for this task and did not succeed. Teachers reported that he spoke
to them condescendingly, was vague about the intent of the program, answered
questions flippantly, and appeared unconcerned about the project in general. Only

a few teachers mentioned reduced student alienation as a goal projected at that
time, but many appreciated that the project would focus on the notion of shared

decisionmaking. Of the teachers who understood shared decisionmaking as a
project goal, some felt that such an outcome was unlikely in Bloorm;ale.

The project staff planned to begin staff training approximately a month after
the announcement of the project. In anticipation of resistance from principals, the
outside consultant had suggested a training session for administrators in advance
of teacher workshops, but the principals were reluctant to attend. These plans
were scrubbed, and an announcement of the first training sessions oi three and a
half days over two weekends was made to the entire staff. When the number of

o

workshop registrants (despite a.stipend for attendance) was less than anticipated,
increased recruitment ensued. 207
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After the announcement of the project, some of the teachers in the system

immediately decided to attend the initial training session. These people were

characterized by one administrator as being the "gripers and ideal' -ts" in the

system. The project director, with the assistance of those teachers who were

enthusiastic about the project, then went out to recruit other staff members to fill

out the complement of the training group. During recruitment, there was no strong

support from any recognizable faction within the district.
The actual training took place as follows: First, the trainees were-arbitrarily

divided into groups. Group A consisted of those people who had been selected for a

modified form of "sensitivity training" (the technique itself is anathema to the head

of the firm), in which the participants were encouraged to be open and honest with

one another in an attempt to break down role barriers,- free up lines of communica-
tion, and otherwise prepare people for participatory decisionmaking. The primary

focus of Group B activities was role playing. Participants in this group were assigned

to play roles other than their own. That is, teachers had to play the roles of board
members, central office staff, etc., while administrators became pare,its and

students. When the roles had been assigned, the group was given a .chool system
problem to solve, and each participant had to view the problem from his role per-

spective. The exercise was designed to show the participants the multiple perspec-
tives from which any single issue may be viewed. Group C was composed of the

entire group of trainees. They were to come together to discuss what they had

learned from their experience. The training design hoped to capitalize on individ-

uals' higher sensitivity and increased awareness of the perspective of others.
Virtually everyone in the system, including those people. who have steadfastly

resisted the training, agrees that the people who participated in this initial session
gained something from it. They returned to their respective schoo.ls very enthu-
siastic about the project and consciously or otherwise began proselytizing for the

project. The proselytizing undoubtedly did serve to recruit some' additional people

and to spread the word, but it also frightened many people and polarized some

school faculties. In retrospect, the trainers feel that they underestimated the

receptivity of this initial group and failed to move it as fast or as far as right then

have been possible.
Also, the trainees later discovered that they had not prepared the necessary

bridges or built their credibility with the less sympathetic stratum of the staff, so
that they were not successful in bringing many other teachers along with them.

f?,58
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With the project under way, two further activities were planned. First was a
"Phase II" follow-up workshop. The ol?ject of this workshop was to train certain
original participants more intensively to deal with problems that were a,ctually
encountered in the schools. These,40 people were selected by (1) volunteering,
(2) a vote of their peers, and (3) outside consultant staff approach (or veto). They

were to be designated as change agents for the district, but because this title was
onerous to the board, they adopted the sobriquet of process consultants.

The second activity to be arranged was the organization of a second Phase I
workshop for those staff members who had not attended the first. This group of
trainees included people who had wanted to attend the initial workshop but could not
attend, those who had heard about' the workshop activities from others who had
attended and returned with glowing reports, and several school principals whose
attendance had been "suggested" by the superintendent.

Reports from people who attended the second workshop tend to parallel those
from people who attended the first, with one notable difference. It seems that the
principals who were to attend fabricated one excuse after another and slipped away
from the training sessions. One observer noted the absence of principals from
.Phase II training sessions and speculated that their absence might be attributable
to the fact that (1) attendance at any Phase I session satisfied the mandate of the
superintendent, and (2) principals fear the problem-solving activities at Phase II
sessions because the entire problem- solving, paradigm may be a threat to the
principals' decisionmaking power: In addition, the firm's president, who had at
this point not yet tired of the project, made a preSentation to the group that the
prinLipdis felt was doctrinaire and unwarranted. Judgments formed then have
phsisted among Bloomvale's administrators.

'Organizational Characteristics

The project director had been working in an educational materials development
center before her involvement with the project. At that time, she had been under
the supervision of the curriculum coordinator in the district. When she was
promoted to the position of project director, she achieved a new status in the dis-
trict, possibly paralleling that of her former supervisor (separate office, increased
responsibility, greater autonomy, etc.). During the second year of the project,
the project director became seriously ill, and her duties and responsibilities were
transferred to the curriculum coordinator. In effect, this gave the coordinator two
jobs in the district, with little or no increase in prestige (from his perspective) L r
other rewards. As a result, the second year of the program passed with the person
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who had been one crf the few prime movers in the project absent from the schools
and the responsibility for project leadership in the hands of someone who was
indifferent to its .success. In addition, thelAhead of the firm who had been instru-
mental in Bloomvale's commitment to this apprOach got bored with Eloomvale when
the same problems began to reappear with'each new group of trainees and'when the

conflicts of interest among Bloomvale factions (conflicts that he regarded as petty)

began to retard the dramatic change,he felt was appropriate. Therefore, he with-
drew and transferred the Bloomyale operation to two of his firm's part-time con-
sultants, who then divided thei, energies betweenBioovale and their responsibil-
ities as full -time university professors.

Whatever impetus the project had generated during its initial year es largely
dispersed during its second year. Four Phase I training sessions _wiere held during
the second year, but since Bloomvale's most perceptive people had already been
culled and since no major changes were made in the training seminars, these
sessions lacked the impact of the first year. By this time, for example, the proj-
ect had to begin to cope with the high school, which, as the base of the union's
operations, contained a high proportion of teachers who were already quite vocally
engaged in district decisionmaking and thus in possession of many of the skills and
insights that the elementary school teachers had been so grateful to receive. The
high school group was a mu-h tougher nut to track for a project with-a goal of
"shared decisionmaking." During the second year, plans were announced to divide
the high school into three "houses. " Altl,ugh the notion of "houseplanning" had
broad support among the teachers, those who were opposed to the idea raised the
question of what. share they would have in the decisionmaking process. When the
organiation of the high school was subsequently/changed, despite this group's
objections, the shared decisionmaking component of the project was denounced as
a sham and a flilure.

About the 6:line time, the superintendent's analysis of leadership in the various
component schools Bloomvale led him to conclude that one school was in deep
trouble. He decided to move Bloomvale's rn.)sf successful (and most popular)

,_principal from his current assignment to the troubled ;school. He knew that, if
consulted, the man's current staff would object violently to losing thel.r beloved

- leader, and he also knew that his systemwide responsibility required the transfer.
In an attempt to minimize the inevitable friction, he moved the man on his own sole
initiative. This action fanned doubts about the authenticity of the SDDP effort.
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Plans for training parents and students during the second year of the project
were not carried out, and by the end of that year, the involvement of. parents and
students in the project was insignificant. .(Remember that one of the goals of the
project reduced student alienation, and that aftei two years n'iost students were
unaware of the ixisterice of the project.)

Further deterioration of the project during the second year is evidenced by the
fact that only one Phase Irworkshop was held during that time, and not until May.

Much of what happe-led in the project between its original implementation and
the current version can probably be traced to hiatus in project leadership
stemming from the illness of its director and thc- f -owing disinterest of the firm's
president. Situational factors (as always) intrude, and far from being petty they
were the shape and substance of the challenges that the, project had to overcome.
The project director probably never ha:1 the hierarchical standing or the bureau-
cratic allies to overcome the resistance and hostility of the school principals, the
teacher militants, or the teacher skeptics. Her illness compromised the best of
the chances she might otherwise have had.

As for the consulting firm, there was simply never enough incentive for its
president to bother with accompanying others down the path he had encouraged them
on. The other consultants, while more diligent and even more skillful, also lacked
the stature, continuity, and credibility necessary to more effective work in
Bloomvale.

ADAPTATIONS

Goals and Objectives

The project was nominally born out of concern for student alienation and drug
abuse, yet very little energy was expended directly on the students. Still, the wily
high chool students themselves initiated one of the project's adaptations by shifting
from abusing drugs to abusing alcohol. Since alcohol is more socially acceptable
and certainly lacks the tongue-clucking cachet of drug abuse, that focus of the proj-
ect has receded even further,..

Second, the project was originally desi,...ned to concentrate.on the professional
staff in its first year, the parents and students in its second year, and everyone
together in its third year. This sequence was abandoned when the professional
staff proved to be more resistant than predicted, and when the parents and students
(who had never asked for the training or been involved in its planning or implemen-
tation) proved to be neither accessible to nor eager for the training.
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The entire rationale for this project was one in which outside change agents
would come in, stir things up, train some inside change agents to take over, \and

then depart, leaving them to finish the transformation of their own system., Thus,

there should be palpable evidence of that shift of responsibility from,the firm's
personnel to district people. Although this adaptation is evident, its success is
not. That is, while the firm has tried to shift responsibility, it has not yet been

clearly assumed by Bloomvale people.. Other than ordinary reluctance and mis-
understanding, the adequacy of the training experience and continuing technical

support provided by the firm must be questioned.

.

Treatment \.,

There have been several changes in emphasis among the various sorts of

treatment employed. The length of the workshops has been halved from their
original 3 1/2 days to Z. The original plan had been to expose only enough people
to to Phase I experience to generate a population suitable for Phase II cadre

bui ding. Since it was the Phase II cadres (change ag,-.ts or process consultants
as they came to be called) who we in fact to do the work in the schools, the con-
sulting firm had argued for a concei.tration of resources on this smaller group.
The superintendent, however, overrode the consultants, probably in order to make
a wider distribution of the project's "benefits" among his staff. The net result,
according to the trainers, was a dilution of the project's efforts.

A second dilution occurred when the "A groups" proved to be very popular

among the Phase I participants. le A groups were simple exercises in super-
ficial self-knowledge that resulted in sometimes dramatic but shallow insights

among the trainees about themselves. Although they were easy to do, the con-
sultants resisted providing them because they 'believed that the objective of the
training should be systems change not personal growth. Still, their popularity
created a demand 1.:.at was filled, at the expense of more substantial efforts...,

Both of the above changes moved in the same direction, simplifying the treat-
ment and strategy. A third change contributed to that as well. On-site (i. e.,
school-located) consultation and assistance had k)een anticipated in the original plan,
but the consultants resisted it as a fragmentation of their efforts and dysfunctional
usurping of what was, after all, supposed to have been the process consultants'
role. Instead, the firm instituted a se. ies of weekly "supervisors, seminars, "
located in the headquarters, where the consultants .:ere to make themselves
available for group problem-solving and trouble-shooting.
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The most important management adaptation probably deals with the interrupted
career of the project director, who because of illness could not work in the project
during its entire second year. Although most people agree that thOs was the most
important year, "leadership" fell to someone who resented the additional work, had
never Piked the project, and' had no incentive to see it succeed (during that year he
arranged to leave Bloom.Kale for another district). Thus, the project foundered and
this provided additional justification for the withdrawal of the consulting firm's
president and the transfe. of that responsibility to part-time employees. Finally,
throughout this period, the superintendent who might initially have profited froM
the project's appearance of progress on important problems, became increasingly
confident and established in his own right. When the board granted him and his
deputy tenure status a year earlier than necessary as a reward for their services,
whatever dependencedependen e the superintendent may have had on the project diminisha

Y

still further.
The firm complained from the beginning about a lack of access to the school

principals. Only the superintendent could have pressured their involvement (and
such pressure could have been antithetical to the firm's volunteers). While the
superintendent was unwilling to alienate the principals by moving more aggressively
against them,. it is true that the firm's president had himself alienated the principals
by his performance in the workshops which they did attend.

The locus of responsibility for various actions has been a constant difficulty.
The firm's increasingly frequent response to district requests for help was that
whatever was being requested was exactly what it, the firm, wanted district people
to be able to do for themselves. Thus, under the rubric of providing a "growth
experience, " the firm would toss the task back to the district. More recently, the
same behavior is rationalized as "preparing the district for termination." Many
people in the district felt that the firm's attitude was at least patronizing and
probably irresponsible.

At the district level, the interim director's disinterest in supporting the proj-
ect activities, following through, or providing even tninitnal coordination compli-
cated an already difficult situation. The result has been a steady accretion in
bureaucracy and a decrease in flexible cooperatio and joint resolution.

With a single exception, the project seems no to have affected any of the
standard rale correlates -)L any of the people associated with it. The exception is
the interim director, whose departure for another district was encouraged at
least in part because of his peevish nonperformance in Bloomvale. Ironically, this
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may have enhanced his career-boundedness, visibility, and chances of promotion.
The firm's president, who has been the one person consistently in a position to

s
make a difference in the project's outcome, will not, of course, have his thriving
metropolitan practice diminished be-Cause of what he didn't do for suburban
Blootnvale.

NEAR-TERM.BEHAVIORAL CHANGE

In discussing the extent of change that the project has introduced, one factor
needs to be kept in mind. Bloomvale was already a relatively healthy system.
Most of its employees and residents are very happy to be there. This factor
deprived the project of much felt need for change or of much stress on which to
build, The drug abuse problem went away, the contract negotiations finally
ended, and a new superintendent took over--three factors that further deflated the
impetus of change.

Still, the project h'as had some successes. Before discussing them, it is well
to point out that the area of the greatest success appears to have been unanticipated;
at least it was not featured very prominently in the proposal or other project
materials. The fact is that this project seems to have made more of a difference
in faulty teaching behavior than it has in their decisional participation, which was
the project's most prominently featured goal; Phase II was clearly aimed at
decisional participation. Yet the most dramatic and extensive changes have come
from the Phase I intervention and have manifested themselves in the classroom,
riot the committee room.

Organizational Changes

There is some evidence of improved communications among levels within the
educational system. For example, some 7th grade teachers are Visiting an ele-
mentary srthool to discuss with the teachers how to ease the transition of the 6th
graders into junior high school. There is some shared decisionrnaking, in that the
gaff facilitating committees have been established, but these committees meet

infrequently, and no.qne recalls when a principal actually asked these committees
for guidance in decisionenaking.

One Principal praised the staff facilitating committee, at his school, but then
poinied out that (1) he.had planned such a committee on his own and (2) the com-
mittee hadn't really been that active. However, the committees have, in he third.
year of the project, given parents and .s,iudents.a. small role in the operation of the

2-;project.
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In addition to these school-based committees, Blooinvale now has for the first
time a districtwide curriculum coordinating committee. Although the committee
was initiated by the superintendent and not the project, the superintendent credits

/ the project with having made its introduction an easier matter. The committee has
, .

resulted in some student-initiated changes in the high school curriculum.

Administrator Changes

In addition to praising the facilitating role of the project, the system's top
administrators also claim that their personal style has been affected by the project
(although, given those styles, it seems unlikely that the project did more than per-
fect performance). The principals are less generous. Those who voluntarily
sought the training acknowledge that it had some value. The majority who were
not trained or who were trained under duress report that the district did not need
the project and that its effects have been negligible, When pressed to comment on
changes, principals may mention something but just as quickly add that they
introduced it or that it was not really different from what they had beer doing all
along. Observers believe that some principals, took project resources and used
them for activities and purposes identical with those of the project, all the while
protesting loudly that what they were doing was "not SDDP" and had "nothing to do
with SDDP:'' In the final analysis; it is the extremely control-oriented group of
principals who have the most to lose by SDDP's success. SDDP never got to them,
but they have been most instrumental in blocking SDDP's progress.

Teacher /Trainee Change

Most of the people who had participated in the training experience during the
first year of the program reported significant behavioral change. Not only were
they better 'able to relate to their peers, especially those who had also received
the training, but also they reported being better able to relate to their students.
They had not really acquired any new teachh.g skills but had learned new ways of
dealing with students interpe.-monally. (Teachers; too, often reported that they had
changed, but then hastened to add that they had "always" been innovative.) The
area of changc most often reported (teaching style and teacher.. /student interaction)
is certainly centr to the teacher's pedagogical role performance, but it is not so
central to the decisamaking styles that characterize Bloonivale. Nonetheless,
more humanely conducted classes are an important benefit.
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Extent of Change

Closer to the project's agenda, it is worth noting that only 68 people (less than
one-fourth of Bloomvale's teaching staff) have completed both Phase I and Phase II

of the training. Estimates of the extent of change or the effectiveness of the inter-
vention vary from 30 to 50 teachers thoroughly equipped as process consultants.
The lower figure is probably closer to the truth. The project director believes that
about 10 percent of the staff is now in possession of the competencies that the proj-
ect set out to communicate. Given the low rate at whicH any training is mobilized

or applied, it should be clear the Bloomvale schools are far short of the one-
quarter to one-third change agent to total faculty ratio that most observers felt was

the minimum critical mass for change. The high school faculty of 100, for
example, has only 8 to 10 successfully trained process consultants. (The high

school has suffered some not uncommon reverses in that many of its originally
enthusiastic group of true believers were made to feel that they had been duped

when unilateral decisions and actions ensued. They now constitute a.group of
withdrawn and jaded former radicals who are determined not to be "taken in

again.")

Student 'and Parent Involvement

Hardly any students have been involved in any project activities. Those that
t

have been are for the most part, exactly the sort of already overextended, over-
utilized activists who populate school government. Most students were unaware
of the project until the beginning of the final year, and the project's techniques
appear extremely unlikely to overcome the problems of apathy, diffefing interests,
and transience that are endemic to student involvement. Parent involvement is
already viewed with alarm by most teachers since Bloomvale's parents are
perennially voluble in pursuit of parental overfondness even in the absence of the

project. It is little wonder that the project has done next to nothing in this area.

CONTINUATION

The changed teaching that has resulted from the project seems Very likely to

continue in Bloomvale for the reason that it does elsewhere--teachers like it,
perceive it as an improvement, and view "going backs' with distaste.

The project, as such, is unlikely to survive the end of the money. The project
director has already begun to reconcile herself to a return to her former respon-

sibilities. The training, which cost money to provide through outside consultants
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and money to support through stipends'to the trainees, is unlikely to be continued
because of these costs. The union will not relent and allow such activities to be
done without pay or on "the teachers' time." Thus, what changes do persist will
continue to the extent that the process consultants. can find a way to work either
around or with their school principals.

The district leadership may, in fact, assist in this situation. There are plans
to continue the weekly meetings of the process consultants, although the trouble-
shooting technical assistance will; in the future, be internally generated. The
school-level facilitating committees will also be continued, although given their
feeble achievements they don't look like a bright hope for the future. Overall, the
board seems in retrospect to have found the project's activities not nearly as
radical and disrupting as it had feared. The superintendent has found the project
mildly useful. Between the board and the superintendent, they have set aside
$5000 to support a selective continuation of SDDP activities following the lines
described above.

Two or three years from now, the picture is less clear. The president of the
consulting firm predicts a washout as high as 75 percent. Certainly, the residual
and structural features of the project are not likely to be very important in the
absence of the participatory process skills that proved so difficult to communi-
cate. The brightest spot probably is the unanticipated and persistent changes in
teaching behavior.

DISSEMINATION /DIFFUSION

Whatever diffusion has occurred has been internal to the district. The teach-
ing changes and the curriculum council are two examples of project spin-offs. In

addition, the clistric t now uses a self-evaluation procedure to,assess the perform-
ance of its administrators, which is related to the kinds of things the project
tried to encourage. The leadership of the superintendent's cabinet is also rotated
weekly through all the members. One week, an individual is assigned the task
of keeping a record of the group's problem-solving process; the next week that
individual is responsible for the conduct of the meeting. The relationship to
project-sponsored activities is clear.

The dissemination of the project's techniques or results has been consciously
hampered by the state department of education's injunction against such activities
until the project can be validated' according to officially sanctioned procedures.
This validation assessment is scheduled for 1974-75. In light of the specific
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enjoinder against dissemination, it is not surprising that the only outside exposure
the project has had has been a presentation to the state chapter of the American
Society for Curriculum Development.
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METRO CITY

Dale Mann

INITIATION

Metro City is part of a large northeastern metropolitan area. In the early
1960s private interests began construction of a completely new complex of
enormous, mainly high-rise apartment buildings at the edge of the city limits. The

isolation of the site, the awesome scale of the buildings, their newness, and their
planned and packaged characteristics distinguish the complex. Many of the resi-
dents of the cooperative apartments moved there to ge4-, away from the lower class
blacks and Puerto Ricans who succeeded the whites in their previous core-city
neighborhoods. The planning, construction, and operation of the schools for this
complex, as well as all of the projects within these schools, are affected by these
factors. The residents' own recent social and geographic experience translates
into an expressed concern to create, maintain, and protect "their" schools. Their
own financial investment and the physical circumstances of the site reinforce that
intention.

Why Initiate?

The school planners of Metro City thought that the creation of a totally new
"community" was an unprecedented opportunity. They therefore determined to
build a consolidated. multisc.hool (kindergarten through 12th grade) educational
park on a single site to serve the entire complex. Educational parks had been
widely touted as the solution to urban education problems. The excellence and
diversity of brand-new, centralized facilities was supposed to plaCate the discontents
of minority populations with their dilapidated facilities and provide the quality edu-
cation necessary to encourage whites to allow their children to attend integrated
schools. The park could be built to incorporate all of the physical technology to
support innovative practices. Demountable walls, clustered classrooms, "learning
centers," and a range of shared, centralized, and specialized facilities could all
support teacher behavior in innovative directions. (Thus, this case offers a chance
to discuss the relative contributions of a training intervention and of physical envi-

ronment in changing teacher behavior. ) Although "parks'' were widely ballyhooed,
the one in operation in Metro City is the only such comprehensive facility ever
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completed. The $70 million cost of Metro's park emphasizes why it is hard to
abandon existing facilities.

The park site includes six schools. A combined high-rise high school,
central administration, and shared-facilities building is at the center. Three

elementary schools and two intermediate sc Is occupy alternate places in a ring
around the central building. The schools, none of which is more than 50 yards
from the next, are all connected by walkways and underground passageways through
the shared-facilities area, which includes auditoriums, pools, shops, etc. The

sole exception is an elementary school that was constructed to serve a.group of
buildings, which, because of the uneven development of the complex's total site,
is separated from the rest of the complex by about a mile of land-fill, rubble, and
vacant land. Predictably, but ironically, the parents from that otherwise identical
section of the complex objected to having their children bussed one mile to the
educational park.

The physical circumstances are important: they were the impetus fo'r the
original training proposals, they are the context and the challenge for the project's
trainers and trainees, and they represent a rare chance to assess the compre-
hensive implementation of a grand educational idea.

Building the educational park obviously stimulated the planning officials
responsible for schools in that area of Metro City. The planners wanted the-,
schools to offer the gamut of schooling fonts (from tradit. real classrooms to
individualized instruction). They also wanted the curriculum to recognize the
ethnic and racial diversity of the Metro area. Thus, they formulated a training
plan dealing with both educational personnel and community people that would
facilitate provision of a diversity of teaching/learning experiences pointed at hetero-
gene ity. (See below.)

Proposal Writers

--Metro schools are partly centralized and partly decentralized. The training
proposal was pushed by staff members in the decentralized headquarters office
and supported by the area superintendent. The area administrators also invited a
team of planners from one of the Northeast's most prestigious universities. This
team, the area officials, and early residents of the complex: formed a committee to

assist with and monitor the development of the proposal. committee also
included representatives from the teaching staff of each of the sch,ols that
eventually would become the training population. However, because of teacher

union regulations and other complications, it was not possible to tell in advance of
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the opening of a given school exactly who its staff would be. Some of the early
teacher representatives to the planning committee were therefore recruited into
the project as teacher trainers. Both the! area superintendent and the person
chiefly responsible for the proposal's development have retired, and the project's'
implementation has been the responsibility of their successors.

In-service training, ,workshops, and groups dealing with cultural diversity
were not in themselves innovations in Metro City; but the creation and concentration
of a training staff to deal with an entirely new complex of schools was. The

activities that were proposed for thp training,group (and the outcomes expected
from the training) were very ambitious, more ambitious-in fact than could be
achieved, he ambition of the proposal is probably explained by the desire to
fulfill the residents' vociferously expressed educational agenda, optimism about
the clean slate circumstances of the educational park, the enthusiasm'of the con-
sultants, and of course an element of grantsmanship over-sell. Thus, the proposal
included something -for- everyonend alternatives were not so much considered as

simply incorporated.

Selection of Trainees

The selection of participants was also governed by the park's physical
development. All the schools in the park were to have been training 'sites. Within

schools the principals largely determ'.ned the application of the in-service training
resources. After-school, Saturday, and summer training events were to be open
to anyone who volunteered to attend.

Support/Opposition

Since the training activities were clearly supplemental resources during the
difficult process of opening new schools, there was no opposition to the initiation of

the project. There is some hostility or jealousy from .s_chools in the district out-
side the park on the grounds that park schools are "favored." People in the park

deny this. The fact that everyone was new to this particular group of schools and
to each other made the relatively narrow circle of participants in the project
initiation phase less important than it might otherwise have been.

Adoption Process Model

The initiation process was a combination of equal amounts of the rational
problem-solving/R&D process model" and the -opportunistic response model. ''

Af
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The park's planners clearly anticipated the need for some staff training geared to

the overall "philosophy" of the park. They knew they would be hard-pressed to

create a unified team from among the staffs of six different schools, and the
training proposal was clearly a response to that need. The presence of the univer-

sity consultants may have contributed to the rational consideration of alternatives.

But an equally important stimulus was the simple existence of a chance to get

money for a relatively new idea. It must certainly have occurred to the original,

c,planners that the notion of a socially desegregated, vertically integrated, big-city
education park would be very marketable in Washington. The area superintendent's
office was already experienced in grantsmanship, and thus it was a natural

response to turn to Title III for support.

Baseline Characteristics

The schools in the education park serve a little less than one-fourth of all the
students in this Metro City decentralized area district. (The district itself is
$25 million a year operation, which is, according to the area superintendent's
estimate, less difficult to manage than many of the others in Metro.)

The complex houses 15,000 families who are manly lower middle class and

middle class. To provide a racial balance closer to that which characterizes the

rest of the district, a low-income housing project located across the expressway
(and accessible to the park only by a single pedestrian overpass) was zoned into

the park attenclance area. The children from this area, who are bussed to the

schools, bring the race and ethnic breakdown of the schools to 38 percent black

and Puerto Rican and 62 percent white. There are 2800 elementary school
`children in the four elementary schools, 2500 in the two intermediate schools, and

1300 in the high school (which does not yet have a full complement of classes).

The buildings are, of course, brand new, and the range and quality of the

physical. plant opportunities are fabulous. It would be very difficult to imagine any

significant innovation in American education in the last 15 years that has not been

incorporated into the plant or that the plant could not accommodate. To take a

single example, in order to facilitate the creation of mini-schools (or a "house"

plan) in the high school, each floor of the high school has its own self-contained

food service operation.
The staff characteristics resemble those of other schools on the outskirts of

Metro City. Because union-contracts govern teacher transfers, the schools in

the complex tend to be staffed by teachers who are more experienced and older

than their inner-city counterparts. Similarly, because the park is a desirable
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place to teach (it is jokingly referred to as the "country club'' by those who do not
work there), teacher turnover is lower than elsewhere. The stability of the staff

-contributes to the rationale for a training program here (as elsewhere now that
demand for new teachers has dropped) because the system's teaching/learning
characteristics cannot be changed by replacing personnel. The park has to work
with what it has.

The district does have substantial amounts of other special funding, about
half a dozen Title I projects. _These projects are not available to the park, but
they are significant,as evidence of an active and supportive district administration.
In addition, special money goes to personnel costs; evidently, the reluctance of
some districts to: incur personnel obligations with "soft" money, which they may
not be able to continue to meet, does not apply in this district. The explanation
may lie in the highly bureaucratized nature of personnel transactions in Metro,
in the greater sophistication of its administrators, or in the wall of anonymity
fostered by the city itself.

The pupil performance characteristics are about what one would expect given
the demography of the place. The dominant culture for the apartment complex is
Jewish, and most of the rest are upwardly mobile people who put emphasis on
education. This emphasis, and the word "accountability," have a real impact,
?ince the five-school complex.'is directly visible from about 4000 of the apartments
that tower over it. In any case, the students in the complex tend to do well on the
Metropolitan Achievement Test and other similar measures.

CURRENT OPERATIONS

Project Characteristics

The project is now in its third and final year. The disruptions attendant on
opening six schools in a new community with a new staff plus the discontinuities
of personnel changes in the superintendency and the project administration are all
reflected in the changes that have been made over the life of the project. (These
changes are discussed in the ''Original Implerr.entation' and "Adaptations" sections
below.)

Goals and Objectives. The current goals of the project--as they can be
deduced from its operations--are as follows:

1. To support and sometimes to encourage individualization or at least
differentiation of instruction.
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2. To support the more general improvement of teaching practices.

3. To support racial and cultural heterogeneity.
4. To achieve -the above objectives through teacher training in the elementary

and intermediate schools.

The first goal seems to, be regarded as the most important by the most people.

The project's goals as they now operate represent two compromises with reality.

First, it may be more acceptable to help teachers individualize who are already

so inclined; certainly it is less difficult tha.ii proselytizing among those not so

inclined. (It is also possible that greater change results; for a discussion of the

efficiency of this strategy, see below.) Thus the project focuses more attention

on "support" than "encouragement." Second, true individualization is regarded as

a logistic impossibility by many teachers. Thus the project deals with differen-
tiation to smaller groups as much as it does with individualization.

The second goal seemingly represents the support of any departure from

traditional teaching patterns. The teacher trainers seem happy to try any
deviation from the stand-up-sit-down, chairs-in-a-row, I-talk-you (all)-listen

format. Thus the,training works to encourage "centers" in classrooms, pre-
scriptions, contracts, tearn,teaching, cross-age tutoring, and audiovisual usage,

sometimes without respect to the relation of these technologies to individualization.

Respect for, tolerance for, facility with racial and cultural heterogeneity is
decidedly subordinate to the other goals. The goal set, vary among schools and
also among the project staff, but on the whole there is far less attention to this
than to the other goals in the project's current configuration. The amount and

visibility of material promoting-ethnic and racial consciousness varies greatly
from school to school although the demography of the schools is roughly constant.
Some of the principals are unaware that this is `a purpose of the project.

The fourth goal, a Concentration an working with elementary and intermediate
;

school teachers, is also partially a means. However, people in the project haue
macte a conscious choice to focus on staff development (at the partial expense of
community develo,prnent) and on the low.er grades (rather than the high school),

and because that decision governs the project's resource allocations, it should be

noted.
Goal Centrality and Consonance. Goal centrality cannot be discussed since the

schools did not exist before the project began. The educational park was, however,

created with a consistent philosophy and that philosophy has been used, more or

less, to guide the development of the park. Not surprisingly, the pa rk's philosophy
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is exactly congruent with the project's goal's as they were originally stated--the
provision of a range of teaching/learning options and a. respect for heterogeneity.

The current goals, as deduted from the project's operations, reflect the
usual amalgam. The individual principals affect what ;s tried in their schools,
the trainers largely.determine what is offered, and the trained teaches determine
what is implemented. To that should be added the effect of the parks current
director who is a de facto sc. tendent for the six schools. He has diminished
the principals' influence over project activities and atte: Aeti to,eRange the menu
and emphasis of what is offered by the trainers.

The project strategy has several parts. 'The'4a.'ff has six teacher trainers,
ten paraprofessional edu,cationassistantse and a director. In addit project
has made use of as.many as 75 pe. cut and community volunteers.

1

Treatment. Project aetjyitL (all into two categories, in-service and other.
The in-service assistance is -rc by project staff members who are assigned
from the office of the park dire to work.over the course of a year with two or
more schools. .The..teacher trainers, move from school to school according to a
schedule. Within each school they concentrate their assistance to teachers who
have been identified by the principal or by the assistant principal. In some
schools the trainers work with those ,thought to be in the most need of help, in

rs with those who are most syrry:sathetic to change, and in others with those
who volunteer or arms identified through the project's other activities. kAt this

time, the trainers are often approached for assistance by teachers who hear
about their work from others with whom the trainers have been meeting.'

Staff Development. In general, the ir _.:rvice training process begins when the
<liner is available to visit the teacher's classroom and observe. This may result

either in suggestions or in the demonstration of alternate methods (including
teaching classes or working With individual students). Regardless of the exact
pal.h of the interaction, there is agreement among the trainers that this part of
the process cannot be rushed; it should be seen as a' no-threat, no-evaluation
situation; it should be clear; separted from line/staff supervision, the principal's
evaluation process, etc. ; it should only be helpful; and it should not result in more
work for t.1-,c teacher. Building this relationship ta. es some time and is often facili-
tates] by the trainer's actually taking over some classroom chores, which he then
modifies.

During the current year, a given teacher, or group of teachers, will oe visited
on a weekly basis for a few hours per N,isit unt;.1 the desired result is evident or
until the actual results fail to justify the training. This takes the better part of a

A.,
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.semester in most cases. The trainers also spend considerable time either
veloping or adapting curriculum materials for use in pa, ticular situations.

la.king these materials available is a way to support the desired behavior of the
teacher and a way to elicit teacher cooperation in return.

Teather trainers operate autonomously within the project, so it is difficult
to describe how traincrs make use of time. One trainer works with two groups of
four teachers each to encourage interdisciplinary team teaching. This trainer
feels that she must concentrate' her efforts on specific groups if her work is to
have an effect. She therefore selected the teachers she Would work with the
basis of their apparent receptivity to training. Because of this arrangement, she
is not available to all teachers, ',Lit is willing to help other teachers if they request
her help. In the absence of other directives from her principal,- she now con-
centrates her efforts on these two teams, on a daily basis. Her main activity is to
develop materials for,theGe teachers to use and emulate. She emphasized the net
that modifying teacher behavior was a more difficult task at intermediate schools
than at the elementary level, since the former teachers see four or five times
more. kids per day. However, change can occur if help is given in the classroom
(trainer, paraprofessional) and time is allowed for modified classroom practices
to develop.

In contrast with this concentrated effort, another of the teacher trainers visits
four of the six schools in the park on rotating basis. His primary instructional
role is to demonstrate the use of audiovisual equipment...as an instructional device
in the classroom. Unlike his intermediate schooi c6unterpart, he is told by- his

C

principal which teachers could profit from his assistance. Apparently, th,e
r

principal has taken an interest in this trainer's activities because of an unpleasant'
confrontation with community members at a public meeting. The community people
knew of the existence of the Title III project, but could see no evidence of it. This

trainer was then assigned to visit large numbers of teachers in order to increase
the number of teachers who have begun to come to him to ask.for help. The

flexibility in ,his daily schedule is evidenced by the fact that h has time to respond
to all of these requests.

In another instance-, a trainer meets one hour a day with a paraprofessional
to teach the use of Survey of Reading Achievement (SRA) kits and other packaged
instructional materials. In another, the teacher trainer meets .vith the teacher
for weekly half-hour sessions to discuss problems. In still another, one teacher
trainer sets\up a student tutor program in which older students tutor younger ones
in basic skills areas. r, .
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There has been nn firmly outlined schedule for the teacher trainers
nor has one developed during the course of the project. Rather, each,prink_inal
dictates (by design pr by default) what the teacher trainer's role will be and the

',-trainer responds accordingly.
The in- servile assistance from the traveling trainers takes up most of their-

time and energy. In addition, however, the training strategy calls for other so: is
of training experien.:es. In the first two years, these included five-day summer
workshops for volunteers whose attendance was paid. More recently, the training
staff has organized and sponsored three Saturday conferences Or meetings, open.
to all the schools' staff and the community. The workshops have dealt with
individualization of instruction,"deformalized" education, and other similar
topics. In addition to these activities, the training group also assists with school
open houses (which are on a par: basis) and with advisory groups.

Materials. The staff uses whatever materials come to its attention. These
include teacher -made materials, which they encourage; some of the training staff
adapts or pirates comMercial materials. There is not, however, a .park plan"
in the sense of an orthocloXy that is supported by a lot of materials specifically
developed for that purpose. The emergence of a common approach, and the

. .
stabilization ol a setof suppoyting materials, would probably by nowsbe a fact
except for the way in which the trainers' resources were employed during the
project's initial years.

Management. There is only a loose table of organization within the project.
The fact that individual principals te._d to dictate, 'directly or indirectly, the
activities'of the teacher trainers, coupled with the low leadership profi e assurrd
by,the Project director, tends to ooviate any rigid organizational stru cture. In

fact, several teacher trainers and paraprofessionals gather togetheraaily for
lunch in the project director's office. During these meetings, there is no eie icd-)

that anyone is aware of any hierarchical structure among those pr2sent. This
absence of a clear-cut organizational table does not seem to bother anyone.in the

'project. The project lirector is content to take care of the housekeeping /'
maintenance kinds of activities; the trainers enjoy the freedom to'operate
independently of immediate supervision; and the teachers in the park feel that they
caw-get .,help from the project personnel should they want or need it.

The management of the project is clearly the responsibility of the director of
the park'although the housekeeping decisions are ride by the project (not park)
director. The director of the park has to implement the ''park philosophy,'' which

.

means among, other things getting all the ssix school 'principals and the r staffs to
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work toward a set of shared goals and with the means determined to be the most

efficient and useful. Even in the park, the principal is a feudal baron inside his

school castle. Control over the training staff is one of the few .iistitutional
resources (or rewards, or bargaining counters, or agents) at the park d.rector's
disposal. Thus, the big changes in the project's resource allocations have been

made by the park director, (See below, "Adaptations.") Most of the lesser
operational decisions are, however, subject to the negotiation and influence of the

piincipals, or assistant principals with the project director and/or with the teacher

trainer assigned to a particular school.
The teacher-trainee group is not now signi-ticantly involved in the project's

operations. nor are any administrative echelons above the park director. The

advisory graus are exactly that, partially advisory and mainly symbolic.

Evaluation. Project evaldation is done under cont_ act to a Metro City

educational consulting group. The group's evaluation procedures Stress summative
assessment and are geared to the laundry list of "product outcomes". that have

appeared in each of the proposals. The evaluation itself is audited with respeci to
design, procedural sufficiency, validity, and reliability by a separate contract to

the field research arm of a local graduate school of education.

Complexity. In its current state, the project is not very complicated. All of

the identifiable stages of a training process.have long since become routinized.

There are now several ways that a trainee can enter the process, a number of,
procedures and techniques that can be applied, and a way to break off the

relationship. Since the demand for in-service assistance outruns the available

resources, there is neither time nor inclination to elaborate or extend the pro-
\

"---e-edural methods. If the in-service doesn't "take" on a given teacher or fails to
achieve all of its goals, the trainer can and, in fact, must move on.

Amount of Change Required. According to the teachers, no very substantial
departures from past practice are ordinarily required, because trainee sele&ion
methods (principal nomination of sympathetic individuals) help guarantee some
familiarity with therinstructional purposes and techniques of the project. For most

teachers who are selected, incorporating these procedures is an incremental, not

a radical, change. A vigorous pursuit of the project's cultural heterogeheity goals
would, however, irfvolve substantial change.

The building designs help wiar the extent of change. It.is difficult to sstain
nontraditional pedagogy (team teaching, individually programMed instruction, etc.)

in the ordinary 35 -pupil class oon.. The problems of coordination, pupil move-

ment, and logistics fall easy prey to the faculty's informal sanctions for innovat.irE.
,
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But the flexibility of these buildings allows the trainees and/or the trained teachers
to be grouped or clustered together where they can freely sustain or support each
other. Thus, it has been possible to concentrate staff development on smaller
groups than is feasible elsewhere--all 2nd and 3rd grade teachers along a corridor,
for example.

Place of Change. The project's experience clearly demonstrates the superior
efficacy of on-site, literally in-service training over the off-site variety.

Organizational and Personal Characteristics

Communications. The project's operations are quite informally conducted.
Communications are interpersonal and informal rather than bureaucratized.
Requests for trainer assistance, for example, go from the teacher directly to the
trainer who then tries to .?}.:-eommodate the request within the schedule of visits.
Bigger decisions, for example, to concentrate on all the teachers at a certain
grade leiel, involve the individual school's administration but are also infori-nal.
The ease of communication probably contributes to the success of the project in
that teachers do not have to document their "need" for assistance, or otherwise
call attention to the fact that they are asking for help. To that extent, the trainees
do participate in decisions about the project (except for evaluation), although as it
is currently operated, overall policy decisions are clearly the p J %/Ince of the
pa'rk director.

Organizational Capacity. The community district headquarters, the park
directors, and the principals have a lot of previous experience with innovation. The

park direct ,r especially has a record of successful grantsmanship with special
projects and, wh( n he became park director, he brought along some people who
had worked on special projects in the school where he had been the principal. A

few of the participating principals claimed considerable success in ''deformalizing''
instruction in their previous schools (wt,thout soft money).

Risk. It is hard to know whether or not this group would take on a high-risk/
high-gain project. The more sophisticated team members might, since their
experience has familiarized them with the ambiguities of change and thus the

!!distinct possibility that practically any project can be ballyhooed regardless of its
success or failure.

Ancillary Effects. The personal reactions of the trainers were mixed. Five
of the six interviewed were quite enthusiastic about their jobs and thought they were
making a contribution. Most seemed indifferent about the status aspects Of their
job's' as trainers, although there was some relucta.ice about the prospect of going

er- rk
t".., . k I
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"back" to solely classroom responsibilities. For two of the six, the project had
been an important career opportunity. Their future opportunities, and

status had been enhanced and they were pleased by that. One had entered a doctoral

program, and the other had increased his professional engagement far above 'ts

former level. The majority of the project staff were not so affected.

Administrators' Roles. The park director is the administrator most
obviously responsible for the project. He is white, .toout 45 years old, with a
long background in the Metro City schools. Before coming to the park, he was
the highly regarded principal of a very volatile, but nonetheless effective, school.

In a system where the responsibility for organizing, staffing, and opening a new
,school is usually regarded as the capstone of a career, he had already opened

two new middle schools before coming t6 the park., This experience served as very
relevant training for his current responsibility and has also helped with his

promotion to this job. He chose to become-park director rather than super-
intendent of a community district, although it seems unlikely that he will decline

the latter post again. He is career-bound and sensitive to the policy issues that

are the substance of his professional role. None of his salary is from project
funds, and probably not more than 20 percent of his time is devoted to its activities.
Much of his attention is still consumed by logistical and construction details, since
the facility is in its final throes of construction. Other major tasks include
coordinating the efforts of the various schools toward the park's philosophy,
adjudicating disputes, running interference with the other Metro bureaucracies,
and trying to cajole cooperation from the individual principals.

The project director, who is responsible for the day-to-day operation and

supervision of the training staff, is a middle-aged black. She does not make any

of the decisions about the utilization of her staff (those decisions-are made either
informally between teachers and trainers or by the park director and the

principals). Her responsibility is.that of coordinating and/or facilitating, which

seems an appropriate role since she is by all accounts, "genteel" in the
traditional, noncombatant, nondirective sense. Before joining the staff after the,

proposal was funded, she had been a classroom teacher in the park and had had

some experience in training paraprofessionals. She averred ignorance about
either who had selecteu her for her current position, or why. She shows little

personal identification with the project. She was aware of but disinterested in
issues of educational change above the level of routine, almost housekeeping,

interaction. Although paid entirely from the project, she does not seem to be

interested in continuing in a supervisory capacity. None of the interviewees had
280
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anything but kind things to say about her, and her implacable amiability is probably
a functional complement to the park director's style. Certainly the principals
would object to anyone more aggressive in a position that already threatens the
instructional leadership" role that several profess for themselves. Still, there is

a distinct sense that something is missing in leadership and stimulation at this
level of the project.'

Trainee Characteristics. The trainees in the project reflect the characteristics
of the teacher population of Metro, City. Most are white, middle class, and Jewish,
who hold an advanced degree, and have from eight to twelve years' teaching
experience. Many of the trainees requested transfers to the park from schools in
other parts of the district. Their reasons for wanting to teach in th° park varied.
Jome simply wanted 'out" of the schools they were in; others wanted less travel to
and from work and a chance to work in an improved environment. In one case, a
teacher, a trained rabbi, asked for a transfer to the park because he wanted to
teach Hebrew, a subject that was not offered elsewLere in the district.

Selection. Since it is impossible to coerce or even cajole a teacher in Metro
City to do anything not specified in the union contract, the interviewees were a
self-selected group. Ail of the teachers who agreed to be interviewed had taken
part in the training that was offered. The extent to which the teachers had
responded to the training varied from the case of a teacher who espoused total
"openness to one who expressed a belief in "structured freedom."' Those teachers
who were trained tended to be cutspoken and willing to take risks.- Many of them
reportec that they had been innovative teachers even before the project began, but
that the teacher trainers gave them additional skills and acted as catalysts to
induce change.

At the outset of the project, the park director chose nine paraprofessionals to
work within the park. These paras were largely selected from the community
served by the park, but, since paraprofessionals have a contract similar to the
teachers', some of the paras hadAo be hired because of their seniority in the
district. A few of these had held jobs in the distinct under a state urban aid
grant that expired at the timt. paraprofessional recruitment/selection at the park
was beginning. As a result, paras who had been "excessed out of other schools
in the district came to the park. All of the paras interviewed nad received training,
probably because the administrator hiring them had suggested it and because they
are more open to -suggestions" than are teachers. The paraprofessionals are very

=happy with the training that they received, and have organized a monthly meeting
with the project director to share their experiences and ideas. The project

281
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director is enthusiastic about this arrangement and welcomes the opportunity to

talk with them, often giving help and encouragement. (Note the contrast here

between the relationship between the project director and the paras and that
between the project dir'ector and the teacher trainers.)

Volunteer s. Although the notion of parental involvement in the park was
inherent in the original plan of the project, community parents have-been a part

of the project in only a marginal way. Although there is a parents' advisory

council, the major involvement of the comrr'nity appears to be in cake sales,
clothing drives, and the preparation of a multiethnic cookbook.

ORIGINAL IMPLEMENTATION

Goals

The original goals and objectives of the project were quite different from those

that now guide it. Some respondents simply acknowledged the sift; others

defended the shift by citing "realism" and the pr essures on the project; only one

denied that there had been any changes.
The orkkinal goals as reflected in the proposal had two practically coequal

components: one dealing with educational diversity; the other dealing with

cultural, ethnic, and racial heterogeneity. The firs(goal has been diluted and
the second abandoned and replaced by an emphasis on innovation.

Treatment

The educational diversity goal was part of the planners' intentions to allow all

parents in the complex a choice on the sort of instruction their children would

have:

Option I was to be characterizes by ''whatever sort of instruction the

teacher feels is best."
. Option II was to be continuous progress, nongraded team teaching

with parent involvement.
Option III was to be Piagetian developmental psychology with v0-rtical

age groups, a nonprescriptive curriculum, and a British Open

School format.

The park's facilities would have accommodated the provision of these "sub-

schools within each school, but it seeeted unlikely to the planners that the staff
r-co
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would be competent in all the necessary approaches--hence, the training proposal.
However, although for once the federal money arrived in time, the park failed to
open on schedule. When it did open, the community superintendent, the proposal
writer, anc' the original park director ha:. 'ved on. Construction delays
pushed the school openings far out of phase with the opening of the apartment
buildings, with the consequence that each of the new schools inevitably opened with
extreme over.crowding on top of the usual problems. Before providing parents a
menu of instructional styles, it proved necessary to place kids in whatever classes
were available. In addition, educators began to worry about the prospects of
wholesale shifts in parent preferences. What if 500 Option II mothers suddenly
wanted Option I for September? Thus, although there is now a range of teaching
styles in most of the elementary and intermediate schools, that range is a naturally
occurring phenomenon, and is not abetted by project efforts to satisfy parent
demands.

A second goal had to do with fostering respect and understanding for racial
and ethnic heterogeneity. Goals of that sort are rather amorphous, but project
personnel have been very conscieiltious in stating components of the goal as
behavioral objectives for the students and teachers. In addition, there were to be
such tangible products in this area as curriculum packages (most of which have
indeed been produced on or near schedule). The problem was that the pursuit of
ethnic and racial diversity got edged out both by the more immediate and practical
demands of opening the new buildings and by the strength of the feelings expressed
by many of the parents. (These forces are explained in greater detail below under
"Adaptations: "),.

As originally implemented, the rmst discrete project activity appears to have

been the preservice suirimer workshop for volunteers from the teaching staff of the

new schools. Theoproposal had anticipated that a majority of the staff, including
administrators, would participate in the workshops. Instead, less than a third
showe i up. Teach'r union rules in Metro City preclude any assignments for
teachers outside of working days and working hours. AlL"lough the volunteers

were paid a $3 per hour stipend and in spite of some "suggestions" about
attendance from the administrators, relative'v few took part. Attendance was also
diminished because some of the teachers for tne new school had not been identified

or recruited at the time of the workshops.

2 a3 3
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Emphasis

These difficulties immediately drove project activities away from the proposal
conception, and, they were compounded as the new school buildings began to operate.
At the beginning of the project, there were more trainers than buildings and there
was a strongly felt need to provide assistance to the ftw hard-pressed buildings.
Thus, the former project director was able to concentrate the trainees' resources
by assigning one or more full-time trainers to a single building. And, being
cooperative people in extraordinary circumstances, the trainers were glad to help
out almost whenever they were asked. Through this natural process, some of the
principals Legan to perceive some of the trainers as simply extra classroom
teachers.

Beyond that, there is the fact that most principals subscribe to their pro-
fession's rhetoric that requires them to be "instructional leaders" and to devote
considerable time themselves to teacher training. Thus, an "outsider" full-time
teacher trainer appearing in the school just when the principal is trying to
"establish control" and "create" a staff is very likely to be viewed as a threat to
the principal's autonomy and leadership role. One way for the trainers to defuse
that threat and to demonstrate their cooperativeness was simply to gc along
pretty much with whatever utilization their principals chose for them. Despite
substantial changes, one principal still regarded the trainer not as a trainer, but
rather as a fractional classroom teacher whc was to cover some classes. This
attitude demonstrates the effect of exigency and social sanctions in moving a
project toward greater responsiveness to the site but away from its original
purposes. ,>

Of course, the stated goals, of the project did not change in the early stages.
But the project's real purpose--to assist the park to get into operation - -could not
have been closer to the operational goals of the park at that time.

The original implementation version of the project focused heaily on pro-
fessional staff developm.ent (curriculum development came later). Part of the
summer workshops had parent involvement as their purpose, but the early
experience was not successful. At the early stages, the project seems to have
been operated quite simply, partly because the stated purposes of the project
were not pursued very vigorously.

Since in the beginning the project was largely determined by the principals to
whom the trainers were assigned, the project's management must have been a
relatively straightforward matter. No role chaiacteristics of any of the project
personnel could be expected to change as a result of the project's early experience.

28 1
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ADAPT AT IONS

The project seems almost classic in the transformations it has gone through in

response to the demands of the implementation site. Despite those transformations,
the evidence from the various evaluations indicates that many of its original pur-

poses were in fact achieved. This evidence is discussed in, the following sections.
This section summarizes the project/site adaptations. The adaptations may be
described in terms of (I) the change necessitated by the opening of the buildings,

And (2) the movement back in the direction of the project's original purposes with

the new park director.

Goals

The original goals of providing educational diversity (the three-option program)
and cultural and racial heterogeneity disappeared in the crush to get the schools

operating. Overcrowding, the disorienting effect of a new environment, the

"capturing of the training staff by the principals, the union restrictions,
apprehensions about the fickleness of parent preferences - -all forced the project

efforts away from the original conception. The parent involvement aspect was

never seriously pursued. One reason for this is the usual educator's apprehension

about loss of control to interfering amateurs. This apprehension was probably
reinforced by the extreme proximity of the parents' apartments (school switch-

boards apparently light up like Christmas trees if the children appear on the

playground on a day that even threatens rain). The vulnerability of a new school,

the volubility of some community groups in the area, and the volatility of a bussed-

in population of lower income blacks (exactly what most of the complex's residents
were trying to escape) moved the parent involvement component way down on

everyone's priority list.

Means

. Thus, the sparsely attended out -of- school- hours.workshops gave way to on-

the-job assistance. Concentrated or formal training (in-service courses) gave way

to informal help in order to establish trust between the trainers and trainees. The
population to be trained shifted from the schools' staffs (unidentified) to those who

would volunteer or ask for assistance. In those few instances when principals

designated a weak teacher for special attention by the trainers, the teacher was
usually inexperienced and thus weak politically as well. An exception to the
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pattern is the case in which the principal decided to concentrate the trainer's
assistance on a specific grade level.

Thus, in this initial period, the management characteristics, the complexity
of the project, and the amount and extent of the change that may be expected were

all markedly simplified. The press of circumstances and the power of the
principals both caused a decentralization of project activities to the various
buildings.

Other.changes included the shift from individualization of instruction to an
emphasis on the differentiation of instruction to small groups. This change is
probably an excellent example of the gap between the trainer's intentions and
actions (to foster individualization) and the teacher's prerogative and responsibility
to implement only as much of the project's methods as seem warranted to the

teacher. Here the on-site nature of the training helped persuade the teachers of

the feasibility of the project.
The exclusion of the high school as a training site is the final major adaptation.

Some respondents believed that the original project plan called fer all the teacher
trainers to be withdrawn from the other schools and concentrated in the high

school during the third and last year of the project's existence. Since the high
school was the last unit to open and since the other schools had already had the

benefit of the project's resources, such a schedule made good sense. Unfortu-

nately, this plan did not reckon with the principals of the schools who would have
had to give up "their" tc;.,ckier trainers. Their experience with the trainers
created a vested interest in keeping them (and incidentally provides one measure of

the project's success).
The commitment of the high school principal to the training project is some-

what equivocal. lrrpart, he believes that he already has a successful operation
(the ritaff of other high schools in the city are sent to his school for preparation),
and thus he doesn't feel, much need for the trainers. He also believes that the
nature of the hie . school's curricu cannot lend itself to much more individu-
alization than already exists. nally, he, too, has been very preoccUpied with
getttng the school building to function. For whatever reason, he seems not to have
struggled very hard to break the trainers away from their current assignments.

The changes described above represent the first-wave modifications in the

project away from its original purposes. The net effect of the second v.ave has

been to move it back toward its original purposes. The force motivating the second

wave has bee the new park director, who saw in the project one of the few park-

wide resources that could be turned to his purpoSes. Since his major
2 8G
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responsibility is to create a unified educational environment that would be more
than simply the sum of the individual schools, he had to move to recei)tralize the
project staff.

The move was met with considerable resistance. The idea of a multischool
"park" is a new one to the principals, who are used to operating in the splendid
isolation Metro City affords them. The principals had become used to, controlling
the time of the teacher trainers, and they had long since moved adherence to the
park's unifying theme down the agenda of their own priorities. (There are, of
course, exceptions, including one assertive principal who used the park philosophy
to screen teaching applicants for her school and who has since encouraged teachers
who could not or would not work according to park standards to seek employment
elsewhere. ) Resentment about the recentralization of the project staff under the
control of the park director included for a time the mobilization of parent opinion
in same schools.

The park director also found it necessary to retrain the training staff in order
to focus its activities on the project's original purposes. Despite this drive, the
project's efforts, as described under "Current Operations," are still not exactly
congruent with the proposal. Thus, the amount and extent of the change expected
and the complexity of the project have all become somewhAt simplified. Other

aspects of these schools, for example, their bureaucratization, communications
patterns, and capacity to innovate, have remained unchanged throughout the
project.

NE.'R-TERM BEHAVIORAL CHANGE

Organizational Changes

The creation of six new schools in this sort of a setting necessarily submerged
whatever organizational effects in terms of morale, organizational ange, etc. ,
might have come from the project. That is not to say that there were not such
changes; in fact, there is evidence that there were changes. Still, it is e.xtremely
difficult to separate the positive effects of the training experience from the other
circumstances, including, of course, the social class characteristics of most of
the par:,'s children.



The evaluation of the second year of the project collected data on the extent to

which the teachers had

Expressed positive attitudes toward teaching and educatiOnal innovations.
Iridividunized instruction, fostered pupil self-directed inquiry, etc.
Developed curriculum materials about ''human diversity and cultural
pluralism."

Staff Changes

The evaluation report provides contradictory conclusions about the success of

theser)efforts. In one place it says, The teacher objective of individualization of
instruction and development of student autonomy was not met." In another, "the

training program has had a decided positive impact on Lhe encouragement of pupil

autonomy among teachers, but a less clear impact on attitude toward teaching or
educational change." Our observations about the effectiveness of the training
indicate that in the elementary and middle schools perhaps as many as a third of

the teachers per school now consistently employ major items of the individualization

strategy (or to be more accurate, "group differentiation"). In general, ttie
technology of teaching/learning has been effected more completely than has the

"diversity" content of what is being taught.
Whether or not attitudes toward teaching have changed as a result- of the project

cannot be reliably determined given the effect of the new schools in a new park with
a new philosophy. In addition, the population successfully trained with this
generation's innovative techniques may well turn them into tomorrow's orthodoxies,

and resist further change. Thus, current teacher attitudes toward change are
questionable indicators of future attitudes.

Although most classrooms aie equipped with materials reflecting cultural and

human diversity, this development seems more a function of Metro City's political
climate and recent purchasing practices than of the project. In addition,' the

extent to which minorities are represented in the curriculum materials of the
various schools varies widely (and is directly related to the attitude of each

principal).
Most of the discrete, specially develop,:d curriculum units that were to haye

emanated from the project have in fact been produced, notwithstanding somewhat

behind schedule.
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Student Changes

The project objectives for students were:

1. The development of awareness and respect for individual differences and
cultural diversity.

Z. The development of self-guided learning and autonomy especially among
minority students.

3. The creation of enthusiasm toward school.
4. Increased educational. achievement.

The second-year evaluation demonstrated that cross-cultural and racial com-
munication was more effectively enhanced by the project in the lower grades than

in the upper grades. Given the fact that the project was never really implemented
in the upper grades and that the lower grades would have had more exposure to
project treatments, this result is not surprising. Overall, the evaluators con-

cluded that the first objective had been successfully met, although the attribution
of success to the project, given its Metro City context and given the other

enormous changes in these schools, seems questionable. The evaluators also
concluded that the project was not successful in stimulating autonomous learning

among the students, and that, although treatment school students were more
enthusiastic about their school experience than were nontreatment school students,
the students' enthusiasm for school had diminished from the beginning of the school
project year until the end. Again, there would seem to be more plausible
alternative explanations of that finding than simply attributing the effect to the

project. This conclusion, of course, applies as well to the achievement scores
that the evaluators cited as evidence of the project's success. Students in these
schools scored at or slightly above the levels that could be expected of other

students of a similar social class background.
The conclusion that we have reached is not that the project did not have any

effect, but that the effects observed may have been due to other causes as well.

The fact that there was some progress on an ambitious agenda of student-related
objectives, and the fact that the progress occurred and was sustained during a

period of extreme disruption in the schooling career of the students, is certainly
something to which this project contributed.
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Value to Project Administrators

Although they enjoy griping about the red tape associated with any outside
project, the majority of Metro City's school administrators will readily accept
virtually any project. In a way, they resemble sharks that "feed" on anything that
moves, confident in the knowledge that if it later turns out to be inedible it can

always be disgorged. The extreme needs of Metro City education are one reason
for that behavior and the extreme malleability of project resources is another.
Thus, there are very few additional services that one could offer a Metro City
principal that would be irrelevant to the perceived and persistent needs of these
schools. The situation is one in which any help is acceptable (but not necessarily
gratefully accepted). The second element of this receptivity has to do with the
confidence Metro City administrators feel about resource utilization. The business
of running the schools in Metro is so complex that ,:he system superintendent
literally cannot tell how many schools there are in the system, and constituent
school districts regularly over-spend their allotments by seven-figure sums
before anyone notices. Responsibility is so frantically atomized among the offices,
players, levels, bureaus, and boards that the buck never stops. By the time
school principals have finished their decade-long apprenticeship, they are no longer
concerned with evaluations, audits, study teams, examiners, and the whole
paraphernalia of formal contract compliance. It is not so much a matter of
generating dummy data (although there is plenty of that) as it is simply a process
of cooperating with any evaluation or assessment to the extent that the evaluation

is either disabled or coopted. And, where that doesn't work, one need not be too
concerned, because the system lacks the mechanisms through which evaluation
results can be translated into program actions. It should be noted that the Rand
study team did not encounter this phenomenon. We have described it because it

helps explain why Metro City administrators are so seemingly uncritical in
accepting projects. They know that once the project is in place in their school
building, it can be used for their purposes.

In this realistic context, the participating school principals endorsed the

availability of extra help. Because the project did not create real problems for
any of the schools, it was seen as a useful additional resource. Almost to a

person, the principals thought staff development was very important and they would
like to see the project continued. !Ian r

r ',3
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Unanticipated Consequences

First, it seemed unlikely that the project's designers paid adequate attention
to the likelihood the project staff would be "captured" by the principals whom
they served. The entrenchment of the project staff kept the original plan to service
the high school from being realized and it strengthened the hand of the principals.
The second unanticipated consequence relates to the abandonment of the community
agenda. The fact that the project staff served a felt need among some teachers
created a demand for staff services that was more compelling than the practically
nonexistent demand for assistance/training from the community. There is in both
of the foregoing events the thread of the third unanticipated consequence. The

early laissez-faire days of the project probably burned .sp most of the park's
-honeymoon period'' in which a truly unified cluster of schools could have been
created. Instead, the permissive availability of project resources, which led to
resentment when they were later recentralized, may actually have retarded
development of the park concept.

The final unanticipated consequence is supported only by a hunch tangentially
suggested by some data. The project began with goals that were in many respects
mutually contradictory - -that is, fostering respect for cultural pluralism and
individualizing instruction. On one hand, realization of those goals might require
a child to subordinate pursuit of his own interests in deference to the legitimacy
of other competing or plural goals (i. e. , respect for pluralism), but on the other
hand, the project sought to respect and to bolster each student's individuality.
The tension is a persistent and unresolved feature of most political situations,
and the project can hardly be blamed for not having reconciled what millenia of
philosophy have not resolved. Yet, success on the individualization goal (which was
the much more widely accepted goal) did probably come at some expense to
pluralism. One indication may be the fact that racial isolation among students
increased slightly over the project's life.

CONTINUATION

The project set out to improve and to differentiate instruction. It also tried to
increase the respect displayed by the professionals and the students for cultural
heterogeneity. These are the goals that characterized the key people in the project
and in the schools and that will continue to characterize their efforts after the
termination of the project. Insofar as the park director functions a6 the park
school's superintendent, he will Undoubtedly continue to pursue these goals.

4r.7 C. i
1,-. .. 7..
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Whether these goals will be pursued through a teacher and community training
program is much more problematic. The physical circumstances of the park
(especially the buildings' proximity and the flexibility of their interiors) continue
to enhance the receptivity of this site to a training project. On the negative side,
however, is the fact that training costs money - -a lot of money in Metro City.
The union contract specifically and conclusively precludes workshops or training
sessions for teachers outside of the regular working hours unless such training
time is purchased and optional. Releasing teacher time for in-service teachers
encounters class load limits (also enforced through the contract) and/or
necessitates the use of paid substitutes. The development of exemplary or sup-
porting materials also requires money.

Some of the training slack could be taken up by the principals' more aggressive
pursuit of the "master teacher'' and te icher-training parts of their jobs. Here

again, union/management considerations intrude. Union cohesiveness has been
developed by fostering militancy and class consciousness on the part of teachers.
Observations and evaluations for any purposes are carefully spelled out in the
contract and enforced in most situations. Although principals may remain formally
responsible for teacher training in their schools, the adversary nature of their
relations with teachers has long since deprived them of the access or the credibility
necessary for effective training.

Thus, if project goals are to be continued, they will be continued through the
same sort of externally imposed project that characterized the last three years of
this Title III grant. -There is a real possibility that exactly the same sort of
activity will be carried on although under the aegis of the federal Emergency
School Assistance Act.

A related point needs to be made here. In Metro City there are very strong
centrifugal forces that will pull the park schools back in the direction of the whole
city's norm. The union protects its teachers from the need to change; the size of
the place and all of its units insulates the professionals; and the scale of the
problems blocks expectations and thus efforts about their solution. People in
Metro City sincerely believe that extra money will buy them freedom from these
constraints and will make change possible. The converse of that belief is that
withdrawal of that money knocks the props out from under any attempt to change.
Because they have had the money and the extra help, the people in these schools
are now likely to be very resistant to further unfunded change attempts because

we don't even have any help." ^O`",.,
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The persistence of change in those people who have adopted project techniques
is not much in doubt. They like what they are doing, they prefer it to their
former patterns, and they won't go back. Thus the individualization/differentiation
effects will outlive the project. With respect to the second major component of
the project, the evidence is less clear. In the first place, the resistance to
inculcating respect for racial and ethnic diversity was seriously underestimated
(as it has been_by almost anyone who has sought to increase racial justice in this
country). The amount of achievement on this agenda that can be attributed to the
project is slight indeed. In part, the lack of progress here may be attributed to
the quiet climate of the times. In the absence of serious, overt, disrupting
racial strife, most people have preferred quiet to progress. Rather than push
fo: change in the only time in which change is possible (i. e., in the absence of
precipitating crisis), not much is done. Thus, the irony is that during that time
in which change might be possible, there is an absence of a felt need to do any-
thing. The irony has affected the park project as well.

DISSEMINATION/DIFFUSION

One of the key decisions of this project, and a decision that was heavily
dictated by the Metro City environment, was to pack almost all of the project's
resources into additional staff. Thus, the "project" was virtually coterminous
with particular teacher trainers, with paraprofessionals, and with substitutes- -
all of whom could be made available to regular classroom teachers for training
purposes. Although there may not have been much else to do given the Metro
City constraints, this strategy also means that there won't be very many
exportable packages, or very much to disseminate to other schools except the
exhortation to go out and get some additional people to do teacher training.

The limited amount of dissemination may be attributed to other considerations
as well. The park is, after all, the only one of its kind and thus not very credible
as a training model. Second; hich is the pride of every Metro City school, that
no one believes that they have anything to learn from anyone else. Third, in
order to maintain a semblance of equity, the community superintendent for the
district that included the park could hardly tout the park's procedures to its
brother schools. These schools were already complaining about favoritism and
thus were not likely to be willing imitators of park procedures.

What little dissemination there has been has derived from the personal net-
works of project staff who from diligence or serendipity have been mildly active

in describing park training techniques to outside audiences--but such audiences
number probably not more than a dozen.


